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NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
. ...

. .
The purpose of this reeort is to present the results of an Evaluation

of the Lothian Region Educational Home Visiting Scheme.
The-putpose of an evaluation is to assess the effects of a programme

of activity with a view to doing two things: firstly, finding outwhetber
it represents a justifiable expenditure and, secondly, finding ways in
which it might be improved./ ,

To assess its impact, two styles of research have been utilised. One
strategy made use of an "illuminative" approach. This meant
developing a better understanding of-the practical operation of the
,scheme with a view to discerning what its efts were likely tobe. The
other strategy was niore traditional, an involved comparing the
answers Home Visited mothers gave to a se 'es of interview questions .

with answers obtained from other mothers drawn from the same areas,
of the city as the mothers who had had Home Visits and a contrasting
sample of High Status mothers. Since cannot be claimed that these.
two groups represent control groups in the strict sense of the 'word,
they are referred to in this report as "bench-marr groups.

Three strategies have been adopted in our quest for ways in which
the scheme might be improved. First, we have attempted to clarify the
possible theoretical bases of some of the processes of development
and social functioning with which the Educational Home Visitors
have been trying to grapple. Secondly, we have examinedour data on
the effects which the scheme appears to have had, and nothad, with a
view to obtaining clues as to ways in which it might be improved.
Thirdly, 'we.;have examined the data obtained from the two bench-
mark samples with a view to abstracting what it has to tell usobout
parents' pribrities in child- rearing, the causes and implications of
variance between, parents' priorities, and the types of intervention
which might be appropriate to different sorts of family in different
circumstances. `,

In the chapters Which follow, the illuminative material will be
reviewed first. After reviewing its possible implications for the long
term development of the children, communities, and society
concerned, we turn tc the statistical data on the impact of the
programme on the mothers directly involved. Finally, we review the
material olitainedfrom the two bench-mark samples with a view 'to

. discerning what, ganything, it may have to tell us about the design of
Home Visiting Programmes. .
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CHAPTER 1
*

i

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE LOTHIAN REGION
. E_ DUeATIONAL HOME VISITING SCHEME

AND THE EVALUATION Nit
This chapter will provide the reader with a b riefif somew hat over-

4 simplifiedpicture of both the Lothian Region Educational Home
Visiting Scheme, which was established by Ian MacFadyen, Lothian

°Region Divisional Educational Officer, and the Evaluation, which
was undertaken by the Scottish Council for Research in Education.

The Context of the L0'thian Region Educational Home Visiting
Scheme

The Lothian Region Educational Horne Visiting Scheme had its
roots in a number of research traditions. The first pf"these was that
associated with the Plovklen Report (1966), the work of J.W.B.
"Efouglas (1968), Elizabeth Fraser (1959), and the National.
Children!s Bureau (Wedge etal(1973)) in the U.K. and the Coleman
Repdrt (1966) bi the United States. These studies showed that many
children seemed to do less well at school than even their measured
intelligence would predict. The second was the widely held view,
promulgated biPeaker (1971), Coleman (1966), and Dave (1963),
that sonic two-thirds-of the variance in school perfiimiance among
pupils of the same age could be attributed to home background. The
third was the equally widely held view (largely attributable to Bloom
(1964)) that the variance in cognitive/academic ability was well
established by the time children Were five years of age. Taken together
with the conclusions of the twopreviously mentioned setsof research,
this suggested that xariance in educational performance had some-
thing to do with early 'experience in the home. The work of Bernstein
(1971) and Tough (1973) suggested that the relevant early
experientes had something to do with theuse oflanguage. Fifthly, and
finally, Bronfenbrenner's (1974) review of the research literature on
the effectiveness of intervention programmes designed to boost
cognitive development and educational performanckhad suggested
that their effects were less likely to "wash out" if the mother were

4
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BRIEF OVERVIEW OF LOTHIAN SCHEME 3

involved directly as an agent of intervention. Levenstein's (1970,
1972, 1975, 1976, 1978) and Kellaghan's (1977) programmes of
intervention, in particular, seemed to hold out great promise.

The Lothian Region Educational Home Visiting Scheme -Tv

The scheme.beph with a single Educational Home Visitor who
was attached to a nursery school which made a particular effort to
promote parental involvement. At the end of the first year of Visiting,
Ian MacFadyen interviewed many of the parents who had been
visited and was so impressed by what they said that he recommended

tr... that- the number of Home Visitors be increased to six on -an
experimental basis. In order to assess the value, of the experiment he
also arranged for an independent evaluation to be undertaken by the
Scottish Council for Research in Education with funds from the
Scottish Education Department. At this point the original Home
Visitor ceased Home Visiting as such for personal reasons, but
continued to provide support for some mothers' activities, and was
later appointed as "facilitator" for weekly Educaonal Home
Visitors' Meetings. Five of the six new Educational Home Visitors,
who were all trained teachers, were appointed to the staffs of five

. schools in areas of the Region which were judged to be socially
disadvantaged. The sixth worked with families who had handicapped
children. Their brief was, in the context of the research literature
alluded to above, to work with two- to three-year-old children in their
homes and in their parents' presence for about one hour a week. The
length of time the visiting would be kept up was left open, but has
turned out to be about nine months on average. The objective of the
weekly visits was to encourage the mother to play amore active role in
promoting the educational development of her children. It was
suggested that the Educational Home Visitors should begin by
involving the chit in aotiVities in which language was used to extend
his imagmation, and then seek to involve the mother in such activities.
However, it was envisaged from the start that, as the Home Visitors.
became more comfortable in their new role, these activities would be
extended to include encouraging the mother to take amore active role
in relation to the formal educational system and to participate in

o activities which would lead her to become more confident and
outgoing. It was envisaged that this would in turn influence the
development of her children.

The Home Visitors each visited about fen families per week. Thus,
about 180 families were visited in the first.two years of operation. This
made the Projhct one of the largest of its kind in the world:

a
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The Educational Home Visitors (EHVs) were encouraged to
exercise their professional judgment as to how best to interpret the
brief they were given and the research materials they read. They were
also encouraged to decide how best to relate their activities to the
needs of individual families, schools, andconununities. It is recognised
that this would lead to considerable variation between the Home
Visitors, and an effort was made to select Visitors who, while open to
feedback, would have sufficient confidence in theitown judgment not
to require" continual reassurance or direction.

The extent of the variance which did occur is documented in other
reports on the evaluation (McCall, 1980a, 1980b) but a hint of it may
be given by saying that the firstVisitor "agonise d" over the Kellaghan
and Levenstein approaches but found that they "left her cold". She
discussed with her Head Teacher whether she should tell Ian
MacFadyen this, and they decided not to do so.

The formal criterion for selecting families for visiting was that they.
should be likely to benefit in some way from the visiting. It was made
clear that this benefit might be socialsuch as the mother becoming
more outgoingas well as educational in the narrower sense of the
word. In practice, many, but by no means all, of the families
recommended for visiting by the schools, social workers, or health
visitors were "deprived" or "problem" families. Nevertheless it was
emphasised that it was important for all the EHVs to visit a cross-
section of families. Indeed, despite its location in socially dis-
advantaged areas and its focus on "families who might benefit", the
EHVs were given explicit instructions to avoid families in which the
social problems might prevent them focussing on the educational
activities which lay at the heart of the Project. Thus the families who
were judged to be the "most likely to benefit" were not necessarily the
most "needy".

As the study progressed, these social problems, the mother's
inability to lead her life satisfactorily, her isolation, and her inability
to get satisfactory treatment from the social services, have come to be
seen as more and more central to the achievement of the Project's
goals. Although one of the Home Visitors did manage to stand out
against this broader viewpoint fOr about two years, she became the
most anxious of all the EHVs about her apparent inability to influence
the children's cognitive development, and has now come to believe
that isolation and depression are central to the mother's unwillingness
to bebome involved in the activities she is trying to encourage.

14



BRIEF OVERVIEW OF LOTHIAN SCHEME 5
;,:,
c The Evaluation -

' '''.? The evaluation was set up as a one-man, two-year Project, without
'A' ):41 other research back-up. It was set up as a "descriptive" and
Q4,=

". . "
..14,=, "illuminative ", rather than a statistical, study although it waso?

intended that some questionnaire and test data should be collected.
Not only was it intended to monitor the development in the EHVs

understandingoftheirtask, it was also intended to assess the impact of
the Project on the schools concerned, the subsequent development of
the cluldren,"and on the wider communities in which the Home
Visiting took place. It was intended that this should be done by
studying the operation of the Project and setting it in the context of
other Home Visiting Projects in Britain and the United States.

Despite the general agreement that the Project should be
"illuminative" and "descriptive", rather than statistical, the ambiguity
of these terms, the desired breadth of the evaluation, and a level of
binding which made it impossible to tackle more than a fraction of the
issues, made for continuous unease about the evaluation. This was
exacerbated by the fact that the researcher who had prepared the
original, agreed, research proposal for the SED left after working on
the Project for three months and was replaced by the author, and his
colleague, Gail McCall (who has prepared a companion publication*
describing the activities of the Educational Home Visitors in some
detail) who each worked on a half-time basis. We both had rather
different backgrounds, orientations, and research styles ftom the
researcher initially appointed to the Project.

The unease about the evaluation was further exacerbated by Ian
MacFadyen's desire for "hard" data on the effectiveness of the
programme. He had a number of precise questions to which hewanted
answers t although he acknowledged that the questions- were difficult
and recognised that answers could not be obtained within the two
years allocated to the Project. Initially, he had seen the administration
of IQ tests to the children as a major part of the evaluation. Having

McCall (1980)

t Ian MacFadyen makes his reasons for seeking tqhave the project evaluated clear in
the following quotation: .-

"A number of precise questions however remain unanswered. For example:
(a) To what extent, if any, will the programme enable the children to tithe greater

advantage of the later educational opportunities available to than?
(b) To what went will the programme improve and extend the support of the

mother for the child throughout his educational career?
(e) To what extent, if any, will the programme encourage in the mother a more

15



6 PARENTS, TEACHERS AND CHILDREN

been convinced that the prior task was to examine the impact of the
programme on the parents, he repeatedly asked what methods were to
be used to assess that impact, and the context in which he raised this
question implied that he had not fully act lted the "illuminative,"
evaluation model.

The authorjoined the Project because he saw it as an opportunity to
develop the methodology which was required toprovide accountability
in relation to social and educational policy. At the time of joining the
Project there seemed to him to be no way in which an evaluation
which, would provide answers to the sort of question being asked by
Ian MacFadyen (eg about the long-term effects of the programme on
the children's cognitive development and school careers) could be
carried out with the resources currently allocated to it. However, both
the Home Visiting Scheme and the evaluation were set up in such a
way as to imply continuity of funding and he therefore expected that,
in the longer term, it would be possible to answer a number of such
questions.

The Statistical Study
In point of fact it rapidly became clear that there were, many

questions which could be tackled through a formal evaluation exercise
if funds could bi obtained.

It also became clear that the funds to develop relevant question-
naires and collect baCkground data from the areas in which the Home
Visiting' was taking place might-be obtained under the Job. Creation
Programme. Although these funds would cover only inexperienced
and changingpersonnel, they were the only funds available and,
with the agreement and assistance of the SCRE Advisory Committee
on the Evaluation, they were sought and obtained.

outgoing attitude to her own life? What effect will that have on the children,
and on the family?

(d) What effect will the programme have on the cognitive activity, the intellectual
development, and the use of language on-the part of the child?

(e) What will be the effect of the programme on the mother /child relationship and
what effect will that have on the mother and the child separately?'

In an attempt to answer some of these difficult questions, the Education Committee.
has asked the Scottish Educ 'Won Depanmentio set up a research Project to observe,
monitor, and evaliate the home visitor programme. a research project which will

-'take some two/three yearg tc conduct but the TtSUitS of which may well be of major
significance in the educational world."

It may be commented that there is no way in which "liar? answers to some of these
questions could possibly be obtained without alongitudinal study lasting more thantwo
to three years!

1P
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Under the circumstances, it was decided at the outset that the
personnel appointed to the Job Creation Project should be kept well
away from the Home Visited mothers. However, having seen the
interview schedules which were evolved, and having read the interim
report on the Job Creation Project, Ian MacFadyen became convinced
that parallel data should be collected from a sample of Home Visited
mothers as soon as possible. He urged that this data should be
collected immediately despite the author's feeling that the interview
schedules should first be modified to collect data on the parents'
perceptions of the Home Visiting itself. When it became apparent that
additional funding would not be obtained, the author reluctantly
wurred and collected the data despite its known inadequacies.

I.
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CHAPTER 2.

THE BACKGROUND TO, AND OPERATION OF,
THE LOTHIAN REGION EDUCATIONAL

.

HOME VISITING SCHEME

-IAN MACPADYEN

In Chapter 1 reference was briefly made to the main research traditions
which provided a context for the Lothian Region Educational Home
Visiting Scheme In this chapter the Divisional Educational (Veer
responsible for initiating and running the Project gives hie own retro-
spective account alike background to the scheme The chapter is an edited
version ofa Paper preparedfbr Mt-Education Section-Conference-ofth
Bntisn Psychological Society, in the autumn of 197&

The Background to. the St.':eme
---Towardsihe ead of the '60s and during the early '70s a number of

generalised movementlivere b-eginning-to-present-as_more_ clearly
delineated expressions of concern. The cognitivists, now firmly
established as a groupin the USA at leastwere claiming that the
traditional provision for early childhood education, with its emphasis
on affective aspects of growth, ignored the cognitive development of
children and thus was "selling the children short". The more extreme
disciples of the movement, like Bereiter and Engelmann (1966), and
Omar Kayhant Moore*, we:e demonstrating what could belchieved
by intensive, highly structured and totally dehumanised programmes
of intervention. Of more interest to me in this movement was the work
of Levenstein (1970,1972), who conducted what she described as "a
Verbal Interaction Programme". She hypothesised that, in the
crucially important phase, of .educational development before the_
child began formal schooling, the most influential factor was the
"caretaker", usually the mother. Thus it would be appropriate to .

improve the capacity of the mother as the agent of educational
development. Levenstein therefore employed what she called Soy

* See Pines (1969), pp 68-86

...

Cr1. ...
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BACKGROUND AND OPERATION OF SCHEME 9

Demonstrators, who were initially trained social workers, to visit the
mother in the home. The basic intentions behind the visits were

1. to demonstrate how one might obtain the maximum educational,
perceptual, conceptual and motor stimulation from com-
mercially available toys and books; ..-

2. to demonstrate how onemight exploit such materials for verbal
interaction with the child;

3. to reinforce feelings of competence in mother and child;
4. to encourage the educational relationship between mother and

child. .

The expedition was of particular interest in that, not only did it
- demonstrate that gains in IQ =Ores were longer lasting than those

in other experiments, but much more importantly, it did so within a
setting which was comprehensible and natural, ie within the family
setting. The project accepted that the major factor influencing the
child's educational development was the mother and set out to
enhance her relationship with her child.

Another major influenCe leading to the establishment of the project
was the results of the studies o: the 1957 cohort by the National
Children's Bureau. These were to have a profound effect upon the
society in general and educational thinking in particular. One piece of
evidence which was of particular significance was that which appeared
as the report From Birth to Seven (1972). The e vidence indicate d that
certain socially disadvantaged childreneven below the age of seven
yearshad parents who were less likely to consult the teacher, were
themselves more destructive and aggressive, were more prone to
maladjustment, were more likely to speak unintelligib ly and have poor
oral .ability; were more likely to have poor general knowledge, were
poor readers, were poorer at arithmetic and were less creative.

Not only that, but these socially disadvantaged children demon-
strated these disadvantages very shortly after beginning formal
schooling. This suggested that, for whatever reason, children were
arriving at school apparendy improperly equippedto cope with school
activities. The_ National Children's Bureau jAggested that while,
demonstrably, the children were not al-nipped to cope Witfilliii:Choo1
it was possible that the school, with its middle class chaTacteristids,
was designed for one set of children rather, than the other. But,
whatever its cause, the Bureau highlightol an apparent .mis-match
between the efforts of the sdhool on the one hand and the attitudes of
the parents on the other.

4
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At about the same time Joan Tough (1973) was conducting
extended observations of young children's language. Eventually she
concluded that whereas all children use language to protect their
tights, demonstrate interests, indicate pleasure, needs, and frustrations
and direct their own and others actions, the educationally advantaged
children were able to demonstrate a more extensive use of language
to:

re?ort on past experience
collaborate towards an agreed aim

predict and anticipate events
see casual relationships
problemise inAinatively

create symbolic representations
justify their behaviour

reflect on their own and other people's feelings
We recognise those as the very linguistic skills which are demanded

by the learning experiences created by the teacherand not only in
the Primary Schcol. The Nursery School appears to make similar,
demands without fully comprehending the difficulties faced by the
children who have not mastered such complex skills. ..

Joan Tough also .emarked on differences in the verbal interaction
of the mother-child dyad. In the case of the educationally advantaged .,

child the mother shares meaning with the child. Her comments are,
designed to lead the child to further thought.,She makes comparisons,
encourages recall, encourages concentration and attempts to explain
situations. In the case of the educationally disadvantaged child the
mother engages in this activity to a much more limited extent.

Y an Tough's early work has been the subject of much criticism.
However, it can be said to have made a highly significant contribution
to an understanding of educational development in children and to the
nature of the educational experience provided in schools.

Mention may be of one other influentiaLlocal, factor. On the one
hand there appeared to be a new groundswell of interestin education. __ _
Parents *ere no longer content to 1p informed by schools of theit
children's "progress". Parent-teacher asociations were beginning to
spring up in various places; community groups began to demand a
voice in educational affairs. Education Committees found themselves
the somewhat unwilling bridegrooms at the altar of consultation.
Schools began to talk of parent involvement. The Playgroup move-
ment, which had struggled to achieve recognition on the educational
stage, suddenly found itself at the centre of a political storm.
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More 'disturbingly, there appeard to be an alarming situation in
relation to young marlied.couples, particularly young wives hying in
high flats. It wasn't simply.that they appeared tb be isolated and very
lonely, it seemed as ifthey did not have the will toovercome their most
acute problems. The conventional and'well tried methods had preyed
fruitless; they avoided any kind of social activity, deluding ce...itact.
with neighbours. The traditional "evening class" was an anathema to
them, even when designed specifically as a result of their suggestions.
They avoided contact with schools, nursery, primary and secondary.
It was as if, having been married, had children, been housed in local
authority developments, they had literally accepted their fate.

'fftifthe problem went deeper. There appeared to be indications that
a number of young mothers saw themselves as having failed with
regard to their children. The reasons for this were imprecisely stated
but were variously expressed as, for example,
- an inability to cope with childish activities

' disappointment that children were not as the advertising media
displayed them
lack of assistance from grandparents, neighbours, older siblings,
schools, doctors and other professionals
inability to live up to the expectations of others including their
own children

disappointment at not being able to provide the best for their
children (whatever that might be)

, a feeling of guilt at having negative sentiments in relation to their
-children.

And yet they were not without personal ambition for their children.
A small survey conducted in 1974 in the Lothian Region indicated
that, contrary to popular b,lief, 99% of parents described themselves
as "interested in the education of their children".

This led to two thOughts:
1. It was difficult to imagine that those parents accepted solch a

situation willingly. Education might not be able to provide a
ready solution, but it could be argued that it had no small part to
play in assisting young parents to overcome their difficulty.

2. It was difficult to imagine that such a situation would provide
feitile soil for the intellectual growth of the youngsters involved.
The degree of commitment and the effort available to promote the
educational de velopme nt of their children would in all probability
be in direct ratio to the enthusiasm or otherwis'e with which they
viewed their own situation.

..,
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These then were the major factors which led to the establishment of
the Educational Home Visiting Project. That these factors could be
challenged on a number of grounds did not seem to be a great obstacle,
one might wait for years before hypotheses were finally turned into
generalised truths. It seemed that the subject matter which these
factors covered was pressing enough to warrant some action. The
question was: What kind of action? _.

The developt.ients which have been summarised seemed to point
separately and collectively to some initiative which would bring
together the educational world and the parents in the parents' home is
rich away as to encourage and enhance the educational development
of the child: hence the institution of the lit.hian Home Visiting
Scheme.

The Operation of the Lothian Region Horne Visiting Scheme
The Visitors are 'attached one each to a nursery school or to a

primary school with a nursery class.
Thereasons for adopting this pattern were three-fold.

I. Similar experiments elsewhere in Britain at that time were
marked by the temporary quality of their existence or by the
indeterminate place in space of the Visitor. Such "insecurity" of
tenure did not seem to be in the best interests of staff and hence of
the project itself.

2. The nursery school or class provided the nearest educational
- equivalent to serve as a home base for the Visitor with all that

that entailsservices, colleagues, professional cornmunicatipn
and refreshment.

3. In the Head teacher the Visitor could find a helpmate, a guide,
someone to discuss problems with. . .

Eich Visitor has approximately 10-12 homes which she visits
weekly, spending about an hour per week in each home. The remainder
of the time is spent recording results, discussing findings with the
evaluators, working in the nursery school or class, or in organising
parents' meetings and other activities designed to promote the growth'
of the mothers' feelings of motivation, confidence or competence and
involvement in the fornial school system.

The Visitor visits homes of children at the pre-school stage, ie
between two and three years old. We-felt this to be the optimum point
of contact in that the educational relationship betweei the child and
the mother would be unlikely to have crystallised. The child is young

22
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enough to adapt to a changed patted of activity on the part of the
mother, the mother not yet far enough into motherhood to be unable to
reflect upon the quality of the interaction with her child.
- The express purpose of visiting theltome is to encourage and
enhance the mother's unique and irreplacable role in the educational
development of her children. The Visitors cgin by working with the
child but move as quickly as possible to an niyolvement of the mother
in the activity. Quite often the mother expects the Visitor to "teach"
her child and does not expect to be involved odie r than as an interested
bystander. The Visitors get over. this problem in a number of
ways. 1.

*-structuring the activity tp include the\mother
By encouraging the child to involve his mother

By talking to the mother about her child, 'her home, and the
activities of the -visit 1

By leaving books and other materials behind
By discussing activities undertaken by the mother with the
Child. between visits -

The Visitor normally takes with her some concrete object in order
:o give focus to the visit. Sand, water, coloured paper, building bricks,
toys, playdoughanything in fact which will draw the attention of the
child and mother. At the same time, however, the Visitors are
themselves encouraged to persuade the mother that any object, and
any household activitiessuch as making beds, washing, hoovering,
and ironingcan be used to focus the attention of her and her child.

The use of language plays a very important part. The mothers are
encouraged to use language in such a-way as to share meaning with
their children, to collaborate in activity, to predict, to explain, to
hypothesise and to test that hypothesis, to demonstrate casual
relationships, and to rtretch the imagination of the child. At the same
time, however, mothers are encouraged to avoid too great concentra-
tion on such activity becauie it is taxing for both child and mother.

it was the intention that the Home Visiting aspect of the project
would be supported_bt_th school-in a-variety-of-ways: This has
happened to a greater extent :n`some than others. In the most
active schools, the mothers are invited to visit the school, to use the
mothers' room, to join in work with the children in the school, to
devise and take part in a variety of what might be called Informal
finther education activities, ie classes in hostess catering, flower
arranging,- family .swimming,, keep-fit, and child development. in
addition the'y are encouraged to take part in social activities organised
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by the school coffee mornings, fund-raising activities, parents'
outings; children's outings. The purpose of such activity is on the one
hand to close' the gap between home and school and on the otherto
provide som'e opportunity, however small, for the mother to participate
in activities outwith her own home. In other words what begins as an
interest in her child may well continue as a determination to promote
heown opportunities for self - fulfilment, which, it is hoped, will have
a profound rejuvenaling effect upon her life and in turn on the
educational development of her child.

No Home Visitor is expected to .work in homes where there are
special problems of relationships. Occasionally ore comes across
homes in which the marital relationships are very unsound and even
some cases where the mother-child relationship is distinctly odd. The
Visitors, being on the pioneering periphery of educational develop.
ment, have quite enough to cope with without entering into some of the
most difficult areas of himan activity..

The Visitors build up their lists of children to be visited from a
number of sources. The intention is fiat lists should be varied and not
filled with what might be termed problem children or families. In fact
it is positively beneficial to the whole, and to the Visitor, to
have within the_group atleast one r who is relatively outgoing in
her personality, Quite often the local social worker or health visitor
will suggest that a mother and her child be added to the list to be
visited.

.
A place is available at the nursery school c.... class when the child

reaches the age of 3-3K years if the /pother requires it. This is as much
a pricautkon as anything else. A series of Home Visits having been
begun, it would make little sense if the parent found that there was no
opportunity for communication with the educational world between
the age of three and five. It is still a matter of choice of course whether
the child attends part-day or full-day.

The precise point at which the Visiting should cease is a matter of
debate. The original thought was that it should cease when and if it
became -clear that the mothers lad understood what' the Visitor's
message had been. This has proved impracticable for two fundamental
reasons: {

c, /
fi. In many instances the mother and the child have come to regard

the Visitor as a friend and as' rkindispensable part of their lives.
The announcement by the Visitor that she would have to stop
visiting has led on numerous, occasions to tears, particularly on
the part of the.mother. This seems to suggest that one of the major

2-4
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objectives of the scheme, to increase the sense of self-sufficiency
in the mother,, may not have been entirely successful.

2. The Visitors seem now to be convinced that the intense contact
' cannot be replaced simply by some kind of loose communication

between the mother and the school. It will need to be replaced by
a much more carefully structured system of communication
between home and school not only at nursery level but at primary
school also. What form that should take, it is as yet, difficult to
foresee although a number of ideas are now beginning to emerge.

The Visitors are Illqualified teacherciThe reason for adopting this
policy was that teachers, by and large, ould be able to think through
the theoretical basis of the project and in' its practical application more

. quickly than other people by virtue oftheir knowledge and experience.
This is not to say that other workers could not be equally effective. We
have, like Levenstein, begun to use non-professional volunteers.
mothers who have themselves been through the programmes. Whether
they will be effective, remains to be seen.

More important than the c .ications of the Visitors was their
degree of sensitivity. Eac.. v tsnoi. was selected above all else for her
capacity to work with adults in their homes without displaying an
intolerant or patianising air, for her capacity topffer her professional
skill's without giving offence or undermining the confidence of the

- mother, for her capacity to be critical of her own efforts, and for her
capacity to engender confidence, trust and a positive-response from
the mothers.. a

A
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CHAPTER 3

4

THE DESIGN OF THE ILLUMINATIVE STUDY
' AND THE AUTHOR'S ORIENTATION

As we have seen, the evaluation of the Scheme fell into two rather
separate parts. The first was an illuminative study designed to

-examine the operation of the project with a view to discerning what its
effects were likely to be. The second was a statistical study in which
the attitudes andbehaviour of mothers who had hid Home Visits were
compared with the attitudes of tto benchmark samples. In this
'ehapier lac objectives and methodology of the "illuminative" study
will be reviewed and followed by some information about the
background and interests of the author. It is hoped that this information
will enable the- readerto 'set the author's views in an appropriate
contest.. The design .4 the statistical study will be discussed in

r Chapter 14.' .

The objective of the "illumina , or "descriptive" study was to
develop a better theoretical understa. Sing of the processes which
were involved in one way o another in the scheme. Set in the context
of existing psychological and sociological research and theory, this
understanding was expected to enable us to discern what the effects of
the scheme would be likely to be. Such an approach has a large
number (F merits. One is not confined to talking about effects which
can be pleasured with the resources and methodology currently

prObabl effects of the scheme on outcomes which we would be unable
avallabl. Thus, we would be able to provide some information on the

to assess, siatistically, with the resources available to us. For
exaniplc, we would t, title to estimate its effects on schools,
community members, and administrators not directly Involved in the
Froiecti We would also be able to provide infonnationon its probable
long term effects on the families, children, schools and unities
concenied. If we had mounted a conventional longinidinal study,it4would ave been neassary to have waited years before we could
Provi such informaticore would also be able to talk about the
probab c effects <lilts programme on outcomes for which reliable and

Ivalid easures do notexist at the present time. Such outcomes might

1- e
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include the probable effects of the programme on the development of
initiative, self-confidence, and interpersonal sensitivity on the part of
both mother and child. In this way we would be able to avoid the lop-
sided nature of many evaluations which fail to discuss what are oftrrt
the most important outcomes of the educational processes witch are
being evaluated because those outcomes cannot be "measurd' with
the techniques and resources to hand. Wewould be able to discuss the
probable effects of particular "styles" of visiting although these
effects would get buried in a mass of "non-effects" in any statistical
study which it would be possible to carry out in a Project of iii; size.
To partial out such effects and extricate them from possible contam-
inating variables, would require not only an extremely large rest-arch
design but also extremely sophisticated analytic procedures. Last, but
not least, it would be possible to provide feed-back to help the
Educational Home Visitors (EHVs) in their work, long before it
would be possible to provide them with the results of any statistical
study which "showed" what was working and what was not working.
By making,theoretically important processes explicit, the long-term
objective of any evaluationimproving the services which were be ing
offeredwould be achieved more quickly.

None, of the above should be taken to mean that we are unaware of
the need to check inferences from theory and personal observation
against fact and systematic observation by more people. It is simply to

o state the cage for supplementing traditional research styles with
."illuminative" research.

'For this part of the study, data were collected in a number of ways.
Open -ended interviews were carried out with the administrators
responsible for the intervention and the evaluation, the EHVs, other
members of the staffs of the schools to which they were attached, and
some of the parents who were visited. The parents were sometimes
interviewed in groups, sometimes in the presence of the EHV
concerned, and sometimes alone. The evaluators attended several of
the mothers' group meetings and virtually all the weekly meetings of
the EIFIVi. At these meetings they contributedto on-goingcliscussion,
sometimes in provocative ways, and also raised specific questions for
discussion. The Educational Home Visitors kept notes on their visits,
diaries of their activities, and prepared reports on their progress with
all the families they visited. They tape-recorded some of their visits
and the evaluators accompanied them on others.

None of these methods of collectingdata was expected on its own to
give an objective account of the operation and impact of the Project,
and all methods of collecting data were expected to "contaminate"

28
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the operation of the project in some way: the EHVs-could 'not be
expepted to give a complete and accurate account of eleir objectives,
activities, and difficulties in a single interview. The presence of note-
book and pencil, tape-recorder, or an observer could always he
expected to influence what was said and dqne in interviews, in group
meetings, or on Home Visits. The mere asking of questions of
administrators, head teachers, mothers, or Home Visitors was likely
to make certain issues more salient and influence the diiection of the
project.

Norwas the objective of providing a complete and accurate account
of everything th at happened necessarily thought to be desirable. What
one observes, records and describes is inevitably influenced by one's
implicit or explicit theoretical framework and one's assumptions and
by what one expects will have a 'significant effect. The effects which
one can label and think about are themselves a product of the current
state of development of one's science. If, in a project of this sort, we
amid give am impression of the general flavourof what seems to most
of those involved to be significant aspects of its operation and
impactand draw attention to a few variables, processes, issues and
impacts which have been overlooked in previous studies, our work
would, we thought, be fully justified.

In order to get a better grasp of the aspects of operation of. the
' project which should be considered significant and the effects that the

project was likely to have, an attempt was made to come to terms with
the vast early-childhood-intervention literature. Visits were piid to
many other projects in this area in the United Kingdom and in the
United States of America. It was also hoped that these visits would
enable us to discover formal evaluation instruments which could be
incorporated into later stages of this project. Unfortunately this hope
was not fulfilled. Rather, we gained an impression of a field permeated
by studies which had on the whole, made use of.poor conceptual
frameworks, research designs, methodologies and instrumentation.

The Assumptions and Theoretical Perspectives of the. Author
In order to help the reader to "objectivise,' the n ecessarily selective

account ofthe project which will be presented, and in order to help him
to understand why the author has collected and focussed on certain
sub-sets of data, in attempt must now be made to share with the reader
some of .the author's assumptions, his theoretical stance and his
reasons for adopting particular viewpoints. The remainder of this
chapter therefore tells the reader about the author and not about the
project. It is hoped, however, that it will give the reader some insight,
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why the author is telhngruniiiirtimWmgs about the Project and
omitting others. Those who are interested only in the Project may
skip over the remainder of this chapter.

The authorjoined the Project for two main reasons: Find", he was
acutely conscious of the need to greatly increase investment in the
evaluation of social, and particularly; educational, policy. Secondly,
he was partitularly interested in trying to fmd ways of assessing the
impact oteducational programmes on values, attitudes, perceptions,
expectation,s and behaviour. As he saw it, the project was aimed, in
the first instance,, at influencing the actions the mothers thought it was
important to undertake with their children, the qualities they wanted
their children to develop, their expectations of the consequences of
undertaking certain activities with their children, and their actual day-

- to-day behaviour.
The author ways anxiops to work on the evaluation of social policy

for a number of reasons. Firstly, he had realised (Raven, 1975, 1975)
that control of the way in which something like 75% of GNP is spent
now rests with "The Goverrunene'(i e national and local government
and their associatedbureaucracies). Thus the economic market-place
as the means of evaluating the quality of provision, providing and
administering variety of provision, and influencing the direction in
which developmeatwilltake place has, forthebestofreasons,largely
been neutralised But the political system as the only alternative
means of formulating, administering and evaluating policy in such a
socialised economy ,a,grossly overloaded. A system to replace the
economic market-place and supplement the political must therefore
be developed: In such a system, he felt, social scientists had a crucial
role to play in helping society to develop the concepts, understandings,
structures and tools which are required to formulate, administer and
evaluate 'policyand in particular, to administer and evaluate
policies which allow people with different priorities lobe catered for in
different ways.

To come closer to the present project, his research had also
suggested that the measures which were needed to assess the
adequacy with which the educational system was reaching the goals
which the large majority of the pupils, ex pupils, parents, teachers,
employers, and employees set for it were measures of values,
motivational dispositions, perceptions, expectations, and feelings of
confidence and personil efOcacy. The methodology:_required to
assess these qualitiegs was in many ways similar to that needed to
assess the impact of the Lothian Region Educational Home Visiting

-Picirect on just such quaities. The Lothian Region Project was in
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effect an adult education project which was intended to influence
values, perceptions, expectations, motivation and behaviour.

In addition to these general attituti:s toward policy evaluation and
education, the author also brought with him % some beliefs anti
expectations (again derived from his previous research) much more
closely related to the subject matter of the present project.

In the first place, he was extremely sceptical about the widely held
view that home bact.ground was responsible for the lion's share of the
variance in academic attainments. He had in fact carried out a path
analysis of some data in which Dave's questionnaire had been
administered to a sample of parents of primary school children and the
results correlated with a wide range of measures of the children's
school attainment (Raven, 1977). What he found was that some 75%
of the variance in school performance could be predicted from what
Dave (1963) had labelled "home process" variables. But 67% of the
variance could be predicted from scores on a verbal intelligence test.
When the effect of IQ was partialledout, only 8% of the variance was
left to be accounted for by "home process" variables. Given the high
level of inter-correlation between the variables, it was not possible to
choose between an explanation of the variance in school performance
based on variance ih parental attitudes and an explanation based on
IQ. In terms of its practical implications this is most unfortunate
because it is widely assumed that while parents' attitudes are open to
influence, IQ is not. It also emerged that many of the "home process"
variables were themselves arguably best thought of as surrogates for
the child's ability. Thus, parents' estimates of how long they expected
their children to stay at school were bound to be influenced by their
estimates of their children's ability.

Having carried out an extensive path analysis on this datausing'
each of the 19 parental attitude composite variables (some of which
would be expected to be more dependent on home process variables
than others)without advancing understanding of the importance of
home background one iota, he concluded (a) that the case for
asserting that home process variables were primarily iesponsible for
the variance in educational performance of the children was farfrom
established, and (6) that the only way to proceed toward a better
understanding was to make use of an experimental design in which an
attempt would be made to influence educational outcomes. He
therefore saw the Lothian Region Educational Home Visiting Project
as an attempt to do just this. 0

Secondly, other aspects of his previous research had made him
extremely sceptical about the assertion that parental attitudes and
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values were primary determinants of school and life performance. His
research had confirmed the widely held, if not well documented, view
that the qualities which parents wish their children to develop, and
which pupils wish to develop, vary markidly with socio-economic
status. However, it also showed something else. When one studied
secondary school pupils who expected to be upwardly or downwardly
mobile, one found that the, qualities which pupils wished to develop
were as characteristic of the groups they expected to enter as they
were of those they were leaving. Thus, dovtfnwardly mobile pupils,
who had presumably been brought up in homes which, like other high
suuju-ecumunic status households, stressed independence, originality,
responsibility, and thinking for oneself (see data reported below),
were much mots likely than others from The same backgrounds to
stress the importance of developing obedience and conformity, and
having rules to guide their lives laid down for them, which tend to be
characteristic of low socio-economic status families. Similarly, pupils
who expected to be moderately upwardly mobile were more.likely
than others)without advancing understanding of the importance of
and responsibility (Raven, 1976, 1977). (It should be stressed that
this is not a complete summary of the resultsfor example, upwardly
mobile pupils who were jumping several status categories were less
interested than anyof their peers in the development of such qualities
as an interest in the communities in which they were going to live).

Thus, while confirming the relationship between social and
educational attitudes and socio-economic status found in the literature,
and confirming the ecological relevance of these attitudes and
expectations (which had been so much emphasised by Kohn (1959)),
his data (like that reported by Havighurst (1962), and the Newsons
(1978)), had suggested that, in many cases, children's attitudes did
not simply reflect their parents' attitudes. Rather the pattern of
relationships suggested some anticipatory socialisation effects similar
to those noted by Kinsey (1948) in relation to sexual attitudes and

behaviour. As in ICinse9s-case; it-appeared-that-the- attitudes-and
behaviours involved coWd have been learned neither from parents nor
from membersof the status groups which the pupils expected toenter.
Something pretty fundamental therefore seemed to be operating, and
this challenged both the notion that such attitudes and values are
simply transmitted to children (and, as a result, affected their school
performance) and the view that it was important to encourage more
"working class" children to accept the "middle class" value system so
dig they could "take advantage of what-the school system had to
offer". Rather the results suggested that it was important to respect
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this variance in values and attitudes when making provision for
education and that, by so doing, one would not run the risk of creating
a taste societyprovided one created flegihle structures in which
pupils could move from one value system to another as they

. developsd.
A third set of perspectiverwhich the author brought with him to his

taskand which structured the way in which he saw the Project and
his intel.pretation of the data he collectedhad to_do with his previous
work on the value of schooling. Essentially, this research shows that
teachers, pupils, ex-pupils, parents and employers are right to believe
that the primary objective of education is to foster such qualities as
initiative, 'confidence that one can deal with new situations and new
people; and the ribilitf to-lani withotit instruction. And it suggests
that their view that the current educational systemfor understand-
able reasonsdoes very little to foster these qualifies is also correct.
However, it also shows that schools are right to do what they do do-r
to focus on getting pupils through examinations. This is because these
certificates are important prerequisites to a decent way oflife despite
the fact that the activities required to obtain them confer few benefits
on their pupils. The backwash of this pre-occupation to infantlevel
was noted by several of the Eductitibii1WHOriie Visitors.

What these results show is that teacheri,:parents, pupils and this
Prbject have a serious dilemma. Children must be helped to pass
examinations because of die erirriiic benefits conferred on them by
these certificates. But the activities which lead to the acquisition of
these certificates confer few educational benefits on pupilsand may
actually stunt the growth of the children's competence. Thus schooling
in one sense (getting examination certificates) is extremely important'
whilst, in another sense (promoting growth- and- developm4nt) it is
probably unimportant. 11-4-, the project's goal of leading parents to,
"value" schooling and to do with their chadrentbe things which need
to be done in order to help their children to adjust to school and do well

..... thereTisrin a-sense; extremely questionable. But equally, in another
sense, it is extremely importantfor, as most parents, pupils and
teachers know, school success is extremely important as a key to
gaining respect and material well-being in our society. -,

s Knowledge of this dilemma naturally led the author to emphasise
the importance of collecting particular data on the impact of the
Lothian Rigion Educational Home Visiting Scheme and to interpret
that data in particular ways. It also led him to be particularly sensitiv
to those who argued that one of the most important goals ofthe p ect
was to lead the parents concerned to a position from which they could
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argue that schools should change so that they could help pupils to
develop the qualities they needed to lead their chosen way of life

et than force them to opt in to a way of life which they did not
particularly value in order to gain respect and a minimum standard of
living in our society.

A fburth fact about the author which should be recorded is that he
has fbr many years, been pre-ottupied with the conceptualisation,
assessment and development motivational dispositions like
adaptability,- innovativeness, ad creativity. As we have seen, most
people believe that these qualities lie at the heart of educational
objectives despite the fact that, at least, in Ireland, Belgium, and the
United States they are sadly neglected in practice (Raven et 441959,
1969, 1973; 1975, 1977). The author has been rather more heavily

:inVolviid in research in this area-than in research dealing with .thc
conceptualisation, measurement and development of abilities or
attainments like intelligence, reading or science. This long standing
IftaresTlfairiatulary twain to be more receptive to remarks which
could be construed as relating to these pre-occupations and concerns
than other researchers might have been. Since his theoretical
tbrmulatiodof the nature of these qualities and their development also
asserts that they have centrally to do with values, indeed that the most
important problem facing educationalists is to come to terms with
values,.it is to be expected that he would be more sensitive than other
researchers might have been to those aspects of the present _project_
Which have been concerned with_the_growth-ofgeneria competence

_ rather than focussiatinilif on success in the school system, and that he
would be more aware of the value-related issues which permeate the
project despite its avowed emphasis on cognitive development
which is often assumed, despite the work of Spearman and Piaget, to

e relatively value-free.
, A fifth and final perspective which the author brought with him to
his task is derived from his work on creativity and innovativeness
(Raven and Molloy, 1969; Raven, 1975; Raven and Dolphin, 1978).
This suggests that advance in scientific understanding comes about
most quickly, not by following the British civil service type tradition
which emphasises a cautious quest for certainty belbre publishing
one's tentative conclusions, but by assembling material to argue a
position which then leads to public debate. The author's primary
concern is, therefore, not to be 'right, but to argue} a position which,
through public debate, will lead to advance in understanding. He
therefore does not feel obliged to consider every possible alternative
explanation and interpretation of his observations and results before
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publishing them. This, of course, conflicts with the expectations of
those who commissioned this studyr-for this Report cannot claim to
be impersonal, t op, Ade, and "objective". And not only because of
the puny resources available to the researchers but also because the
attempt to be complete and objective is misguided. Such an attempt
would mean focussing on data and interpretations which; whilefiighly
selected; pretended to be value-free and non-controversial. It would
therefore mean neglecting crucial sues for which an adequate
theoretical framework, concepts and measures have not been devel-
oped. In other words it would mean failing to discuss the most
important issues and failing to report on the most Important things one
has learned (Donnison, 1972). The set of data we have chosen to _ _____ _

collect and publishwhether statistical or descriptivehas been
selected because we, personally, perhaps for some barely understood
reason, felt that it was important, and what we saw in it and chose to
highlight is also a subjective decision. More than that, we have built
the scraps of information we have collectedtaietfiiiinto aTitem
which is at the same time a great deal more than, and a great deal less
than, what we observed. The author makes ho apology for this. He
believes that the notion that a single social scientist, working in a field
as important, as open, and under-researched as this one, could be
objective is totally disfunctional. What we heed is more_people with
different pre-occupations and perspectives researching the area and
hotly debating their conclusions, not a more pedantic approach to this
particular publication which, after all, represents bit a drop in the
ocean. - .

3"
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CHAPTER 4

THE INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE LOTHIAN-
REGION EDUCATIONAL HOME VISITING SCHEME

AS AN EVALUATED EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME

The purpose of this chapter is tb provide a brief review of
_

.
otintervention programmes which have at least something in common
witb. the Lothian Region Educational Home Visiting Scheme. It was
originally intended to provide both a map of related programmes
whether evaluated or notand a fairly thorough review otrelevtnt
evaluation studies, so that the probable effects of the Lothian Scheme

-- could be more-readily assessed and compared with alternatives. To
this end the author visited a large number of relevant programmes in
the United Kingdom and the United States and read through a
mountain of evaluation studies. For a variety of reasonsincluding
constraints of time and space, as well as the quality of much of the
materiarit is not possible to include a thorough review of this
material here. A review of the United States material collected
together by the author is, however, being published in Van der Eyken
(1980), where a review and evaluation of several British Studies will
also be found. A summary of the range of programmes available also
appears in McCail (1980). Here brief reference will be made to a
number of the most relevant programmes.

The United States Programme
The. US intervention programme has three main components:

Headstart, Follow- through 'and Homestart
The scale of the operation may be indicated by the fact that, since

196S, between ten and two hundred billion dollars has been invested
each year in such programmes. Over six million children have been
involved at a cost, at current prices, of something of the order of three
thousand dollars each. Some two hundred million dollars have been
invested-in-the:evaluation_of these programmeS._

anyThe particular variant of the scheme which is initiaTed at any site is
chosen, administered and evaluated on a local basis. Mkt typically
happens is that several groups of academics and practitioners proffer

.,
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a...number of alternative programmes from which one or two are
chosen by local groups for implementation.

Headstart was initiated, not by the Office of Child Development,
but by the Office of Economic Opportunity. In those early days
community development objectives loomed largeand remarkably
'successful the programmes were in achieving them (Maths and Rein,
1972). However, in the wake of the movement, best signalled by the
names of Bloom (1964) and Coleman (1966), toward a belief in the
central importance of early environment, Headstart was increasingly
seen as being primarily concerned with educational activities with a
cognitive emphasis. The original focus became secondary. A quote
from Zigler, the first Director of the Office of Child Development,
which states the educational/cognitive point of view particularly
clearly, will be found below. Some argue that the change of emphasis
from controversial but attainable goals'to non-controversial but hard-
to-attain goals was deliberate: the Community Development
programmes were too successful in enabling people to bring effective
pressure to bear on authorities, and this threatened vested interests.
(The same point has been made in relation to the British Community
Development programmes).

Zigler's Headstart was based on the belief that what happened to
children before they started school was of critical importance to their
subsequent educational development. A variety of centre-(institution-)
based and home-based programmes were therefore initiated to
demonstrate what could be done to boost children's development in
the early years. Later, the Federal government initiated Headstart
Planned Variation to place more emphasis on assessing the relative
merits of alternative programmes rather than "showing what could be
done".

It was recognised from the beginning that Headstart alone yrould be
unlikely to have a permanent effect on children's educational
development. Provision was therefore made, inFollow-through, for a.
variety !I further activities to strengthen and build on the gains the
children were expecte,d to make.

The term "Homestart" referred to a specific type of Headstart
programme. This involved home-based intervention designed to
encourage the mothers to play a more active role in promoting the
educational development of their children.

Reflecting their origins in the Office of Economic Opportunity, and
despite Zigler's somewhat narrower orientation, all Headstart
progiammes were multi-pronged, involving educational activities for
parent and child, health care, and improvement of the economic,
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social and physical'environment. Despite the,variety of models, all
Headstart programmes were supposed to rollout guidelines laid down
by the Office of Child Development, which included the following

7--Educational objectives:

Provide children with a learning environment and living environ-
ment which will help them to develop socially, intellectually,
physically and emotionally . . .

c

Involve parents in educational activities to enhance their role as
principal influence on the children's education and develop-
ment __. ____ ___ _ ______ . ._

____ --..-g- -----
Assist iTsirits to increase their lcnowledge, understanding, skills, in

child growth and development. . . ,

Build ethnic pride, develop ap_ositive self concept, enhance
individual strengths . . .

Encourage children to solve problems, initiate action, explore,
experiment, question . . . ,

Provide adequate indoor and outdoor space, materials, equipment
and time foi children to use large and small muscles . . .

Pdvide for on-going observation, recording and evaluation of each
child's growth and development for the purpose of planning
action suited to individual needs . . .

Provide for parent participation in planning the educational
. programme . . . and classroom . . . and home activities . . .
Provide parent training in the observation of growth and develop-

ment. .

The health component includes: .

Provide a comprehensive health scheme... medical, dental, mental
health, and nutrition .. . ,

Provide the child's family with the necessary skills and under-
standings'... .

Provide fora thorough health Screening... vision testing... hearing
. . . immunisation . . .

Provide extensive community mental health care.

The-nutrition component includes:
Provide'food to meet nutritional needs . . .
Educate parents in the selection and preparation of food, money

management, consumer education. ,

3 8
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The Racial service component includes:
Furnishing information about available community schemes and

how to use them .

Follow up to assure delivery of ,needed assistance . . .
Establishing_ a role of advocacy and spokesman of Headstart

families . .

Helping . . . parent groups work with other neighbourhood and
community groups with similar concerns . . .

Help to ensure better.coordination between community agencies.

The parent invalvemeni component includes:
Direct involvementin decision making .
Participation in t tasstoom activities,
Providing methods and approaches for involving parents in

experiences which will lead to enhancing the development of
their skills, self-confidence, and sense of independence.

This comprehensive approach was retained in Follow-through.
And yet the Stanford Research Institute were able to identify over
eighty different models of interventioneach replicated at sites all
over the country,

The range of models is breathtaking, ranging from primary
emphasis on encouraging the adult members of the communities
concerned to develop the civic perceptions, expectations, and abilities
required to gain control over the wider political and administrative
process, through giving parents the right to hire and fire teachers,
assess pupils' progress in school and determine school curriculum (hi
order to ensure their relevance to the needs of their own culture),
having parents come into classrooms to model effective human
behaviour for the pupils, project-based education designed to er'..tnce
motivation, and conventional but individualised programmes based
on one-to-one instruction, to highly structured programmes designed.
to teach children particular words and phrases.

Altogether, well over ten thousand programmes have been run and
evaluated, and the very variety of the programmes and evaluations
has helped to ensure that it would be difficult to systematise, analyse
and assess them.

. Given the variety of the goals pursued by project sponsors,
attempts at national iiakiliticia have not surprisingly, proved
difficult. At one point the Stanford Research Institute, which had been
awarded the contract for the national evaluation of Follow-through,
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started trying to'clivelop evaluation instruments geared to the goals of
the sponsors (to, it must be admitted, an impossible time scale) only to
fm itself confronted, first, by an edict from the Office of Child
De! liTment to concentratcon assessing the-progranune's effects on
IQ.4, lagadeinic_performance, and, subsequently, with the loss of
their contract. 7--------__ .

Detilite.the activities of his Colleagues, quoted above, Zigler, the
Director of the Office of Child Development defined the goals of the
programme; as being to enhance "the ability to Waster formal
concept's, to perform well at school, to stay out of trouble with the law,
and to relate well to adults and other children" (1973).

. Several thousand evaluation studies have-been-carried-our If is-
Clearly impossible for al single researcher, particularly one engaged
in substantive.research of his own, to get hold of, let alone evaluate
these reports. To facilitate the process of evaluation the US Depart-
ment of Health Education and-Welfare has commissioned a number
of reviews of the literature emerging from this vast enterprise. These
reviews are, unfortunately, flatly contradictory. Thus, whereas Mann
et al (1977) concludei that, of62 schemes selected for their quality,
49 showed a beneficial effect and only 13 did not, and Brown (1977)
came to the conclusion that the 13 studies which did not appear to
show a beneficial effect-were unsatisfactory for one reason or another
(thereby concluding that there were no studies which did not show a
benefit). Hawkridge et al (1968) and McLaughlin (1977) came to

. exactly the opposite conclusion. Hawkridge et al concluded that, out
orover one thousand studies, only twenty-one met a criterion Of___
improved academic or intellectual function, while McLaughlin et al,
after reviewing forty "exemplary" studies which had at ode time or
another reported` benefits (including the studies referred to in more
detail below) concluded that: . ..

"At the outset (of this exercise) k was expected chat a major
proportion of the effOrt would involve 'reconciliation of different,
but apparently valid, studies: howeier, this turned out Iloilo be a

.substantial problem.. .. The major problem was to draw any valid

.substantivc conclusions from any of the studies".

i . Nevertheless, notwithstanding all the arguments, a number of
. conclusions doemerge from this literature: .

'1. Despite the breathtaking -range of programme's, involving
manipulation of every conceivable set of variables known to the
author2 no dramatic effects of any of the programmes have been
demonstrated except that perhaps, given a little encouragement,
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CI"prived" adults are very good at comingtogether to bring such
eff4ctiVe pressure to bear on the bureaucratic and administrative
m4hinery that steps have to h. taken to put a stop to such
programmes of adult education.

241Vo6e of the programmes has been able to have a dramatiC and
lasting effect on It It is not the case that, as was widely
believed at the start of the programme, simPl doing such things
as talking to children would dramatically raise thei. IQs and
school performance. Whatever the variance in school perfOrm-
ance is Slue toof is not principally due to any of the obviout
v Babes which were thought to lie behind it when the program- ,

ma i+ere implemented. (We may note in passing that one
reason why the designs of the evaluation studies look so poor is
that these.studies were based on the assumption that,the effects
of intervention would be dramatic, and therefore demonstrable
despite minor defects in eitperimental design and instrumentation).

3. If they are able to opt into the programmes, highsocio-economic
st1ttus.children benefit more from the progralpmes than do low
socicreconomic status children (Palmer (1976), Jensen (1974)).

4. The range of outcomes which has been assessed does not do
justice to the range of outcomes which one would expectto follow
from such programmes. Thus one finds Love (1976) emphasising
that thousands of parents have learned important things and
come to feel, and to tie, more competent and capable of leading
their lives in the way they want to lead them than they were
before, but that this effect does not show up in the studies which
have been made:

4. No onestyle of intervention has been shown to be superior to
others (although Stallings' (1974) evaluation of some of the
Follow4thrdugh programmes does show that traditional school
programmes depress Lthe ability to perceive and 'think clearly,
while "open" education programmes enhance this ability but
depress performance in the three Rs).

6, One of the reasons for the messiness of the area is that
programmes have not been sufficiently cleakabout whether they
were service-oriented or research-oriented. Thp result has been
a lack of theoretical :basis in the interventions, .fluidity in the
processes the effects of which the researchers were'supposedto
be studying, and insufficient funds for the develtipment of

.appropriate instrumentation (Haney, 4976).
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7. While the Lothian *Project represents but a drop in the ocean in
comparison with the vast US involvement In such programmes,
in terms of the evaluation studies it is one of the largest, most
theoretically based, and most systematically evaluated projects
in the world.

S. Whereas, Headstart began a community-development
orientation,, and, as a result political rows, found itself
deflected on to the less thmate goal of promoting cognitive
development, the oject began with a focus on
cognitive development, and, as a result of the Home Visitors'
experiences, came to see the community- development goal as
central 6 the achievement of its cognitive and educational

1. objectives.

Studies of .Particular Relevance
Despite the act that Presages of space have led us tc. omit most of

the material` we have reviewed, it is necessary to summarise a few
studies that are of partiCular importance from the point of view of
evaluating the Lothian Scheme.

AMERICAN PROJECTS

Homestart, one of the best evaluated programmes, was aimed at the
poor. Through regular weekly visits lasting about an hour and a
quarter each, the families in the project were encouraged not only to
play with their children, but to improve their health care, nutrition and
to make better use of community resources.

,Each Home Visitor worked, on average, with about ten or eleven
families. The visitors themselves, though they were paid, were given
very little (slightly over $5,000 a year) for work that often involved
them in 50-60 hours a week. They were called "para-professionals"
in that 90% of them had little or no forthal training, and did not
generally have much experience of working with families or of
providing the varied child development, nutrition and health services
teat the programme called for. "In fact", said the Final Report on the
project, "not being 'professional' was viewed by many project staff as
an asset, making it easier to establish a close and trusting relationship
with parents".

Homestart set out, through its home visiting progratnme, its group
meetings and its back-up service of professional workers, to change
the attitudes and child-rearing practices of parents, and at the same
time to make families mote self-reliant in their use of community
facilities. As compared to a control group, Homestart families, after
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only a year in the programme, certainly showed changes of behaviour.
They were more inclined to let their children help around the home,
spent time reading to their children and helping them with drawing,
provided more books and toys, talked to their children more often,
were more involved in the community, and were generally doing those
things which the Homestart visitors had encouraged them to do.
(Although, notably, when asked whether they used specific community
services like housing or job training, Homestart mothers reported a
greater uptake than "controls" of only one out of 15 possible
agencies).

The children, too, were significantly ahead of"controls" in terms of
measurements on a Pre-school Inventory, a langnagescale and a child
talk score. There was a statistically significant relationship between
the frequency and length of time of home visiting and both parent and
child outcomes. Where Home Visitors had made fewer than three
visits a month, or where the visits fell below 11/2-2 hours, there the
language development of the children grew. more slowly (Love, J. et
al, 1976). However, children visited for two years did not do better
than those visited for only one year. ,

When H8mestart families and children were compared with
children who had gone through Headstart programmes, only small
differences could be detected:

"Although the minor differences that were found suggest that
Homestart's advantage is in producing a more positive effect on the
mother-child relationship, there were actually very few (such
differences) ... it mustbe concluded thatthe two programs had very
similar effects on parer ts."

. (Love, 1976)

Bearing in mind that Headstart programmes were largely centre-
based "teaching" projects with a minimum of home visiting or often
even parental involvement, this is thought-provoking, because it
suggests that, while home visiting can of itself result in important
changes, these are quantitatively (and perhaps qualitatively) little
different from changes affected by more traditional methods of
intervention.

The nature of Levenstein's intervention programme has already
been summarised by Ian MacFadyen in Chapter . Levenstein's
research has, however, recently thrown up something which leads one
to re-evaluate the Whole of her research, and thus the importance
attached to it when designing the Lothian Region programme. While
her research continues to demonstrate marked short-term gains in IQ
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on the part of her experimental subjects, It now shows an equally
marked shortlerm gain in the IQs of her control subjects. This
reminds one of Weikert's (1978) finding that all three centre-based
programmes which he studied produced results of a similar order of
magnitude. If all types of interventionincluding the visit of a
researcher who simply tells one that one is part of an experiment
produce gains of similar magnitude, why have an elaborate Home
Visiting Programme?

Lazar (1979) was responsible for summarising the results obtained
by the Developmental Continuity Coosortium. In 1975 a group of
investigators who had been conducting interventionmogrammes----
came together to pool their data and consider the long team effects of
their efforts. The consortia included such well known authors as
Deutsch, Gordon, Gray, Karnes, Levenstein, Palmer, and Weikert.
What the consortia results suggest is that, while virtually all program-
mes result in short term cognitive gains, these tend to wash out" in
all cases, whether centre-based or home-based. However, there are
long term effects. Children who have been involved in such program-
mes are less Moly to be assigned to remedial classes or field back at
school, and their standardised achievement scores rise continuously
with age when compared with those who have not been involved in
such programmes.

As will be argued later, the most probab'e explanation of these
results is that the children have been taught the specific operations
required to do well in IQ tests for young children. They have also been.
taught what to expect of schools, teachers, and other adults. As a
result, the children will be better adjusted to school and less rebellious
and disruptive. Not being held back, they will be in the right grade to
study the curriculum on which they will be assessed and thiawill result
in higher achievement test scores. In our opinion, it is reasonable to
expect from the Lothian Region Educational Home Visiting Scheme
results similar in all respects.

We cannot conclude our brief review of the American literature
without commenting on the small size t d short term nature of many
of the studies. While the NOS available to some of the US
researchers were several million times the funds available to us, the
US programmes (see Haney, W. 1976) have frequently been
characterised by wild expectations as to what can be accomplished
both by the intervenors and by the evaluators, by failure to be clear
about whether the programmes being evaluated were best thought of
as services or as a planned variety of alternative programmes the
effects of which were to be compared one with another, by utterly

t;
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unrealistic fundings and.time scales, and by failure to budget time and
resources for the development of appropriate instrumentation. Nearly
all the evaluation exercises are based on experimental and control '4
groups of less than forty, and most on less than twenty.

BRITJSEI PROJECTS

Turning now to British Projects, we find the ground covered much
more thinly. Aside from the now widely reported Educational Priority .
Area projects, which mostly involved groups as small as those
reported in the American studies, the number of evaluated schemes
canlmost be counted on the fingers of one hand. Van der Eyken will
be reporting on his evaluation of these schemes elsewhere. Here it is
appropriate to say a word or two about the EPA schemes.

In the West Riding study (Smith, 1975), a nursery prOgrarnme
supplemented by 'Home Visiting was shown to have a significant
impact on IQ and the children were rated by the Educational Home
Visitors as more independent and likely to take initiative after the
Visiting. The parents were rated as less likely to make use of verbal or
physical punishment. In addition Poulton and James 1975) have
reported that the study had a significant impact on the mother's
attitudes and behaviour. Parents became more likely to say that it was
more important to use words carefully when talking to children, and
more willing to play amore active role in school classrooms. Teachers
were, however, slow to accept the value of Home Visiting. The Home
Visitors found their own experiences as mothers the most relevant
"training" for theirjobs. They changed their viewpoint on the locus of
"the problem" they were trying to deal with and became more
committed to the view that schools, rather than parents, needed to
change. Like most of the other British projects, the EHVs found
themselves drawn into counselling and"therapy" with the mothers in
order to help theni cope with their unmet social needs.

Another British projectin Deptfordled parents to feel more
important as educators of their children, to forge closer links with
schools, and to profession-Cls coming to think of themselves as
enablers of, rather than providers of, learning. It also led to IQ gains
and to the children concerned settling into school more readily
(Jayne, 1976).

Van der Eyken comments that this project, like the US projects we
have described, caters for the sort of confident, service-seeking family
which can make use of knowledge and skills when they are proffered.

Mention must finally be made of some work on pre-school
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education carried out in Dublin (Kellaghan, 1977; Kellaghan and
Archer, 1973, 1975). Two incredibly carefully thought out schemes
were implemented and evaluated. One involved a centre-based
programme. This mainly provided means of involving the children
concerned in activities which would be likely to promote their
cognitive drelopment, althotigh these activities were supported by
some home-school link activities. The other programme involved
Home Visitors' going into the children's, homes over a period of time
and encouraging the mothers to engage their children iri activities
(such as. reading) which would be likely to promote their cognitive
development.

So far, the evaluation of only the first of theie sets of activities has
been published. Despite the cognitive emphasis of the programmes
and the, care taken in designing.the intervention, the mean IQ of the
participating children increased only from 93 at the start to 99 at the
end of the programme. It then declined to 91 three years later. The
programme had no effect on a number of personality variables.

Aside from these results of the evaluation, the study is of interest
because iti ovirthat, despite the disadvantaged nature of the homes
from which the children were drawn; the variance in their IQs is
virtually identical to the variance found in the total population.
Whatever explanation is advanced for the low mean scores of the
children living in the area, that explanation must also account for the
fact that the children's abilities are far from uniform. Whatever is
responsible for the variance in IQs, it is unlikely to be the home
backgrounds from which the children come.

The position of the Lothian Region Educational Home Visiting
Scheme in this array of possible strategies will, it is hopes', by now be
fairly obvious in a general sort of way. In the next chapters the
activities of the EHVs are described in slightly more detail, and some
of the issues which the Scheme has raised are discussed in the context
of the available literature. In Part IIC we turn to the task of using the
literature we have renewed, and the understanding of the issues which
we will by then have built up, to assess what the impact of the Scheme
is likely to be.



CHAPTER 5

THREE STYLES OF VISITING .

As we have seen, the EHVs, working within the general framework
outlined earlier by Ian MacFadyen, and in consultation with their
Mead Teachers, were encouraged 40 exercise their professional
j -dgment about how best to go about their work and how best to relate

e general orientation of the scheme to the needs of the particular
families, schools and communities in which they worked. The
variation in style that thit produced, the pressures which madefor it,
and its consequences are reported by McCall in a related publication
(McCail, 1980). Here it is ,sufficient to give the reader, as briefly ash,
possible, some inkling of the extent of the variation.

Four styles of Home Visiting may be discerned within the scheme.
Only three of these will be discussed here because the fourth is-a style -
which was developed by the Visitor who works with handicapped
Children.

The styles which are described below are neither pure" styles nor,
"ideal types". The descriptions leave many thing% out, and no one of .

the EHVs would claim to do all of the things which are included under
any one heading. The sketches simply serve to indicate the sort of
variation found within the scheme. To avoid any misunnerstanding it
should be mentioned that, although only six Home Visitors have been
at work at any one time, owing to two retirements; eight Home
Visitors have in fact been associated with the scheme up to the time at
which the evaluation ceased The number of EHVs at work has
subsequently increased to fifteen.

STYLE 1

Style 1 seems to encompass the following components:
(a) An emphasis on teaching particularooncepts: colours, relation-

ships, ;:eof objects. (Note the implicit theory of "cognitive
develo t". As Bereiter and Engelmann (1966) assert, this
view holds that the ability to think clearly is dependent on having
relevant constructs available). ,

(b) An emphasis on teaching a "cognitive skill"such as how to
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pay attention to shapes, to the lines on bits of jigsaws, etc. The
cognitive skill behind these might be described as the skill of
Observing, reasoning, listening or analysing. This emphasis is, of
course, compatible with a theory very different from that of
Bereiter and Engelrnann. This theory holds that the development
of vocabulary, constructs, parts of speech, tenses of verbs, and
linguistic structure is dependent on the prior development of the
ability to perceive and think clearly, since these abilities are
cssendal to discern the complekstructura of language, which no
parent or teacher is in a position tojeach children explicitly
(Spearman, 1927; MacNamara, 1972).
A "teacherish" style in interaction making extensive use of-
closed questions with the right or wrong answers.--
An emphasis on encouraging parents to adopt discipline by
reasoning, without being able to give ally very explicit account
of why this is so important.
Little questioning of the current programme of primary schools
or "middle class values".
Minimal involvement in helping the parent to think about and
solve her problems. (Such activities are felt to be a digression
which is sometimes necessary in order to get the problems out of
the way so that the "real work" of the visit can go ahead).
Involving parents, in a classroom-like situation, in group
activities designed to teach them the received wisdom about bow
to bring up their children.-

STYLE 2

The Home Visitor who best exemplifies this approach takes the
view that developmental learning follows interest. It is necessary to
follow the child's interest and give him the information he needs to
explore them, He Mil then come to observe and to think. He will pick
up concepts in the process, and his need to observe and to think about
his interests will lead him-to develop these cognitive skills, which he
will then use in order to master language. Thus, like Spearman (1927)
and MacNamara com, she holds that the ability to perceive and
think clearly is a prerequisite to the acquisition of language not the
reverse Of Bereiter and Engelmann, 1966).

Like Bruner (1966, 1967, 1976), Carden (1975) and White
(1976), her view is that the educator's job is to create environments in
which children can grow. There is_no_need to direct theirattentiob or

-- to`stampin "banic constructs.
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Like Kelly (1955), she holds that the child, like herself, is an
experimenting, analysing, thoughtful being who is already trying to
reflect on, andimprove, the effectiveness of his actions, and trying to
understand the world. Thus it is not necessary to constrain his.actions
by rigid rules. Indeedthis is to be avoided so that the child can exercise
these abilities.

In order to prevent the mother viewirig the child as incompetent and
ignorant (and therefore as something to be disciplined, trained, and
instructed), but rather as competent, thoughtful, interested, and
anxious to learn, she is anxious to drawithe mother's attention to her
child's abilities and to encourage het to develop a great respect for her
child's. competence.

Because the child is capable of reasoning, it is important to adopt
discipline strategies which stress reason. But by reasoning with the
child one also promotes the development of the ability- to reason,
question and analyse. The effect becomes cyclical.

In order to help the mother to become better able to model
appropriate cognitive processes in actionfor the child to see and
copyshe encourages the mother to mull over the goals of the
visiting, the success with which they are being achieved, and ways in
which they could be attained more effectively,

In order to help them to think about children's behaviour, styles of
interaction between parent and child, and educational processes, she
encourages parents to visit the nursery school where they can not
only see tea sand - children interacting, but also see parents

min ruling with their own and other children. They can also try out
new styles of behaviour with othertpeoples' children in a situation in
which the consequences of a mistake may be less serious than they
would be with their own children.

Because of the subtlety of her approach to promoting growth and
development she is doubtful about the notion that effective Home
Visiting could be carried out by mothers who have only a minimum of
training and supervision. .

STYLE 3

The third style of visiting is characterised by
elieLthat-it- is- necessary to -use language to promote the

development of reasoning ability.
(b) A belief that reasoning is impossible without liaguage_and

conc_epts and-that-it-is- therefore necessary both to teach

S.
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Concepts and teach the analytic styles which are required to
evolve concepts. .

(c) A belief that an effort to help the mother to cope with her ovm
problems will lead her to use language, get help from other
people, make plans, anticipate the future, anticipate obstacles to
the achievement of her goals and invent ways of surmounting
them, biing to bear and utilise past experience, and increase her
confidence in her ability to lead her life effectively. By doing
these things more often in her clad's presence, the mother will

. portray cognitive processes in action, and competent behaviour
in general, in a way which it is easy for the child to copy. Indeed,
the child will have a strong inducement to copy itbecause he
will see that the behaviour helps the mother to achieve her goals
effectively.

(d) A belief that helping the mother to deal with loneliness by
reflecting on the nature of the problem and taking effective steps
to deal with it in the way which has just been described is an
activity which is directly relevant to the achievement of the main
goals of the projectand not merely a means of getting one's
foot in the door or a valuable side-effect of having been involved
in'the project.

(c)_ A belief that schools. urgently need to change away from their
knowledge-communicating function to a growth-promoting
function, but that, pending that change, children need to team to
take advantage of schools in exactly the same way as mothers
need to learn how to exploit and manipulate bureaucracies in
order to achieve their own ends.

Despite the attachment to language, this style veers toward the view
of Bronfenbrenner (1975) that it is importankto involve parents and
children in activities in which the parents use cognitive activities to
achieve their goals effectively. Although still some way from it, it also
comes closest to the' author's view that the language activities (so
conspicuous toeducational researchers in the past in the parent/child
interactions of competent people) are only a small part of the total
picture. So far as the child is concerned, the parental model also
involves planning, monitoring the effects of one's behaviour and
learning new things from the effects of that behaviour, and putting
advancingoneselfandtheeffytive achievement of one's goals before
attending to one's friends. These activities may have an impact on
development which is at least as important as the actual language
activities which go on between a child and his mother.

Si e
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Concluding Comment . .
The objective of this brief chapter was to give the reader a feel for

the different orientations adopted by the Educational Home Visitors.
It was in no sense to gkie a complete count of work of the EHVs and
the factor's which made for differing orientations. This detail will be
found in McCall (1980i, l 980b).. None of the -"styles of visiting
depicted here tell the reader everything which it is important to know
about.any one of the Educational Home Visitors and none of the
EHVs do all the things listed under any one head. Nor are the styles
static and discreet. For example, the EHV who most closely
exemplifies Style.3_claims to have begun in Style 2, to have been led
by the literature to adopt a Style l approach, and, finally, as a result of .

what she learnt as she went along, to bave.moved into Style 3. The
thumbnail sketches which have been given are usetbl as a means of
gaining au impression of the range of orientations represented within
the project, but they grade into each other, and change, in endless

, ways.
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THE NEXT FOUR CHAPTERS discuss a fewquestions which lie at the very
heart of the Project. In them an attempt will be made to raise and to clarify a
number ofissues of theoretical and practical importance. It is hoped that these
discissions, Incomplete though they necessarily are, will help others to run
better programmes in the future. As has been indicated, one of the main
functions of any evaluation is to generate suggestions for ways in which
programmes can be improved.

These chapiers arise out oftopics which came up for repeateddiscussion a
the weekly EH.Vs' meetings or represent areas of ambiguity which our

, observations led us to think about. Althorgh the first of these chapters
consists mainly of an extended quotation tom atechnical reportpublisheclby
the Stanford Research Institute and authored by Jane Stallings.et a/, it deals
so well witha-coinplex and confused area of such great importance to the
Projeit that we could neither reasonably leave the question out nor hope to
discuss it so ably or succinctly.

The four chapters represent a selection from a larger set. It is hoped that at, -
least two of these other chapterswhich relate to 'the logistic5_4)f running
evaluated innovations and the shared understandings which are required-to
'run them effectively (as distinct from running Educational Home Visiting
Programmes) will be published as jciurnal articles. Until that happens they
can be obtained from the author in a mimeographed form.
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CHAITSti 6

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT .

As we have seen, the EHVs began their work by involiing the
children they visited, itn their parents' presence, in activities in which
"language was used-textend the imagination of.the child".

The role of language in thought, and the role of the iHVs in
developing language, was a matter for almost continuous"discussion
at the EHVs' meetings. One EHV maintainedand continued to ,

maintain -that she er taught language. Another maintainedthat
although she was not very bothered if the evaluation did not show an
improvement in IQlanguage was essential in order to recall past
events, make plans, anticipate obstacles, think of ways of getting
round those obstacles, and persuade other people.levias,.therefore, a
central objective of the project to lead the parents to encourage their
Children to use language in new ways. It might not affect IQ, but it
would certainly affect compdtente.

Since this range ofperspectives is likely to be represented in any
similar project, it may-be helpful to make brief reference to the issues
which have been raised in this, at times, fierce and acrimonious,

. internal debate... ."
Let us firaLtiook back at hovi,lan MacFadyen saw the situation.

"Language is to be used to ex(end the imagination". He does not
"iippear to be saying that language is to be "taught/' in the sense in
Which knowledge is taught, though the fact that teaching seems to be
more closely associated in the public mind with teaching concepts and
Conveying itgormadon than with developing .new ways of thinking,
feeling,-and behaving is, revealing.

But what of the word imagination? A quotation frpm Spearman is
helpful: I

"IMAGINATION.-... can be interpreted in two widely different
ways, (I) the ability to form more or less clear and vivid 'images'.

VThe importance of these comes chiefly from the view held by many
psychologists, that they constitute the esselice even of thinking
itself. For any such view, however, but littleiupport is afforded...;
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the forming of images seems to be just the one ability
correlations of which with those involving 'g' never any
circumstances rises appreciably above zero! (2) inventiveness or
creativeness . .. Analysis, however, would appear to demonstrate
that no such special creative power exists. All three noegenetic'
processes are generative of new mental content ant, of new
knowledge; and no other cognitive generation can p issibly be
attained in any other way whatsoever, not though a Shakespeare, a
Napoleon, and a Darwin were rolled into one. That which is
usually attributed to such a special imaginative or inventive
operation can, be simply resolved into a correlateeduction
combined with mere reproduction.

From this analytic standpoint, then, we mat predict that all
creative power whether or hot it be dubbed imaginationwill at
any rate involve `g'. And such a prior conclusion seems to be
corroborated by all the experimental evidence".

While later research into creativity' reveals that Spearman has
neglect"d its crucially important motivational component, and while it
suggests that at the upper end of the IQ range convergent and
divergent thinking tend to separate. out, what he is saying is that
imagination is essentially "basic intellectual ability". If this is so,
what Ian MacFadyen is asserting is that he wishes to test the
hypothesis that language usaga will develop a child's (Q. While most
of the EHV's would initially have accepted that proposition, most
would now find it threatening, and not only because they would fear
that as the United States' Heaastart and Follow-through investi-
gations haire confirmeda tendency of the evaluators to focus on this
goal would lead to a de-emphasis of other goals.

Itmay help us to tease out some of the issues involved in the concept
of language development, and the role of language in intellectual
development, if' we quote extensively from the work of Stallings et a/
(1976).

Language Skills
Language skills encompass mastery of phonology (the sound system of

language). syntax (the rules for correct choice and sequencing of words),
and semantics, the latter including both knowledge of the meanings of
individual words and comprehension and production of meaningful
utterances. Language development occurs at an extremely rapid rate
between the ages of two, when muhiword utterance' 5egin to predominate
in the child's speech, and approximately four, when complex syntactic
forms close to those of the adult can be found in the child's discourse.

Obviously, 'language is in part a learned skill; children absorb the
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language languages spoken in their social environment. However,
current linguistic theory (e.g., Chomsky, 1975) holds that all languages
use similar underlying rule systems. Moreover, the sequence of stages of
linguistic development and the approximate age at 'which each stage
appears are remarkably uniform across cultures (Brown, 1973). The
rapidity and uniformity of linguistic development, together with the
universality, complexity, and abstractneis of linguistic rules, cast doubt
on the adequacy of ordinary learning processes (e.g. reinforcement,
modelling) in explaining how the child masters his native tongue. Many
workers in the field of developmental psycholinguistics concur, at least in
some degree, with Chomaky's claim that important aspec ti of the capacity
to acquire language are innate in the human species. (Note that this claim
haanothing to do with genetic effects on individual differences in language
ability). Direct neurological evidence has also been brought to bear in
support of Chomsky's claim (Lenneberg, 1967). It is clear that language
learning builds on complex cognitive skills that are present very early in
lifer whether these are innate or developed through experience in infancy
as some cognitive-developmental psychologists , believe (e.g.,
MacNamara, 1972; - Brown, 1973):'

Aspects of language that can be affected ... include vocabulary, the
surface details of syntax and pronunciation that constitute 'standard'
(middle-class) English, the rate of acquisition ofmore fundamental skills,
and perhacs the ways in which language is used. These aspects of language
development can be tested, and they affect the child's relationship to the
school. Vocabulary development requires comment, but the
remaining aspects of linguistic develdfiment raise important issues.

The surface variations of syntax and pronunciation that characterize
'nonstandard' dialects such as black American English arc often
interpreted as 'bad grammar* by middle-class teachers who do not
recognize that nonstandard Englith is as intricate in rules and as rich in
communicatiVrpower as their own dialects (Labov, 1970). Thus, mastery
of the surface details of 'standard' English is a useful skill for the black
child, who often becomes hidialectical in order to deal with both his own
subculture and the dor. mant middle-class culture in the schoOLio ensure
that the, child makes progress in mastering 'standard' English while
retaining respect for his own dialect is part of what it means to promote
linguistic development

There is evidence that the sheer amount of adult linguistic modelling or
adult-child linguistic interaction is related to various indices of linguistic
maturity (e.g., mean length of utterances, complexity of verb phrases,
variety of sentence types) .... There is also reason to believe that the rate ,

of acquisition ofgeneral linguistic competence and ofspecific grammatical
constructions may depend on the type of frequency of linguistic modelling
and interaction that.the child experiences ..

(There is no evidence, however, that the child's ultimate level of
competence is necessarily related to rate of acquisition).

6
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Another important aspect of language development that may be
affected ... is the way in which children use languageas a means of
communication, as a tool for thinking, and as a means of expressing and
controlling emotions .. ..

As the child reaches the early elementary school years, language
becomes a vehicle for manipulating as well as expressing ideas. The
gradual development of this use of language as a tool for thought can be
observed over the preschoOl period (Vygotsky, 1962). Whetherthis use of
language is a cause or a consequence of general cognitive development is a
controversial point. Paget (e.g., in Piaget and Inhelder, 1969) hasargued
that it is purely a con quence, that language skills have no casual relation

reasoningasoning ability. ygotsky (1962), Droner et al (1966), and others
have argued that acquisition of certain language skills can facilitate
cognitive development .. ..

A final use of language that may be influenced by the . .. environment is
verbal expression of emotions. There is evidence that children who can
express frustration and anger verbally are able to reduce their levels of
negative affect and avoid aggr,essive outbursts (Emmericir, 1966;
Feshbach, 1969). In this regard, language use is intimately related to self-
control and to the regulation of aggression, as already discussed.

Classroom processes likely to affect language skills in the fbur domains
...,mastery of 'standard' English, rate of acquisition, use of language as
a tool for communication and as a tool for thought, and use of language to
express and control feelingsmay be either formal or informal. Formal
processes include drill, presenting the child 1th vcrbal reasoning or
memory tasks, and explicit training in grammar or pronunciation.
Informal processes include language games, sto:ytelling (by adults or
children), reading aloud, and, most crucially, verbal intcractinn between
caregivers and children -

It is likely that use of language to express thoughts and clarify problems
can be facilitated if the caregiver intervenes skillfully in the relevant
situations, helpingthe child to discover how his own verbalizations can aid
him. As for use of language to express, and thereby control, emotions, the
socialization literature reviewed earlier suggests that impulse control is
best achieved through use of inductive discipline techniques that stress
explicit verbal reasoning and explanation of rules.

Memory Skills
'Memory' refers to the capacity to store inforriation and experience;

obviously, the capacity to remember is necessary for all learning. Since
babies exhibit learning (at least in the form of acquisition of conditioned
responses) in the first weeks of life, it is likely that some primitive type of
storage capacity is part of man's knate cognitive equipment. However,
the capacity to acquire, store, and retrieve information voluntarily
requires the development of mnemonic skills that depend on experience;
this is particularly true of memory for verb 11 materials and of memory for
verbal labels attached to objects or pictures.
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For example, when educated Western adults are confronted svith.tasks
such as memorizing lists of words or memorizing associations between
pairs of symbols, they typically rehearse the words or pairs repeatedly to
themselves. Rehearsal transforms the items to be remembered from
transient 'short-term memory' into more durable lorrikterm memory'.
(See Atkinsonand Wilda, 1968, for areview of much relevant evidence
and a theoretical overview ofthis process). Preschool children are unlikely
to rehearse verbal materials spontaneously, and as a consequence their

.... performance on verbal memory tasks is poor. The tendency to rehearse
and the ability to recall verbal materials or verbal labels for objects and
pictures show significant increases with age from the pre-school period
into the elementary school years (FlaveU, Beach, and Chinsky, 1966;
Flavell, 1970b; Hagen, 1972).' Clearly the mnemonic skills in such
experimerital tasks are useful for some of the learning that occurs in

*. schools and preschools. Memorizing the alphabet or the multiplication
table, or learning the pairing between written letters and their names, are
but a few examples of school-related rote memory tasks requiring verbal
rehearsal skills.

Verbal rehearsal has also been implicated in learning tasks of. a
somewhat more conceptual nature. For example, preschool children da
poorly on tasks requiring them to discriminate relative sizes of objects
(Kuenne, 1964) or to shift flexibly between responses based on size and
colour of objects (Kendler and Kendler, 1961). Kendler (1963) has..
offered evidence that older children are able to distover and remember *le
relevant attributes of objects in part because they name the attributes to
themselves when performing the learning task.

Verbal rehearsal is not the only school-related mnemonic skill that
children acquire. Other, examples of memory strategies employed by
educated adults include imposition of meaningful structure on lists of
items to be remembered (Bousfield: 1953; Tulving, 1966) and use of
visual imagery, rhymes, or narratives to connect lists of items (Bower and
Bolton, 1969; Bower, 1972). Unschooled, non-Western adults do not
spontaneously use all of the various mnemonic strategies in the same way
as do their, educated Western counterpmts or children from their own
cultures who have receiveda Western education (Cole a al, 1971).
Theiefore, it can be inferred that some of these strategies are learned and
that their acquisition probably depends on discovering their usefulness in
the school or preschool situation. .

Perhaps the most provocative work on memory development in young
children is that of Piaget and his colleagues (see Piaget and Inheider,
1969). Piaget conceives of memory as a process of active reconstruction
rather than retrieval of static mental recordspf past events. He argues that
the child's capacity to reconstruct depends on the cognitive operations
available to him. Thus mcmory improves with age, not only because the
child acquires specific task-related strategies such as verbal rehearsal but
also because his cognitive capacities undergo major, 5ualitative, structural

...-11.^
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reorganization. The changes in memory skills and .cognitive organization
are especially striking between the preschool and early elementary school
years (the transition from 'preoperational' to 'concrete operational'
thinking, in Piaget's terms). Piaget has demonstrated that pre-school
children can .reconstruct simple scenes (e.g., an arrangement of sticks
ordered from smallest to largest) more accurately after a delay of many
months than after a delay of only a few days, if they have acquired new,
relevant cognitive operations (the capacity for "sedation") in the
meantime. While these experiments present certain problems of inter-.,
pretation, they lend credence to the view that memory development in
young children is pag of a broader process of cognitive growth and is not
merely due to acquisition of specific mnemonic tricks,

Finally, a good deal of recent work on children's memory (e.g..
Kreutzer, Leonard. and Flivell, 1975) deals with what has been cabled
'metamemory' skills. Such skills include knowingwhat one.lcnows or does
not know before one searches one's memory forthe particular information
or knowing what kinds of Strategies will help one retrieve information (as
Qpposed to merely ,using such strategies unthinkingly). Research on such
'metacognitive skills is in its infancy but promises to be a major new area
of developmental psycho:ogy.

In sum, the memory literature gives ample reason to believe that specific
mnemonic skills are acquired in response to particular school-related
tasks. The literature further suggests that memory development may be
linked to more fundamental changes in cognitive structure with age. While
the literature clearly demonstrates that preschoolers differ dramatically
from older children in mnemonic strategies and metamnemonic skills, the
literature is somewhat less clear in tracing the development of these skills

, through the preschool period ....
Reasoning Skills and Concept Learning

In their broadest interpretation, reasoning skills and concept learning
encompass almost the whole of cognitive development. They constitute
not one outcome variable but a massive complex of variables. Reviews of
research performed before 1970 (Berlyne, 1970; Flavell, 1970a)

demonstrate the volume and intricacy of theoretical and empirical work in
the two areas. To do justice to the issues relevant to the two fields would be
impossible here; only the briefest of summaries can be attempted. ".

There are two major approaches to cognitive development, one derived
from a 'European rationalist/structuralist tradition mast clearly
exemplified in the work of Piaget, the second from an American
behaviourist/empiricist tradition associated with Watson, Hull, Skinner,
andmany others. The latter se hoof views the development of concepts and
reasoning abilities as the Accumulation of specific experiences; for this
school, learning consists of appropriate sequences of stimulation,
response, and reinforcement. (In some variants of the approach,modelling
is also given a role). The Piagetian tradition views intellectual develop-
ment as a sedes of qualitative changes in intellectual structure. Leaming is
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assumed to be intrinsically motivated in children; extrinsic reinforcement
isnot a condition for its occurrence. Environmental stimulation provides a
necessary input, but it does not-alone determine mental structure; mental
structure is shaped by the mind's activities upon the data of experience.
Needless to say, these two views are not the only ones possible; many,
perhaps most, developmental psychologists adopt -hybrid positions,
drawing on both' traditions.

Cognitive Style Variables
Whereas cognitive skill variables refer to the child's acquired intellec:

tual abilities and knowledge, cognitive style' variables refer to the manner
in which the child acquires knowledge and overcomes obstacles . The
style variablesreflectivity, task persistence, generation of ideas,
problem solving, and curiosity are Jess directly tied:jo the school and to
the middle-class culture embodied in the school. In fact, prominent
psychologists have argued that some of the characteristics captured by the
style variables are part of every ,chilcl's basic make-up. For example,
White (1959) has postulated that man is endowed 'from birth with
`competence motivation'. a desire to understand and master the environ-
ment, which is in part reflected in his curiosity, persistence, and problem-
plying activities.

With Stallings' review of the literature firmly in our minds we may
return to our examination of the EHVs' work in the language area.
Those EHVs who encountered children who had languageproblems
whether .thoso problems were to do. with phonology, syntax or
semanticsfound themselves unexpectedly' impotent. If the child's
programming was somehow defectite for whatever reasonthen
their formula "talk to the child and encourage him to study relation-
ships" suddenly turned out to be inadequate.

At a less extreme level, some of the EHVs regarded the teaching of
the syntax of standard English as somehow- unethical, perhaps
because it, smacks of "imposing middle-class values". Others
considered it to be important to do this so-that the children concerned
would be able "to take advantage of what the school iysiem has to
offer". q Es

"Formal" processes to promote the acquisition of syntax and to
facilitate the use of language as a tool for thought and communication
were favoured by some. "Informal" processes were used by others.
'Both appear to have advantages and 'disadvantages.

Some of the EHVs made efforts to develop the abllity.to memorise
and recall, though none made use of the rehearsing techniques which
would seem to be indicated by Stallings' review.

As to promoting reasonir.g and concept learning, some of the EHVs
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have followed what Stallings calls the American Behaviourist model
of teaching particular bits of information and associationsand
others the "European" tradition. Clearly both have their advocates.

Those E HV's who have taken the "European" perspectivethat it
is necessary.to be able to observe" and think clearly in order to acquire
languagehave, on obcasion, argued that it is necessary to teach
"cognitive skills"like observing, classifying, a.id looking for
relationships. Some have tended to do this with materials they or the
mothers have chosensuch as jigsawsand have encouraged the
children to reason about the shape of the piece that is needed, or what
is implied by lines etc. which are likely to continue on to the missing
piece. Others have tended toward the view that it is important to allow
the child to define the problemso that he is "motivated"and then
to encourage him to think and learn in.relatic .to whatever he happens -
to be interested in at the time. Those who have adopted this
perspective have also been inclined to argue that, by folloWing the
child's interests, one may encourage him to develop the habit of
concentrating for longer periods of time on particular objects, to
individuate° swific aspects of his environment from their back-
grounds; and to develop the habit of tolerating the frustrations
involved in trying to generate new concepts and understanding.

"Cognitive Style" variables have also been frequently discussed by
the Educational Home Visitorsand they reached as little consensus
as did Stallings in her review of the literature. One of the problems is, .

of course, that many of the variables which Stallings refers to as
"cognitive style" are not in fact correctly described as cognitive style
variables at all. They involve

'cognitive
activity, but they also involve

behaviour and' emotions as well. They are complex motivational
dispositions which involve finely balanced patterns of cognitive,
affectiie, and motor activities. Yet, complex as they are, these are.the
qualities which parents are most likely to influencewittingly or
unwittingly. And thesd are the qualities which the E Hrs may be most
able to influence. The problem is that, if the author is right (Raven,
1977), these qualities afire intimately, bound up with valuesabout
influencing which the members of our society are, not without reason,
extremely ambivalent.

In the light of Stallings' review it would seem thot there are good
grounds for the EHVs' feelings of bewilderment. Both the meaning of,
and the role of, "language developMent", both as a dependent and as
an independent variable is extremely unclear. Future projects may
well like to give priority to trying to establish some consensus on the
perspective which was going to be adopted and tested before going
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into the field. And even if they do not wish to define that perspective,
then they may still like to draw the project staffs attention to the
enormous variety in viewpoints which is represented within the
literature.

Tice EfIV'sulso stumbled across a number of questions which are
not raised in Stallings' review. One of these is whether Stallings is
right to assume that the ability to adjust to schooli is dependent on
familiarity with Standard English Syntax and Semanticsor whether
it is more dependent on such things as willingness to answer teachers'

'questions (which (Awl differ from most of the questions askedby most
other people in that they are primarily designed to test, and assess, the
person who is questioned by finding out whether he-knows something
which the questioner already knows, rather than to find out from him
something which is of instrumental value to the questioner). Where
children are not familiar with such questions, the effect may be to
discredit themiestioner in the eyes of the 'childfor if the teacher
doesn't know the answer she must be stupid and if she does know the
answer she must be equally stupid to ask questions to which she
knows the answer! Once his teacher has been discredited in this way
the childmay not be strongly motivated to pay much attention to her!

Another set of questions not particularly highlighted in Stallings'
review came to light with the publication of Donaldson's Children's
Minds (1978) which challenged manyofthe EHVs" assumptionsand,
inparticular, their assumption that language was a pre-requisite_to the
development of reasoning, rather than the reverse. But other fascin-
ating questions which her book poses have as yet barely surfaced. How
does one foster"disembedded" thinkingwhilst avoidingdisembedded
thinking becoming thinking which is bound by a "pedagogic
boundary" because it is never reality-tested? How does one teach, or
facilitate the acquisition of, meta-languages for thinking about such
things as the structure of language, disembedded thinking itself, the
strategic, one would use to discover principles and how to innovate
hoW to venture successfully into She unknown?

What the EHVs didfeel was that Donaldson's own belief at these
processei were primarily to be fostered by reading to children might
be *little inadequate. And, as we have already seen, what is read to
children, the values and behaviouipattems portrayed, the insight that
is given by the material into feelings apdcognitive processes in action,
the feelings and emotions children's parents express while readingthe
material to their children, and what children "read" and try to make
sense of themselves, may have manly more implications for their
future development than the mere exposure to words and syntax.
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The EHVs have also questioned whether in promoting an interest
in, and willingness to persist with, intellectual activity, language
activity is anything like so important as, for example, the behaviour
and priorities of the mother.. The mother's example may include
evidence of her brooding over problems and struggling to make
relevant variables explicit, showing an interest in intellectual activity
on the part of the child and of others, and using intellectual activity as
a means of moving herself tov rd her own goals:

If i: has done nothing else, t project has raised serious questions
about the role of language in development in the minds -of the
participating teachersand, through this report, hopefully in the
minds of others. But, whereas the author would maintain that projects
of this sort should enable us to move some way toward answering
these questions, some of the EHVs have maintained that, if the
evidence for the view that the sorts of language activities in which they
believe is not forthcoming, then one should not be running projects of
this sort at all. Thus, by leading 'them to question cherished
assumptions, the project has, in some cases, led the EHVs to reject a
strategy which would take them a long way toward obtaining the very
IcnosEletige they need. A moment's reflection reveals that a line of
thought such as theirs undermines the project in a much more
fundamental way than is immediately obvious. It rejects the view that
one way to seek to solve one's problems 1% to start trying to do
something about them and reflect on what one learns by so doing. It
rejects the view that human beings are experimenters who seek to act
on their environment in order to develop a cognitive understanding of
that environment. It asserts that effective action can only be based on
prior knowledge. It therefore asserts that human beings cannot learn
for themselves,' but have to be taught. By definition% therefore,
mothers are incompetent, and have' to be taught. The mother,
therefore, cannot provide a model of competent effective behaviour
for her children to copy. Such a viewpoint. therefore, diaws attention
to a possible contradiction within the.project which strikes at its very
heart. Fortunately, the blow may notlx lethalfor we have yet to
learn how the contradiction is going to be resolved. .
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CHAPTER 7

DISCIPLINE STRATEGIES AND
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

Almost as soon as they began their wor k, the EHVs found
themselves trying to influence the discipline strategies which parents
adopted. To begin with this generated a great-deal of unease, buttover--
time, influencing parents styles of discipline came to be seen as
something ch was r entail to the attainment of their objectives.
Neverthelewihidit continued to smack of ",,imposing middle class
values", and, therefore, indoctrination. Some of the EHVs took the
view that, provided one believed in something, one was entitled to
encourage others to believe in it too. Others sought to make explicit

_ the link between discipline strategies and the achievement of the
project's goals.

Here our objective is, once more, not to give a blow by blow account
of the. development of the project, but to share some of the insights
which have emerged, so that others can consider them. No claim is
made that the chains of reasoning which are described are necessarily
correct,. or even-that they necessarily correctly reflect the points of
view of the EHVs who put them forward. They are simply points of
view which deserve to be discussed.

One argument advanced for thinking it is important for parents to
adopt strategies of discipline which rely on reasoning if they are to
Promote the cognitive development of their children is that, if the
parent reasons with the child, she will come to realise how competent
he is and, as a result, not feel obliged to restrict his questioning and his
exploratory. behaviour. A's a result, he will get an opportunity to
(exercise a wider range of his abilities. If all decisions are made for
him, he will never get an opportufiity to do this. Still less will he get an
opportunity to realise that he can do things competently on his own.
By encouraging the child to reason about this process the mother will
encourage him to bring to bear relevant pastexperiences, to anticipate
what the effects of his actions will be, to think about the reactions of
others and put himself in their shoes, to make his own observations
about how things work, and, if necessary, invent appropriate, new
concepts in the process. -
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By listening to the child the parent will be able to decide what
information is most relevant to his needs, to discover what the-child's
,interests and concerns are, and to encourage him to think about
relevant issues. As a result of discovering what the child's interests
are, she will be able to create opportunities for him to pursite those
interests in a highly motivated manner, thereby enabling ;-him to
acquire necessary information and practise appropriate cognitive
skills. In the process of doing this the Parent will More than likely
discover that the child's complaints are reasonable, and, as,a result,
seek to take action on his behalf in relation to the wider env ironment
including the school environment.

Whilst reasoning with the child the mother will give the child insight
into her own reasoning process. Shiwill share her own values with the
child and her Understanding of the goals which are important in life
and how they are to be achieved. In the cou,rse of doing this she will
share with him her understanding of how society operates, and how
other people reactincluding the sorts'of reactions that she believes
to be wort*" of consideration and those which are worthy of only
contempt. The cl.ild will therefore be likely to develop internalised
controls geared to the mother's values. She can therefore afford to,
encourage him to question and take decisions for himself, knowing
that he already shares many of her basic viewpoints. Because he has
developed intemalisdd controls she does not need to check up on him:
he can be left free to adventure into the unknoWn and the mother can
remain confident that he will be able to deal with new situations, is
they arise, in a reasonable way.

In reasoning with his parents7ip authoritiesthe child will learn
that he can apply cognitive processes to think out what should happen
and that the authority will listen to the results of his reasoning. In other
words he will be &Warded for engaging in cognitive activity because
he will see the effects of his actions paying off. He will cometo think of
himself as someone who is entitled to have his own opinions and as
someone who is, entitled to interact with, and seek to influence, adults.
His strategies for dealing with authority are likely to be open, rather
than underhand, and this, in the long run, is likely to make it-easier for
the society in which he lives to respond to new information and new
understanding. The child himself is likely to be open to new ideas
because he will not have to refer back to authority to find out what to
think about each new piece of information.

Parents' views on discipline seem to be closely related to their
views on respect. Parents who favour harsh discipline tend also to
stress unquestioning obedience, to de- emphasise inquisitiveness and
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ventilrousness, and to equate the child's respect for his parents with
ar of d deference toward, them. Parents who stress the

rtance Of discipline b's reasoning are more likely to think that
- :... y should earn their children's respect. The .connection between

such beliefs and cognitive development is worth spelling out.
A parent who is concerned to earn respect rill obviously try to
behave in ways which are deserving of respect. He or she, will

therefore be inclined to behave in a way which is above reproach. He
onshe will be more likely to discuss his or her actions, the reasons for
them, their long term consequences with the child. These
conficleratiohs may involve the future of the child, his family, or the
SOW ty in which the family lives. To do this he ok she not only has tolii

talk the child but also to make his or her own values clear, to share
his o her understanding of human behaviour an4 the workings of the
family\ and society with the child, to share his or her understanding of.family and

and effect in human behaviour, and to give the child insight into
distant causes of immediate behaviour, whether that distance is in the
future or in the past.. I

..!

If parental behaviour is to be seen by the' child as fair and
considerate the parent must engage the child in it similarly complex
set of cognitive activities. He or she must also i4ke clear his or her
value-dilemmas and thereby develop a tolerance for cognitive.
ambiguity and complexity, she must make clear] the ways in which
they can-be resolved, the sorts of information which it is appropriate to
bring to bear to resolve them, the sorts of behliviours which they
themselves value and the reasons (or valuing them} and the barriers to
living up to their ideals and the ways in which, by taking thought, those
barriers can be overcome. I

An effokt to treat the child with respect 4 likely to create
opportunities for the child to talk, to reason (syith authority), to
consider the long-term consequences of his actions, and, to make
explicit and discuss the values, codes, and long term considerations
which should guide his actions. Not only will these, activities lead the
child to practise complex cognitive activities, they will lead him to
imagine and anticipate possible long term consequences of his actions
with which hemay not already be familiar, to imagine barriers to his

_achieving his goals, to consider a broad range of possibly conflicting
consequences and choose between them, to develop,confidence in his
ability,to handle such ideas, to think of himself as someone who is
capable of handling such ideas, to think of authority as something
which is open to reason and whichle is entitled to seek to influence,
and, above all, if the parent ,does treat the child with respect and
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respond to his arguments, to experience the benefits of sound rational
argument. -

In the course of the sorts of discussions which are implied in such a
pattern of interaction between parent and child, the child will
obviously be exposed to an extremely wide range of viewpoints and
Weis. As a result, he i; Ijkely to find any further new idea a great deal
less unfamiliar and friihtening. He will have more pegs on which to
hang it. He will therefore bb more open to new ideas and innovations
and more likely to explore their relevance to his own behaviour.

In short, as the EHVs, Brandis and Bernstein (1974), Hess and
Shipman (1965) and others, have recognised, the mutual respect and
discipline issue is central t6 the cognitive goals of the project, whilst at
the same time posing serious value-laden problems for those who wish
to implement it. ..

Yet, despite the apparent logic of this position, that logic may. well
be wrong. Quite obviously any parent who is to encourage respect and
discipline based on reasoning must himself be extremely competent at
cognitive activity. It may well be that many of the parents involved in
the programme have moved into their piesent jobs and environments,
and come to seek prescriptive moral codes to guide their behayiour,
precisely because they are less able to reason and cope with complex
argtiments. This hypothesis finds some support in the data collected
by Raven (1976) who found that downwardly mobile pupils, who had,

.
presumably, previously been exposed to the child rearing practices
which, as we will see, are more characteristic of High rather than Low
Socio-Economic Status parents, were more likely to wish to have
prescriptive codes laid down for them and were more anxious that
they be firmly enforced. It is therefore of the greatest importance to
find out whether the patterns of relationship we have hypothesised
here are borhe out in' practice or whether it is possible for people *-----,
change their perceptions, expectations an d,I,?f haviour in this area.

....
,
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- CHAPTER 8

TEACHERING VERSUS MOTHERING

"The overall -aiin.or the Project is ... to emphasise the unique and
irreplaceable contribution of the mothertothe educational development of
her children during the critically important formative peritid before the
child begins formal schooling ". IAN MACFADYEN, in a Paper to a
Seminar on Home, School and Community, Glasgow University, June
1977.

Although there. have been several indications throbghdut_ the
duration of the project that it might be important to distinguish
between teachering and mrithering;the issue came to a head when a
HomeVisitor, who bad been reading over ,a transcript of one of her
visits, exclaimed "I was horrified' by alai There I was being a
teacher. I was doing all sorts of pings which I would not,ao as a
mother".

Further discussion suggested that the distinction revolved around
such things as the use of closed,"tutorial", questions designed to find
out whether the child knew something which the Home Visitor
though( the child ought to know, pressure to cover "ground" during
the visits, a tendency to push things along, rather than "respond" to
the child, and a focus on knowledge to be conveyed rather than
encouraging the child's personality to flower and develop. In a
discussion revolving around the question of'whether it waspos'sible to
follow the child's interests,,,and respond to him, the same Home
Visitor declared that it was not possible for her to respond to a chi:d's
interests during a Home Visit because she wasonly there for aahour a
week and therefore did not have time to become thoroughly familiar
with the sorts of things which turned him on.
, More food for thought was provided on another occasion by a
HomiVistior who remarked that she felt extrethely uncomfortable if
she just visited people's:houses aqd encouraged the children to play.
She was, after all, be ing paid b y the Loaal Authority to visit the houses
in order to assist in the *children's development. Although she
.recognized the basic irrationality of what she was saying, she
therefore felt obliged to "teach" rather than just allow growth to
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happen. Her sentiments were echoed by the group"enabler" who said
that in her role as facilitator of community activities, she felt under an
obligation to "make things happen" (which she nevertheless tried to
resist), when what might be best for the mothers concerned might be a
rather slower, and somewhat different, course.

A third indication of the growing realisatic the potential
importance of this issue is contained in the paper which the Home
Visitors wrote for a Lothian-Strathclyde Meeting on "Teacher in the
Year 2000?Strategies for Change in Education". In that paper the
Home Visitors particularly stressed the need for a move from
"teaching" to "facilitating children's development ".

An Internal Contradiction Within the Project?
It may be that the Project's terms of reference contain an internal

contradiction of tension. One must, of course, hasten to add that there
is nothing wrong with that. As philosr;aers and leaders throughout
history have emphasized, such contrauictions provide starting points
for many worthwhile developments in thinking and society. But
emphasizing the mothers' "unique and irreplaceable contribution"
implies that they are to be encouraged to do something which is, by
detinitiont different from what teachers do in nursery schools.
However, the EHVs' professional expertise was in the teaching area,
not in the mothering area. Nor did they all necessarily agree that the
mothers' contribution was "unique and irreplaceable", for several
emphasized the need to get children into nursery schools, particularly
if the home was "poor". These reflections suggest that one of our
social problems may be that parents know only too well what the
"unique and irreplaceable" function of schools is, but that there is no
widespread recognition of what the "unique and irreplaceable"
function of mothers may be.

Background Literature
The tensions of which we have spoken also pervade the background

literature. The fact that some two-thirds of the variance in academic
achievement between pupils of any one age can be accounted for by
home background is .idely cited as a justification for early childhood
intervention. Less widely cited are two other facts. Firstly, as
Moynihan (1966) and Coleman (1966) wete at pains to point out in
relation to ti,eir work, the lion's share of the variance in school
attainmw een pupils of different ages is almost entirely a
product of the school, not the home. Secon,"1, if the effect of IQ is
partialled out before' one assesses the effect of the home, the
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proportion of the variance in school attainment which can be
attributed to home process variables drops to 5% to 10%. Whilst
most members of our society would be prepared to agree that it should
be relatively easy to encourage parents to treat their children in
different ways, far fewer would be optimistic that it would be
relativtely easy to have a substantial impact on children's intelligence.
Confronted with evidence of the statistical equivalence of the
statements: "The lion's share of the variance between pupils of any
one age in their school attainments can be accounted for by home
process variables", and "The lion's share of the variance between
pupils' abademic attainments at any one age can be accounted for by
their intelligence:, many people would find their faith in the statement
that research by Peaker (1967), Coleman (1966) and others has
shown that mothers were their children's most important educators
severely threatened.

However, there h another sense in which it may be true ithat
mothers are their children's most important educators. In this s nse
the focus is not so much on school performance as the criteri n of
development, but on qualities like initiative, self-conild nce,

.adventurousness, and the ability to make use of one's talen and
abilities. It is in this sense that McBeath(1978), for example, su ests
that parents are their children's most important educators. It is in this
sense that both Coleman (1972) and Bronfenbrenner (1974) uggest
that parents were in the past their children's most important editcators
and that there is now a gap in the socialisation process. It its in this
sense that parents vary considerably from one to anothgr in the
qualities they think it is important for their children to develop and in
relation to which the processes that are used to foster development
vary greatly between households. (Further evidence to stOport this
statealent will be found in Part III of this Report). Neverth less, there
is qvidence to suggest that, even in this area, the belief that arents are
their children's most important educators may be illfoun d. As has
already been mentioned, the stress which pupils place on eveloping
these qualities is at least as much a product of the destine ions pupils
see themselves bound for, as of the backgrounds they me from.

The tension which we have suggested exists within e present
Project and in the general background literature is also be found
within specific items in the literature on which the Project as based.
For example, the extremely influential Plowden Report 1966) on
primary education contains Gilbert Peaker's analysis wh ch, as we
have seen, purports to show that two-thirds of the varianc in school
performance at any one age is attributable to home ba ground.
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Nevertheless, the educational outcomes with which the Plowden
Report itself is most concerned are, not academic performance in the
traditional s se at all, but the development of such qualities as
initiative, the ility to make one's own observations and learn
without instructio autonomous learning, and the ability to work with
others. As Bernstei has emphasized, the most important shift to be
discerned within tlie Plowden Report is froni a single, explicit,
criterion of performance toward a multiple, implicit, network of
criteria. The Report is no more able than were the participants in the
present project to say what those multiple goals might be, how they are
to be achieved, and how progress toward them is to be assessed. But
Peaker's work, carried out within the traditional framework (and, as
we have seen, using the device of an apparently impersonal regression
equation which stacks the evidence in favour of "environmentalist"
position), is somehow used to lend credibility by association to a very
different viewpoint, albeit an environmental one.

It is, perhaps, because of our inability to make these new goals
explicit that, after the first flush of enthusiasm, there has been
something of a swing back toward a concern with a smaller number of
explicit criteria of school success. This swingand it is something our
own EHVs were very concerned aboutwas in fact a product of the
evaluators of educational programmes not being able to measure
progress toward the wide variety of goals which those directly
concerned with the change felt were most importantoften not at a
fully conscious level. Given a definition of science as "that which is
unarguable" the resulting evaluations presented a very lopsidedand
anything bu. "objective"picture which failed to say anything
significant about the programmes' ability to reach their main goals.
That this swing may, however, have been somewhat premature is
suggested by the work of Stallings ( I 974). In a sentence or two, what
Stallings shows is that the more classrooms stress traditional goals
like rcading and arithmetic the higher are pupils' reading and
arithmetic scores. But these same classrooms produce a substantial
decline in the ability to perceive and think clearly. On the other hand,
classrooms which are systematically directed toward the goals of
"modern" educationthe ability to explore, make one's own
observations, evolve one's own concepts, and find one's own
informationdo in fact produce a substantial increase in the ability to
perceive and think clearly. (This was measured by a test which had
nothing in common with the activities which were actually taught).
Such programmes did however result in a declinewhich other, more
limited, studies have also reportedin reading and arithmetic scores,
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This study therefore" provides clear evidence that the multiple goals
which parents and teachers can pursue in education are in tension, and
cannot necessarily be assumed to be mutually supportive.

The Prafects Contribution to Making Explicit the Processes which
are to be used to facilitate Growth
The conclusion to which our discussion thus far may be leading us

is that the notion that the mother a unique and irreplaceable
contribution to play in promoting her children's development may be
a source of confusion in two quite different ways. If she can be taught
by a teacher to do what it is necessary to do to promote school success,
then her contribution is neither unique nor irreplaceable. Furthermore
if her contribution toward achieving other goals can be made explicit,
and if she can be helped to develop mothering skills, then the
conclusion is again that her contribution is neither unique nor
irreplaceable. If goals such as those we have mentioned are made
explicit, and if the procedures which are to be used to pursue them are
made explicit, then it may be possible for otherpeople to pursue those
goajs with her children. On the other hand, it may not be. It may be
that pursuit of these goals is dependent on such a deep-seated .m
of relationships, extending over such a long riod of time, L.A.t on
such intimate knowledge of the child, that it is impossible to conceive
of any way in which the development of such qualities might be
fostered except in the context of a close personal relationship. But, if
that is the case, then it seriously calls into question our current
perceptions of what is desirable in educational institutions. And it
certainly calls into question the widespread belief that it is desirable
for children to attend nursery schools.

In Point of fact, of course, neither extreme statement is likely to be
true. What is mubh more likely to be the case is that we need to
become clearer about the sorts of qualities which can best be fostered
In a parent-child relationship and the sorts of qualities which are best
fostered '}through formal educational processes. These formal,
educational processes may, of course, look very different from those
with which we are familiar in most classrooms today. They may
involve, for examples on the one hand, community-oriented, project-
based educational programmes in which parents and children work
together to solve some of their joint problems with the assistance of
other members of their communities, and, on the other, educational
exercises designed to enable the participants to experience particular
patterns of thinking, feeling and behaving, and try them out in new
situations which are not so threatening as normal home situations.
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The. Project suggests that 'the quality of family relationships, the
ability of the mother to amuse her children and to keep them out of
mischief, her relationships with a wider network of friends and
relationships, and her opportunity to work jointly with other equally
ignorant people in seeking a solution to her problems are all important
determinants of the effectiveness of any educational process orientated
toward facilitating growth than "teaching". It also suggests that the
role of "tutorial questions", in which questions are asked in order to
discover whether the "learner" knows something which the person
asking the question already knows, deserves to be thoroughly explored.
Such questions assume that the person who asks the question knows
what it is important for the learner to know. As such, such questions
reinforce the notion that "authority knows best what you should be
doing", and, as a result, tend toward the acceptance of uniform goals
and treatments. They therefore tend to reinforce the notion that it is
possible to sove our present social problems through centralised
analysis and rigid plans and controls. As Emery (1974), and the
author (1973, 1978), have shown, such a way of thinking may be
disfunctional in the situation in which our society finds itself. It might
(and we will sec that many of our FISES mothers also advocate this)
be more appropriate to seek a de-centralised solution in which
individual members of our society are encouraged to exercise
discretion in a responsible way, bearing in mind their own
calculations of the long term consequences of particular actions. We
may therefore conclude, as we began, by suggesting that mothers may
havg much to teach teachers. Discipline strategies and attitudes to
authority may not only have a great deal to do with cognitive
development, but also with the development of other qualities which
are of critical importance in the future development of our society.
The tide of our next Conference should, perhaps, be "Mothering in
the Year 2000?"
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CHAPTER 9

FACILITATING PERSONAL LEARNING

Some people, eg Ittdwinter, have seen Educational Home Visiting
as a route toward the introduction of a new concept of education: a

concept of education which is based-on people working together to
solve their own problems, and growing and developing in the process.
We ourselves have been anxious to study the adequacy of the weekly -
EHVs' meetings as a means of facilitating personal learningas a

. means of facilitating people in making their own observations,
evolving their own constructs and building up thei r own un derstanding
of the problem they are trying to tackle. The Home Visitors too, in
their paper "Teacher in the Year 2000 ? Strategies forChange in
Education", predicted that there would be a enove 'away from the
teaching of subject content toward the facilitation of personal learning
by the end of the century. And, as we hive seen, and as we will
document more fully later, in their role of "friend", the Home
Visitors, by working with the mother to help her tackle her own
problems, have led her to feel more strongly motivated to do
something about her problems. They have helped her to grow in
confidence and competence. The question of what the project has to
say about how to facilitate development is therefore of more than
personal interest.

When we embarked upon our research we had hoped, from our
observition of the EHVs' weekly meetingi, to be able to say
something about the sorts of activities and structures which facilitated
personal learning. Unfortunately, we are not able todo this. All we are
able to do is draw attention to one or two of the barriers to
implementing such a sysem of education. .

We would not wish to give the impression that the weekly meetings
have been unsuccessful. On the contrary, everyone concerned has
made great strides forward. It is clear that, if a school, or a group of
schools, decided to.do something to try to tackle some aspect of the
current crises in secor lary education, it could, by plunging in, and
simultaneously setting aside enough time to mull over its activities
and catch up with developments elsewhere, be virtually certain of
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making great inroads into the problem. The structures which the
Project has created are, therefore, generaliseable to other school
settings, certainly for teachers, and almost certainly for pupils.

As we see it, the chief barriers to the effective implementation of
such a system are, firstly, the deeply ingrained desire to have
authorities come along and tell one what to think and how to carry out
one's tasks. Equally deep-seated is the desire for structure. Even
some of the EHVs who did not wish an authority to come along and
talk, consistently expresied the view that the meetings should be
structured to cover a number of previously planned issues. There was
some impatience with wandering discussion, and the idea That one
would, through such discussion, stumble across new insights and
understandings which no one had previously possessed was an
anathema to some. The value of generating a better formal under-
standing of the processes with which the Home Visitors were trying to
grapple as a means of improving their own performance was doubted
by some. The task of generating a formal understanding was not
regarded as problematical and it was felt that a formal understanding
of these processes would not help to improve practice. Linked to the
desire for authoritative information and structure was the view that
the group leader should act, not as "facilitator", but as someone who
took sole responsibility for seeing that group members did not speak
out of turn, for identifying group goals, aad for ens uring that they were
attained. There may therefore be a case for the group to examine its
own attitudes towards authority and leadership.

But the most difficult task faced by the group was, perhaps, tocome
to terms with the anxiety generated by not having a clear job
definition, by not knowing who was responsible for setting the criteria
against which their work would be judged, by knowing that other
people defined the same job in different ways, by knowing that their
work was being assessed and evaluated, and by not being certain
whether they owed their primary allegiance to their school base or to
the central team. In a context like this it may be particularly important
for those responsible for an action research project to go out of their
way to provide support for whatever:it is that the Home Visitors at a
particular point in time believe to be important, and to do their best to
make clear where the limits of personal responsibility and discretion
lie. It maybe important for them to insist that the achievements cf
each Home Visitor will be recognisedeven though those achieve-
ments may He outside the area which was originally thought to be
important and even though they may lie primarily in the area of
helping the group to clarify its goals rather than accomplishing
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something with the families they visit. There may be a need to
recognize the frustrations inherent in doing a job such as this, and to
minimize other frustrationssuch as bureaucratic niggles over
expenses. There may be a need to create a mechanism wheieby Home
Visitors can pair up with other Home Visitors to try to think through a
problem which is bothering them. There may be a need to take great
care to ensure that sufficient trust is built up between members of the
group to permit open confrontation between conflicting points ofview,
so that doubts neither continue to gnaw away at theirinsides nor fail to
get expressed because of the fear of hurting others, or because of the
fearof recriminations. In skirt, it may be desirable for the members of
a group such as this to participate in an induction programme designed
primarily, to make use of trust-building exercises, ego-development
exercises, exercisei designed to help the participants to develop non-
threatening ways of expressing differences of opinion, participative
leadership, and styles of providing support, warmth, and recognition.
More generally, 'hese may be important pre-requisites to the general-
ization of the styles of learning which have been adopted in this project
to other educational settings.

Attention may also be drawn to the parallel between what the
EWA were doing in these sessions and what some of them hoped the

- mothers would start to do,in relation to their own problems and the
cognitive styles they hoped the mothers would be able to help their
children to develop. To the extent that the EHVs, as individuals ores
a member of a group, found it difficult to make_the procedures they
were using explicit and analyTifirt explicitly in such a way as to be
able to improve their performance, to the extent that they found
i Auitive intervention more effective than action based on generalised
abstract principles, to the extent that they felt themselves to be
dependent on the teaching of authorities rather than able to generate
and test abstract principles for themselves, to the extent that they did
not spontaneously search for relevant literature, constructs, and.
resources which would help them to tackle the problem they were
seeking to tackle, their behaviour paralleled that of the mothers and
belied, the most basic principles they were trying to teach.

The role of a "facilitator" in a group such as this may parallerthe
role of the EHVs as facilitators of parent and child grov,ithwhether
based on a group or an individual basisand this in turn may parallel
facilitation of children's growth by parents or teachers.
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PART HC

THE PROBABLE AND POSSIBLE EFFECTS
OF THE LOTHIAN REGION EDUCATIONAL

HOME VISITING SCHEME
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OUR OBJECTIVES in this part of our report are to explore the probable and
possible effects of the Programme, making use of our understanding of the
way it is operating. the experiences, hopOs and fears expressed by the
Educational Home Visitors, the notes made for us on the progress of their
visits by the EHVs, and our open-ended interviews with parents,
headmasters, and others. Our aim here is not, and cannot be, to provide
"hard!' data on the effects of the Programme. Rather it is to niake,explicit
what we might findwith a greater or lesser degree of certaintyif we did in
fact mount appropriate studies. In many ways, it would be more appropriate
to present this discussion in terms of hypotheses which might be explored,
rather than in terms of the "probable effects of the Programme". And this
would indeed have been the most appropriate form of presentation had the
evaluation been viewed as an exploratory study which was carried outpriorto
mounting a more statistically-based study. However, despite the fact that the
budget allocated to it was of the order of magnitude of a budget typically
allocated to such exploratory studies, it was not set up in this way. The
research proposal laid down that, among other things, the evaluation would
assess "what effects, if any, does the .programme have on the social,
intellectual and emotional development of the children who take part?"

Taken at its face value, that statement might be interpreted to mean that
data would be collected to document its impact. However, the proposal goes
on to make clear that it is not to be interpreted in this way: "The available
research procedures are very weak. There Is little, if any, agreement, as to
what should be measured, how it should be measured, or km/ the results
should be interpreted". It goes on to suggest that there is a way round that
problem. Unfortunately, it does not say what that route is. One can only
surmise that it was intended to examine the operation of the Project in order to
discern, in the light of the available literature, what its effects were likely to
be. This conjecture is supported by the fact that considerable stress was
placed on the need to thoroughly review the available literature on the impact
of similar action projects in the UK and abroad. But, regardless of what was

-e.
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originally envisaged, it is, in fact, extremely important to set down our
impression, of the effects of the project for, as the quotation from the original
contract says, the state of theory building and measurement expertise in this
area is so poor that, even with an extremely large project, making use of
measures which would take years to develop, we would be unable to
document all the processes and effects which it is important to assess. In
policy' evaluation it is mow important to get a rough fix on all relevant
variables than to get an exact measure of any one of them.

The material to be presented has deliberately been kept separate from the
material derived from our statistical study. It was, after all, derived from an
independent source. As we will see, our statistical material. on the impac' of
the programme was derived from two small samples who were interviewed
using different interview schedules. By and large, the results support each

other. The material to be reported in this section of our Report was derived
from the observations made by McCaii and the present writer. On the whole,
we agree with each other, and, in general, with one important exception, our
observations are supported by the statistical data. Thus, small though the
samples are, and subjective though our own observations necessarily are, our
main conclusions are based on rout, relatively separate, sets of observations.
,There is, therefore, every reason to take them seriously.
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CHAPTER 10

THE EFFECTS AND PROBABLE EFFECTS OF
THE PROJECT ON THE CHILDREN:INVOLVED

We may consider the impact of the programme on the children
\under two headings: the direct effects which the Home Visikirs are
likely to have on the children, and the indirect effects they are likely to

ave on them via the mothers.

,
bable Direct Effects

thei
the
how
many
Visito
trieasu
childre
encoura
of time,
on things
test sco
they visit practice at the tasks which are set in most intelligence tests

- we would expect that this EfIV programme, like most others (see
Love, 1976; Brown, 1977), would affect IQ test scores.

But, despite its undoubted impact on such scores, the interpretation ti

to be placedlpn this finding remains in doubt. One question concerns
the extent to which the abilities that had been fostered would transfer
to other aspe4ts of cognitive fitnctioning. Ourown hypothesis is that
thosi Home Visitors who focus mainly on creating an environment in
which the chili can explore and follow his own interests will be most
likelyto have most effect on the ability to perceive and think clearly in
relation to tasks which have notbeen directly practised, and that these
Home Visitors, will have the greatest impact on the children's

is little doubt that, had we tested the children's intelligence,
scores would have gone up. In some cases this would be because
liVs had taught the children the name's of colours and shapes,

do jigsaw puzzles, and how to cut out shapes. The items in
intelligence tests measure just such knowledge. The Home

also help children to develop the knowledge and skills
d in other tests. In other cases the EHVs encourage the
they visit to reason about things whkh interest them. All
e the children to sit down and concentrate for longer periods
hether on things which the Home Visitors-have selected or
of theiown choice. Such activities are also likely to affect
. Thus, because the Home Visitors have given the children
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motivation, language development, and long-term IQ scores. This
hypothesis is supported by the previously mentioned work of Stallings
et al (1974), which shows that the greatest effect on the ability to
perceive and think clearly, as measured by a test which had nothing in
common with the activities which had been,taught, was produced by
open, exploratory, foOra of teaching.

While other Home Xisitors will also have an impact on such things
as the ability to name colours andlcut 'along lines we would have
serious doubts about whether the ability to perform such tasks is a
basis on which future IQ is built. In an untutored situation intelligent
children may well learn to do these things more quickly than less
intelligentchildren, but improvement in their ability to perform these
Tasks ntay still not provide a basis on which to build the rather different
abilities which are assessed later in life. Careful study of the
immediate and long term impact or these activities is strongly
indicated.

Another probable effect which virtually all the Home Visitors will
have will be to help the children to adjuit to schools. The children will
be much. more familiar with what to expect of the teacher, and, in
particular, much more well disposed toward teachers and "tutorial"
questions in which teachers ask questions in order to test the child and
find out whether he knows the "right" answer, rather than in order to
get some information which she herself wants.

Not only do the Home Visitors familiarize the children.with a
teacherish style ofbehav:our, they alsaprient them toward books. As
Wells (1978) has shown, reading ability is greatly influenced by the
provision of opportunities for children to become familiar with the
rules of print and hardly at all by such things as verbal and exploratory
behaviour. While many, infants t?achers do make an effort to help
children who suffer from the ,lisanvantage or having acquired
these bask attitudes and orientaions to-overcome it, h is more
difficult for them to do so in a relatively impersonal group situation
than in a warm one-toone situatio like a Home Visit.

These processes, taken together, iii undoubtedly have the effect,
documented by Lazar(1979), Palm (1977) and Love( 1976) in the
States, of markedly reducing the num r of children who are allocated
to remedial classes, held back for a year, or designated as "prrSlem"
'children. The children will be less likely to be "in school" but not
"with" the classroom curriculum. They will bein classes in which the
curriculum is "appropriate to their age and ability", and therefore get
higher scores on attainment tezta

Those Home Visitors who encourage children to think for
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themselves about their o_ wn problems may, however, lead some of the
children concerned to be more likely to queition what goes on at
school: As Keddie (1971) has shown, one important reason for some
children's failure at school is, not their lack of intelligence, but their
willingness to question what they are told and relate it. to their
everyday experience and find their teachers'.assertions wanting. They
break the rule"the pedagogic, boundary"which asserts that one
should not reality-test what one lb told. Thus, in the child's eyes, a
teacher may n9t only disgredit herself by asking tutorial questions ("If
she doesn'titnor that, there is no point in paying any attention to
anything else Ad says!"), but also by not reality-testing her
asserdonkie, for living in an academic ivory tower. A child who has
been encoOraged by a Home Visitor to make his own observations,
and think about the things heis dealing with, may, therefore, be pulled
in two contradictory directions. On the one hand he may, through this
early experience, have become well disposed toward, and developed
a great respect for, teachers. On the other hand, he may well find that
the teachers he meets in later !redo not take kindly to children who
check out the statements they make. In an earlier study(Raven, 1975)
we found that very few secondary school teachers wanted thairpupils
to be sceptical about what they were told! A similar conclusion seems
to emerge from the study ornursery school teachers' pri,oriiies carried,
out by Taylor, Exon and Holley (1972). We would be most unwilling
to even hazard a guess about the way in which this dilemma will be
resolved. In a small project such as this so much will depend on the
individual schools the pupils attend and on the particular teachers
they work with. But, if the project were implemented by a large .
number of schools and local authorities and a facilitative style of
visiting adopted, we would not expect the consequences for the
children's adjustinent to school to be entirely positive.

Attention, should, perhaps, be drawn to the difference between
child who has been encouraged by a teacher to question things he is
told and one whq has been encouraged to do so by his'parents.,The
latter may be more willing to tolera e the limitations of the teaching
situation and adjust to the differing expectations of the home and the
school, while the former will find that he has to adjust tc discon-
tinuities in teacher behaviour, without the support of the home. .

It is also alm'st certain that the Project will have an impact on the
children simply by exposing them to another adult v.:10 takes an
interest in them, and who brings with her a new set of interests, styles
of interaction, and concerns. The children's mothers are not the only
people who have commented on this. As Zajone (1975, 1976) has

r. .
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observed, children's rate of development early in life seems to be
influenced by the number of adults with whom they interact. But this
effect, again, wears off over time

Zak= also draws attention to t robable importance of children
having an opportunity & teach other children. As weave seen, some
of the home Visitors seem to go out of their way to a low the children
to teach them. These Home Visitors may not merely )iave an effect on
he children's feelings of competence and their confidence that they
know sonpthing.which other people do not know, they may actually,.
through putting the child in the position of a teacher, lead him to
become a great deal more explicit about what if is he wishes to
communicate, and thereby develop analytic skills, and the ability to
evolve, or find, relevant concepts, and the necessaiy linguistic skills.
,He may not only be riore willing to answer teachers' questions, he
may be better motivated to do so because he thinks he really is
teaching his teachers something. (And, of course, if those teachers
make use of project-based, enquiry-oriented, methods of teaching he
will be quite righta fact which again underlines the conclusion that
the effects of the project will depend as much on the type of school the
children enter a. on what the EHVs do).

A possibly less desirable effect of the Home Visitors is likely to be
that the children will come to rely still more I. mvily on their teachers'
assessments of their ability, The Home Visitors often lead the
children they visit to do things which are worthy of commendation. As
a result, they are often more positive about the ch ildren's abilities than
are the children's parents. Now, unfortunately, brill Stones and Fend
have shown (in personal communications) that most teachers give
Most of their pupileto understand that they are not particularly
corpetent. According to Fend, what typically happens is that LSES
children believe their teachers, rather than their parents, and are
therefore gradually cooled out of the system. In contrast, the HSES
children believe their parents (who have themselves got n-..ch better
self-images, and are therefore much more confident in their judgment)
and this overgides their teachers' negative assessments, leading the
children to persibt in school. What the Home Visitors may have done
is to lead the children to be,still more dependent on, and trusting of,
their teachers' assessments, and, when these start to be negative, they
could have a much more devastating effect on the children than would
otherwise have been the casenhis, of course, is a hypothesis vvhich it
would be impossible to test without mounting a substantial follow-up
study.
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Indirect gffects on the Children via the'Parents
By and large the parents thie that school success is an important

determinant of their children's future. This position is not only clear to
them as individuals, it is also culturally accepted, and the Home
Visitors are walking testimonies '0 its truth: they carry badges of
social approval which many of the parents would like. As a ult, it is
clear from our own interviews that some of the parents st: a do the
things which the EHVs 4o and do so in sufficiently large -ers .

for it to be reasonably certain that the effect would show up as a
significant result in a statistical study. They seem particularly likely to
take up aspects of the EHYs' behaviour which are clear, easily
identifiable and imitable, and apparently directly relevant to the
child's later school success. They buy books and read them to their
children. They insist that the children sit still, pay attention, and use
materials in the ways in which the Holt* Visitors used them. They set
about using "play" to teach language. (In at least one case the parents
put away the child's nursery rhyme books and boughtLadybird books
instead). They ask more "tutorial" questions, designed to find out
whether their, children have learned something which thek the
parents, ,hink" they should have learned, rather than encourage the
childre9 to tell, them things which they do not already know. They
make more effort to teach their children the names of things, and the i

names of relationships. They stress the importance of knowledge; to ;

wa s they would be expected to lead their children to adjust to school.
Imo, the things which adults know is important in itself. In all of these i

The children will be more likely to know what is expected of them by ;

their teachers. They will have been taught the "hidden" curricuir n. 1

The Home Visitors lead some of the parents to think that school 1,

success is more importankthan they did before and convince them that t

they can do something to ensure that the child succeeds there. The
parents pick up the idea that school success can be bought by hard
work at the tasks set by teachers. It is therefore virtually certain that
some of the parents will be more likely to insist that their children do
their homework and attend school rep

Those Home Visitors who place emp. . qr: using language for
new purposesin order to help the childre.. .sieve their own goals

ay well have the effect of leading the parents to take up this .
to to encourage the child to use language for new purposes, and '1
this. in turn, is likely to promote chool success indirectly by leading ,

the child to be able to make his own obs.rvations, find his own
information, and learn without instruction.

Most of the Home Visitors will also lead the parents to develop,
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more confidence in their children's ability. All go out of their way to
draw parents' attention to what children can do. For these reasons the
parents are more likely to expect their children to do well at school,
and therefore to take an interest in how well they are doing in the
expectation that they will be told something goody rather than
something bad, about them. They will also be more likely to react
sharply if the children do not do as well as they now expect and
thereafter take steps to help the child to overcome the problem.

All of the Home Visitors also lead most of the parents they visit to
be better able to entertain and amuse their children, and keep them out
of mischief. The "play" activities they introduce are often perceived
as a means of keeping the child interested, and therefore out' from
under their parents' feet As a result of parents' being better able to
amuse, occupy, and entertain their children, family relationships
seem to improve. Parents becoine less likely to think of the time they
spend with their children as a stressful situation in which they are
forced, against their own inclinations, to spend the time shouting at
and scolding them. In this Tess strained situation a :east some
dofiaitely develop more respect for their children's abilities. The long
term effect of this may be,that they will expect them to do better at
school. It seems to us that, .. i a result of the visiting, at least some of
the parents have established a warmer relationship with their
children and it seems probable that the children concerned will wislt to
retain this. They can therefore be expected to strive not to let their
parents down by, for example, allowing themselve' dc badly at
school. As a result of both having developed a greater respect for their
children's abilities and having learned that, if the child is unhappy,
something can be done about it, the parents are morelikely to believe
that something is really wrong if their children complain or are
seriously disruptive. They are therefore More likely to create a
situation which is conducive to growth, and can also be predicted to
react more positively if the child complains about something which is
wrong at school. They would be expected to be more likely-to seek the
reason for the child's complaints in the environment than in the child
himselfbecause they know that it is possible for the child to be
happy and behave in a competent way. The)/ will have learned from
experience that, when he complains, there is something wrong. And
they will be more likely to respect the child's, rather than his teacher's,
account of the reasons for his difficulties once he gets to school.
Having established a less strained relationship with the child, the
parents may relativel:t automatically move on to activities which
satisfy the developmental needs which come higher is Maslow's
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(1954) hierarchyie they may be able to devote more time to self-
actualization since they no longer need to devote all their time to
establishing basic co-existence, They may be able to move on to
becoming more concer :d with their own, and their child's, growth
and development.

Most of the Home Visitors have also had an impact on the
discipline strategies of the parents. By demonstrating, and explicitly
encouraging, discipline based on reasoning, they may produce a large
pumberof effects which we have, as yet, been unable to observe.

In the first place the child may, for the first time, ha-. a an
opportunity to leial that the requirements and requests of authorities
are not arbitrary and capricious, but based on reason. This may
encourage him to shift from a tendency to try to learn the rules to
trying to understand the reasons for them. Hepay therefore be more
likely to spontaneously study regularities in his environment and seek
logical, rather than magical, explanations of events.

' Secondly, a cyclical process may be set up. Because the parent
enctarages the child to reason, she may discover how capable he is
am develop more respect for the products of his reasoning and be
more willing to do something about the legitimate requests of the
child. This may give the child experience of logical reasoning
prOducing effects which he desires, and this may in turn reinforce his
tendency to reason about the social situations, and communicate the
products of that reasoning to adults. As Piaget has shown, the child's
tendency to reason about social situations is one of the strongest
pressures toward the development of abstract thinking.

But besides encouraging the child to practise thinking for himseli,
sharing those thinking processes with others, and rewarding him for
reasoning, the parents' move toward discipline by reasoning may
confer other benefits. The child may develop increasing ability to
guide his own behaviour by reference to longterm considerations and
principles, rather than the dictates f authority. As a result it may be
safir for him to adventure and be inquisitive. Adventurousness and
inquisitiveness are dangerous if one has not developed the ability to
decide for oneself what one should do about situations that have not
been previously encountered, and the behaviours for coping with
which have not been proscribed._

Those Home Visitors who have established a network of social
contacts for the parents they have visited have, in effect, as Van der
Eyken (1980) has emphasized, created a sort of safety net enabling
the mother to get others to help her with her problems. As a result of
being able to cope with her problems more effectively, she can move
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on from having to spend most of her time gaining a precarious hold on
life to the more personally developing activities which come higher in
Maslow's Hierarchy ' 954). She can spend more time attending to
the child's psychological growth and development, rather than just
feeding him and keeping him warm. This social network also operates
to reduce her loneliness, thereby reducing depression, enabling her
to become more vivacious and better able to tackle the problems
which beset herself and her children. She can devote more of her
time more flexibly and more developmentally to her children. Her
whole life style becomes lighter and More go ,:th enhancing. She
becomes better able to see her own and her child's problems in
perspective.She may also have more energy available to do some-
thing about them. The child himself is more likely to be able to devote
his whole energy to thinking about the task in hand, rather than

.worrying about his parents', problems.
Those Home Visitors who have moved on to trying to help the

mothers develop the abilities needed to cope with their loneliness and
their problems, rather than just provide a safety net for them, will
probably confer a whole series of othe,. benefits on the children
concerned. As a result of seeing their parents use language to think
about how to get control over their lives children are likely to learn
how to do these things themselves. They have a greater opportunity to
share in their parents' efforts to bring to bear relevant past
experiences, anticipate obstacles that are likely to occur in the future,
think of ways round them, and share in the joys of success and the
frustrations involved in making progress They, have a greater
opportunity to participate in clarifying goal and priorities, thinking
through the long term consequences of alternative courses of action,
and getting hem from other people. The mother's increasing
confidence, and her more positive self-image, is likely to communicate
itself to the child. So is the mother's growing feeling that she has a right
to be listened to by those who. are responsible to her for, the
environment in which she lives.

For many of the parents this is their first opportunity to establish a
'arm relationship with a teacher. It is sometimes their first
opportunity to learn that many teachers are not the harsh,
authoritarian, judgmental figures they took them to be. For the first
time, many of them realise that teachers are human beings, and can be
appri;ached on that footing. As a result they will be more likely to
approach their children's teachers later in life. Those Home Visitors
who go out of their way to stress the parent's right to deal with
teachers, and have some say in their children's schooling, may well
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reinforce this indirect effect, and those Home Visitors who have
further established groups of parents designed to have this sort of
effect may provide a mechanism whereby these desires can be
translated into action. It is unlikely that the parents will to overboard
on this because, as we wilt see when we turn to our stati.stical results,
many EHVs have communicated the message: "yesplease come
and see usbut we will only convince you that we are already doing
the right thing".

From what has been said it is clear that, in one way or another, the
Home Visitors, :a the parents, are very likely to have a marked
impact on the children's figure lives. What is in doubt is whether they
will have a substantial impact on thechildren's cognitive deyelopment
as such. Our own view is that the answer to that question is certainly
not a foregone conclusion.

Undesirable Effects
One cannot expect the effects of any intervention.programme to be

entirely beneficial. This is particularly likely to be true in this area,
because the nature and variety of competence is poorly understood,
the processes which lead to its development are still less well
understood, the art of measurement in the area in its infancy, and the
existingliterature extremely unsatisfactory. Further activity alongthe
lines of this intervention programme, associated with critical
evaluation, is one important way in which it would be possible to
improve on this state of affairs. In such a context it 's important to
draw attention to possibly undesired and undesirable side effects
which such a programme may have. .,

As has just been hinted, the growth of competence may involve a
great deal more than what normally goes on in educational institutions
(Coleman, 1972; Bronfenbrenner, 1974). Most mothering may
involve a great deal more than much teaching. Mothers may, in
general, be in a much better position to respond Sensitively to child-
initiated activities, without feeling the pressure of time and the
constraints of formal educational evaluation, which are fel: by many
teachers. The bond between parent and child may maka available to
thew strategies for reward and punishment which are not usually
available to teachers. They may be better able to handle values issues
directly, because they are less likely to be constrained by our cultural
ambivalence about teaching values explicitly and openly in schools.
They may be able to give their children insights into the way in which_
they think and feel, in ways which would not generally be open to
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teachers, Encouraging parents to adopt a "teacherish" style of
interaction involving closed questions, tutorial questions, direct
teaching of coiceptt and time pressure may, therefore, in the end, and
on,balance,-be undesirable.

On the other hand, perhaps more likely, is the possibility that, in
many of the families visited, the mothers are at present neither able to
behave in such a teacherish manner nor able to behave in the more
sensitively responsive manlier which is characteristic of some parents
(White, 1976) and which might be more likely to facilitate the
development. f a Wide range of personal characteristics. However,
the probability that this is the case should not be used to brush the
problem aside. There is a real possibility that, at least some of the
EHVs, in at least some of their actions, may be encouraging mothers
to abdicate their parental role rather than encouraging them to play
their unique and irreplaceable part. in promoting the edudatio9a1
development of their children.

While it is tempting to assume that many of tl'e mothers who were
visited were either unable to di much by way of mothering their
children (because of the environment in which they were placed), or
did not know how to do it, that assumption may be altogether too
comfortable. While there is little doubt that, as far as we couldjudge
from our own observations, they were not doing the things which
would be most likely to promote the development of independence of
thought and behaviour, self-confidence, a questioning sc epticism, and
the ability to learn without instruction, these qualities may not be
particularly importanfin the envirownents in which the children are
most likely to live, and the parents may be doingjust the right things to
promote the development of the dependence, unquestioning
obedience, and rule- following, conforming, behaviour which, as
Kohn (1969) has emphasized, may be required in those environ-
ments. Such a statement will, of course, lead many to protest that we
seem to be advocating the establishment of a caste society. While
rejecting that accusatidn (see Chapter 2) we would like to reiteiate
that we think that the question we have just raisedwhich is really
about what children are nrevented from learning if their parents are
encouraged to adopt die activities which the EHN would like them to
adoptis of the utmost importance. We h- c n..: eason to assume
that children who are not engaged in the activities modelled by the
EHVs are learning nothing at all. Tha EHVs are not going into a
vacuum when they go late . Douses. They influence what children
will learn, not whether they learn. Given the ecologic.' :elevance of
some of the attitudes the EHVs are trying to change there is every.
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reason to suppose that the Scheme may be doing ut least some of
cHdren a dis-service.'

The possible disbenefits of this process have, of course, to be set
against the fact that the Scheme has undoubtedlyand intentionally
had the effect of leading at least some parents to)ecome more
articulate about what they think schools.,should be doing and able and
willing to set aboutensuringthatthey do it. In the end, the parents may
be able tr. transform schools so that they are more appropriate to what
they conceive as their Children's needs. They may be able to get them
to help their children to develop the qualities they need to transform
their communitiesrather than the qualities they need to succeed in a
Competitive academic race and to move away from those
communities. They may be better able to get control over their
environment in such a way as to be able to transform it so that it is
easier to pursue their own goals, rather than feel that they will have to
give up that which they value in order to avoid the disbenefits of that
way of life.

There is another, related, way in which the Project may be doing
parents andtheir children a dis-service. The Project will undoubtedly
ha re a major impact on the children's subsequent adjustment to
school, and, to the extent that adjustment to school Is associated with
school success, on school success itself, However, if it is true that an
individual's life success is more dependent on his independence,
confidence in dealing with other people and new situations, willing-
ness to adventure and seek information for himself, and willingness to
set out into the unknown, confident that he will find a way through the
maze in kont of him, then the balance sheet may be none too positive.
Such qualitiei may make for school and life success, and yet they are
not stressed in the LREHV Scheme. By encouraging. the parents to
focus on school success, and failing to encourage them to focus on
these wider qualities, the Scheme may, in the long run, make for
considerable frustration on the part of the children.

At an earlier stage, as has already been hinted; the Scheme, while
making for adjustment to school, may not have anything like the same .

impact on .s...ccess at school. Those parents who have been led to
believe that, by talking to, and reading to, their children, they will
assure themselves of their chi;dren's success, may be in for a
disappointment. If it is not true, as we suspect it is not true, that the
Scheme has a major impact In children's level of cognitive develop-
ment, then it may be important to create situations which will enable
parents to adjust to unfulfilled expectations. Their already deep
distrust of professionals may otherwise be deepened still further.
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Referring again to the e..:sting literature, Stallings 0974) in the
US ha? shown that, at infant' fchool level, classroom emphasis on
reading and arithmetic leads to a decline in the ability to perceive and
think clearly. Some of the Home Visitors undoubtedly lead parents to
place more emphasis on pre-reading and arithmetical skills, and.this,
while promoting school success, may well lead to a decline in the
cognitive ability. "-

Finally, it is possible to argue-that, by lending children. to accept
school, the Home Visitors may have the effect of making still more
widespread the undesirable effects of schooling' to which some
authors point. The children may be ins likely to protest at the
irrelevance of what they are taught. They may more likely to accept
the "pedagogic boundary" and not question w -at they are taught.
They may be more likely to blame their fellows for not doing well at
school rather than question the institutional structures which force at
least some people not to do well in the race. They may develop
negative self-images, feelings of trained incapacity, and dependence
on books and authorities, rather than positive self-images, a feeling
that they could tackle other things, and independence in thought and
behaviour. They may be still more likely to appeal to authority rather
than take direct action in relation to their own problems. We will
return to some of the:,c q-estions when we come to look at the possible
long term impact of the EHVs society.
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CHAPTER 11

THE EFFECTS AND PROBABLE EFFECTS
ON THE PARENTS

We have already seen that the Project hat had a considerable
impact on the parents, and that it will, through them, have a
substantial impact, for better or for worse,.on the children. The
mothers have, more in some placcs than others, become more
confident, outgoing, and able to cope with their own problems. In
some cases the Project has contributed to community activity
designed toimprove the schools for the good a all. Therehave.been
many group activities through which the mothers get to know each
other and participate in doing something worth-while in their
communities, developing new skills and more positive self-images in
the process. They have been priivided with a network of social
contacts which, to some extent, can shield them from the hazards of
life. They seem to come to feel better able to cope with their own
problems.

However, just as the effect; on the children were not-entirely
beneficial, so some of the effecis on the mothers may not have been.
Many of the mothers seemed to develop a great respect for the
teachers who came to visit them, and came to think that theywould
never be, able to do with their children what the Home Visitors were
able to do with themlitey_felt-they lacked the professional's

ding of the e processes involved. In other words they became
more dependent on the professionals' insights and instructions than
they were before. They came to think that schools were more effective
than they had previously believed, and this in the face of all the
rasearch evidence which points to the inability of schools to have a
differehtial impact on children who come from homes where the
mothers do not do the things which the Home Visitors thought it was
important for them to dO: In this area, at least, the mother's feelings of
"trained inbapacity" have increased as a result of the visiting. As we
have mentioned, this effect may override their increased willingness
to intervene with the school if their child complains. In some cases the
effects were more serious stilt Because of their other problems, some
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mothers have beeit unable to do the things which the EHVs led them
to 'nk they should doand this seems to have accentuated their
alr dy considerable feelings of guilt at not being able to do the things
w ch they know they should be doing with their children.

nother, quite different, question has to do with the possible effects
of e mother coming to feel that she has been step step walked into
something into which she only later realises that she did not really

t to be walked While uneasy, she may not have been sufficiently '
aware of what was going on to call the whole thing off. Besides, as we
have seen, the Home Visiting programme may have conferred on her
other benefits which she did value. We do not know whether any
mothers would have liked the EHVs lo have behaved differently and
whether they felt unable to influence them. But many of the mothers
did make it clear that they regarded the Home Visitors as somehow
different from other professionals, including teachers. Such pro-
fessionals, they often felt, frequently did not understand them, did not
consult them, did not allow them to,,say what they wanted to say, and
did not listen to them. The resentmiiit they exuded often seemed to be
much stronger than one would assume if one attended only to their
words, It was not simply that professionals did not listen. They were
frustrated with themselves because they were unable to., articulate
what they wanted to say.Theirfielings were strongenoughbut they
did not have thelingo, the jargon, which would have enabled them to

'verbalise those feelings. Not only did they not have the necessary
words, there would, they thought, have been no point in voicing their
opinions anywaybecause the . professionals would not have a
register which-would enable them to hear that message. And, even if
they heard it, the structures in which they worked wouliprevent them
doing anything about it. The result was seething angerand frustration,
not rational argument.

In this context something which happened in one of the Evaluators'
meetings may be important. The evaluators asked the EHVs whethcs
they felt that one of the reasons why parents who did not take up toe
things the EHVs would have liked them to was that some of the
parents, held basic values which were in conflict with those of the
Home Visitors. The EHVs' response was that there was no such
difference in values. Perhaps the explanation of the EHVs' failure to
notice such differences was that they were, not hearing messages
which the mothers did notmell out for_them. What-we;are saying is,
therefore;thif -the wayTthe Scheme is operating suggests that
'although we have no evidence of itthe Home Visitors, qua
professionals, may have contributed to the mothers' feelings of
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frustration and resentment in relation to professionals. Irthat was so,
and if that resentment was communicated to their children, one might
expect to find it expressing itself in anti-social, or delinquent,
behaviour. Let u repeat, the Home Visitors have encountered ample
evidence of this aggressiveness, hostility toward, and resentment of, .
other profeisionals, arising from the treatment mothers get from them
and from the mothers' inability to influence these professionals from a
position of extreme dependence. The Home Visitors themselves have
on occasion been furious that mothers' wishes have been ignored and
brushed aside and that the.mothers have at the same time been in a
position of being utterly dependent on the whims of those
professionals--which often differed sharply from one professional to
another. And, as the Rome Visitors have made clear, the professionals
to when these comments apply include not only doctors, welfare-,
workers, health visitors, school psychologists, and physiotherapists,
but teachers as well. The possibility that the Scheme itself might be
generating precisely these feelings therefore deserves the most careful
investigation although, to repeat, we ourselves have at presert no
evidence at all that it is doing so.
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CHAPTER 12

0

THE EFFECTS AND PROBABLE EFFECTS
ON THE SCHOOLS

Given the way the Scheme was setup, with close links between the
EHVs and the Heads of their schogls, it was virtually certain that the
Scheme would have a substantial impact on the Heads of the schools,
and possibly other teachers. In point of fact there is ample evidence
that the schools have been affected by the Scheme, although they all
began at very different starting points. At the most basic level, the
Home Visitors have conveyed to the Heads of some of the schools, in
quite unmistakable terms, the fact that, contrary to what those Heads
s aid tO us in the course of theirearly interviews, the parents donor lack.
interest in the education of their children. They may not want their
chIldrento'develop some of the qualities which might make for school
success, and they may not want some of the consequences of that
success, but of the fict That they went their child en to pass school
elamination if they can dO so without spilling too much blood, sweat
and tears, thereois no doubt, and lids fact has been relayed in the
clearest possible terms to the Heads of the schools. In some schools
the effects have been wider. In smite, many members of staff were
involved in writing a paper "Teacher in the Year 2000?Strategies
for Change in Education" which the EHVs produced kir a Lothian-
Strathclyde meeting. There is no idouht that the EHVs had been
instrumental in implanting some of the ideas which were expressed.

As a result. Of the Scheme, Virivally all the schools established
activities which involved groups of intents. At one school this
comprised a library.for mothers an childretkAranother it consisted
of the involvement of parents i the actual process of nursery

, educaticn. At another it Involve a thole series of conununity
activities.,Although the germ of all these developments may have
existed previously, there is no doubt Oat the Home Visiting programme
played a significant role in bringing them into being.

Nevertheless in all cases, it is clear tkat the activities which have
13 heed established for parents are primarily designed to encourage

parents to support what the schools doirg, rather than to give them
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any significant say cwhat schools do. JoyceWatt's data, the Dundee
EPA study (Watt, 1977), and the'general confusabout What is
meant by "perces] involvement", would hardly-had us to expect, -
anything else. Nevertheless, some of the Home Visitors have been
anxious to try to find ways of encouraging schools to be more tunetin
to the variety of children's needs. As thinking on ways in which this
could be e develops, it is likely that the Home Visitors will have a
more su stands] impact on patterns of formal education:

At least some of the nursery teachers and napery nurses have been
markedly influenced by the Home Visitors, and have, in some cases,
become involved in the Home Visiting itself. At least some of these
have now moved on to other positidis from which it is their declared
intent tdimplement somealingof Mist they have learned as a result of

,being-involved in, and with, the Home Visiting Scheme. -
The Scheme may also have effects on schooli in another way. The .

interventionist, open-ended, nature of the Scheme led the Advisory
Committee on the Evaluation to, discuss so nt wider issues. The
Advisory Committee very, quickly became aw e that the Scheme
raised some very general issues about the eddcaflonal system. What
are we about in education? How are we going to cater more
adequately for variety of pupils' needs? How are we going to bring
about Chang' i education? What methods are to be used to facilitate
the-growth o' pas:, What is the role of different4ypes of parental
imeAs emend w satisfactory is the professional basis for educational
activity? Ho isatisfactory are the theories on which educational
activities are sed? How are we going to measure outcomes in such a

as to gt e credit for the genuine *Ohs and assess the
dis eflts? One view was that discussion of these issues should not
form p o f the evaluation. However, unother view was that, without.
discussion of these wider issues, the Project was :worthless. The
evaluators' view was that, although, in theory, it would be possible for
a committee which was not involved in the Scheme to discuss these
issues, in practice Auch a committee would be much less likely to do
so, the fact of havMg an on-going Scheme which raised these issues
providing an invaluable stimulus to thoughtrAs.a result, we have, in
this Report; attempted to share with others our attempt to set down
some of the issues which many people kept raising in relating jo the
Scheme. In some ways, the Scheme provides an exe lar of project -
based education: do something and sel what you learn n the process!

r



CHAPTER 13

THE POSSIBLE AND PROBABLE LONG TERM
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL EFFECTS

OF THE SCHEME

We turn now to one of our most difficult and most delicate tasks.
Very many peopleeven before the Scheme began (see Ian
MacFadyen in Chaper 2)had expressed doubts about the Scheme's
motality. Ian MacFadyen hoped that the evaluation, by makingfacts
available, would help to resolve some of these doubts. We share his
hopes, and we belie ,e that hewas right. But, although we believe that
the questions which have been asked are basically factual, these
questions have to ct:.) with the long term weird effects of the Scheme.
While it would no in principle, be difficult to collect the necessary
information, and while the funds required to do so would be trivial in
comparison with funds currently being invested in Home Visiting
Projects, it is the case that we had to push the minimal resources
available to this Project to their limit in attempting to come to terms
with these important issues. We shall be speculating about what the
effects of the Scheme may be in the light of the understanding we have
built up of the operation of the Scheme itself, our own observations
and interviews whilst working with the Scheme, and our knowledge of,
and assumptions about, other social processes.

One possible effect of the Lothian Region Educational Home
Visiting Scheme is that mothering skills may be further de-valued and
undermined. Although, in the end, it may turn out to be the case that
"mothering" skills are no more characteristic of mothers than
teachers (and that mothers vary as much from one to another as do
teachers) k may also be that the styles of caretaker behaviour which
promote the development of different qualities in children have not yet
been made explicit. Certainly, both Bronfenbrenner (1974, 1979) and
Coleman (1972,1974) believe that mothering skills are both important
and neglected. And the demographic data which both produced
strongly suggest that both mothers and father don't wish to be
uninvolved in the socialisation of their children. Rather, their
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withdrawal from such activities seems to be a product of wider social
changes. Now the Lothian Scheme, despite its avowed aim of
encouraging the mothers to play their unique and irreplaceable part in
promoting t he educational development of their children may, as we
have seen. lead some of the mothers concerned to feel that they should
adopt a more directive "teaching'. stance rather than a more
facilitative and responsive "mothering" stance, that they are less
adequate at the task than teachers, and that teaching is best done in
nursery schools. However, as we have seen, mothers may be in a
better position than teachers to facilitate the development of a much
wider range of qualities and it may also be argued that mothers would
Ix likely to lead their children to develop a much wider range of
alt rnative qualities (all of which may be-necessary to our society)
since they. between them, may include representatives of a much
wider range of motivational dispositions than are represented within
the teaching profession. Society may, in the long run, be the loser if it
is deprived of a Wide variety of human cony -Irns and abilities, and
deprived, in particular. of qualities like initiative, the ability to make
one's own observations, and confidence in one's ability to turn a risk to
advantage, which it may be easier for mothers than teachers to foster.

As we saw when we discussed possible undesired and undesirable
effects on the mother.3, the way the Project operates may also lead
some ofthe parents to feel that they are pawns, rather than origins, and
this feeling of being a pawn may be communicated to their children in
such a way that their children react in socially deviant ways. How
much choice do the parents in fact have about whether to enter, remain
,involved in, or drop out of the Project? At one level, of course, the
question is trite: they should clearly throw the Home Visitors out on
their ears at any time. Bu at another level the question is by no means

)so easily dismissed.
Many parents become involved in the Scheme because they are

told that it is something new which might possibly benefit their
children. They remain involved, not because it helps them to play
their unique and irreplaceable part in promoting the educational
development of their children, but because they see that their children
enjoy it and look forward to the visits, because it alleviates their own
feelings of isolation and depression, shows them new ways in which
they tan entertain and amuse their children, because the Home
Visitor occupies their children so that they can get n with the
housework, or because it holds outfreethe promise of helping to
ensure that their children are able to compete effectively in the
critically important business of schooling.

c.c. 93
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So there are good reasons for admitting the Home Visitors to their
homes: once they have admitted the EHV because she confers one set
of genuine benefits or another, they may have less choice about
whether they take up the values and styles of caretaker-child
interaction which are modelled by the EHV. The EHV is a successful,
prestigeful person who has an articulate values position. The mothers'
value positions may be much less articulate, and certainly much less
prestigeful. The EHV displays many of the badges of social apprdval
which the mothers themselves would like. It is therefore likely that the
mothers will come to believe that, by doing t he things which the EHV
does, they themselves will be able to acquire these badges. The EHV
holds out the promise that, by doing the things which she does, the
mothers will be able to ensure that their children are successful in the
scramble for the spoils available in society.

So the mothers may, in effect, have very little choice about whether
to let the Home Visitor in, and once in about whether to take up the
things which the Home Visitor advertises. The mothers' values
position is less articulate, less prestigeful and, possibly, not even
recognisable as a position by the Educational Home Visitor. Certainly
none of the Home Visitors were akle to articulate a legitimate values
position which differed significantly from their own and which might
be held by the mothers. (They did recognise thatsome mothers valued
dependence and obedience rather than an enquiring mind, but thought
that such a values position was not legitimate and that they should set
about broadening the mothers' horizons. Indeed, in a sense, som. of
the EHVs saw this as their very raison d'être). So any feeling the
mothers have of being manipulated may remain unexpressed, and,
possibly, unexpressableat least in words which would be understood
by anyone who did not share their feelings and experiences. And it is
entirely possible that those feelings of having been hood-winked and
manipulated may simmer away and find expression in displaced,
aggressive, anti-social behaviour.

Whatever the validity of the argument put forward in the last
paragraph (which relates to this particular scheme) there is no doubt
at all that the Scheme was set up in the contextof a general climate of
professional opinion which asserted that experts knew better than did
some mothers about how to bring up children. For many years, the
problems to be tackled by teachers were thought to be within thechild.
In due course the "problem" came to be defined as the child -in -his
social-contextin his family. One had to tackle the "whole family".
And this in turn was widened to include the child-in-his-community.
Clearly, the implicit assumption here is that professionals know,
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thanbetter h the child, his mother, and his community, what is good for
him and them. A substantial number of professionals had is fact come
to think of themselves as responsible for their clients, rather than
responsible to their clients. This process is part of a wider picture in
which, it is asserted, many members of our society are ignorant,
uninformed, and lacking in the abilities which are required to tackle
theitown problems,- The long term effects of such a Kt of perceptions
and expectations may well be, as Emery (1974) and the author have
observed elsewhere, to make it increasingly difficult for society to
adapt to a non-stable environment. They imply that only senior
members of Government and our bureaucracies can take important
decisions, and that the rest must do as they are told and be checked up
on to ensure thaf 'they are doing as they are told. This climate
occasionally finds expression in this Scheme. One frequently hears
that the parents do not know how to play with their children or that
they do not recognise the importance of talking to them and reading
them books. They must therefore be taught to accept the professional's ,

view-point on these issues. Less frequently one hears that it is
important to convince the parents that obedience, conformity,
dependence, and toughness (the ability to stick up for oneself) are not
really desirable qualities for their clildren to develop. ,And one
occasionally hears that, where the families are completely unresponsive
to the EHV's message, the only thing that can be done is to take the
child away from the family and into nursery school as soon as possible,
thereby taking the decisions about what should be done with the
children completely away from the parents.

This is a one-sided picture, of course, for one also hears, for
example, that one of the primary objectives of the Scheme is to break
down social barriers so that professionals can realise how competent
the mothers really are if they are given an opportunity to express their
competence, or that the real objective is to give them more choice about
the sort of person their child wit become. Nevertheless, it is hard to
avoid the conclusion that the scheme was based °nine beliefth at, in at
least many ways, the professionals involved in it did know more about
certain aspects of child-rearing than did some of the parents. The
effect of this, however well-intentioned it may be, is to diminish
parents' opportunity to build on their own knowledge and take their
own decisions. An alternative way of proceeding might have ameliorated
such effectsfor example, by strengthening the elements of the
Scheme which emphasize the need to create growth-enhancing
environments in which parents learn to do new things and become
more willing and able to take explicit decisions which might differ
from those of the EHVs.

I W)
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From this discu:sion it would seem that there is little doubt that
both the climate of opiniog in which the scheme was conceived and
the framework of beliefs in which it has operated are likely to have
produced the feelings of anger and resentment which commonly arise
when one is treated as less than competent, responsible and intelligent,
and to have led, firstly, to the dependence and demand for more
instruction which teaching commonly produces, and, secondly, to the
decline of initiative, responsibility, and decision-taking ability which
one so often notices among those who are forced to be dependent on
welfare services. It therefore seems probable -- although we have no
evidence of itthat, despite the good intentions and indeed the acute
awareness of the problem, which so many of the EHVs have voiced, the
scheme will, by the way it operates, contribute to the very problems
which those involved so badly wanted to avoid. Whether it does do
this, is, therefore, a question which demands serious, and .urgent,
investigation.

The Scheme may also contribute to the growing cynicism about
rational planning in our society. Although this cynicism may
sometimes be based more on feelings than on explich considerations,
data in Stevens (1960) shows that many schoolchildren state
explicit, logical, reasons for being sceptical and cynical about
statements made by their teachers and headmasters. This scepticism
strikes at the heart of education, for the statements they question have
to do with the developmental "benefits" of schooling. The pupils say
drat schools do, not contribute to growth and development. On the
contrary, they say, they operate only to provide a proportion of the
pupils with passports to high status jobs. In this context many argue
that it is legitimate to be deceitful in order to gain certificates, because
nothing of importance is lost by evading the supposedly educational
exercises to the satisfactory completion of which the certificates are
often taken to testify. Nor do they object to hoodwinking examiners by
pretending to be familiar with things they do not know, because they
believe that the lcmtvledge that their teachers tell them is so important
is not, in fact, in itself, going to be of any great use tothem. As we
see later, mans of the parents interviewed in the present study believe
that schools are much more about getting jobs than about developing
talents and abilities. Thus, if EHVs, headmasters, and others talk
about "the educational benefits of the programme" when the real
benefit lies only in the scheme's ability to confer on some a head start
in a scramble for qualifications, it may serve to discredit not only the
Home Visitors themselves but the legitimacy of any attempt to base
the management of our society on rational decision-taking instead of
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the law .of the jungle or the unfettered workings of a competitive
market place.

Whatever the answer to the question of whether the Lotha*...: Region
ENV Scheme does tend to roster cynicism about rational planning,
there is no doubt that the discussion in the last two paragraphs raises
the question of how unverbalised, and oftea hard to verbalise, feelings
are to be handled in a socialised economy. A market economy, with
all its warts, does at least allow some people to vote w;.'h their feet on
the basis of their feelings without having to go through the time-
consuming and difficult process of translating those feelings into
words, giving them social legitimacy (for they are often unacceptable
at first). and getting decision-takers to do something about them. How
are such feelings to be given due weight when someone in authority
has decided to offer a particular (free) service which, while conferring
undoubted benefits, has a number of unwanted, undesirable, and hard
to articulate side effects?

This question in turn raises another. We have seen that the Scheme
was initiated in the context of an assumption that public savants (who
are, interestingly enough, more often known as "the authorities")
sometimes knew more about what was good for their clients than did
the don'ts themselves. We have seen that it was often extremely
difficult for the mothers concerned U. argue with such (if not these
particular) professional public servants (authorities) because they
were so dependent on them, because these public servants conferred
undoubted benefits which they did not wish to have withdrawn,
because their own viewpoint was less articulate and less culturally
acceptable than that of the autnorities, because they found it hard to
put their feelings into words because, by the time they came to put
these feelings into words a confrontation situation had arisen which
was accompanied by feelings of anger, and berause the professionals

s. (and researchers) concerned did not have a register which would h ave
enabled them to hear what the mothers were saying cr a brief which
would allow them to act upon it if they did hear. The question which
arises is whether, instead of, or as well as, setting up the scheme in
such a way as to tend to lead the mothers, and society as a whole, to
see the problem in the way in which it was explicitly and implicitly
defined by professionals, those concerned might have funded an
"advocate" whose task it would have been to make explicit a countes-
viewpoint and an alternative solution. What is most interesting about
this suggestion is that, clearly essential to rational decision-taking
though it is, it tends to create alarn. among admbistrators (authorities,
public servants). lr. this context it is relevant anote thatfauretomalce
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explicit provision to fund someone whose task it is to help those
involved to formulate a counter viewpoint strikes at the heart of the
EHV scheme in a very basic waybecause it deprives the participants
of the very opportunity to gain access to any alternative viewpoint
which is as articulate and well worked out as that of the EHVs. It
therefore deprives them of the opportunity to make the meaningful
decisions which are so often said to lie at the heart of the project and
reinforces the trend toward the centralisation of decision-taking in the
hands of senior public "servants". Furthermore, it creates a self-
fulfilling situation which legitimises such centralisation of decision-
taking. For, in the absence of an alternative viewpoint, all a citizen can
do is vote forthe policy, ordisplay apathynot suggest an alternative.
Inevitably he is cast in a role of being ignorant and lacking in
understanding. Thus, by setting up a "research-based" project of this
sort one may _unwittingly contribute to the development of a society
which is divided into the informed and the ignorant, the rule-
generators and rule- followers, in which the citizenry is unable to
exercise decision-taking skills, intiative and responsibility in anything
other than a negative manner.

It may be useful to conclude this discussion of the possible long-
term effects of the scheme by drawing attention to one more of the
implicit assumptions which seems to run through much (but by no
means all) of the thinking associated with it. This is that it is important
to help parents and children to develop the ability to succeed id a
competitive situation. Despite the undoubted "realism" of this
viewpoint, the long-term social consequences of reinforcing it may
not be entirely desirable. One is likely to find that, over time, even
more children strive to get the better of their fellows by doing wall at
school instead of joining them in order to improve the community for
the good of all One is likely to find that one has set working class
children against each other for, as Hope (976) puts it. the effect of
"enrichment" programmes in Scotland can only be to advance one
subset of a deprived" children at the expense of another subset of tile
same children. It will not advance those children at the expense of
children from other sectors of society. Thrs, one is likely to find that
one has reinforced the already widespread belief that "lithe poor are
poor it is their own faultbecause they did not put in enough effort to
do well at school". (And it should be noted that the "environmentalist"
orientation of the scheme specifically encourages this belief). And
one is likely to find that one has reinforced the myth that if everyone
does better at school, everyone will get jobs. Acceptance of this myth
inevitably leads to qualification-inflation as it becomes necessary to
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demand higher and higher qualifications to justify refusing jobs to
many (Berg, 1971). This in turn leads to the diversion of more and
more of society's resources into "education' and, specifically, into
Educational Home Visiting progranimes which hold out the promise
of increasing some people's chances of success in the scramble for
qualifications. Nothing could better illustrate the difficulty of
interpreting what lies behind the demand for a serviceexpecially
afree serviceparticularly in a socialised economy, and the importance
Of putting in hand thf social research which is needed if we are to
understand the social processes involved and work toward more
appropriate provision:

Conclusion

It would appear from what has been said that there are good
grounds for unease about the long-term social implications of the
Scheme. How serious these are we cannot tell without further
research, but it is clear that that research is of the greatest possible
importance for our society, both in a short term in relation to this
Scheme, and, in the longer term, from the point of view of developing
more effective ways of running our society. However, in raising the
questions we have raised we do not wish to discredit the Scheme. On
the contrary, it is the very existence of the Scheme in the context of an
evaluationstudy which has led_us to ask these questions. As a stimulus
to understanding and thought, the Scheme has ,been of outstanding
value. While, therefore, it it hard to arrive at a conclusion which is
both succinct and balanced, it is extremely important to attempt to do
so. Such an attempt might read as follows: while our results fall short- , --
of justifying introducing Educational Home Visiting Programmes as
part of routine educational provision, the Lothian Scheme has shown
itself tr have such potentiality that further action-resear ... programmes
should be carried out with a view to evaluating a wide range of
alternative strategies for tackling the extremely important problems in
this area and to providing a better understanding of the processes
involved and a better knowledge of both short and long term
outcomes.
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CHAPTER 14 a

DEVELOPMENOF THE STATISTICAL STUDY:
SAMPLING, SAMPLE SIZES AND

STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE

The way in which the statistical study evolved was _described:hi
Chapter 1. It began as an attempt to develop relevant measures and
collect background data, andwas only later, underpreAumextended
to involve collecting some data on the impact of the current.
Educational Home Visiting Programme. For this reason the number
of Home Visited families who were interviewed was relatively small.
This stepwise, evolutionary, rather than planned, growth also in part
accounts for some of the other limitations of the study.

One of these is that we are unable to make use of a before-and-aftet
design. As a result, when, in the chapters which follow, we speak of
"changes" induced by the EHVs, we are In fact inferring such
changes from differences between the responses of the Home Visited
mothers and other mothers from the catchment areas of the same
schools (to which the Home Visitors were attached). As will be
shown, there is every reasoko believe that this inference is justified.
Neveitheless, a before-and-after design would have permittedus to be
more confident it the differences we will report reflect genuine
changes, '

Why did we not make use of such a design? There area number of
reasons. Firstly, we did not, at the start of the Project, hap an
adequate understanding of the effects which it was imporSit to
measure. This developed only as wewent along. Secondly, even after
we had become deafer about what should be measured, we still had to
develop appropriate measures of these qualities. Thirdly, in many
cases, the Home Visitors' initial link with the families they visitedwas
so fragile that it would have been jeopardised by the intrusion of a
researcher asking searching personal question& Many of the parents
would have felt threatened by questions about topicssuch as
discipline strategieswhich, at that point, they would; despite the
close connection between cognitive development and such strategies
stressed by waters like Hess and Shipman (1965), have thought
irrelevant to the Project. Fourthly, the EHVs and the Heads of the
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schools all saw the Project in different ways, and the questionsyhich
one Heacrof EHV believed to be pertinent were likely be thought
irrelevant by another. Questions which the evaluators, because of
their theoretical perspective on the Project, believed to be crucial
were liable to be rejected by Home Visitors, teachers and parents

4 alike. .;

So a before-and-after design was not feasible. But neither, given the
level of funding and the limitations of the available evaluation
instruments, was a design which sought to contrast a control group.
with an experimental group. After we had developed our interview
schedules we did not have time to interview a large enough sample of
Home Visited mothers, let alone to interview a matched control goup.
But, again, this was not the only problem: as some of the Home
Visitors visited all die families who were recommended to them, there
was no,pool from which to,draw a matched control group. Even in
other cases, the ways in which the families were selected were such
that those chosen for visiting would differ in many ways from those
who were not visited. Fortunately, these very processes, and the
demographic datifwe collected, suggest that the Home Visited group
were, in many ways, disadvantaged even in relation to ourLow Socio-
Economic Status (LSES) bench-mark group Who lived in the same
catchment areas of the same schools. if one assumes a continuum in
attitudes from LSES through to High Socio-Economic Status (HSES)
parents, then the attitudes of the Home Visited group prior to visiting
would be expected to have differed eve n more from those of our High
SocioEconomic Status bench-mark group than did those of our
LSES group. in point of fact their answers to questions which related
to the operation of the Projectand only such questionsusually

. fell between those of the two bench-mark groups, thus strongly
suggestingthat the EHVs were responsible forthe observed differences
from the LSES group. ,

The way in which the Evaluation Project evolvedobtaining,
uncertainly, and only with difficulty, funds for one small accretion
after anotheralso accounts for the fact that the number of Home
Visited parents who 'were interviewed was only 41, the fact thatit was
not possible to modify the questionnaires in order to collect data on
the mothers' perceptions of the Home Visitors and the benefits of
visiting, and-th i fact that, whereas the bench-mark samples had been
interviewed in the winter and spring, the Home Visited mothers were
interviewed in early summer, thus, to a degree, invalidating comparisons
between the way the Home Visited parents and children and those in
the two bench-mark groups spent jheir time.
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Development of the Inverview Schedules
The study went through three phases: exploratory, pilot, and main.

At the end of the exploratory and pilot phases the data were examined
and discussed, and the questions reviewed and amended. At the end of
the pilot' stage an interim report was produced and discussed with a
number of interested people, including the Home Visitors and
Advisory Committee on the Evaluation of the Lothian Region
Educational Home Visiting Scheme.

Sources or Questions
The questions which were asked in the structured interviews were

selected because they were felt to be important in relation to the
evaluatiOn of the Educational Home Visiting Project, because they
related to tentative hypotheses which were being formulated in the
author's mind about the impact of the Educational Home Visiting
Project, because the literature which had been reviewed had empha-
sised their potential relevance, because it was felt that they would
produce data which was of importanpe when designing educational
programmes, or because they were of value in seeking to establish the
relative importance to be attached to extending Educational Home
Visiting projects in comparison with other possible types of adult
education programme which might make competing demands for the
same funds. Thus they were selected as much because it was thought
that they would produce useful background data as because they
would be valuable from the point of view of assessing the impact of the
Educational Home Visiting programme. As has been explained it
was, at the time, intended to use the results of this study to develop
interview schedules tailored to the task of assessing the impact of the
EHV programme. It was not intended to use them as they stood for
that purpose. The way in which the questions were selected and
developed through the exploratory and pilot phases of the enquiry is
described in Appendix D, which is available from SCRE.

In that appendix we also present sonte important results which were
obtained by using a "Personality IMages" technique in the Pilot
Phase of the enquiry. We were unfortunately unable to carry this
section of the interview through into, the Main Study owing to
pressures of time. .

The Final Interview Schedules
The questions we had developed and piloted were finally boiled

down to the two interview schedules which are reproduced in special
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Appendix C, which is Available from SCRE. These enabkd us to
cover most of the issues ,which seemed to be important and to tackle
pre same research questions using a number of different types of
question. The two interview schedules Itermed "A" and "B") were
administered to alternate mothers.

Sampl7;g7
In order that the dati collected should be of maximum value as

background to the EHV Project, it was planned from the start that the
main study should be conducted in the ca zhment areas of the schools
in which the Home Visitors were based. However, in order not to limit
the number of parents available for the main survey, the exploratory
and pilot stages of the study were carried out in housing areas similar

--to1/44ut not including, these areas. In what follows, areas in which
Educational Home Visiting took place are referred to collectively as
Low Socio-Economic Status (LSES) areas, although, as we will see,
they did contain a proportion of High Socio-Economic Status
families.

In order that the contrast between what different people said would
draw our attention to previously unnoticed topics, a sample of parents
ofpbildren of similar age, drawn from contrasting areas of the city,
were also interviewed. In these areas the families were, on the whole,
more affluent. The houses were larger and owner occupied, and all
had gardens. These areas are referred to as High Socio-Economic
.Status (HSES) 'areas, although they diva contain some low income
households.

It was ani;cipated that fuller docutrontation of the differences in
attitudes, behaviours, beliefs and expectations of parents from these
two types of area would yield insights into previously unnoticed
factors which might be responsible for the differential growth and
developmentand particularly the differential school performance
of children who come from thise two types of background. This has
proved to be the case and the SES sample providet an important
second bench-mark against which to view the data collected from the
Home Visited sample.

Samples for the Main Study
To 'elect our final sample, lists of pre-school children in each of the

selected areas Were made available to us by Lothian Region. From
each area a completely random' sample was taken, allowing extra
numbers to compensate for any families who had moved out of the
area (as a high turnover of tenants was common in some areas), and
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for deletion of the names of any families which had been, or were
being, visited by the Educational Home Visitors.

It had already been decided that we would draw our sample from
the five :'reas involved in Lothian Region's Educational Home
Visiting Scheme. These areas were C raigmillar, Niddrie, Gorebridge,
Wester Hai les and Broxbum. On certain tables the names of these
areas have been abbreviated as follows:

Greendykes (Craigmillar) D
Niddrie Mains (Niddrie) N
Gorebridge . G
Clovenstone (Wester Hai les) C
Kitichill (Broxburn) B

As a contrast to these areas, two other areas were selected, both
areas ofprivate housing. One was in the Fairmilehead area of the city,
and the other was a fairly large area on the South West side of the city.
This we have described as Spylaw. Abbreviations are as follows:

Fairmilehead F
Spylaw are:, S

In each of the seven areas, forty families were visited; half were
interviewed using the "A" questionnaire, and half with the "B"
questionnaire. Therefore, for most questions we have twenty
responses for each area, and a total of 140 responses to each question,
though there are exceptions which will be discussed as they arise. The
total number of people interviewed was 280.

Greendykes, Niddrie Mains, Gorebridge, Clovenstone and
Broxbum are all areas where, with only the occasional exception, the
houses are rented from the local authority, are all similar in
appearance and are unlikely to have gardens (although families in
Broxburn and Gorebridge were more likely to have gardens than
those living in the other areas within the city boundaries). Most are
flats, many multi-storey. There are high levels of unemployment and
many families have low incomes.

These areas are known in the report, from now on, as Low Socio-
Economic Status areas, abbreviated to LSES areas, or, in tables
where space is limited, to L. In the other two area ' Fairmilehead and
Spylaw), where families own their own houses whicn have gardens
and garages, most fathers, and many mothers, are professionally
qualified people with much higher average incomes than those who
live iii our LSES areas. These areas will oe known as High Socio-
Ecommic Status areas, abbreviated to HSES areas or H.

1 10
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The Sample of Mothers who had had Home Visits
Each of the Home Visitors gave us a list of about a dozen parents

who had been, but were no longer being, visited by them. Originally it
was envisaged that all of these would be interviewed. However, it
proved to be more difficult to contact these mothers than the mothers
in the background samples, and in order to complete the work in time,
we had to settle for eight interviews in each area, although, before this
decision was taken, nine people had been interviewed in one area. As
we again used both interview schedules, that gave a sample of twenty
on one schedule and twenty-one on the other.

Demographic Characteristics of the Samples
Non-contact rates and demographic characteristics of the samples

are given in Appendix B. Very few of the families who were contacted
refused to be interviewed. The following special characteristics have
to be noted:

(1) The households in the LSES samples were more likely than those
in the HSES samples to have larger families: 22% had four or
more children.

(2) Mothers in the samples from LSES areas were more likely to
have someone at home during the day to help with the children.
30% had. These were mainly unemployed husbands or husbands
working shifts. (Many mothers said that they didn't help very
much!) .

(3) More mothers in the samples from the LSES areas lived on their
own, and More were single, widowed, divorced or separated.
(Indeed we only found one such person in our HSES sample).

(4) Few of either group appear to have been isolated. Most mothers in
both areas, saw relatives orclose friends regularly, though mothers
living in LSES areas were five times as likely as those living in
HSES areas to see relatives or friends daily. Onlyjust over one fifth
of mothers living in HSES areas saw relatives or friends daily.
Most nearby relatives or frinds were in fact relatives for both
groups, although friends 'le a close second in the HSES area.

(5) The majority of breadwinners in the samples from HSES areas
were in the Professionally Qualified and High 'Administrative
class, whereas most breadwinners in the samples from LSE S
areas were in the skilled or semi-skilled manual group. For both
groups, the mothers, on average, had left school earlier than the

111
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fathers, and the LSES parents had left school or full time
education much earlier than the HSES parents.

(6) The majority of parents in the HSES areas lived on over £70
per week, whereas the majority in the LSES areas lived on less
than ISO, and almost a third on less than OS.

The Home Visited Mothers
It will be recalled that families were selected for Home Visiting

because it was thought that they would "benefit" in some way from
the programme. In practice this meant that they were felt to have some
particular problem or disadvantage. However, it does not appear from
the demographic data that they were seriously dis-advantaged in
Socio-Economic terms compared with other people living in the areas
from which they were drawn although, as we will see later (Chapter
22), it seems from the Quality of Life data we collected that they did
have more problems with their families and in relation to the wider
society.

The only difference visible in the demographic data seems to be
dint, compared with the rest of the LSES group, the Home Visited
mothers had slightly' less contact with other people outside their
immediate family. In this aspect they are rather more like the HSES
group. We do not, of course, know whether the EHV group were still
more isolated before the Home Visits began, or whether the Home
Visitors have led them to become more isolated - -like the HSES
groupin this respect. As we shall see later, the Home Visitors do
seem to have led them to become more like the HSES group in many
other ways.

The families had similar age structures. However, whereas 97% of
the Home Visited families has children aged three or four (or both).
only 87% of the LSES bench-mark families had children of this age.
The LSES group contained rather more families with slightly younger
children. The LSES group were the most likely to have children at
every age from ten onwards.

Because of what is to follow it is most important to emphasise that
the EHV group was definitely not better off than the LSES bench-
mark group and, because of the way in which the families were
selected for visiting, could be expected to be more likely to be plagued
by social problems of one sort or another

Sample Sizes and Statistical SignUicance
In survey work statistical significance has proved to be something

of a red herring. This issue is discussed in the note below.
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Note
Experience suggests that carefully drawn samples of about thirty

people give fairly reliable estimates of total population descriptive
statistics. This reliability increases with the homogeneity of the
sampled population on demographic variables which are predictive of
responses. Furthermore, the overall, interpreted pattern of results
one obtains over several related Items tends to be highly reliable,
provided there are no serious sampling errors. The profile of any
substantial interpreted differences between sub-populations, each
composed of thirty or mo-e individuals, also tends to be reasonably
stable. Percentage differences of fifteen or more on single items tend
to be reproduced when larger samples are interviewed, but, as part of
an interpreted difference, smaller differences can be both revealing
and stable. In contrast to such stability of meaningful differences,
faki-61- structures obtained from groups of less than about 500 are
highly unstablein contrast to the highly stable factor structures
obtained from larger groups (Raven, Ritchie and Baxter, 1971).

lathe present study, the numbers in each background group exceed
thirty on all but a few subsidiary questions. On single items a
difference of about 15% and 20% is required for statistical sigaicance
at the 5% level respectively for the HSES/LSES ancILSES/E111/
comparisons. However, when presenting the results, we have tended
to focus on clusters of items rather than On individua; Items, and these
wereoften drawn not only from different interview schedules, but also
from questions which made use of differing approaches to obtaining
similar data. Had the answers obtained by using these different
approaches been contradictory, it would have been difficult to arrive
at a meaningful interpretation of the results. Not only were the Same
research questions approached in different ways on different Interview
schedist .s, the groups which were compared were, as we shall see,
relatively, homogeneous with respect to variables which are associated
with variance in response to the questions we asked.

The material which follows there fo 'e deserves to be taken seriously.
There is no doubt at all that the data base should be improved
conceptually, methodologically an.I numerically. But the one thing
we do not need is more "sophistication" (eg significance testing) in
the analyses of this data. What is needed in this area is more data-
based research.
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IN THIS SECTION of our Report we are going to see what can be learned
about the impact of the Lothian Region Educational Home Visiting Scheme
on parents' attitudes and behaviours by comparing the responses of our
sample of Home Visited parents with the responses of our LSES and HSES
bench-mark samples. As will appear, those bench-mark samples give .

evidence of two very different value systems and sets .of perceptions and
expectations in relation to child rearing:. The responses from the Home
Visited parents to many of the questions tended to occupy a position
intermediate between the two. We shall illuminate these differences from the
LSES group's responses by reference to the responses of the HSE; group. In
doing so we will, on the whole, attribute the differences between the LSES
and EHV parents' responses to the impact of the Home. Visitors. This
inference that the differences between the two groups reflect an effect of the
Visiting is, of course, a hypothesis rather than a demonstrated fact. To the . !Ika
cxcnt that the ISES bench-mark group was not typical of the EHV groin
prior to visiting (which it was not), and to the extent that the samples wae
unrepresentative, this inference is unjustified.

Attention should, however, be drawn to a number of reasons for believing
that the resuIrs'VreilattlfiEdisTire due to the Visiting and not due to sampling
errors: Firstly, as we have seen, the Home Visited group was, if anything,
"worse" off than the LSES group. One would therefore expect the Home
Visited mothers' responses to Se further removed from those of the HSES
group than were those of the LSES group. As has been indicated, this is rarely
the case. Time after time, their responses fail between the two groups.
Secondly, the EHV groups' answers lo questions about issues which would
be unlikely to be aftected by the EHVs are extremely similar to those of the
LSES gioup. The pattern of the results is, on the whole, consistent with the
hypothesis that the differences which arc reported are a result of the Visiting
(and we will draw attention to those differences which do not seem to reflect
an effect of the Visiting as we go along). Thirdly, the statistically documented
"effects." of the scheme, with one important exception, support the
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impressions we formed in the course of our own interviews with parents. the
changes noted by the EHVs, and the hypotheses we generated by study ing the
operation of the programme. Fourthly, almost all the LSES/HSES
differences found in the pilot study from interviews with much smaller
samples of parents in different areas of tho city are confirmed in the main
study. The response pattern we are dealing with is gonerally stable and not
greatly influenced by sampling errors within HSFS and LSES areas. The
differences we have ft:Kind between our LSE S and Home Visipd mothersare
therefore. unlikely to be due ti sampling errors.

To report the differences between the LSES and EHV parents' responses
without suggesting that. the differences were an effect of the programme
would, therefore, be over-cautious. But, equally, we would be failing our
readers if we did not draw attention to the need to increase the size of the
sample of, particularly, Home Visited mothers, and to relate those responses
to the style of Visithig.

We will look first at the apparent impact of the programme on mothers"
feelings about their ability to influence their children, the importance they
attach to developing certain qualities in their children and to certain child-
rearing practices and activities. Next we will discuss the impact of the kome
Visiting on why" mothers consider certain activities to be important and
unimportant and on what they think can be done to foster certain qualities.
Next again we shall discuss its impact on the qualities parents feel that their
children learn from them and on what they actually & with their children.
Since parents' child rearing activities are often influenced by what they will
expect will happen in the future, we next discuss the impact of the Home
Visiting on the problems parents anticipate as their children vow older.
Parents problems. and their feelings of confidence and competence to Cope
with them, may have an important impact on the way their children develop.
Accordingly, the impact of the Home Visiting programme on these
perceptions and expectations is discussed before we finally turn toils impact
on parents' views of their own role in the formal educational system.

This step-wise presentation of the data will be followed by a general
-summary and discussion '.1 which we attempt to tie together data relevant to
particular themes, but which has been separated in the step-wise discussion in
order to make a rather different set of points.

Owing to: the cost of printing them, most of the Tables on which the
discussion which follows is based have been omitted from thi. volume. This
applies to all Tables prefbced "A". Appendices containing these Tables, data
on the demographic characteristics of the samples, ilie quest1crin Ares. and an
account of the development and piloting of the questionnaires dr. available
from the Scottish Council for Research in Education, IL John Street,
Edinburgh. 1 .

..
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CHAPTER 15

DO PARENTS FEEL THEY CAN HAVE AN
IMPACT ON THEIR CHILDREN'S DEVELOPMENT'

Figure 1* shows that most parents feel that it is at -least fairly,
possible to influence the sort of person their child will grow up to be.
The effect of the Home Visiting has apparently been to increase the
proportion of parents from LSES backer. ounds who feel that it is "very
possible' to do so, although they are still much less confident about
this than the HSES group.

This effect has been greatesrin the intellectual area, which is most
central to the HomeVisitors' activities. The proportion of parents
who feel that it is possible to influence the development of their

_children's intelligence is 81% in the EHV group in comparison with
45% in the LSES bench-mark group. The proportion of Home Visited
parents who believe this even exceeds that found in the HSES group.
The Visiting also appears to have had a major impact on the
proportion who feel that it is possible to influence their child's
friendliness. While more Home Visited than LSES parents feel that it
is possible to influence their child's character, the proportion who
think so still does not equal that of the HSES group. The programme
appears to have had little, if any, impact on the propottion who feel
that it is possible to influence their child's interests, values and beliefs.

In the light of what is to come later it is perhapsimportant to
comment on the fact that, although this evidence shows that the Home
Visited parents feel that it is possible to influence the development of
these qualities, it does not necessarily imply that they think that they
themselves could influence them. Whether they. think that they
themselves have either the will or the ability to influence their children
is another question; to which we will return.

Figu-es 1-3 correspond to Tables Al-A3, wh, , are available from SCRE in an
Appendix of Tables to this Report.
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FIGURE 1
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CHAPTER 16
14,

,
THE IMPORTANCE ATTACHED TO CHILDREN'S

DEVELOPING CERTAIN QUALITIES OF CHARACTER,
AND TO PARENTS' ENGAGING IN CERTAIN ACTIVITIES

AND PRACTICES WITH THEIR CHILDREN

We-asked parents to rate, on a 5-point scale, how important they
thought it was to do various things with their children and how
important it was to them for their children to develop certain qualities.
The proportion who rated each item "very important" is given in
Figure 3. Since it is difficult to digest lids Table as a whole, we will
look at.it in several different ways. Let us first compare the items
which were considered most important by the EHV group, the LSEt
group, and tl)e HSES group. These are shown in Table 1.

Attention may first be drawn to the dramatic differences between
the LSES and the HSES groups. Top priority for the HSES group is,
quite clearly, intellectual activity. Only two of their top thirteen items
do not have directly to do with intellectual activity, and these two
("For your child to know how you feel when he doe's something well",
"For you to encourage him to be independent") are at least supportive
of intellectual activity,

For theLSES group, however, things are very different. Only three
of their top thirteen activities have to do with intellectual activity, and
even these receive a much lower rating than they do from the HSES
group. They are much more inclined to say that it is important to foster
a relationship in which their children dependent on them, and to
ensure that their children respect property and can stick up for
themselves. Fostering appropriate attitudes toward authority figures
is also a high priority for them.

One o the striking things about this Table is that there are only
three items which more than 60% of the LSES group rate "very
important", compared with twelve for the HSES group. What this is
saying is that, despite the work which went into the development of the
questionnaires used in this project, and despite the author's
considerable amolint, of previous work in the values aren(Raven,

,
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TABLE l
_

TOP PRIORITIES IN CHILI? REARING FOR LSES, HSES, AND ENV PARENTS

(90 rating each item "Very Important")

EHV Group LSES Group HSES Group

I That your children need
you. 90%

That your child develops
r,spect for his parents, 81%

For your child to be read
to.

.
93%

90%
2 For your child to be read

to 85%
That your children need
you. , ,, 75%

For you to talk to your---'
child a lot

3 For you to ask him about
pictures in books and
things he has seen. 75%

For you to teach him to
respect property.

.
63%

For your child to have
books at home. 88%

4 To teach your child to
respect property. 75%

F.or your child to learn
to stick up for himself. 55%

For you to ask lum about
rotates in books and
things he has seen. 7396

S That your child develops
respect for his parents. 75%

For your child to be read
to. 54%

To encourage your child
to be wallas to use books
to find information for
himself. 73%

6' To teach your child to
think for himself. 72%

For your child to develop r

the ability to work with
others. 53%

For your child to know
how you feel when he
does something well. 70%

7 To encourage your child
to talk to you about what
he is doing. 70%

For your child to have
plenty of time to play
with other children. 50%

To encourage your child
to talk to you about what
he is doing. 68%

11 For your child to have
books at home. 67%

To talk to your child a
tot. 50%

To teach your child to
think for himself. 68%

9 For you to talk to your
child a lot. 67%

For you to ask him about
pictures in books and
things he has seen. 49%

For you toeat him with
respect as an individual
in his own right. who is
added to pursue his own
interests and ideas. 63%

10 For your child to be
given educational toys- 62%

To teach your child to
respect figures in
authority. 49%

For you to encourage him
to be independent. 60%

Il To encourage your child
to ask questions. 57%

For your child to develop
the ability to mix easily
with others. - 47%

To encourage your child
to ask questions. 60%

12 To entourage him to work
and read on his own a lot
when he's older. 55%

To teach your child you
don't get anything you
want without working for
k. , 46%

That your child develops
respect for his parents.

.

60%

13 For you to continue the
workpf the school at
home. 55%

For your child to know
how you feel when he does
something well. 46%

.

For you to encourage your
child to question and seek
reasons for things he Is

.
told. 58%

For your child to do well
at school. 55%

#

-,

120 -

To encourage your child
to question and seek
reasons for things he is
told. 55%

net your child develops
the ability to work with
others. 55%
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Flan 3
ho inrortant do an think it is ')

Al Fbr your child to have plenty of title
to play with other children.

A2 Fbr your child to be given educational
togs such as iissmas. stacking Mocks, etc

A3 Fbr your child to be given real tools,
&wit as a Wirer and =M.

M For you to spend a lot of tiro playing
with your,child.

A5 .Tor your child to have books at hon.

A6 To encourage y.tur child to be willing
to use Woks to find intonation for
&rant.

A7 1b take a there-five feir old child
.tostessors and galleries.

A8 lb encourage your child to ask
questions.

AP lb teach your child'to read before he
goes to schrol.

10 lb encourage your child whir ably to
nettle- do and concentrate on one thing
at a time before. b starts school.

Ali Fbr your Child & be *tiling to study
whatever is put in fr5nt of him.

Al2 lb punish your child for his failing
at school.

A13 Fbr your child to spend a lot of time
with his parents.

A14 lb punish your child for bad
behaviour.

Air To teach your dui-a that his rOtRET
has a life of her otti as veil and cannot
he with kW all the titre.

MG for your child to spend time ti the

corral of adults :who handle -
responsibil ity

121
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% mowing "very hiPortant"
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

A17 For your child to learn how tOgpt
reccte in authority oo do Whet he wants
their 11.0 do.

Al8C8or you to talk to your child a lot.

Z3*Ti;eed time talking to your child
about %tat his interests are and %bat he
wants out of life.

A20 'lb
f
tearth your child to think for

himsel.

- 4121 lb teach your child that you don't
get anything you %ant without Jerking
for it.
AZA 7b own your child not to (1) Just
vas.'s good for him bat what's goal for
cee_nioodv.

*33 lb help your child to think clearly
stout what he's trying to do.

A24 For you to help him only occasionally
%hen help was really needed.

AZ5 For you to treat him with respect amen
indivietsal in his o,n right who isentitice

'to pursue his own interests and ideas.

AM tbr him to start thinking it is
important to do totter than other people.

A27 For your child to knee hoe you feel
when he dots something well.

A.28 FOr your child to develop the ability
to get other people to do things he wants
thaws to do,

R29 For sour chsid to stand iv for mat
be thinks is right even though Waukee
him =loonier.

A30/1 For Your child to demelop the
ability to mix easily with others.

71WIr your child to develop interests
and tastes which are quite different free
theme of other ;nook..

".
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PI .118 3 (coat/

A30/3 fbr your child wetveloy a vivid
inginatioa....

t'. reasering "very inpxtarit"

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

1.30/4 For your child .to detticp

ccupecitiveness. .
*0,

833/5 For your child to develop
toughatts.

1.30/6 For your child to develop
lontativeness.

01 For your child to have mile% Oat to
play with salad and eater.

4 tbr your child to have the opportunity
to play en mete ground, (eg scrapprds.
bulldins sites).

03 Not to 'torrent your child when he is
playing.

04 For your child to be read to.

135 For pal to a.sk hiat ittchif -proitirWli
. 0 Woks and things he has seen.

116 lb encourage your child to cork and
read on his out a kit when he's older.

B7 lb talc. a 3-5 year old child to the
;dale

BB lb teach your child to count beforo he
goes to school.

80 ibr you to continue the am* of the
school at home.

540 To_ your child to *oven at school.

ofer
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answering "very raportent"

10 20 31 40 50 60 70 80 90

S11 That your children need you.

B12 For your child to learn to obey
his parents without question.

1113 For your child to see his parents
as hardworking re.souroeful people.

014 lb teach your child to respect figures
of authority.

B1S To teach your child to learn his Ow
and know she's toss

106 liaw ingcgtant is *hat a child bales
fros his resents to his future.

1317 To enoourag your child to talk to you
about sink he is doing.

RS lb talk to your child about the son
of person you like and *Mire.

B19lb teach your chiutto be confident
with people, situations and things he
hasn't C44 before.

020 To Leach your child to be thrusting
and dotermined to get on.

1321 To teach your child to respect
property.

0e2 For you to encourage his to be
independent.

923 for your c r to o
locisions and experience d
consequences for hi:itself.

024 For you to encourage your child to
question and seek reasons for things he
is told.
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irr6 Ibr your child to value doing thin,
setter than be bas dyne than to thr rout.
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Flan 3 (omit)

126 For your child to develop the wbilitY
to uorit with others.

On For your child to
for himself.

learn to stick up

samsering "Very *portant.
10 20 30 90 50 60 TO 80 90
. .

tto lime root you t t is or
an eleven year old to spend cost of his

Urn playing outside with his Trim

1120/1 For your child to develop respect
for his parents

I/29/2 Few. your child to deverszt.the
to,iing tiat he is superior to others.
in At least bole retorts.

829/3 ('or your child to delop
tatelligtece.

0129/4 crier chi id to develoy
woo* tovenes.s.

132915 For your child to dvelc*
adventeressorso

1:C.*16 For yam child to develop
determination

HAS
ISES
Eliv

VV VV

$

1973, 1975; Raven, Whelan, Pfretzschner ind Borock, 1976; Raven,
1977) it is extremely difficult for HSES -researchers to formulate
items which correctly express LSES parents' feelings. This is an
intriguing problem. On occasion, as one works in this area, on , feels
that one's informants just don't have any positive values. But
somehow one can't accept that conclusion. Perhaps the problem has
more to do with our inability to hearmhat our fellow human beings are
saying. Evidence to support this conjecture has emerged in this
surveyfor the author's colleagues have cross-questioned him at
length about what on earth LSES parents can mean when they say
that they think it is very important for their children to need them. The
result has been to discredit the item and to make the author wish he
had never asked the questiondespite the fact that three-quarters of

9N.
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the LSES sample think it is "very important". This mechanism may
well explain why we know so little about LSES parents' values. And,
as we shall see later, that may explain why it is that LSES parents
o n do not seem to engage in activities which would give their
children insight into the components of competent behaviour, for they
may well display their competence only in relation to goals the
legitimacyor even existenceof which we are not prepared to
admit

On turning to the Home Visited group, it is clear that their top
priority, like that of the LSES group, is for dependence rather than
independence in their children. Their top thirteen items (which had to
be extended to fifteen to allow for ties in the thirteenth place) do,
however, include more intellectual activities. They include more
references to the child's doing intellectual things for himself: thinking
for himself, talking to parents about what he is doing, and asking
questions. None of these things is among the top thirteen items for the
LSES bench-mark group. Nevertheless, although the proportions
Who think that these intellectual actiAties are important is higher in
the EHV than in the LSES group, the proportion who think it is very
important for-their children to learn to respect property is no lower.
Indeed, the proportion who say that this is very Important is actually
higher. The proportion saying that it is very important their
children to learn to speak up foo themselves is, however, noticeably
lower for the EHV group. The proportion who said it is very important
for their children to learn to respect figures in authority is not as low as
that in the HSES group, but this item is not among their top thirteen
priorities. Educational toys is a newcomer to the list, not being among
the top items of either the HSES or LSES group. Finally it may be
observed that, whatever else the Home Visitors may have done, they
appear to have raised the mothers' consciousness of a number of
issues, for many more of the items are rated "very important" by the
EHV than by the LSES mothers.

If we look at Figur,e 3, we see that it would ba difficult to argue that
the Home Visitors have had a particularly great effect on any one
belief or expectation. Rather it seems that they have had a major
impact on a whole series of inter-related beliefs. They appear to have
led the Home Visited mothers to be more likely to believe that it is
important for their child to spend a lot of time with his parents, talk^to
his parents about what he is doing, have books in *home, have
educational toys, question and seek reasons for things he is told, play
with sand and- water, "develop inventiveness, inquisitiveness. and
interest and tastes which are different from those of others, and do well
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at school. They have led them to be rr.,-.. re likely to believe that th
themselves should read to their child, ast' him questions about books
and things he has seen, teach him to think for himself, talk to him a lot,
encourage him to ask questions, continue the work of the school in the
home, help him to think clearly about what he is trying to dc, andtake
him to public libraries. .

Attention may now be drawn to a number of items on which the
Home Visited mothers' responses differ from those of the.HSES
group although the LSES group's responses do not do so. This applies
to the impoitance attached to children seeding and studying on their
own when they are older, to the parents continuing the work of the
school in the home, and to the child doing well at school.

There are a number of items for which the EHV group's responses
do not differ from those of the LSES group, although the activities
they deal with may be important from the point of view of promoting
the development of the children. The Home Visitors have apparently
had no impact on the importance the parents attach to encouraging
their child to be independent, to use books to find information for
himself, to settle down and concentrate, to the child's being confident
with people and situations he has not met before, or to letting the child
know how one feels when he does something well. They also appearto
have had relatively little impact on the parents' views on whether it is
important to treat the child with respect, as an individual in his own
right who is entitled to have interests and ideas of his own. The
absence of differences on these items, which ask about behaviours
which may well be crucial to the development of autonomous
learningby which we mean the ability to make one's own observa-
tions and learn without instructionis striking.

Finally, there are a number of ways in which the Rome Visitors'
activities may well have been counter-productive. The most striking
of these is that the Home Visited mothers are actually less likely to
feel that what the child learns from his parents is important to his
future than are the mothers in the LSES bench-mark sample (Figure 3,
item B16). Whereas the Home Visitors set out to convince them
that their role in bringing up their children is of crucial importanCe, it
may well be that, temporarily or permanently, they have actually
made them feel less Adequate than previously to introduce their
children to all the things to whicn they now feel they ought to introduce
them. They slightly mordikely to say that it is very important
to punish the child for bad behaviour. - - --___.

At the other end of the scale, the proportion of parents who feel that'
they should not punish their children for failure at school and the
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Proportion who 'feel that a child should not learn to obey his parents
without question is markedly higher in the EBY than LSES group,
and the proportion who say that he should not be given real tools such
as hammers and saws is lower (Figure 3 and Table A4).

Discussion
One possible interpretation of the results so far.presented is that the

ta, Home Visitors have had a marked impact on the importance attached
to school-related activities. They have, however, left unchanged the

importance attached to a number of activities which would make for
autonomous learning on the part of the child. These activities may be
of particular importance from the point of view °fen abling the child to
develop confidence in his ability to cope with new situations and new
people. The natively small difference in the proportion of EHV and
LSES mothers who say it is very important to treat the child with
respect, as an individual in his own right who is entitled to pursue his
own interests and ideas, may be of particular significance. Unless
parents C this they may fall to recognise the abilities their children
actually possess and, as a result, fall to create situations in which these
abilities came exercised) iii They may well not expect
the child to reason since they may not have evidence that he is capable
of reasoning. They may be prescriptive and directive. The child may
be deprived of many opportunities to reason and express himself. If
the results of whatever reasoning he does do are :snored heamay not
come to think. of reasoning and intellectual activity as a means of
solving his problems, He may not find that he is able to attain his goals

' in this way and his tendency to reason may not be reinforced. Instead,
the development of his self-confidence and his feelings of worthhis
right to have opinions and ideas of his own and his beliefs about his
"right to be listened tomay be stunted. With such inegafive self-
imageas someone who has little to contribute, no right to ideas, and
no right to be listened toand a lack of experience of intellectual
activity and reasoning producing effects which he wants, it is unlikely
that he will be strongly motPfated toward intellectual activity.

In such a context it may be particularly important to note that the
mothers' own feelings of worthof having something important to
contribute to the development of their childappear to have actually
gone down, and we shall see later that this tentative indication that this
might have happened is supported by other data. This finding may,
however, be more hopeful than it seems. It is commonexperience that,
as one plunges into something important, something which one feels
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that one should and can do, one feels inadequate; one feels that one
will never be able to dolt as well as the "experts". There is no doubt at
all that the Home Visited parents now feel that there are many more
important things that they should be doing with their children: their
perception c their role in educating their children has, in some
impbrtant sense, greatly expanded. If they have not yet learned to
cope easily with this new role it would not be surprising ifthey felt that
they were less competent at it. But, if that is the explanation of our
results, it may indicate a need for further support, possibly through
continued Home Visiting, until they master their new role.

5



CHAPTER 17

WHY ARE CERTAIN ACTIVITIES BELIEVED
TO BE IMPORTANT OR UNIMPORTANT?'

We now examine the apparent impact of the Home Visitors on the
reasons parents give for thinking that certain activities are important
or unimportant.

Parents were asked open-ended questions about why tliiiihouiht
it was important, or unimportant, to ask the child questions about
pictures in books and things he had seen. Table AS s'ows that the
Home Visitors have probably had a major impact on the mothers they
visited by making them less likely than other LSES mothers to say
that this is a means of teaching the child and encouraging him to
recognise things around him. The proportion who give answers of this
sort is well below even that of the HSES group. In contrast; they
appear to have led the parents more frequently to give answers which
fall into the category of trying to find out what the child is learning and
find out whether he is paying attention (this' category includes all
mentions of tutorial questions designed to rub:Lout if the child' has .

picked up things or he ought to have learned). It should be noted that
the LSES group is more likely than the HSES,group to think that the
function of questions is to test the child's understanding in this way
and that it therefore looks as if one of the effects the Visitors have is, in
this instance, to lead the mothers to milk away from, rather than
toward, the HSES group. The proportion who give answers which fall
into the category of encouraging the child to understand, find out, and
take an interest in things is slightly higher in the EHV than LSES
group. This type of answer is much more often given by HSES than
LSES parints, but, while the, frequency with which HSES parents
mention his supportive of their tendency to attach more importance to
helping the child to leaM to use books to find information for himself,
and their general tendency to be more likely to encourage a pro-active, ,
rather than a re-active, kerning style, this is not true for the EHV

_group, Although the Home Visited parents are more likely than other
LSES mothers to say that they should ask children questions about
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pictures in books and things they have seen in order to develop
intelligence, they are, like their LSES counterparts, less likely than
HpES parents to say that one asks children questions in order to
eicourage the children to talk or to show that one is interested in them
and what they are doing (and thereby provide further encourage-
ment?).

Similar results were obtained when parents were asked what were
the main benefits of looking at books with children (Table A6). The
proportion who said that looking at books is intere...ngaud enjoyable
is dramatically higher in the EHV than LSES group and far exceeds
that found in the HS ES group. Although the proportion who say that it
helps to develop language is higher in the EHV than LSES group, the
proportion is still well below that found in the HSES group. The same
applies to the proportion who say that it helps to develop imagination
and creativity. The proportion who say that such activities prepare the
child for school is markedly lower in the EHV group.

The proportion of Home Visited parents who say that teaching the
child language is a very important reason for reading to the child is
more than twice that found in the LSES group and exceeds that found
in HSES group (Table A7). The proportion who say that one
important reason for doing so is to establish a warm relationship
between the parent and child is also almost twice as great as in either
bench-mark group. The proportion who say that an important reason
for doing so is to please the child is abouttwice that found among other,
LSES parents, and about the-same as that found in the HSES group.

A closed question on what would happen if they did not talk to their_
children a lot (Table A8) shows that the major effect of the Home
Visitors appears to have been to increase the proportion who say that
parent and child would not get to know each other very well from 46%,
to 95%. This brings the responses of the EHV group into line with
those of the HSES bench-mark sample. The EHVs also appear to
have had a major impact by leading the parents to be more likely to
think that the child will feel rejected if they do not talk to him a lot. The
impact on the belief that failure to talk to the child would lead to failure
of the child's language to develop fully does not appear to have been so
marked. An apparent effect of similar magnitude can be observed in
relation to the perceived connection between talking to children and
the development of intelligence.

The main impact of the Home Visiting on what parents think will
happen if they do not give their children educational toys seems to
have been to lead the parents to feel that they will not get to know their
children so well (Table A8). The Home Visited parents are even less
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likely than the LSES parents to Associate such toys with the
development of intelligence and school success.

Encouraging the child to ask questions and seek reasons for things
he is-told is duck more-often associated -with-the development of
responsibility and independence (Table A9) in the EHV than the
LSES group, and this may in part account for the fact that the Home
Visited mothers think it is more important for the child to question and
seek reasons for things he is told. Another factor which may have
contributed to the Importance they attached to the child questioning
might have been that mothers in this group are more likely to think that
the child will do well at school if he questions and seeks reasons for
things he is told. The proporkion who say thathusbands, teachirs, and
relatives will find the child more difficult if he is encouraged to ask
questions is lower in the EHV group than in the HSES and LSES
groups. They are also less likely than the LSES group to say that
husbands and relatives will disapprove of encouraging him to ask
questions.

In addition- the liome-Visitors have, to some degree, apparently
been successful in leading the parents they visit to view treating the
child with more respectas an individual with his own interests and
tastesmore positivelyalthough they still do not consider it to be
very important(Table A9). The Home Visited parents are more likely
thin other LSES parents to say that it will: promote responsibility,
language development, general development, working things out for
himself, and school success.

_The Home Visitoralave_haino_imPact_on. whethetthe..parents
think that the main value of engaging in rough and tumble with the
child is to toughen him up (Table A10). (The belief that this is its main
value sharply differentiates the HSES and LSES groups). TheHome
Visited mothers are more likely than other LSES mothers to say that
such activity helps to get rid of energy and aggression and, again, that
it helps to promote a good relationship between parent and child.

Discussion
There are, perhaps, two common threads Miming through this data.

One is that the Home Visited parents have come to think that many of
the activities we asked them about will improve their relationships
with their children. As we will see later, 1SESParents much more

Often find it difficult to establish satisfactory relationships with their
children than do HSES parents. It may therefore be that many of the
activities which the EHVs encourage come to be thought important,
not primarily because they are thought to promote the cognitive
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development of children, but mainly because they are seen by the
parents as a means of solving one of their more immediate and
pressing problems. Although the assumptions behind the typical
HSES response might be that creating a relationship in which more
reasoned discussion can take place, or a relationship in which the
patent develops more respect for the child's abilities and therefore
"feeds" those abilities more, will in the long run have the. effect of
enhancing intellectual developments the fact that tie EHVs have had
such an enormous impact on the parents' feeling thatiooking at books
with the child, reading him stories and talking to him will be enjoyable,
enable parent and child to get to know each other, strengthen the bond
between parent and child and Improve their relationship with the
child, and rather less impact on their feeling that such activ&s will
promote the development of language, imagination, creativity, and
intelligence, suggests that this connection may be less likely to be
perceived. The data on the HSES sample suggests that High Status
parents may well perceive a. casual connection between satisfactory
family relationships and intellectual and moral development. On the
other hand, it may well be that they see a direct connection between
development of these characteristics and looking at books with the
child, reading stories to him and talking to him. In contrast it is
unlikely that the EHVs have led the mothers they visited to associate
such things as looking at books with their children, reading stories to
them, and talking to them, with intellectual development through the
intermediate stage of establishing better family relationships. Low
status mothers may not see beyond the immediate gain (in improved
relationships) to be derived from these activities.

Perhaps one of the lessons to be drawn from this data is that LSES
parents are inclined to foCus on relatively direct and immediate
connections between the activities they undertake with their children
and t' e qualities they think their children will develop, whereas the
HSES group have a much broader and more long-term view. It may,
therefore, be that one of the main difficulties the EHVs have had has
been to encourage the parents to shift from a narrower to a broader
concept of development.

The failure of 'many LSES parents to see a connection between
these activities and what many people would take to be synonyms for
intelligenceimagination, creativity, understanding, finding out,
taking an interest in thingshas already been remarked won. But
whereas the Home Visitors have been able to lead parents to realise
that reading stories to their children promotes the development of
language, they, have not had such a marked effect on parents'
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perceptions of the cognitive benefits of looking at books with their
children or asking them questions about books, find things they have
seen. Equally, it is remarkable that after all the Visiting, the

portion of parents who feel that their children's language will fail to
evelop fully even it they do not talk to them a lot is still only 75%.

.Perhaps the reason whyreading stories comes to be imbued with such
potency is that it more clearly resembles formal educational activity
and may, in addition, both introduce the child to new words which his
parents would not normally use and introduce him to turns of phrase
which (pace Bulloek (1975)) are associated with received forms of
expression. .

One.conclusion we can draw is that we cannot assume that the
greater importance that many Home Visited parents attach to some of
the items ratFdlift-hi"importfinte" section of the interview is due to
the reasons which we would tend tt assume. In the case of at least
some of the tub-group of items we have studied in detail, the reasons
which lay behind the Home Visited pared& responses were
unexpected, and in some ways foreign to us.

Flom the. data we have presented it seems likely that parents
desperately want to enjoy their relationship with their children, and
have seized upon many of the activities encouraged by the Home
Visitors as potential ways of helping them to enjoy that relationship.
Unfortunately, as we shall see later(Table A41), either because they
are not able more frequently to engage in these activities, or for some
other reason, they do not actually seem to enjoy their relationship with
their children anymore. Data from informal interviews suggest that the
reason for this 1s that though they find that they do indeed come to
enjoy the activities which the EHVs- demonstrate, and distover that
their children enjoy them a great deal more than they thought, they just
do not have the time to spend with their children in these activities.
They seem to be too pre-occupied with coping with the demands of
daily life. As we shall see, there are recurrent indications (though
admittedly no clear proof) that this is so: it emerges, when they are
askid abouethe quality of their lives, the problems they expect their
children to encounter as they get older, and the ways in which they
could help their children to do better at school. By giving the mothers a
taste for something which they cannot obtain, the Home Visitors may,
therefore, have led the parents they visited to feel increasingly
fruitrated. (This, however, is a hypothesis which we cannot test from
the present data). Nevertheless, if family relationships do improve,
that may indeed give the children a greater opportunity to flower and
develop. Their parents may come to realise how competent they are
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and as a result, c...pme to rely on them more and stretch them more and,
by taking their children's complaints seriously and doing something
about them, they may reinforce tikeir children's tendency, to make
logical requests and express them in a reasoned and linguistically
coherent form. What we may be observing in the Home Visited
parents' responses is a gut reaction to the effect that the first priority is
to improve family relationships without a cleacunderstandingof why it
is so important to improve those relationships or what would fellow
from so doing. If it is the case that this is, what is happening, and if
improving family relationships is a more important way of promoting
cognitive development than promoting early intellectual activity, the
implications for the design of Home Visiting programmes, and the
priorities of theHome Visitors; could :)e considerable. However, even
if this is the correct way to construe the problem, it is, as the EHVs
have observed, often easier to gain access to family relationships by
focussing on the children, their play and their education; than by
focussingdirectly on the interpersonal inadequacies ofthe parents. As
we have seen, this is one'of the great advantages which the EHVs feel
they have over social workers.

I3



CHAPTER 18

WHAT CAN BE DONE TO FOSTER
CERTAIN QUALITIES?

We have now looked at the iinportince parents attach to children's
developing_certain qualities, and, to some. extent, examined the

reasons they hivi-for coniideringThete qualities important. We now
consider what they think can be done to Rater someof them, and the
impact of the Educational Home Visitors on these beliefs.

After parents had rated how important it was 40 them that their.:
children developed certain qualities, they were asked to 34y how they
would foster three of those which they believed to be important. (For
this reason the base on which the percentages in Tables AI 2 to A23
was calculated varies from Table to Table. For some of the items too
few people were asked the question to make an analysis meaningful).

Figure 4* shows that the Home Visitors seem to have led siguificant.
proportions of those parents Who thought that it was important for
their children to develop their intelligence, to think that a patent could
do this by reading to the child, talking to him, discussing things with
him, answering his questions, giving him plenty of attention, taking an
interest in him, and playing with him. They appear to have actually led.
the Home Visited mothers to place more emphasis on reading to the
child than do the HSES mothers and the Home Visited group, in

'contrast to the LSES group, are as likely as the HSES group to
mention talking to the child and discussingthings with him. However,
the enormous difference between the proportion of the HSES and

' LSES groups who think that intelligence is to be fostered by givingthe
child plenty of attention, taking an interest in him, and playing with
him has not disappeared. Nor is the proportion who think it is
important to provide and encourage the child to use books for himself
the same for the HSES and EHV groups. We will see laterthat HSES
parents were much more likely than LSES parents to say that most of
the child's activities were joint activities in which both parent and

Figure 4 corresponds to Table Al2.
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AFIGURE 4 What &parent can do to foster intelligence,

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100,

1 Talk and discuss things
with the child, answer his
questions.

2 Read to the child.
.

3 Give him plenty df
attentidn. take .t interest
in hho, play with him.

4 Provide and encourage
0

the use of books.

5 lhke the child out A,
to different places. IP

6 Entourage and help
with schoohork/hunevork

7 Teach child reading,
writing, counting beicn
reaearns than at school.

8 Little or nothing.

9 Provide and encourage
use of educational toys.

10 Don't know.

KEY

8x 5'1'\ USES
LSES
HIV

fthkA9:

vaaustimeamea

'lull"

ZERO

Base:(100%) USES = 28, LSES 069, WV 16

child participated. In that context, it may be conjectured that, not only
are the HSES parents much more inclined to encourage pro-active
rather than reactive behaviour on the part of the child, they are also
much more likely to be sensitively responsive to the child's. needs.
Whereas the LSES group seem to make a sharp distinction between

and their own teaching, (ie telling) activities, the HSES gro p seem
activities the child initiateswhich encompass most of his 1ivities

to be more facilitative of development, and sensitively responsive to
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child-initiated activities. The Home Visitors seem. to have had more
difficulty in leading the Home Visited group to adopt such a
transactional viol/point. Once again this is a conjecture which seems
to be emerging from the data, rather than a finding which has been
fully substantiated.

Inventiveness (Table A13) seems to be primarily associated with
practical activities and using construction materials. The Home
Visitors seem to have reinforced this sort of conception of inventive-
ness and virtually eliminated a motivational conception in which
inventive activity is thought to be released by sparking off the child's
interests.

The proportion of Home Visited parents who think that inquisitive-
ness is to be encouraged by leading the child to think and question is
higher than that found in the LSES bench-mark group gable A14).
The view that answering questions will lead to question asking is less
common in the EHV groupand it may be that the Home Visited
parents feel that they should throw the child's questions back at him
and encourage him to answer them himself. Once again, the failure of
the EHV group to proffer the response "Do not repress his neural
inquisitiveness" suggests that the Home Visitors have reinforced their
(low status) clients' notion that teaching means telling rather than
"Creating an environment conducive to natural growth".

Figure 5, on imagination, leaves the author feeling profoundly
uneasy. We have already seen that host parents, HSES and LSES,
are none too keen on their children developing a vivid imagination.
The remarks made to the Interviewers In thecourseoftheirworkmadeit
clear that the parents thought that the problem was to prevent the
children's imagination getting out of hand, rather than to encourage it.
Under these circumstances it is perhaps not surprising that the Home
Visit8rs, by talking about the importance of imagination, appear to
halm increased the proportion of mothers who said there was little or
nothing one could do to develop it! Likewise, it would seem that the
most satisfactory Interpretation of the data presented in Figure 5 is
that, in order to find a way of handling the cognitive dissonance
produced the Home Visitors' apparent espousal of "imagination",
the mothers have reacted by adopting a more constricted definition of
what is meant by Imagination itself.lt now has much more to do with
such things as books, reading stories, and looldnst at pictures. It has,
specifically, less to do with making up stories. As litany mothers made
clear to the interviewers, stories that their children have made up but
presented as true, are the bane of their lives. Nevertheless, it is
significant that 27% of the HSES mothers did encourage their
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children to make up stories, presumably with the intention of fostering
the sorts of abilities required to generate disembedded imaginative
productssuch as school compositionsin which the objective is not
to solve problems or deceive others but to generate a fictional product
of merit.

The data suggest that the Home Visitors may have been suggesting.
to parents that children's interests are universal, rather than
idiosynCratic (Table A16). All children can be expected to be
interested in the sort's of activity they encourage. This would explain
why the proportion of parents who said that interests and tastes which
are different from those of other people are to be promoted by
encouraging the child's special interests is so much lower in the EHV
than LSES group and why more of the EHV group say that they don't
know how it is to be done. It would also explain why none said that it
was important to do it by encouraging their children to experience
different situations and activities, although this answer was given by
almost half the HSES sample.

What a parent can do to foster
FIGURE 5 a vivid Imagination

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 160

1 Provide books, read
stories, look at

. Factures with

2 Little or nothing

3 Join in pretend games

4 Provide materials for
Imaginative games

5 Don't know

6 Make up stories
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The data also suggest that the Home Visitors have led the mothers
to feel that determination is to be encouraged by gritting one's teeth
and keeping on trying (T able A17). They do not appear to have led th e
mothers to be more likelyto adopt the strategies most often advocated
by the HSES group, namely demonstrating the benefits of persistence
and effort to the child, helping only when help is really needed,
creating an expectation that anything one starts has to be finished, or
praising and rewarding successful effortg Once again, what we seem
to see here is the strengthening of a somewhat unsubtle and
undifferentiated attempt to foster characteristics like "determination"
(which may well be known to be important determinants of school and
life success). The differences between the way HSES and LSES
Parents attempt to s et about fostering such characteristics may well be
more important than that they seek to foster them, and Home Visitors
may find it difficult to lead the parents they work with to adopt the
approaches more often used by the HSES parents. They may well
find that their actions are assimilat es! into the conceptual framework
already used by the LSES pare and- transformed out of all
recognition in the process.

The data further suggest that the Home Visitors have reinforced the
LSES mothers' abhorrence of competitiveness (Table A18). The
Home Visitors may therefore have led them to articulate their value
for cooperative (rather than competitive) activity, and encouraged
them to stand up for what they believe to 1)e good and right. Unfortun-
ately the restof the data do not really lead us to believe that die is what
has happened. A more likely explanation seems to be that the Home
Visitors avoided this problem altogether, and that this has led to a
marked increase in the proportion who say that they do not know how
competitiveness is to be fostered.

It is remarkable that the Home Visitors seem to have had very little
impact on leading the mothers to believe that the ability to mix easily
with others is to be fostered by taking the child to a nursery or
playgroup (Table A19). Nor do they appear to have led the mothers to
be more likely to say that it is to be fostered by creating supervised
play activities in the hoile. On the contrary, for some unknown reason
(possibly the better weather at the time the VW 'ample was
Interviewed) the proportion who say that it is to be fostered by
encouraging the child to go outside to play is much higher in the EHV
than LSES group.

Figure 6 suggests that the Home Visitors have had relatively little
effect on the strategies which parents think they could adopt in order
to engender respect. The Home Visited group, like the LSES group,
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are more likely to say that respect is to be fostered by firmness,
discipline, insisting on respect, and insisting on obedience. The High
Status group is much more likely to say that respect is to be fostered by
setting a good example, fairness and consistency, and by treating the
child with respect. Given that the Home Visitors felt that it was*.
considerable importance to encourage the mothers to change their

Ulla a parent can do to encourage a
*FIGURE 6 child to develop respect for his parents?
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discipline strategies and to lead them to treat their children with
respectperhaps in order to encourage the child to reason about the
long term consequences of his actions, perhaps in order to improve
family relationships (so that the parent would be more likely to take
the child's complaints seriously and act upon them) and perhaps in
order to create an opportunity for the parent to recognise, and
therefore be willing to feed, the child's abilitythese results cannot be
intetpreted,as anything but discouraging, although the EHV group
are, indeed, more likely than the LSES group to mention setting a
good example.

The bases for the Home Visited sample in the remaining tables in
this section (Tables A21 to A23) are too small to support even
tentative discussion, although we will, in Part IV, draw attention to
some of the possible implications of the data obtained from the HSES
and tSES samples for the design of Home Visiting programmes.

General Discussion
The EHVs again appear to have had a major impact on the ways in

which the parents they visited think that qualities of intellect,
character, and personality are to be fostered. Many of these are
precisely what the Home Visitors set out to teach them. Nevertheless,
as is often the case, it seems that at least some of the Home Visitors'
messages have, in the course of transmission, been translated into the
recipients' frame of reference and heard as reinforcing views they
already held. The Educational Home Visitors seem to have had
particular difficulty getting across the notion that growth is to be
facilitated by transactional activity in which the parent responds
sensitively to child - initiated activity. Rather, the EHVs' message in
factif not in intentionseems to have been that the parent should do
more formal teaching. Yet while HSES *rents do do more formal
teaching than LSES parents, this is not the only way in w hich the two
groups differ in their approach. The remaining differences have to do
with the difference between "mothering" and "teaching". This
difference itself may be a product of the differing constraints under
which the mothers lead their lives. We have already seen that time
pressures led some of the Home Visitors to feel that they had to do
more programmed -teaching, rather than wait, gs they would have
done as mothers, for the right moment to respond to the child. It may
therefore be suggested that the Home Visited mothers may be
particularly prone to pick up this aspect of the EHVs' behaviour
because they themselves may be working under considerable time
constraints.
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Perhaps the Educational Home Visitors should not set out directly
to transmit such a complex message. Perhaps they should begin by
attempting to extend parents' understanding of the ways in which
development is to be facilitated to more often include modelling or
demonstrating the desired behaviour to the child, personal example,
and creating opportunities for the child to experience the effectiveness
of cognitive activity as a means of solving his own problems. We
might even go so far cs to suggest that the EHVs might set aside some
time in which to think about ways in which these broader conceptions
of the ways in which growth might be facilitated could be
communicated to parents. That would, however, raise basic questions
about the methods to be adopted by the EHVs, If the EHVs are to
model mothering behaviour involving sensitive, transactional,
reactivity they may require more than lime. They may need to know
the child extremely wellto be aware of the implications, of
apparently minor things that the child says and doesincluding his
facial expressions and other expressive movements. Unfortunately as
one of the Home Visitors said at one of their Meetingsand the othersi
concurredit may just not be possible for anyone who is not the
child's mother to do this. Thus;the notion of modelling mothering
skills may be a contradiction in terms. If it is, and if mothering really
does contribute in important and irreplaceable ways to child growth,
then the implications are serious. And not only for the EHVsbut
also for the whole teaching profession. For it wouldfollow that there is
no way in which a person who is not a sensitive mother can help a
child to develop his most important qualities. Put like that, in a
reduclio- ad- absurdum argument, the hypothesis is obviously false.
But it does raise questions about the extent to which, and the manner
in which, mothers can be helped to acquire what are, perhaps, their
most important competencies and, as a corollary, the extent to which
school systems can help children to develop their most important
competencies.
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CHAPTER 19

4 WHICH OF THE QUALITIES THAT A CHILD
- LEARNS FROM-HIS PARENTS_ARE MOST

IMPORTANT FOR HIS FUTURE?

We have already seen that the parents who have had Home Visits
are even less inclined than their LSEScountetparts to think that what
a child learns from his parents is important to his future success
(Figure 3, Item 816). Elsewhere in the interview, parents were asked
which otthe-qualitks That a child learns front his parents are most
important to his future. ,,

The Home Visitors appear to have led the parents they visited to
give answers which are somewhat more like thOse given by the HSES
group (Table A24). The frequency with which most categories of
answer is given has moved in the direction of the HSES group. The
impact seems to have been greatest for honesty and hard work, which
the LSES sample mention less often than the HSES group, but the
EHV group mention more often. However, despite the apparent effe.ct
of the EHVs, there is still a substantial discrepancy between Home
Visited and HSES mothers in thee proportions. who gave answers '
falling into the categories dealing with respect for authority, consider-_

- atencss, obedience, being a good citizen and fitting into society, being
sociable and friendly, having initiative, and being clean and tidy. If
considerateness, initiative, and concern with the wider society are
indeed important qualities which HSES children learn from their
parents, then the EHVs have some way to go in leading parents to
view tha parent-based educational process in a way which will _make
good the' eficiency.

.,
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WHAT DO PARENTS ACTUALLY DO
WITH THEIR CHILDREN?

. _

We have seen that the Home Visitors have had a dramatic effect on
parents' attitudes. Let us now look at the effect they havehaa on their
behaviour.

Actually, we are not able to do quite diat: we are only able to look at
the effect that they have had on the parents' reported behaviour.

We approached this question in two ways. We asked the parents
how often they did various things svith their child, and we also asked
them how much e they and/or their child spent on a number of
selected activities o e previous day. By asking about the previous
day we hoped to mini mory effects.

We have just seen that the Home Visitors seem to have led the
parents they visited to be less likely to think that what a child learns
from his parents is Vesy important to his figure success, but that they
also appear to have led them to mention more, and different, things
When asked what are the important things that a child learns from his
parents. It is evident that the Hoe Visited parents are more likely

Ilialith-CLSESfareiiiito say that theirchildren learnt a lot from them,
although they still do not say this as often as do the HSES parents
(Table A25). Figure 7 reinforces the apparent paradox that, despite
the fact that the HSES group are more likely to feel that their children
learn a lot from them, they actually set out to teach them less andare
more likely to say that the child learns himself. As we have seveial
times commented, this paradox is, perhaps, to be resolved by saying
that what the HSES parents are saying is that, while the child learns
himself, the parent "teaches" by responding in a sensitive manner to
his needs. It seems that, if this is the case, the EHVs have had some
success in leading the parents the visited to behave like the HSES
group.

The proportion of parents who say that, when they set out to teach
their children things, they teach the intellectual skills is dramatically
higher in the EHV than LSES group (Table A27). The proportion who
say that they set out to teach them social skills and behaviour is
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1 .

no you set out to teach your ehtld agxeat
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3 Be learns himself

2 Parent teaches.

3 Both
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somewhat lower, as is the proportion who set out to teach moral
' values. The proportion who set out to teach physical skills and

independence is only slightly higher. However, in all respects, the
Home Visitors seem to have led the parents to move in the direction of
the HSES group, and, in the case of intellectual skills, they seem to
have led them to be even more likely than the HSES group to endorse
the item.

_They appear to have had much less effect on how parents teach
their children than on what they teach them (Table A28). Although
the proportion who say they teach by punishing failures is markedly
lower in the EHV group, there has been no increase in the proportion
who say they teach by example, though this is the dominant mode of
teaching for the HSES group. The proportions who say that they
teach by providing a stimulating environment, and that they teach by
giving reasons and explanations, are higher in the EHV than in the
LSES group, although they are not so high as in the HSES group. The
proportion who teach 6y giving constant remidders (ie nagging) is no
lower in theJEHV than in the LSES group. And none of the Home
Visited- palents yet teach by positive reinforcement of desired
behaviour. As we have already seen, the parents who have had home
visits are no more likely than'other LSES parents to create situations
in which the child finds intellectual activity positively satisfying
because it brings him increasing control over his environment. These
data therefore raise the question of whether more effort should be\ made to influence- such perceptions and expectations.
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Although the great majority of Home Visited parents, like all other
parents, said they would teach counting by using easily available
things in the child's environment (Table A30), the Home Visitors
seem to have had a significant impact on the proportion who say they
would use special teaching equipment such as books. In the case of
reading (Table A29) the Home Visitors appear to have led. the
mothers they visited to be still more likely to use formal methods,

although this was already much more common in the LSES than EHV
group. The difference in the proportion who would do this now
amounts to 40%. The EHV group is also more likely than the LSES
group to teach individual letters and sounds and still less likely to say
that they would not teach reading.

We now turn to the question of the parents' response to the child's
questions, a topic which the Home Visitors believed to be of
considerable importance from the point of view of developing an
enquiring mind. First it may be noted that the Home Visited parents
are more confident than other LSES parents that they will in fact be
able to answer the child's questions (Table A31). Second, the Home
Visitors seem to have led the parents they visited to be more to
say they never find their children's questions a n uisance (Table

- but only slightly less likely to make up an answer when they don't
know the answer (Table A33). (They are only slightly more likely to\ look up the answer in a book under these circumstances). These data,\ taken together with our finding that the Home Visited parents are no

\ more likely than other LSES mothers to think that it is any more
important to teach the child to use books,to find information for
itnself, suggest that it may be that books are seen either as things

w ich have to do with school work or as entertainment. They are not
see as having instrumental value-Alternatively, it may be argued
that t e data suggest that the parents do not have relevant reference
books theirhomes. If this is the case it is difficult to s ee how they can
lead thet children to believe that the inforination available in books
will help them to solve their own problems. We may conclude,
therefore, that, although the EHVs appear to influence the ways in
which parent use books, they do not seem to lead them to view books
as an aid to thattype ofcognitive activity whichhelps oneto lead one's
life more effectively.

We have already commented several times on the possibility that
one of the majordifferences between the HSES and the LSES groups,
which the EHVs seem to have difficulty influencing, is the parents'
sensitivity to the child and their willingness to respond to him. Table
A34 makes the same point. While the Home Visited parents are a
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little more inclined than other LSES
important to" e-things-threffirdvants to know and then help

to find out", the Home Visited group is.the one which believes
most strongly that it is importcit to make sure that the child learns
what the parent thinks he should learn.

Figure 8 shows that, contrary to what one might believe if one reads
only the" writings of psychologists (apart front a few of the most
recent), very few parents think that most dieka child's activities are
initiated by parents, although there is a draratatic difference between
the HSES.aW LSES group in the proportion who say thatthey end up
by being joint activities. These data strongly support our conjecture
that one of the major differences between the HSES and the LSES
groups is the willingness of th4 mother to engage with their children in
joint activities. It is clear that the LSES and EHV children tend to
play on their own, and th at the child begin the activity. We cannot tell
from these data whether the mother joins in later, butthe generaltenor
of our findings make us suspect that she does not In contrast it is clear

- that the HSES group are much more likely to find themselves engaged
with their children in activities which neither can claim to have
initiated. The impression is one of sensitive transactional activity in
which the parent creates an approptiate environment and then
responds to the child's 'interests, inclinations and feelings. White
(1976), in particular, has drawn attention to the importance of such
behaviour. The EHVs seem to have had difficulty communicating the
subtlety of this style of interaction to the parents. Indeed, as we shall
see later, those Home Visitors who have tried hardest to model the

l you think your child invents most of his own
FIGURE 8 activities or do you suggest most of them?
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interactive style for the parents seemed to have led those parents to
believe that they are less capable of carrying it out, and less able to
understand it. Nevertheless, the Home Visited parents are more likely
to say that they often do things that the child wants to do rather than
things which they want to do (Table A36). It may be that w-fiiit these
data are telling us is that the EHVs have led the parents to feel that it is
important to respond to the child's explicit demands, but that they
have not led them to be more sensitive to the growth potential inherent
in a wide variety of children's activities.

That their sensitivity has been increased is, howeier, also clear
(Table A36). They, appear, at least, to be more likely to think about
whartheir child is learning as he plays, and this may be a basis on
which future developments can be built.

Asked what sort of things they talk about while the child is engaged
on activities such as playing with jig-saws and painting, the Home
Visited group are even more likely than the LSES group to issue
warnings and instructions (Figure 9). In contrast to what Levenstein's
video tapes would have us believe, their activities are more
constrictive and directive. But they are also more likely to explain or
teach things to the child: ie they turn such activities into formal
"teaching" situations. They are even less likely than the LSES group
to use them as situations in which they discuss the activity. It is the
HSES grimp that much more frequently mentions this.

In discussing activities in which they are engaged, parents may
about the goals they would like to reach, the strategies whichare likely
to enable them to reach those goals, the obstacles they might
encounter in trying to reach them, ways of getting round these
obstacles, and their feelings about the activity itself and about the

'goals. Parents who do not discuss their joint activities with their
children may therefore deprive them of an opportunity to observe
copitive, connative, and affective processes in action and learn their
value from the point of view of improving current activity. The
infrequency with which EHV and LSES mothers report discussing
past and future events likewise suggests that they may, at least to some
extent, deprive their children of opportunities to develop a long time
perspective, and diminish any tendency to plan and initiate action
with a view to achieving a goal and monitor its effectiveness, any
tendency to study spontaneously the causes of events or the effecttof
their actions, and any tendency to search spontaneously in their
memory for past experiences which are relevant to improving current
performance and bring this learning to bear on the present. In this
context the frequency with which EHV mothers report questioning

4
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-their child about their activities is reminiscent of the pedagogue's
. tendency to question a chain order to test him to find out if he

knows something they already know, rather than to learn fro% the
childand it will be recalled that one of the effects of the Home
Visitors onthe things parents thought itwas important to do with their
children seemed to be' to strengthen their tendency to ask such
questions.

then the chiltraus dotn&this (drawing,
painting, playing with jigsaws, using harmers
or saws, nuking things in the kitchen, helping
with the housework) %hat sort' of things did

FIGURE 9 you talk about?_
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Despite the increasedimportancephich the Home Visitors seem to
have led the mothers they visited to attach to educational toys, the
proportion who say that they often think aboutx hat a toy..will teach
their children before they buy it is slightly lower if EHV than in.e,th
LSES group(T able A36). This takes them even further away frdm The
HIES group who, it seems, almost always consider thi,s. It may;,be
that the interpretation of this finding is that, for the HSESAroup,
almost all toys have educational value, and the question is Aat they
will teach the child, rather than whether they will teach him anything.

With respect to discipline practices, Figure 10 "Suggests that.the
Home Visitors have had some success in leading the parents to be
more likely to try to distract their children on to something else, rather
than smack them. However, theparents do not seem to have become
less punitive in any comprehensive sense, because the Home Visited
parents are even more likely than our other LSES mothers to give
their children a row. There has apparently been a slight increase in the

Mien your child starts doing things you don't

FIGURE 10 aunt him to do, shat do you do? (7:. saying
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, .
proportion who say thit they seek to explain to the children why they
don't want them to do things, but this has not resulted in bringing their
responses into line with th' HSES,group.

As has akeadtbeen mentioned, parents were askedhow much time
they, or their children, spent on various activities on the previous day.
Their answers were prey fled and, in order that the scaldh should not
be too long, the categories were of unequal size. This has made for
some difficulty in processing the data since it was not possible to
calculate the mean length of time spent on the carious activities
because the end cateery consisted of "rnore than thirty minutes" or,
in some c.ases, "over an hour". Since this category has no upper limit
its mid-point is not known (Table A3(:)..

Unfortunately, there is also another problem in interpreting the
data, fort.he effects of Home Viliting are contaminated by the fact that
the weather improved between the time the bench-mark samples were .
interviewed and the time the Home Visited samples were interviewed.
The change in the weather would seem to be the most likely
explanation of the large increase in the time the children rpent playing
outside with their friends and going to parks, and the decrease in the
time they spent watching television, drawing and painting, and
playing with Lego. From our point of view, particular interest centres .
on questions like the amount of time the parent spent answering the
child's questions, looking at books with him, talking about things they,
had done in tee past or would do in the future, talking aboutwhat they
were doing when they went shopping, teaching the names of c..ours,
etc,fteachiiig him to read and count, hraping him to build with bricks 1

I 2 and Legs, doing jig-saws with him, and playing with sand and -water
1

with him., .
On many

I
y of these items there are significant differences between i

the HSES and the LSES groups. In almost every case the Home
Visited giourallo-diffe: from the HSES group. Although the size of
tlioapp i. ,mailer on some of the items, it is terser on others. It would..-

thefefore 'seem that the Home Visitors have hid atively little
impact on the'parente actual behaviour with their child . Whereas,
4 we have seen, they had, a dramatic impact on bringing the
statements the Home Visited mothers made in an interview situation
into line with those made by HSV mothers, this has nbt been
generalised to their reported behaviour toward their childICn to
anything like the same extent. The only exception to that statement is

li that the Home Visited mothers spent more time than LSES mothers,
1 or .1ven HSES mothers, in taking their children to nursery or play
I group. This supports our tentative conclusion that one of the effects
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of the Home Visitors has been to strengthen the parents' emphasis on
foimal schooling.

The absence of a significant impact on virtually any other single
aspect of behaviour may possibly be explained by the constraints
which the environment places on the parents' activities.

On the other hand, the apparent inability of the EHVs to influence
many of the behaviours they set out to influence, and which do indeed
differentiate the HSES from the LSES group, may not be due to
constraints in the environment. Although parents may, as a result of
the Visiting, believe some things to be more important than they did,
previously, these things may still be much lower down in.their order of

k priority. As we hav seen, the LSES group attach much more
importance than do th HSES group to the child's learning to stick up
for himself, becOming trong and tough, and to the child's having time
to play with other children. This constellation of values may well
account for the major differences between the HSES and LSES__
children in the time they spent playing outside with theirfrierids. And
while the2.HVs seem-to haiiied the parents to become more like the

--HSES group in the value they place on intellectual activity, they had
relatively little impact on the value the parents place on the
constellation of values we have just mentioned.
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9.
CHAPTER 21

THE PROBLEMS PARENTS EXPECTED AS
THEIR CHILDREN GOT OLDER

tS

Although the Home Visited parents were more likely, than other
parents from the same areas to expect that there would be problems
with rebellion, with indiscipline, and with school as their children got
oldgrjhere_was no difference, hcovever,IiiihTirt rportion who did not
expect any problems and in this respect they still differ markedly from
the HSES parents (Table A40).

As the Newsons (1968, 1978) have shown, parents' actions at any
point in time are markedly influenced by what they expect the long
term consequences of those actions to be. Thus, although, as we have
seen, the Home Visitors appear to have led the parents they visited to
be less likely to think that encouraging their children to ask questions
and generally think for themselves would lead them to be disruptive or
to get above themselves, a possible explanation of their failure to
actually do the things which would 6e likely to promote the
development of thinking, questioning, reasoning behaviour may be
that they still believe that, in the long run, such qualities will lead to
their children getting beyond their control. (We have already seen just
how important it is to item that this should not happen). In other
words, the EHVs may, in effect, have told the parents not to be so silly
as to think that questioning and reasoning will lead to unruliness and
insubordination in the short run, but this may have led to the parents'
displacing the same fears to the distant future, and the anticipated
long term consequences may thus have had an impact on their
immediate behaviour. What we may be seeing is the result of not
accepting that reasoning leads to internalised controls. (And who is to
say that, despite Kohlberg's (1971) work, they may not be right
particularly if they fail to change their behaviour in a way which will
make it possible for their children to engage in high level moral
reasoning).

Another, possibly somewhat simpler, explanation of the results
(shown in Table A40) is that they do not representeffects of the Home
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Visiting at all, but rather tellus something about the sort of family that
was selected for visiting. This seems an altogether more parsimonious
explanation: we have no evidence that the EHVs did, or said, anything
which would lead parents to become more aware of these potential
problems, but we do have evidence that one of the reasons why it was
suggested to the EHVs that they shouldvisit certain families was that
there were more behaviour problems in the home. However, if this is
the explanation, the whole question of the EHVs' attitudes to
behaviour control comes very much more to the foreground.

'



CHAPTER 22

PARENTS' PERCEPTIONS OF THEIR PROBLEMS
AND THEIR CONFIDENCE IN THEIR, ABILITY

We have seen that the EHVs have moved increasingly, toward the
view that it is important to help parents to develop the abilities needed
to cope with their own problems if they are to have an impact on their
children's development. And we have ourselves suggested. that the
quality of th4 mother's whole life style may have a direct bearing on
her ability to spend time in psychologically de4eloping ictivitiek with
her children.

Have the EHVs in fait been able to help the parents cope with some
of the dissatisfying aspects of,their environment, so that they may now
be able to spend more time with their children? Have the parents
themselves come to feel more confident and competenVoncope with
their environment so that that confidence and competence can rub off
on their children ?

To answer these questions we developed a block of questions which,
first asked parents to say how important a number of features of their
environment were to them, and then to say how satisfied they were
with these.aspects of their environment. Finally they were asked to
say what they thought the consequences would be if they set about
tackling one of the "problems" which was revealed by a large
discrepancy between their "importance" and "satisfaction" ratings.

Table 2 shows the aspects of their environment which were rated
"very important".

It is immediately obvious that there are major differences between
the HSES and the LSES groups. For the HSES group, the most
important things are to get on well with their children, to get on well
with their close family such as husbands and relatives, to have schools
which offer a wide variety of courses, to have teachers, planners and
officials who take their views seriously, to be. able to communicate
well Oh other people, to be on good terms with their children's
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SCHOOL
A 1.To have a choice of school for your

children.
To have a school system which can meet
your own personal wishes, even if these
are different from other people's.

3. To be on good terms with your children's
teachers.

FAMILY
4.1.Q_be_ able-to-get-on-well-with- your-

children.
5. To be able to learn more about bringing

up children.
6.To be on good terms with your

neighbours.

WIDER COMMUNITY
7. To have a doetor who really listens to

you.
8.To work in a place where people are

encouraged to-develop whatever talents
they have.

9.To be able to 'cope with day to day
activities more effectively.

10. To have a government which can meet
your own personal needs even if these arc
different from other people's.

H. To feel that you are involved in the affairs
of your community.

12. To be able 10 get a fair share of what
society has to offer.

13. To live in a community which is well
organised and run.

TAIILEI: QUALITY OF LIFE

O

HSES LSES EHV
% saying 'Very important"

HSES LSES EHV
% saying "very satisfied"

' HSES LSES EHV
% saying "dissatisfied"

45 25 35 5 4 5 , 40 34 25

15 3 10 8 4 10 30 19 15

63 16 35 38 7 20 0 5 0

88 58 50 58 23 20 0 _6 5

10 9 15 20 6 5 0 3 10

28 9 20 33 5 5 0 7 10

70 39 4 35 8 10 10 18 35

45 16 10, 20 5- 10 10 13 20

8 11 IS 25 10 5 0 10 5

15 3 20 0 0 0 28 15 30

5 3 5 0 1 0 8 5 10

10 20 10 8 0 0 0 36 20

18 11 10
....

j 57 13 I 0 3 26 ;15



'SCHOOL
B 1.To have schools which offer a wide

variety of courses.
2. To have teachers who take your views'

seriously.

FAMILY
3. To be able to learn to cope with your

children.
4. To be able to get on with you r closefamily

leg husband; relatives).
5.To be able to communicate well with

others.

COMMUNITY
6. To have planners and officials who take

your views seriously.
7. To have a wide variety of jobs open to

you
8. To have. opportunities to develop your

mind and learn new things.
9. To live in a society which makes an effort

to make best use of everyone's different
abilities.

10. To be able to influence what happens in
your country

II. To have access to a community centre.
where there are many things going on
which you can join in.

12. To live in a community in which everyone
plays a parrin curbing vandalism.

1

QUALITY Of LIFE (cow)

HSES LSES EHV
% saying 'very important"

HSES LSES EHV
% saying `very satisfied"

HSES LSES EHV, '
96 saying "dissatisfied"

73 45 30
.

3 4 5 - 20 l4 5 '

60 38 10 13 ils .5 3 5 0

', --

58 49 45 25 10 15 0 l0 0-------
78 62 25 53 17'15 . 0 11 0

. 65 26 30 i 25 10 5 0 11 0

60 24 20 3 0 0 28 31 30

,45 26 15 3 2 5 20 53 45

55 9 15 25 1 9 8 14 25
.

.

55 24 25 5 1 0 35 31 40

53 14 15 5 3 0 40 28 45

4P
13 18 l5 8 I I 10 18 IS 15

-60 40 40 5 1 0 15 50 7S
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teachers, to have a doctor who really listens to them, and to live in a
society which makes an effort to make the best use of everyone's
talents. and abilities. For the LSES group, things are very different.
Although they do indeed attach impckance t gible_to_get on----

--with theirchildffinTrAffiiiraose amily, these things are very quickly
followed by a felt need to be able to learn how to cope with their
children (notice the relevance to our assertion that they seem to have
more difficulty coping with their children), and t, ve in a community
in which everyone plays their part in curbing . Adalism.

Attention may be drawn to the fact that, while the HSES group
appears to be preoccupied with relationships and services
relationships with husbands, doctors, planners, teachers and the
wider society in generalthe LSES group seems to be:preoccupied
with getting a firmei grip on life in the here and now. They need to get
control over their children and to get control over the vandals who
plague them. This precarious nature of their hold on life emerges in
their answers to many other questionstheir children are more likely
to be ledInto deviant behaviour; it is more important to ensure that
they are fed; it is more important to find away of ensuring that there is
someone at home to look aftlr them. Put in one way the data suggest

' that- the LSES parent's, in general are trying to get a grip on
satisfactions at a lower level in Maslow's hierarchy of needs (Maslow,
1954)and therefore have less time, whatever their inclinations, for
the niceties of child-rearing. Thus the first task of a.Home Visiting
programme may be to help them to handle this basic problem. If this
were done, the parents might then progress naturally to the wider
concerns evident in the responses of the HSES group.,

Viewed in another way, the data may be interpreted as supporting
Van der Eyken's belief that the individuals concerned are under
stress. If this is so, the resulting anxiety may lead to their even being
unable to take up such supporeservices as are offered. -

But, whichever interpretation is correct, it is important to note that,
logical though it may be to argue that body and soul could best be kept
together by establishing more effective relationships with the wider
framework of society which so much determines the course of their
lives, the pressing need to keep body and soul together may prevent
the mothers concerned seeing this wider structure and force them to
spend most of their time struggling to cope with what they see as more
immediate problems.

Having briefly examined the differences between the responses,ot
the HSES and LSES groups, we may now return to an examination of
the responses of the Home Visited group. They do, indeed, differ from
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both the other groups. Learning how to -copb with their children has
moved up in their priorities at the expense of being on good terms with
their close families, such as their husbAhda_and-relativesT-Havin
teachers-whoifiliTtffeir views seriously is dramatically lower in their
priorities.

It seems unlikely that the Home Visitors would have led the
mothers they visited to feel that it was' less important to get on well
with their husbands. One can only assume that their tendency to de-
emphasise it reflects one of the basic differences between the Home
Visited and non'Home Visited samples in the LSES areas. The

^ families selected for visiting included a high proportion of families
with problems, often with poor relationships between the mother and
her husband or children. The data seem to lend support to the-view
thatprobletit parents don't care so much bout their relationships with
their husbands as dc; other families.

It seems more plausible that the EHVs were responsible for the fact
that the parents who had been visited think it is less important to have
teachers who take their views seriously, and to have schools which
offer a wide variety of courses. They may also have been responsible
for the larger proportion who say it is very important to them to be on
good terms with their chill:trent s teachers.

But perhaps the most striking lesson to be drawn from Table 2 is
thatthe Home Visitors have, in no way, been able to lead the parents
they visited to share the priorities of the HSES parents. If getting on
well %yith husbands and relatives is an important precursor to good
pyschological development on the part of children, then the Visited
parents have a long way to go. The same applies if children's
psychological development is associated with their parents' attaching
importance to being able to communkate well )vith other people, or
believing that it is important for their Ichool system and society to
develop and utilise people with a wide variety of talents. Likewise, if
"self-esteem" is taken to involve thinking that one has a right to be
listened to, then the parents' responses to the ilems which ask whether
they think it is important to have doctors, teachers,' planners and
officials who take their views seriously suggest that the parents' self
images still leave something to be desired. They appear to be self -
depreciating,-and their replies almost suggest'that they do not think
that their views are worthy of consideration. Furthermore, if,otte does
not think that it isimportant to have doctors; teachers, planners and
officials who listen to one and take one's views serio4sly, .there is
really very little point in developing initiative, self confidence, the
ability to think for oneself or the ability to communicate, or concern

..
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with the.wider community. '11_,_.issme_ls_tme.itone-does not feel that it
is-importanrio-FETOF to influence what happens in one's country.
And, if one does not think it is important to have opportunities to
dexelopone's mind and learn new things as an adult, can one really be
expected to place great store in the intrinsic value of educational
activity at school level?

Such reflections again remind one of Maslow's hierarchy of needs
and lead one to ponder its validity. If people are spending timeare
forced to spend timesatisfying needs low in his hierarchy, can they
simultaneously be concerned with needs higher up in the hierarchy?
Or is the explanation of the hierarchy, not that the higher level needs
cannot be pursued until lower level needs have been satisfied, but that
some people are constitutionally incapable of pursuing, or are
uninterested in, the supposedly higher level needs? If their low-level

- needs are satisfied, do they move on to a concern with the so-called
higher level needs? Quite clearly, from the data we have presented,
the way in which onewould design a Home Visiting programme is
dependent on the-way in which one answers theii questions. And
evaluation of the differential consequences of Home Visiting
programmes predicated on these alternative answers would yield the
basic data which is needed to answer them.

The dramatically smaller proportion of Home Visited parents, in
compaiison with the LSES group, who feel that it is important to have
teachers who take their views seriously deserves further comment. It
almost looks 8 if the EHVs have led the parents they visited to be
even more likely to think that their own views on education are
worthless. Having been exposed to such a competent and capable
educator, they have come to realise just how incompetent, ignorant
and uninfornied-they really are. ,

This data does not, however, stand on its own. As we shall see,
Home Visited parents are more likely to think that they should
complain about things with which they were not satisfied and that they

-should try to ensure that their child's teacher stretches him to the full
(Table A47). But they are also more likely than HSES parents to say
that education should be left to the school. It is difficult to reconcile
such apparently conflicting answers. Perhaps they represent an
interim stage in the parents' struggle to come to terms with changed
expectations. Perhaps they once believed that education should be
loft to the school (with the proviso that the school should do what they
wanted it to do!) but have now realised that there is a great deal more
to this business of education than they previously thoughtand that
teachers know more than they suspected. But these same teachers

Hi
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have told them that they shotild seek to fit/Thence the school (which
they previously did not expect to do). So I":.ey should complain about
things that are wrong and try to ensure that teachers stretch their
children to the fullbut the teachers should not really take their views
seriously because they are, after all, so much more competent and
capable than they are themselves! 1

.-

Taken as a whole it may be argued that the4 data suggest that
parents' overall self4mages and their feelings of worth have actually
declined. Exposed to a confident and competent Home Visitor, who
clearly knows what she is doing and undet'stands educational
pro esses far better than the mother does, the niother comes to feel
insi Meant and incompetent. The data lend support to the argument
that t e expert portrayal of knowledge is incompatible with growth of
confidence. An educational system which is bipsed on a teacher-
taught 'model breeds dependence and a lack of.conlidence. A model
basedon co-tutoringon the blind leading the blind may be better
able to promote the growth of confidence and feelings of personal
worth. It may also be better able to promote the evolution of new ways
Of thinking about things. Unfortunately, it may not be the best way of
plugging those concerned into the knowledge that available. In this
context it would seem to be of the utmost importance to collect
parallel data from a sampleof the mothers who have had Educational
Home Visits, not from '!experts", but from °the( mothers.*

!

Levels of Satisfaction with the Environment
The second set of columns ob Table 2 show_th at, by and large, the

EHVs do not appear to have led the mothers they visited to be any
more satisfied with any aspect of their environment except being on
good terms with their children's teachers. They are still a great deal
less likely than are HSES mothers to .be satisfied with their
relationships with Their children, and the. same goes for their
relationships with their husbands, doctors, and neighbours, their
ability to cope with their day to day activities, and their ability to
communicate with Other people. ..

The third set of columns show the opposite end of the distribution. It
would seem that the Home Visitors have led some of their parents to
become even more dissatisfied with various aspects of their
environment -than were other LSES parent& living in the same

An account of the "Mother Home Visitors-. who form part of the Lothian
Educational Home Visiting Scheme. has been omitted from this report. A discussion
will be found in McCall (1980). .
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FIGORE 11

1 I'd enjoy seeing that I was
having an Impact.

2 I'd be pleased when it was done.
but would not enjoy doing it.

3 I'd enjoy planning what was to

be done.

4 I'd enjoy 14exedegvhax needed to
- be learned in order to do it.

5 I'd enjoy the company ofothe.s
*Wit doing it.

6 Pa enjoy waking other people (eg

people in authority) uncomfortable.

7 I'd be doing scsethIng I should
do.

l'cibe doing something for the
long tern good of the society.

9 I wouldn't bow where to begin.

10 I wouldn't be able to persuade
.other people to support se.

11 I'd.lack the ability to make mat

point well.tc those concerned.

12 'those responsible wouldn't
listen to slreone like me.

13/164 be labelled as a troublemaker

14 Caber people would ridicule
what I was doing.

Incentives/Disincentives to
doing something about a complaint. '

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

AIMMW44W...,W
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PIG 11 (cont) ,
10 20 r 30 40 60 60 70

15 Other people would think I was
doing 'it for =roe hidden motive.

16 ird be left to do all the work
nowelf.

17 I would be victimised.

*People in authority Zuld
obstruct me and make things more
difficult

19 If I was to be successful I'd
have to he more outspoken and

. aggressive then I'd like to be.
20 If I was to be successfulTd
have to be more underhand and man-
ipulative than I'd like tohe.

.21 I'd have to spend time that I'd
prefer-to spend doing other things
on this activity,

22 I'd have to negl&t DIY family
and friends.

23 It would increase the stress
In toy life.

24 Others .would take the credit
'10r it if I was successful.

25 Mere would be a lot of
difficulties I'd have trouble
Letting ramd

2& I'd be viable to get the
necessary information.

1

27 1 mad not be able to make the
right contacts and get the right
help. .

HSES
ISE5
EHV

;)1

ZERO

ion
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# :
neighbourhoods. They have becoMe rore dissatisfied with the part
played.by members of their communities in curbing vandalism, the
general organisation and running of their community, the extent to
whklitheirdoctors listen to them, and their opportunities to develop
their minds and learn new things. While increased levels of
dissatisfaction may be a pre-requisite to taking actir to do something
aboukb,em, one can hardly believe that an environment in which there
are high levels of dissatisfaction among parents can be benefie ' to

'' the psychological 'development of their children.

Willingness to . Tackle their Problems
:From the mothers' responses to questions about whether they wer--1--

the sort of persons who should do something about the problem
highlighted by a discrepancy between their ratings of importance and
satisfaction, it wouid seem that the Home Visitors have led more of
the people they have visited to say that it was up to someone like
themselves to do something about the problem. They are less likely to

isay
that they are prepared only to rug mble, and are more prepared to

join in if otherpeopte start trying to do something abut it (Figure 11
and Tables A41 and A42).

Before discussing the impact of the Home Visiting programme on
parents' expectations of the consequences of trying to 4o something
about their problems, it is worth commenting on the significance of
some of the differences between the HSES and LSES groups.

The LSES group is, in general, less likely than the HSES group to
say that, in trying to tackle their problems, they would be working for
the long term good of society, enjoy learning what needed to be
learned in order to do it, enjoy the company of others whilst doing it
enjoy seeing that they were having an impact on society, enjoy the
planning activity involved in doing it, and doing something they felt
they should do (ie something moral). On the other hand they were
more likely to say that they wouldn't know where to begin, that they
wouldn't be able to make the right contacts or g,et the right help, that
they wouldn't be able to persuade other peeple to support them, that
they would lack the ability to make their points well to those
concerned, that they wouldn't be able to get the necessary informa-
tion, that those responsible wouldn't listen to them, and that they
would be labelled as troublemaki-.^..

All of these differences suggest that LSES parents would be much
less likely than HSES parenti to do anything about their problems.
They feel they lack abilities which they would need, they are less
likely to enjoy the inte- 'I and social activities involved, other

r
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people are less likely to support them; and, in particular, they are less
likely to feel that they would be engaged in moral activity which would
be in the long tem\ interest of society. They ir.eclearly a great deal less
well motivated to do anything about their problems.

The Home Visitors have changed some of these perceptions and
expectations. The parents who have had Home Visits are more likely
than other LSES parents to feel that they would be working for the
long term good of society and that they would enjoy both the
intellectual and social activity iinvolved in trying to do something
about their problems. Howevc4 they don't feel any more able to do
the things which would need.to be doge.

Thus, although thgy are, in some respects, better motivated to do
something about their problems, in other respects their confidence in
their ability to do something about them is no greater. Notice that
what we have here is both a measure of the strength of their motivation
to do something about their problems and a fairly detailed indication)
of what their educational needs are..What we do not have is an")
indication of'fhe relative weight to be assigned to such'uch things as the
pleasure which is expected to come from the activity and such things
as self-perceiveci ability.

Nevertheless, the indications are that the Home Visited parents a
more likely to try to do something about their problems. They a
more likely to feel that they are in control of their destinies rather than
pawns of fate. The role models they provide for their children nay
well be different.

Unfortunately, as we have seen, they have not, in fact, been able to
do anything about the quality of the environments in which they bring
up their children. This may he because they have not yet had tithe to
do so. But it may also be because these environments.are extremely
difficult to change. The parents may get a rude awakeniag if the do in
fact try to do something about them. As we shall shortly s e, the
Home Visitors have, :I some other respects, led parents to evelop
levels of Confidence that they can influence the school system which,
in `he context of the USES sample's feelings about the sam4 issues,
can only be regarded as over-optimistic.

Let us now dwell fora moment on what could have been responsible
for the mothers' apparently improved motivation. As we h be seen,
the EHVs did not confine themselves to working with child n. They
soughtlo involve the parents in a number of wider activ es like
"mothers matter" courses, making contacts with the schoOls, and
visit' ng.other mothers. In these they sought to encourage the mothers
to become more outgoing, more confident that they could meet other
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people, and more confident that they could 'th the schools, the .

Local Authority, the housing department, and the ouch of Scotland
Electricity Board. Some of the Home Visitors reasoned that
encouraging the mothers' cognitive activity in these areas would lead
them to vale cognitive activity more highly, lead them to be morc
likely to use I 'cal thinking as a means of solving their own problems,
and lead them t ave more confidence in their own abilities and their
ability to deal wi others. They reasoned, with Bronfenbrenner
(1978) and Raven 1977) that, by portraying such patterns of
thinking, feeling and behaving in front of their children, they would
promote the development of their children's confidence and
competence. With Van der Eyken (1980) they sensed that the
mothers' isolation and loneliness was a serious barrier, not only to
coping with their problems, but also to the growth and development of
their children.

As we have seen, the Visitors did lead the mothers to become more ___
confident and more strongly motivated (if not to feel more able) to do
something about these problems. But through what process? Is Van
der Eyken right to believe that befriending the mother and helping her
to establish social contacts is the aotive ingredient in the process? Or
are we right in thinking that the effect we have demonstrated was due
to mother and EHV working together to solve the mothers' problems?

We have no dataon the programme's impact on themothers' feelings
of isolation and loneliness. Nevertheless, what was most striking
when we discussed the Homc Visiting,itself with a number of mothers
was the strength of the bond they had established with the Home
Visitors. (We had planned to include questions on topics such as this
in the interview schedules we had hoped to develop to assess parents'
perceptions of, and reaction. to, the Home Visiting itself). An earlier
study (Raven and Haynes, 1966) also throws light on this issue. The
only types of social contact which significantly reduced loneliness
among the older people involved in that study were regular visits by
relatives in their own homes. The EHVs obviously come regularly,
and come into the mothers' homes. But they are not relatives.
However, if we ask ourselves what distinguishes the visiting of a
relative from that of a friend, one notices that some of the differences
include the commitment to continue through thick and thindespite
the ups and downs or mood and the sense of moral outrage which is
liable to terminate the visiting of a friend. One also notices the sense of
duty or responsibility to visit irrespective of "need" or"enjoyment of
contact". And one notes that the relative has an excuse for visiting
which is not linked directly to isolation and lonelinessand the
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provision of an excuse was something which Raven and Haynes
believed to be central to finding a solution to the problems posed by
loneliness.

In short, it seems highly likely, both from our own interviews with
Home Visited parents, and from our previous work, that the Home
Visitors do reduce the loneliness of the mothers. But, although it may
be a necessary "condition for it, iQ it responsible for the growth in
confidence and motivation which was documented (in Figure 11)? It
seems to us that most likely it is not. More important would seem to be
a process which goes on in parallel with the p:ocess of befriending the
mother and extending her range of social contacts.This involves the
EHV working jointly with the mother to find ways of solving the
mother's particular problems. This is not a teacher-taught, or expert-
novice relationship becausein this respectthe Home Visitor is as
ignorant as the mother. Rather it is a joint problemsolving task. The
same is even more true in the Leicester Homestart project, where the
Visitor may well come from a similar social and educational
background to the mother who is visited. Stich joint problemsolving
activity, in which two equally ignorant people struggle to find a
solution to a common problem, seems much more likely to promote
the development Of feelings of confidence and competenceand the
ability to make one's own observations, evolve new constructs -tudy
cause and effect, and generally think for oneselfthan a teacher-taught
relationship, although it may well be "less efficient" than instruction
from an expert. Indeed, as every day experience, and Van derEyken's
evaluation of Leicester Homestart (1980) in particular, suggests, the
experts are only too often wrongbecause they know too little about
the constraints which operate in a particular situation.

So, at last, the dilemma is becoming clearer. One interpretation of
our data is that, in theirexpert role as promoters of child development,
thEliVs may be leading the parents they visit to feel less confident
,and competent. They influence the parents' attitudes and beliefs

:13ut the parents do not take up the activities modelled by these experts.
In their extrai-professional solein an area in which they are as
ignorant as the mothersthey lead the mothers to feel more confident
and better motivated, if not more competent. Unfortunately, another
interpretation is that, just as the EHVs have influenced parents'
beliefs about what it is important to do in child rearing, but had little
impact on their self-perceived ability to do so, so they may have
increased the mothers' feelings that they should tackle their problems
and would enjoy doing so, but have not led them to feel any more able
to do so.
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Despite the need to separate the loneliness issue 'from the compe-
tence issue, nothing we havesaid should be construed to mean that we
think the question of social isolation is unimportant. Quite the
contrary. One of the problems which has not been solved to anyone's
satisfaction is.that of finding a way in which the Educational Home
Visitors can help the parents they visit to establish a social network so
that they can cease to be so dependent on the Home Visitors
themselves and so that they have a continuing support network after
Visiting ceases. It is clear that the solutions currently being tried out

which involve the mother becoming a "Mother Home Visitor",
joining a parents' group, or visiting the nursery, may help, but that
these solutions have not yet been fully exploited.



CHAPTER 23

THE PARENTS' ROLE IN THE FORMAL
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

We have already seen that the Home Visitors seem to have led the
parents to be more likely to think that school success is important and
thatitis important for them to continue the work of the school in the
home. The Home Visitors seem to have led the parents to be more
likely Co-think-that cluldren would be unhappy, bored, and feel
rejected if they did.not do well at school (Table A). The Home
Visited parents are also more likely to think that their children's-
intelligence will fail to develop fully. Finally, the proportion of Home
Visited parents who feel that their children will be difficult later on if
they do not do well at school is lower than that found in the LSES
group.

It is also clear (from Table A43) that school success is most
frequently associated with getting a good jobalthough the Home
Visitors seem to have cast some doubt on this assumption. However,
the Home Visitors have apparently led the parents to attach more
importance to school success quite independently of examinations
(Table A44). Thus these parents would be expected to support their
children in their educational activities even though it became apparent
that working hard at school was not going to get them through
examinations and thereby hap a better job. They have also led the
parents to re-value their own education. The Home Visited parents
are much more likely than other parents from the same areas to say
that theirown education had been of value to them in enabling them to
do theirjob well, even though it had not enabled them to Beta goodjob
(Table A46). Thus they may be more likely to point out the benefits of
education to their children even though they are still not as able as are
the HSES group to point to evidence of its benefits.

All in all, the data which vie have presented suggest that the parents
have come to be more favourably disposed towards education.

Additionally the Home Visitors have had some quite dramatic
effects on parents' perceptions of the role they think a parent should
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play in a primary school child's education (Table A47). The
proportion of the EHV group who feel that they should find out
exactly what happens in school, complain about anything with which
they are not satisfied. talk about school as much as possible, make
'sure that the teacher stretches the child to the full, visit the school
regularly, and insist that the child does his best, equals or surpasses
that found among the HSES parents. The idea of arranging private
lessons for their children in weak subjects is not so unacceptable to
them as it is to other LSES parents. However, in line with what we
have all already learned about the EHVe effects in encouraging
parents to give formal instruction to their children, 75% of the Hoine
Visited group say that they should teach their children things before
they learn them at school, compared with only 23% of the HSES
group. This is however, in direct conflict with the fact that the
proportion who say that education should be left to the school is not
lower in the EHV than LSES group. It cannot even be maintained
that different people are giving these apparently incompatible answers.
At the time of writing we have not thought of any way of reconciling
this apparent inconsistency.

We have seen that virtually all the Home Visited parents feel that
parents should complain to the school about anything with which they
are not satisfied. They are also more confident that the teacher would
listen to their complaints (Table A48). However, they are no mire
likely to feel that they would be made welcome in the school if they
asked to spend some time there so as to really understand what goes
on (Table A49). (This was an activity which was almost universally
advocated by the ElVs as a means of helping to ensure that their
children would do well at school).

A more detailed analysis shows that there has been a significant
increase in the proportion who feel they would be made welcome in
one area, and a decline in another.

The Home Visitors appear to have had less impact on the role the
parents think they should play in the child's education as he gets.
older (Table MO). However, such impact as they have had has, once
again, had the effect of bringing the proportions who gave various
types of answer ckser to the HSES than LSES group. This effect runs
across virtually all items, and its cumulative effect 2ould be consider-
able. The same sort of pattern is also evident in their answers to the
question about what they would do if they wanted their child to do
better at school (Table AS1). Nevertheless, rather pathetically, they
don't actually feel any better equipped to help their children with their
homework (Table A52).
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A comment should, perhaps, be made about the fact that, when
parents were asked a closed question about what they thought they

--Would do ((they wanted their child to do better at school, almost
everyone said they would explain why it was important to do so and
praise the child whenever he did something well, while, in response to
other questions, the LSES group seems much less often to explain or,
praise or think it is important to explain or praise. Part of the
explanation of the apparent discrepancy lies in the initial in the
question, for, as we have seen; LSES parents are less likely to think it
is. important for their children to do well at school. The rest of the
explanation probably stems -from the fact that, when parents were
asked what they would do to motivate their children, they were unable
to indicate how often they would do these things. Thus the LSES
parents may well do them from time to timebut far less frequently
than the HSES parents.

A smaller proportion of the Home Visited mothers than of the
LSES mothers feel that they do hot understand modern methods of
primary education very well (Table A53). Nevertheless, although
they feel they now understand modern methods of primary education
better than they did, all butone of them wants to know still more about
them.

The Home Visited mothers are also much less likely to feel that
they need more advice on any aspect on child rearing or even on
handling their own problems more effectively( Table A55). They are
farmore confident than even the HSES parents that they know how to
help their children, how to intervene in the school system, and how to
amuse their children and keep them out of mischief.

Table A56 dhol s that Home Visited parents are little more likely
than other LSES parents to think that they are the right people to
make decisions about what goes on in schools. Once again this
reinforces the view that they think professionals know better than they
do what shoule be done, are able to make better decisions, and should
be left to get on with the work they are paid to do.
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CHAPTER 24

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS.
. OF THE STATISTICAL RESULTS

We will now attempt to summarise what has been learnt from our
statistical study about the effects of the Educational Home Visiting
programme, tie the threads together, and explore their possible
implications. Readers who are dipping into this book at this point
should be cautioned that the implied changes which will be referred to
below are inferred from differences between the responses of a sample
of parents who had been Home Visited and a sample of other parents
from the same areas of the city. The former are referred to as the EHV
group, and the latter as the LSES group. For reasons which were
explained in Chapter 14 it was neither possible to mount a before-and-
after study, nor a study in which an experimental group was compared
with a matched antrol group.'

Attitudes, rather thin Behaviour, Primarily i(otcted
The Educational Home Visitors (EHVs) seem to have had a

dramatic effect on patents' attitudes and expectations, but much less
effect on their reported behaviour.

A less "Fatalistic" View qf Development
As far as attitudes and expectations are concerned the Home Visitors

have apparently led the parents to be more likely to think that they are
able to influence the course of their children's development
including the development of their characters and personalities and
their intelligence.

More Importance Attached to Intellectual and Academic Activity
The Home Visited parents attach more importance than do other

mothers from Low Socio-Economic Status (LSES) areas of the city
to their children doing well at school. Indeed they think this is more
important than do parents from contrasting High Socio-Economic
Status (HSES) areas of the city. They also attach more importance
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than do LSES mothers to th e development or intellectual qualities like
thinking for oneself and to a large number of intellectually-oriented
child-rearing activities like providing books in the home and reading
to their children. They are also much more likely to think that
intelligence is to be fostered by tasking to, and reading to, children.
They expect their children to take much more delight in intellectual
activities like looking at books with Weir parents.

Role in Formal Education .

Similar differences between Visited mothers and other LSES ones
seem to have occ arred in relation to the part they think a parent should
play in promoting the educational development of primary school
children.

The Home _Visited parents attach more importance (even than
HSES mothers) to their ;ontinuing the work of the school in the home
and to the child reading and studying on his own when he is older.

There has apparently been a dramatic increasein this case taking,.
the Home Visited mothers still further away than other LSES mothers
from our HSES' mothersin the proportion who think that they
should teach their children things before they learn them at school, in
the proportion who think that they should ensure that their child's
teacher Aso* stretch him to the full, and in the proportion who said
they should talk about school AS much as possible to their children.

A More "Schoolmasterly" Stance
The Home Visited parents also attach more importance to a

number of other "schoolmasterly" activities (which are not particu-
larly stressed by HSES paients) like punishing bad behaviour, and
teaching their children to"reipect" figures in authority and to respect
property. They are alsb more likely to view asking questions about
pictures in books as an opportunity to "test" their children and to see
whether they are paying attention (and not, as the HSES mothers
more often tend to do as an opportunity to stimulate the development
of the Spontaneous tendency to think and seek to understand). They
think it is slightly less important for children to learn to use books to
find information which the children themselves want.

A More Child-Centred Approach
The Home Visitors do not appear to have led the parents they

visited to be more likely to say that most of the child's activities are
joint activities. But the Home Visited parents do seem to be more
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responsive ,to their children; they are more likely to say that they do
things the child wants to do rather than things they want to do, they are
more likely to say that they find themselves thinking about what the
child is learning as he is playing, and they are more likely to say that it
is important to stud, the things tile child wants to know and then help
hinito find out.

A Narrower Developmental Stance?
In spite of their apparently greater childcentredness. it is at least

1 arguable that the Home Visited mothers have come to think of
"development" more narrowly than they did previously. We have
already seen that, in at least some respects, the Home Visitors seem to
have widened the gap between the HSES and LSES parentshut, so
afar, it is at least arguable that these apparent shifts will be conducive to

djustment to school. Unfortunately, there are other ways in which
t e Home Visited parents' attitudes seem to befitrther removed from
t pse of the HSES group than were those of the LSES group. Not all
of differences seem likely to be conducive to the development of
the\ independence, imagination, intrinsic motivation and general
competence to cope with life which the project sought (in the long
run)% o foster in children: The lesser emphasis on using books to find
the i ormation one needs has already been mentioned. But the Home
Visite parents also think it is even more important that their children
need t emthat is, they stress the importance of a relationship which
involv dependence rather than independence. The Home Visited
parentealso place no greater emphasis on their children learning to be
indepenklent or confident andat ease insituations which they have not
mei befo e or on children learning to settle down and concentrate on
the task i hand.

Althou they are more likely than their LSES counterparts to
think that intelligence is to be fostered by talking to and reading to
children, the proportion who think that intelligence is to be fostered by
giving the child plenty of attention and taking an interest in him is still
less than half that found in the HSES group. The same applies to
encouraging the child to use books as a means of fostering intelligence.

The HomeVisited parents place only slightly less emphasis than do
LSES parent on children having "respect" for their parentsand
"respect" appars, from their answers to our questions about how it is
to be fostered, still to be defined in strict disciplinarian terms which
involve the patent insisting on respect and obedience, rather than
earning it because their behaviour is commendable. They are also
only slightly more likely to say that it is important to treat the child

I
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with respect or tofoster respect by treating the child with respect, by
being fair, or, in particular, by example. Their strategies of discipline
tend to inyoive more rows and distraction from annoying activities,
and less physical punishment, but they are no more likely to try to
explain things to the childperhaps because they find such
intellectual activity difficult, perhaps because they do not value such
activity, perhaps because they think it will make for difficulties later
on, or perhaps because the child will not respond to such reasoning.

A Possible Interpretation
What this data may be telling us is that the mothers who have been .

visited have been led to attach greater importance to school education
and intellectual activity defined as equivalent to =cm in the school
system, but have not been led to attach any more weight to thegoneral

"competence- promoting activities which also distinguish HSES from
LSES-parents. Not only do the Home Visited mothers not come to
place more emphasis on the child learning on his own, they are no
more likely to say that qualities like determination and respect are to
be fostered through personal example. They are no more likely to
think of withholding help so that the child learns to cope on his own.
They are no more likely to give answers which are consistent with the
theory that' children learn by discovering that theh actions are
effective in helping them to reach their own goalssuch as getting
answers to their questions, finding the laformation they want, and
learning to cope on their own. The suggestion that the general
developmental activities engaged in by the HSES group have nut been
taken up is confirmed by the data we obtained by asking parents about
which were the most important qualities that a child learnrd from his
parents: the proportion who said things like friendlikess,
and being a good citizen is not greater in the EH" than in the LSES
group. Nor is the frequency of mention of obedience and respect for__
authority as low as that found in the HSES group.

Instead of leading parents to think of themselves more oft-n as
facilitators of development, it would seem that the Home Visitors
have led (it parents to increase thepressurefor development. They
have I :ia to be more likely to insist that their children read, pay
atteii..- and do as they are told. They are not more likely to create 4
climate conducive to development by encouraging the chill&
interests, treating him as an individual worthy of respect, encouraging
independent learning, and participating in Joint,
activities. it can therefore be hypothesised that they art. not much
more likely to encourage the child to feel that he has a right to reason,
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communicate, or be listened to, to recognise the child's ability to
reason and therefore feed the growth of that reasoning (thereby
stimulating the development of high level (moral) reasoning), or to
take the child's complaints seriously and attend to them themselves
(thereby reinforcing for the child the value of reasoning) or intervene
on the child's behalf if he has complaints about the. school system.

It will be argued in Part IV that HSES parents seem to have a much
more complex and indirectthough not necessarily betterview of
child development than ,the USES group. They focus more on
fostering success indirectlyby fostering.qualities like independence
and confidence in dealing with new situations. These qualities may
make for increased success at school and, quite independently, for
increased success in life. The HSES group make more use of
rewardsincluding the intrinsic reward that comes from successfully
undertaking an activity and seeing that it produces the results that are
desired. They make much more use of teaching by example
including the example portrayed by others who work hard, handle
responsibility well, and themselves behave in highly commendable
ways. They promote development by responding to the child and,
possibly, thereby reinforce the child's tendency to take initiative, to
reason, and to argue with authority. Not only is such behaviour likely.
toyeinforce the child's tendency to engage in it, it is likely Co lead the
child to think of himself as someone who has a right to opinions and
activities of his own, who can independently find information he
needs, who is entitled to raise questions about the wisdom of his
superiors, and to expect to guide his own behaviour by reference to the
long term good ofsociety rather t han the dictates of an authority which
both demands instant obedience and is not open to reason. The EHVs
appear to have had little impact on these wider, more subtle, and more
complex perceptions and expectations. Rather, they seem to have
reinforced the parents' tendency to think that what might be regarded
as evidence f HS ES parents' success in their approach -- success ai
school is a cause of their children's success in life. And they seem to
have reinforced their tendency to focus on qualities which are
cognitiv ely closely related to success in the school system rather than
qualities which might make for success in life and only incidentally
for success in the school system.

.ore They Afore inclined to See Themselves as Their Childs Most
Important Educator?
The Home Visited parents believe that it is important for thews to do

many more thing to prom e the cognitive development of their
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children: their perception of their rolPappears in this respect io have
been enlarged. Nevertheless, they think that what their children learn
from theM, as parents, is less important than do the other LSES ___
mothers, and the gap between and the HSES parefftl; in this
articular respect It actually greater.: School, and school- related

activities, are important and they appear to think the' *hey Ihemselves
may not be the best persons 'to foster the abilities re., . 4.to succeed

" at such tasks. Although we did not 'ask what they !thought the
consequences of doing, or not doing,rnany of the things tl ey believe to
be important w .id be, it isperhaps siinificam that of Ly one of the
things which t' e' feel they could do to promdte thedOtelopment of
their children ... likely to promote school success. Many of the things
which they feel they could do are, presumably.as al result of the
Visiting, :ess often seen as having any connecjioni with school

. success 'Thus the Home Visited parents are less likgly than other .

. 1.1ES mothers to think that asking the child questions about books
. and things he had seen will make for t :tool success, they are less

likely to think that looking at books with him will do so, they areless.,
likely to think that his having educational toys is likely to do so, and
they are no more likely to think that talking to the child a lot or treating
him-with respect as an indiyidual entitled to interests and ideas of his
own .will do so. . They are no more likely to spend time on joint
activities such as playing wilh jigsaw: Ad bricks. or looking at books
together, And they spenctless time teaching their children in a formal r

, manner. They.are only.slightly more likely to fhay,thethey set 41.it to
teach their children things. The one exception to this pattern is that the

, . Home Visited parents are more likely to associate encouraging the
, child to ask questions and seek reasons for things he is told with school .

success.

4 , It is, perhaps, because of the Home Visited mothers' inability to see
anymore connections t etween things they could do and school
success that the' mhaviour which stems to have been markedly
affected by the EHVs is the time they spend taking, their children to
nursery schobl or playgroup. . .

, .
1

..
Lgnguage and Discipline Interaction , e

Although we have said that Home Visited parents are more gkelyto
think it is important to talk to their children, the style of their language
and discipline interactions seem to be very similar to those of other
!..SES mothers. Nevertheless, 'Menge less likely to make use of
physic.41 punishment and more likelflo give the children a row. This
may be 'dewed Asa transitional stage on the way to giving more
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--explanations. As far as language, activity is concerned, the main
emphasis in .he EHV group is still on issuing warnings and
instructions. The Home Visited mothers appear to be even less likely
to discuss the past or the future and less likely to discuss the activities
which parent and child are undertaking together. Since the parents
appear to be less likely to discuss the activities they are undertaking
with the child it.is possible that they are not talking about what they
are thinking about, of giving the child an insight h,° the way they
thinkinto the fact that they tend to think about obstacles they might
encounter, where tb get help, and the process of dredging about in
one's mind for relevant past experience. A., a result, the child may get
even legs insight tin n other LSES children into cognitive processes in
action.

Formal Teaching
As far as what parents actually teach their children is concerned,

the Home Visited group, despite not having spent as much time on
formal education during the day immediately prior to the day of the
interview as had the HSES or LSES group (who did not differ from
each other), are much more inclined to say that they teach Intel:x:1.ml
skillscounting, reading, and the names of things and colours. But
the emphasis on teaching social skills and moral values is less. Even
fewer Visited than other LSES parents say that they teach their
children by'example and the gap between them and HSES parents is
greater than that between HSES parents and other LSES parents.

From, these data it would seem that the Home Visited parents are
less iii561y to see themselves as their children's most important
educatprs; they have a narrower conception of what that phrase
implies (specifically a more "teacherish" style with less emphasis on
example, modelling, or facilitation of growth); that they feel less able
to fill that nev function and that they are more convinced that schools
are the best learning envirorikrients for their children. The data raise
serious questions about what it would be necessary for the EHVs to do
if they wish to model mothering behaviour involving sensitive,
transactional, reactive activity for the parents. To behave 'is way
it may be necessary for them to know the child his intere. 4 the
meanings and interpretations of minor cues in his ben. r
ot,crem ely well. And it may be necessary for them to have a grea.
of tim4. It may therefore not be possible for anyone who is not the
child's! mother--or .tt bast caretakerto do these things. and this
may mean that the conception of " encouraging tht. mother to pi ly her
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unique and irreplaceable role in promoting the educational
development of her children" in this way needs to be re-thought.

Failure to Communicate the Intent: the Medium is the Message
Just as the EHV's message that the mother is the child's most

important educator appear,, in many ways, to have been distorted in
the process of transmission so as to support the parents' already
dominant perceptions, so too have sonic of their other messages.
LSES parents expect to have (and. have) many more difficulties
making contact with, influencing, and establishing satisfactory
-elationships with, their children than do the HSES group. The Home
Asked mothers anticipate even more problems of this sort than do the
LSES, mothers. Many activities modelled by the EHVs (such as
reading to child-en and talking to them) which the EHVs and the
HSES parents see as promotingcognitive development (includingthe
willingness to think, try to understand, imagine and concentrate)
appear to be perceived by the Home Visited mothers primarily as

'ways of helping them to reach their goal of establishing better
relationships with their children. Unfortunately, the Quality of Life
data suggest they have no in fact, become better able to reach that

.goal either.

Parents' Sell:Images and Fedings of Compete" -e and their Impact
on their Children
The Home Visited parents' self-images seem to be dramatically

better than those of other LSES mothers: they are much less likely to
feel that they need advice on how to find out what schools are doing,
how to help their children at school, how to influence schools, how to
help their children to grow up to be the sort of people they would like
them to be, how to develop the abilities needed to handle their
problems, or how to amuse their children and keep them out of
mischief. However, the fact that they are less likely to want advice on
any of these things except handling their children and their problems
than even the HSES group makes one wonder just how realistic they
really are. It also makes one wonder if they might not have been at the-
receiving end of just too much, possibly impractical, "advice":

They are more willing to try to do something about the problems
which plague th.m and they feel more confident that they would
enjoy the intellectual and other activities involved in so doing. As r.

result they may portray 'for their children a more competent and
Jonfident style of behaviour. This may rub off on the children. They
may "catch" the parents' attitudes. If they do, the Home Visitors

1 8 1.
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may, through this indirect process, have had a substantial impact on
the development of the children concerned.

Once again", unfortunately, it is necessary to caution against seizing
on this result in isolation. Despite this appareney beneficial result of
the Visiting, thc quality of life of the Horne Visited mothers has not
significantly improved. Indeed, in many respects, they are. more
critical than other LSES mothers and are more dissatisfied with many
aspects of their environment. While this dissatisfaction may be an
essential precursor to activity designed to change those environments,
it is significant that they are no more satisfied than the LSE:. parents
with their abilir; to get on with their childrenand a great deal less
satisfied than their HSES counterparts. The same applies to their
relationships with their close family, including their husbands, and
their neighbours. In response to a question on the problems they
expected as their children got older, it emerges that the Home Visited
group actually expect more unruliness and rebelliousness from their
children and expect them to have more problems at school. It would
seem, therefore, that the Home Visitors may have sensitised .he
mothers to problems with their eh ildren, and in their environments, of
which they were pr' iously unaware. But, whatever may happen in
the long nth, it is clear that the Home Visitors have not been able so far
to create environments which are physically, socially and psycho-
logically more conducive to growth and development, and in which
family relationships are mote conducive to mothers spending time
with their children in a way which is likely to promote the development
of the psychological characteristics valued by the EHVs.

In the coursc of looking at this data we have uncovered what
appears to be a serious dilemma for the EHVs. At the cost of over-
simplifying the results, we can say that, in their role as experts the
EHVs taught the -..others that it was important to do all sorts of new
things with their ch;;Jrcn but that they have made the mothers feel less
competent to do them. Oa the other hand, in their role as friend, tte
EHVs have, by trying to help the mother solve her own problems, I d
hersto develop enhaaced feelings of self-respect. confidence and
motivation to tackle her own problems, although they did not lead her
to feel more able to tackle them. From this it would mum that
Educational Home Visiting programmes based on experts may
convey knowledge, but, by making people feel incompetent in
comparison with the expert, lead them to be less inclined to carry out
thc desired activities with their children and mots inclined to hand
their children over to professionals. Home Visiting programmes
based on Home Visitors of similar status to the mothers themselves
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may, therefore, be .ore likely 'to enhance the mothers' feelings of
confidence, and, if organised in an appropriate way, lead the mothers
to discover the same knowledge.

Will the Parents be More Willing and Able to Support their Children
whilsLat School? .

Having looked at the impact of the Home Visitors on the parents'
ability to intervene effectively to promote the educational develop-
ment of their young children, we may now move on to examine their
impact on the parents' ability to support their children during their
school careers.

As we have seen, the Home Visited pareits are very much more
likely than their LSES counterparts to think that a parent should
teach her children things before they learn them at school.
Unfortunately they are no more confident !hen other LSES parents
and a great deal iess confident than HSES parentsthat they will be
able to help their children with their homework. Once again,
therefore, the actual effects of the Home Visiting may have been to
increase-the parents' feelings of guilt and inadequancy, rather than to
make them feel more adequate.

We haye also seen that although the Home Visited parents are more
likely-than other LSES parents to think that they should help their
children to do well by ensuring that the teacher stretches their children
to the full, they are less likely to think that it is important to have a
teacher who takes their views seriously (although they are more
confident that their child's teacher would listen to them). And they
have more confidence that their teachers know best. Again, then, it
may be that the Home Visitors have created a dilemma for the
parents.

The Home Visited mothers are also more likely to believe that a
mother should help her children by finding out exactly what is
happening at schoolbut they are again no more likely to feel that
they would be made welcome if they visited the school to find out what
was going on. Fewer Home Visited parents feel that they do not
understand the modern methods ofeducation very well but feel they
want to know more.

The Home Visited parents also place more value on their own
school education. They feel it was of more relevance to them. They
may, therefore, be leis likely than other LSES parents to question the
value of education in front of their children.

Finally, the proportion who think that there should be a change in
the weight given tothe various parties in the decision- taking process in
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education has not changod, though, of those who did think that there
should be a change, more felt that the parents should have more say.

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
The material we have presented may be summarised by saying that

the EHVs appear to have had a drr-natic effect on the mothers'
beliefs, attitudes and expectations, btit less effect on their behaviour.
It is apparently a great deal easier to influence attitudes, perceptions
and expectations than many people have suspected. Nevertheless, as
is often the case, the effects of .1;e attempt to influence attitudes and
behaviours were greatest in those areas in which it was possible for the
mothers to interpret the Home Visitors' "messages" in such a way as
to reinforce their existing beliefs.

The effects of the programme were greatest in the areas which were
originally, and largely remain, ar the centre of the Home Visitors'
attention. Nevertheless, even in this area, the effects or behaviour, as
distinct from attitudes, appear to have been slight. The effect of the
programme was still significant in relation to the goals which have
become more central to the project ai'k has gorre-along-itness its
impact on the mothers' feelings of confidence and competence to cope
with their own problems. The project was least successftiland
possibly even harmfulin relation to those potential goals of the
project which have really only become clear for the first time in the
course of discussing the background data we have collected.

One possible interpretation of the data is that we have a picture or
adults in transition. The mothers' attitudes have been unfrozen. The
now see things in different ways. But they have not yet developed the
habit of behaving in.new ways. We all know how difficult it is to do
what we feel we should do and wt.at to do. For us, as for the Houle
Visited mothers, there is a discrepancy between our beliefs about
what it is important to do and what we actually do. Much of the data
reported earlier is consistent with the hypothesis that the Home
V:sited parents have come to question old ways, but not yet learned
new ways. They have questioned their old perceptions of schools and
no longer feel so negatively about themand they have come to place
more trust in teachers than they did before. They have heceme
dissatisfied with ag.ects of their environment which they previously
accepted, and feel that they would enjoy the activities needed to do
something about the problems they sensebut they still do not feel
able to tackle them. They haie come to recognise thatit is undesirable
to employ physical 'punishment with their children and have
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developed more positive attitudes toward explanation, but they have
not yet learned how to explain and have, instead, fallen half way
between and resorted to telling their children of rather than hitting
them, They have become more conscious of their feelings about
competitiveness and now say that they do not know how to foster it
rather than that they are for it or against it.

If what we are seeing is a pictUre ofcadults in transition then it may
be important to help the mothers concerned to translate their new
beliefs into smooth habits. If, on the other hand, their failure to follow
through beliefs into action is due to important impedimentssuch as
an inability to think ill a cognitively complex manner or an inability
on the part of the child to grasp the logh, of the reasoas he is given, or to
environmental constraints, or to acute s slue conflicts, then the EHVs
would seem to buunder amoral obligation to help the parents to adjust
to the increased frustration they would be expected to e.;perience as a
result of their rising expectations.

But the data we have reviewed may not be best thought of as a
picture or adults in transition. It may alternatively be constrvd as
evidence that our current understanding of educational processes is
grossly Inadequate in relation to the wider educational objectives
which almost everyone whose views have been canvassed hold most
dear. Indeed It may be construed as evidence that the educational
processes on which teachers tend to focus are actually destructive of
the very competencies which most people think it is most important
for teachers to foster. The educational system in general achieves the
more limited goals which it sets out to achieve goals like teaching
reading or arithmeticextremely well. it is less successful in the
wider sense of leading children to develop the spontaneous tendency
to transfer those skills to new problems. But it is arguable (from the
scant evidence available) that it is actually destructive of the vcry
qualities which most people think lie at the heart of the educational
process developing initiative, self-confidence, the ability to live and
work with others, and t!.. ability to make one's own observations and
learn without instruction (Bronfenbrenner, 1974; Coleman, 1972;
Raven. 1977).

It may seem absurd to measure a prob. ..nme such as this against
criteria which it did not set out '' meet. But, as is becoming
abundan", lear in ecological stf..lies 4.. general, if the unintenucd and
unwanted, side effects of 3 programme outweigh its bendas, then
serious doubts are cast G., the validity of the programme. At the yen
least ouestioes are raised about s ays programme might
be modified in order to avoid those unwanted side effects. We will
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explore what our bench-mark data may have to tell us about this
question in the next section of the report. Here it is sufficient to
underline the considerable responsibility which has fallen on the
shoulders )f the evaluators of social programmes. By not asking the
right questionsquestions which nay well go beyond those asked by
those who commission iheir workand questions which-are not
capable' of being "answered" in any unarguable sense given the
current state of the social sciencesand by not reporting the results,
however tentative, of asking those questions, they can so easily
misrepresent the outcomes of a social and educational programme. It
would be easy to dispute practically everything that has been said in
this report. But to suppress it on the grounds that it is not abovedispute
would be irresponsible. It is much more important to put in hand A
much larger programme of action researchconducted by
practitioners and evaluators with a variety of very different
orientationsand topublish the results of all these activities so that
the time-honoured, self-correcting, procedures ofscience can do their
work. It is no skin off the nose of a scientist to be proved wrong; indeed
the only thing that a scientist can be certain of is that he is wrong!
Nothing we have said in this report indicates that the action-research
programme we have studied should be terminated. But neither does it
indicate the it should be expanded as a servicc which purports to offer
known benefits to parents..lt does suggest that those responsible
Should consider a number ofpossible modifications, implement those
modilicaticis on a selective basis, and carefully monitor their impact.
The evaluation of that impact, if properly conducted, would
undoubtedly advance understanding of the processes and issues
involved and suggest a further round ormodiflcations. What this study
also shows is that, just as it is not "too difficult" to influence parental
attitudes, so, also, it is not "too difficult" to mount broadly-based
evaluation exercises which contribute in Important ways to our
understanding of the objectives and process of social and educational
policy. No one ever assumed that the Home Visiting programme
would not be capable of improvement. Indeed quite the reverse. We
only ask that the same tharitabl standards be adopted in relation to
the, perhaps equally difficult, task of evaluating the project and that
the mutually beneficial, if not necessarily harmonious, process should
be much more widely adopted when attempts are made to improve
policy.

There are several ways in which we ourselves are suspicious of
these statistical results and conclusions. The most serious of these is
that the results reported here differ from ti-.e impressions we formed in
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our own interviews with parents in one very "mportant respect. We
had the impression (see Part IIC) that Home Visiting led to a marked
improvement in family relationships, and we thought that this would
have major implications for the educational development of the
children concerned. This impression was supported by the changes
in family activities by the EHVs, by what the Home Visited mothers
said to the interviewers who carried out the statistical study, and by
what the Home Visited mothers said at.public meetings. It is also
supported by results reported by Palmer (1977) in the USA.

This issue is of particular importance because it is possible to argue
that, if family relationships improve, parents will hie time to
discover how competent their children really are, and ;hey will then
both feed these competencies and take their children's complaints
wbether at hoir or at schoolseriously and do something about
them. The resuit will be both to improve the environment in which
their children and to reinforce that tendency to reason and
communicate.

Given the importance of the-question, it is important to seek an
explanation of the apparent discrepancy in the data What might it be
dueto?

Firstly, it could be due to a measurement error. Each element of
our statistical data is based on two or tt:ee questions buried In a
longish section of the interview schedule which came at the end of the
interview. It ray, therefore, be that the questions are faultyand this
hypothesis could be tested through further work.

Our statistical data, however, ais,, suggest another hypothesis.
There is clear evidence that the parents now realise how enjoyable it is
to spend time with their childrenplaying with them, talkin g to them,
and reading to them. But the parents do not in tact spend any more
time with their children. What their comments about Ike Home
Visiting may, therefore, mean is that they do indeed treasure the
moments they spend with their children more, but the fact that they
are not able to extend the amount of time they spend with them may
mean that, overall, they are no more satisfied with their relationship
with them than they were before. Indeed it may lead them to be less
satisfied with that relatictship.

A third possible explanation has to do with the fact that our formal
interviews did not, as we had intended, contain a section of the
mothers' perception of the Home Visiting itself. Our own personal
interviews, and the Amerit.an interviews, did involve the mother in a.
discussion of this. What was most striking in these intervie ws was the
warmth oft vsonal relationship which the Home Visitors forged

o
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with them. This warmth was extended to us andin our conversa-
tions with themseemed to flow over into their relationships with
their children and`husbands. What may have been happening was.that
this evident warmth wasT-either jusilti our own perception or in
realityspilling over in the context Van interview about the Home
Visiting, but not into day to day living. Interviews conducted outwith
that context, and sometime after Viskting had'ceased, might, either
because they failed to re-evoke the glow of Visiting, or because that
glow had wont. off, fail to record such an effect.

A final possible explanation is that in an interview explicitly
conducted about the effects of the Home Visiting (is in our own
personal interviews as distinct from a statistical study) parents feel
obliged to say that the Visiting has had an effect on their relationship
with their children precisely because that relationship is, as we have
seen, so very, very important to them.

Because of the centrality of this impression that the scheme did
have an effect on family relationships to our own and Van der Eyken's.
theorising about the probable long-term effects of the project, it is of
the greatest importance to discover which of these is, in reality, the
explanation of the discrepancy between our own, others', and the
EHVs' impressions on the one hand and our statistical results on the
other.

Practical Implications of the Results
Our data and discussion so farand we will have more to say about

this in Part 1Vwould suggest that, when considering ways in which
the programme might be modified, those responsible should
particularly consider the following points:

1 Whereas the project was based on the assumption that what
prevented the mothers relating to their children in the way in
which research studies had suggested it was for them
to do if the development of their children was to be optimally
facilitated. was a knowledge deficit, perhaps aggravated by
poor relationships between mother and child, it is now
abundantly clear that values and environmental factors are at
Wit equally important. The project staff may wish to devote
time to thinking about how to come to terms with these facts.

2. As we have seenand as will become increasingly clear in the
next section of our reportven the knowledge deficit of the
LSES parents vis-a-vis HSES parents seems to be more
complex than had previously been assumed. if the complex
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understanding of child development evinced by HSES parents
is to be communicated to LSES parents, it raises serious
questions about the strategy to be adopted.

3. Many of the EHVs' "messages" appear to have been
"distorted"so;ias to reinforce the mothers' preconceptions.
The research literature on communication may well have
something to say about ways in which this 'effect might be
reduced.

4. It is at least arguable that the mothers now have a narrower
definition of their role in promoting the educational develop-
ment of their children than they did previously. This is clearly
contrary to the original objectives of the project, and ways in
which' this apparent effect could be reversed deserve
discussion.

5. Likewise, it is arguable thatat least in relation to child
rearingthe mothers are less confident in their ability to be
their child's most important educator than they were

...

previously. That this confidence iney have been based on
ignorance is not denied, but nevertheless the apparent effects
of the Home Visiting in this area go squarely against the
project's goals and ways of redressing the balance deserve
discussion.

6. The parents' behaviour appears to have been affected much
less than their beliefs, attitudes and expectations. This may be
because of value conflicts, parental ability deficits, environ-
mental constraints, or an absence of a lead or a response from
the child. The validity of our observations and the weight to be
assigned to each of these possible causes demalidrfurther
research. But it is clear that both the first and the third are in.
some way involved. The mothers are stilt more likely than the

. HSES group to value dependence in their Children. They are
still less likely to have satisfactory relationships with husbands
or others. They are still shorter of money, They are no better
equipped to help their children with their homework. They still
don't have gardens is: which their children carrnin about in
safety and play with sand and water, Their children are
apparently still more difficult. Far from helping the parents to
cope with the stresses which these problems generate, it is,
therefore, at least arguable that the Home Visitors have
increased the stress in their lives by leading the mothers to feel
that they should be doing ot:ier things which they now believe
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to be more important than they did before and think that their
children will enjoy in the short term and benefit more frorii in
the long term. Ways in which these problems could be
ameliorated deserve serious consideration.

7. 'Given the environmental constraints on the mother's
behaviour, and the fact that those mothets have not, developed
the HSES parents' complex understanding of ways in which
competence' is to be fostered, it is at least possible that the
mothers have developed expectations which will not be
fulfilled. It may trrefore be desirable to pay some attention to
thinking up ways in which they can be saved from the
increased feelings of incrivetence and failure which may
follow in the wake of such a disrovery..

8. Despite the absence of information on the long term
consequences of the changes which have been documented,
one is left in little doubt that the EIIVi will prove to have had a
substantial impact on the children's fU bseqtient adjustment to
school. Quite clearly, the children wille more likely to have
been exposed to a school-marm-ish style of interaction and
have learned to cope with it. Quite clearly their mothers are
now much more favourably disposed toward intellectual and
academic activity. But whether the changes which have been
documented will serve to promote the growth of general
competence in these children is a much more open question. If
they have not, those responsible for the project lay themselves
open to the accusation that they have entered horses in a race,
and raised high expectations about those horses, while
knowing that they are going to fall at the last ditch. Evidence of
the effect oT the programme on the growth of the children's
general competence is, therefore, urgently needed.

9. There is, in fact, no evidence that the changes which have.been
brought about in parents' attitudes will have a substantial and
general effect on their children. While there is clear evidence
that parents' attitudes are, in general, markedly associated
with their children's subsequent progress, the direction of
causality has never been clear, and the evidence that changing
parental attitudes and behaviour will lead to substantial
changes in children's performance remains extremely shaky.
To avoid misunderstanding, It is, perhaps, important to be
quite clear about what we mean by such a statement. As we
saw in Part I, although it is well established that teaching
children to climb ladders, or to name colours, will lead to a
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measurable increase in their ability to do these things, their
advantage relative to other children rapidly disappears as the
other children mature. From the fact that intelligence tests
designed for young children contain items which assess.their
ability to name colours, stack blocks, and cut along lines, it
follows, that their scores at the time will increase as a direct
result of a programme such as this: But it does not follow that
such training has resulted in a general improvement in their
ability to perceive relationships and educe correlates. Still less
does it follow that enhanced ability to perform these simple
tasks will help to ensure that the children maintain their head-
start over others in achieving all the other tasks which need to
be mastered if they are to get higher scores in aptitude and
attainment tests when they are fourteen or fifteen years of age.
Worse still, as is clear from the differing attitudes and
behaviour of our HSES and LSES parents, there is every
possibility that focussing attention on such direct teaching at
the expense of other growth-promoting activides may actually
stunt- the development of the ability to perceive and think
clearly. Support from this conjecture comes from the work of
Stallings (1976), which shows that teachers who focussed on
teaching arithmetic . and reading, got higher reading and
arithmetic scores, but depressed scores' on tests designed to
assess the, ability to perceive and think clearly. Conversely,
teachers who created environments which facilitated
exploration and die development of understanding, did indeed
promote the development of the ability to perceive and think
clearly (as measured by a test which did not contain items
which parelled any ofthe activities which were undertaken),
but depressed reading and arithmetic scores. Likewise, just as
there is no doubt that the activities which parents undertake
with their children will have a measurable effect on them, there
is no doubt that their attitudes and expectations will also affect
them. If these changeand remain changdthey will have
effects on their children, But whether these effects will be of an
order of magnitude which in any vay compares with the well
known correlation between ; parental attitudes and
expectations and cognitive and intellectual performance is a
very open question. As Raven (1977) has shown, there is
every reason to believe that parents' attitudes and
expectations reflect what they haVe observed in their children
and are not directly a product °filth own previous beliefs and
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expectationsand they do so in a way which makes it
impossible to unscramble the effects, of parents;beliefs and
expectations in multi-variate cross-sectional studies. There is
therefore a clear need to study this set of questionsand to
study both .he desired and desirable, and the undesired,and the
undesirable aspects of different types of intervention over a
considerable period of time. (Note that, to do this, we need
better measures of the styles of intervention adopted-by the
EHVs, and also - --very interestinglydata or the cr.cnt to
which the EHVs are able to vary.their styles).

.16. There is no evidenbe that parents..are able to change their
thinking and behaviouit.in wayrwhich are most likely to be
responsible for any environmentally-induced di erences
between the performance of HSES and LES c dren. It
might therefore be worth while devoting time try ng to invent
ways in which these wider changes in attitutlet, Perceptions,
and expectations and understandings might 8e brought about.

11. It is important to 'runt further research to find out whether a
mother's failure to follow thrbugh on apparent changes in
attitude are ue to: (a) persistent value conflicts (they still
value dep:en .enee in theli;chiCrenbut do they still expect

-school si(cc .r. e bring' unhappiness?*); (b) environmental
constraints; c) ability deficitssuch as inability to think in
the cognia .ely complex manner in which HSES parents

' appear to V "n1c; or (d) knowledge deficits. On the answer to
that- questions rests the, main decisions on the direction in
which to proceed. Paradoxically, the answer to these
questions can only be obtained by trying out strategies
predicated on the various possible answers and assessing their
impact.

N., 'This is what we found in our pjlot work for this enquiry. but were not able to pursue
because' of the need to limit thi length of the interews.

1
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So FAR, WE HAVETREATED the data we obtained from our LSFS and HSES
samples mainly as bench-mark data against which to view the impact of the
EHV programme. Rut this background data, and, in particular, the differences
in attitudes and behaviour between these two bench-mark groups, may have
something significant to tell us about the activities on which it might be
important for Educational Home Visitors to focus. That, after all, was why we
collected the data iwith no intention of interviewing mothers who had been
Home Visited as part of the statistical study. In saying that we hope to learn
something of value to the EHVs from this comparison, we do not mean to
imply that only the LSES group may be "disadvantaged ". It may well be that
both grdups need Home Visitors, or that the Home Visitors have themselves
something important to learn from what parents in both groups say and do.
But it seemed to us that the contrast between the priorities, perceptions and
expectations of these two groups might lead us to learn something significant
about child- rearing and the processes IA nigh might be used to promote growth
and development. In this section of our Report we will therefore re-examine
the data we have already presented but focus mainly on the differences
between HSES and LSES parents' responses and consider their possible
significance and implications. Readers maylike torecall that, as far as sample
sizes are concerned, we are on much firmer ground in tWssuctionofour report
than in assessing the impact of the Home Visiting, and the implications of the
data for the design of Home Visiting programmes should therefore be
considered very seriously.

19f
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THE _MALLEABILITY OF HUMAN NATURE-

Figure 1 (p 111) shows that HSES mothers are much more strongly
convinced of thei rability to influence the sort o f people their child will
grow up to be than are LSES mothers. Although the majority of both
groups say that it is at least "fairly possible" to influence the sort of
person their child will vow up to be, .only a minority of the LSES
parents say that this is "very possible" whereas a majority of_HSES
parents do so. The difference is striking.

As can be seen from Figure 2 (p 111) all HSES parents say they
believe it is possible to influence their child's values and beliefs,
interests, friendliness and characters, and 75% of them believe it is
possible to influence their child's intelligence. By contrast, in the
LSES group, between 20% and 40% of parents believe that it is not
possible to influence values, beliefs, friendliness, interests and
character and 55% of them say that it is not possible to influence their
child's intelligence. They are much more likely than the HSES group
to think that intellectual ability is inherited, or otherwise "in them".
`They have either got it or they've not", was a very common comment
in the interview.

Discussion
It seems at first sight that the parents living inahe HSES areas have

a much more environmentalistic view of the factors which determine a
child's development than the LSES group. But this may actually be an
incorrect interpretation of the data. What the LSES group may be
saying is not that the environment is any less important, but that they
cannot influence the relevant aspects of that environment.

Nevertheless, both the fact that the difference between the two
groups is most marked in relation to the development ofcharacter and
intellect, and the parents' own comments, suggest thatboth processes
are at work. The LSE$ parents are much less likely to believe either
that it is possible to influence the course of their child's development
or that they can counteract the effect of an adverse environment.

They may, of course, be much more likely than the HSES group to
be exposed to evidence that both of these things are difficult. Their
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children are, quite obviously, much more often exposed to potentially
damaging effects of the wider environment Which they can do nothing
about. They have much less choice of their neighbours or of the type
and location of their house. As a result, they are much less able to
choose a style °Mouse which will make it possible fox their children
not to be under their feet all the timc trying to engage in activities
which are incompatible with their own. Not are they able to choose a
locality which will permit their children to explore their environment
in safety.

LSES parents may also be more likely to be exposed to the most
convincing evidence for a hereditarian position in relation to the
development of intelligence. This evidence is that "bright" children
regularly come from farlilies whichlliave not produced another bright
child in living memory. if the horn& environmentand the parents'
behaviour in particularwere resphsible for the development of
intelligence, how could such children possibly come out of such an
unpromising environment? The child tatist have been born like it.

On the other hand, the very determination of the HSES parents to
be the major influence on the development oftheir children may have a
direct effect on their children. Their greater concern with the long
termthe adults that their children will becomemay also
communicate itself to their children and lead them to more often think
about the consequences of their actions and seek appropriate advice
from books. On the other sideof the coin, however, their determination
to mould their children may mad either to cramping ofindividuality or
rebellion. And their insistence on shielding the child from the adverse
effects of the environment may deprive their children ofthe opportunity
to learn to relate to others with diffezcnt priorities and. in the long
run, the willingness and the ability to live with others.

Possible Implication:for the Design of Home Visiting Programmes
What do these results, and this discussion, suggest for the design of

Home Visiting programmes? Firstly, they underline the importance of
collecting good data to show whether HSES parents' confidence that
child development can be significantly influenced by the action of
individual parents is justified. The collection of data to study this
question might well assume the role of a primary objective for an EHV
programme. Secondly, since the available evidence on this point is, at
best, tentative, and since it pays, at best, scant attention to the impact
of the wider environment or counsels parents on how to counteract or
riploit the impact of that wider environment, it suggests that Home
VisitIng programmes should incorporate some means of rescuing
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parents if they find that they have been inducted into a.1 inappropriate
life-style or that theirnew-found confiderre in the view that individual
parents can significantly alter the course of child development turns
out to be ill-founded. Such a discovery may well be more destructive
of their egos and their faith in intellectualsand psychologists and
teaches in particularthan any of their previous experiences. if it
turns out that, through no fault ortheir own, they are unableTalifia
significant impact on the development of their children they may be
even more inclined to regard themselves as faiknes. Thirdly, it
underlines the need for Home Visitors to think carefully, not only
about how it might be possible for parents to interact with their
children in such a way as to promote the development of desired
qualities, but also how parents are to counteract the adverse influence
of the environment in which their children grow up. When they are
doing this they should, perhaps, consider whether the activities they
come to envisage in order to promote the development of one set of
abilities are likely to be destructive so far as the development of other
qualities is concerned.

t
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CHAPTER 26

WHAT IS IMPORTANT IN CHILDREARING9

jruthis_chapter -we-will-review vur N3-4E-the
impbrtancc parents attached to a number of goals and practices which
might be impottant when bringing up children..

Reading to the child, talking to him a lot, havingboolcs at home, and
asking him about pictures in books and things he has seen are the four
most important items for the HSES parents (Table 1, page 113).
Although lower down in priority, these are also seen as very important
by many of the LSES group. Nevertheless there are strilcingdifferences
between the proportions of HSES and LSES parents who think that
these actions are very important; most of the differences amount to
about 4096.

However, the three items seen as most important by the LSES
parents do not appear on the HSES parents' list at all. Most important
to these parents are: that their children need them, that they learn to
respect property, and that they learn to stick up for themselves.

The overwhelming concern of the HSES parents with Intellectual
activity is striking. Whereas none of the "intellectual" activities are
thought "very important" by significantly more than half the parents
living in the LSES areas, there is virtual unanimity among the parents
living in the HSES areas that their child should be read to, talked to,
and have books in the home. (The fact that reading to children is more
often thought to be "very important" than talking to them provides
food for thought and discussion). All but two of the "top twelve"
activities for parents Vying in the HSES areas have un:nistakably to do
with intellectual activityand the others are at least supportive of
intellectual activity. Moreover most of these activities are endorsed
by two-thirds or more of the parents living in those areas.

By contrast, the main preoccupation of the parents living in the
LSES areas in so far as it is revealed by this data, is, perhaps, not to
feel redundant (which is what would happen if their children did not
need them) and, perhaps, to retain control over their children by
keeping them dependent on them.

The next two items (respecting property and sticking up fo r oneself)
seem to reflect the alien nature of the LSES environments. Then
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comes the child being read to, followed by two items having to do with
getting on with others and learning to respect authority.

.

Possible Implications for the EHVs
These striking differences prompt a number of thoughts.
At the very least, the apparent ecological aPpropriateness of some

of the LSES parents' priorities should lead the EHVs to pause for
thought before they seek to encourage more LSES parents to adopt
the HSES parents' viewpoint. The data also raise the question, which
we stumbled on earlier, of whether a change in the LSES parents'
environment might not result in a substantial change in their values
and priorities. If that were the case then it might be more appropriate
for the EHJs to concentrate on changing the environment. Further-
more, if such intervention turned out to be unsuccessful, the EHVs
would be forced to reconsider the justifiability of seeking to influence
the LSES parents' values.

In order to underline the zase for taking this question seriously, we
may comment that not only may the LSES parents' priorities be
appropriate to the environments in whicli they live, so, equally, the
HSES parents' priorities may be appropriate only to their environ-
ments. How many books contain information which will in fact help
LSES parents to lead their lives more effectively in the environments
andjobs in which they findthemselvesenvironments andjobs which
are obviously not going to change all that much in the near future?
How many find themselves in positions demanding independence?
How many would not find themselves acutely frustrated if they thought
ofthemselves rzs people who were entitled to interests and ideas of their
own, or if they questioned the authorities with whom they have to
deal? As Kohn (1969) has maintained, these attitudes, perceptions
and expectations may have deVeloped precisely because they are
appropriate to the environment in which those concemed find
themselves. While the development of alternative perceptions and
expectations might help Ihe parents concerned to move out of those
jobs and environments, other people would probably have to move
into them and adjust their views accordingly.

But equally, it may not be true th.:.: HSES parents' attitudes are
appropriate only to their environment and that LSES parents have
acquired attitudes which are appropriate only to theirs. The attitudes
of HSES parents may be more appropriate to both environments, and
LSES parents may not be capable of behaving in the way in which
HSES parents behave. It may be that LSES parents, because of
personal limitations, are unable to treat their children in the way in
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-

which HSES parents treat them. The ability to engage in intellectual
activityor the willingness to do somay be dependent on other
factors in the make-up of the individuals concerned orthe environments
in which they live. And, even if the parents wereilile to change their
behaviour, their children might not necessarily become more able'or
more socially mobile.

That social status is, at least in part, a product of ability and
temperament, rather than the reverse, is suggested by Oilier research.
Data published by Raven, Court tnd Raven (1977), shows that in
respect of ability to perceive and think clearly children from different
backgrounds show much smaller differences than do adults employed
in different types of occupation. Some sort of selective process
whereby people with different levels of ability find their way into
different occupations seems to be at work. Similar data has been
published in the area of values (Raven et al, 1975). This shows that
socially mobile children tend to hold the values characteristic of the
groups they are bound for as much as those of the group they left.These
data support the view that social mobility, both upward and
downward, is selective by ability and values. Other data are available
to challenge the view that home background is responsible for the
observed variance in abilities and values. Thus, Raven, Court and
Raven (1977) found in one study that the lion's share of the variance
in intellectual ability was between children who come from similar
backgrounds, while Maxwell (1969) showed that the variance
between children comilig from the samefamilies amounts to 65% of
the total population variance in IQ.

We will return to this theme later. Here it is sufficient to note that
the interpretation to be placed on these data may not be that LSES
parents need to be taught to value engaging in intellectual activities
with their children.

.
Parental Involvement and Schools as "Middle Class Institutions"

Several of those who have proposed intervention programmes of
one sort or another have assumed that schools are "middle class"
institutions and argued that one of their objectives must be to help
working class children,to accept, and adjust to, those middle class
institutions in order to be able to take advantage of schooling.

On mulling over our own data on the values of the two socio-
economic groups, it struck us that schools might not be such "middle
class" institutions as is Often assumed. It is true that HSES mothers
are much more likely than LSES mothers to stress intellectual
activities. However, even in this area, the sorts of activities stressed
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by HSES parents seem to differ markedly in character from most of
the activities-that go on in most schools known toys and in most of the

__se;ondary schools siudies_by.RavAn.et al (1975), and by Raven and
Litton k1976). The HSES parents' emphasis is on knowledge and
skills chosen and selected by the child becatise that knowledge and
those skills are relevant to his interests and problems, on unfettered,
self-motivated, enquiry, and on the child's questio ling his superiors
and on their being able to help him answer his questions rather than on
the child's answeringthe adult's questions. Books are a tool to be used
tc find information one need, not things to be "mastered" because
mastery of books is valued in and of itself.

This line of thoughtied us to sort out all the items which seemed to .

have a bearing on what parents might expect from schools and for
which there iS a marked discrepancy in the frequency of endorsement
as "very important" by the HSES and LSES sample; These items are
listed in Table 3. 7

TABLE 3 .

SOME DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN USES AND LSES PARENTS

% Rating Item "Very Important"

'That your chEdrin feed yOu"

For your child to obey his parents without question

To teach your child to learn his place and know who's boss
To teach your child to respect figures in authority

For your child to be willing to use books to find information for

LSES HSES

75 43

41 8

43 0
49 23

himself , 36 73

To teach your child to think for himself 4i 68

To encourage your child to talk,to you about what he is doing 38 68

For you to treat him with respect, as an individual in his own
37 63right-entitled-to-pursue-his.own-interests-and-ideas

To encourage him to be independent 40 60

For you to encourage your child to question and seek reasons
for things he is told 28 58

To teach your child to be confident with people, situations and
things he has not met before 23 55

To encourage your child to think clearly about what he is trying
to do 25 40

2 Q 1
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Our subjective impression of schools is thatthey have Alas towards .

the views shown on this Table to be typical of LSES rather than .

HSES paretits. At most schools, we suspect, children are expected to
obey their teachers without Question, 6:1 knOw their place and know
who js boss, to respect (fear) figures in authority, to use books to cover
ground- preicribeirbylhEir teachers rather than to find information
which is of value to them in solving their own pioblems,.not to talk
about what they are doing, to be circumspect about thinking for
themselves and, in particular, questioning what they are told,- and to
bedependent on, rather than independent of their teachers. We also
suspect that little effort is made to help children tote confident when

_dealing with people and situations they havetnot met before, and that
teachers like to feel that their pupils need am rather than that they
are Independent of theirMido,not deny that there are schools which
make great efforts,tofoster the qualities more often valued by HSES
parentsbut we do suspect that the behaviour of,most teachers in
most schools approximates more closely to that which is more often
valued by LSES parents. We would therefore argue that there is a
strong case for research to check the assumption that the values which
inform schools' activities are primarily those of the middle class.

Pending that research, we can only raise questions. What if we are
right that schools tend to be "working class" not "middle class"
institutions? Might. the Home Visitors, by, encouraging the parents
they visit to adopt th mthe HSES viewpoint, make life more difficult for

to, the children they visit once they get to school? This is not an idle
question: it is one which has, haunted the Home Visitors throughout
the time we have been working with them. (They have tended to
resolve it by hdping that the parents will, as a result of their'efforts, be
able to bring pressure to bear on schools to get them- to change).

Furthermore, if HSES children are successful despite the barriers
which many schools place in the way of the types of garwth their
parents value, then the EHVs wi 11 be doing parents a disservice if they
lead them to believe that developing such qualities will lead to school
success, and, particularly, if they lead them to suppose that schools
will help their children to develop those qualities.

Children from HSES backgrounds may do well in life becaust they
have developed attitudes, values and competencies which have
nothing to do with school and they may do well at school for the
samc, or quite other reasons. Finally, if the EHVs are successful (and
we have secn that they are) in influencing parents' values in the
direction of those of the HSES group, and lead them to try to ensure
that schools reinforce those new values, the EHVs may well find

2u2
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themselvesasiome of them have found themselvesat loggerheads
with other teaWers whose behaviour is acceptable only bOcause it
conforms to the current expectations) of LSES parents.

Whatever the data presented in Table 3 haie to tell us about control
&the overall climate in schools it also poses an interesting problem
f or those who argue for more parental involvement in schoolsand

-this hicludes most of the" Home Visitors. Klthotigh the differences
between the HSES and LSES ptents* responses are dramatic, the
class-related variance documented here represents only a small
proportion of the total variance in the importance parents attach to
these abilities. The group differences conceal a great deal of variance
within each of the groups. What is a school system to do with parents
who value the deitlopment of such different qualities? Clearly, no
school Catering foi a cross-section of children can create classroom
environments which will *lake it possible to meet these apparently
incompatible expec tad° ns. For example, one cannot at the same time
encourage some children to question and seek reasons fpr things they
are told and insist on instant obedience from others. Some fork of
individualised provision within classrooms might make it possible to
cater for some of this varianceburins out data on the features
parents wanted in their physical and social environments shows, most
parents are, in general, opposed to such individualisation of educational
provision. So schools have a dilemmaa dilemma which will become
acute if the EHVs lead' parents to develop the strategies which are
required to influence schools, without at the same time bringing them
all to accept the HSES value system. Scrools will be confronted with
articulate parents making incompatible deniands.

Home, Play, and Early Learning
Having briefly examined one or two possible implications of the

broad sweep of our results, we may now focus on a series ofjopics in
more detail.

Doubts about the value, if any, of play were revealed by the
comments the parents made when they were asked how important it
was not to interrupt their child while he was playing. Although most
parents say they would not interrupt the child without good reason,
others dc not think it matters;

"What;They're never oing anything important anyway, they just
mess about and play all day. it doesn't matter if you interrupt
them." (L)*

*Low Sado-Economic Sums Parent
0"
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The lack of understanding of the growth which takes place through
play could not be more evident and in fact, as can be seen from Table
A3, only 7% ofLSES parents and 10% ofHSES parents say it is very
important not to interrupt a child whilst playing. -

Although a small number (4%) of LSES parents think it is very
important to let their children play on waste ground and building sites,
40% of both groups of parents say it is important not to do this (Table
A4). This reveals conflicting interests between parents and children
because a survey by Raven (see Hole, 1966) showed that this was the
sort of place where, children particularly liked to play. Safety is the
main reason for disapproving of this. This concern with safety
surfaced throughout the present enquiry and often conflicts with
activities which are seen as positively beneficial to the child from a
developmental point of view. The possibility of accident and injury
was mentioned again and again in response to the question about the
importance ofgiving young children tools, such as hammers and saws.
As one mother in the Pilot Phase said when asked what she thought
the consequences would be of giving her three-year-old such tools:

"You'd find his wee brother carved up in a comer somewhere." (L)

This fear expl,ins why it is that only 2% of LSES parents and 13%
of HSES parents say it is very important to give tools to a child, and
why 29% of LSES parents and 2% of HSES parents say it is
important NOT to do this. These figures, taken together with other data
collected in the exploratory study, suggest that HSES parents trust
their children's competence more than do LSES parents and are
possibly more aware of the creative value of such opportunities to the
child. The LSES children may, of courie, actually be more ham-
fisted, careless and destructive. The LSES families are, on the whole,
larger, and the mothers in this group are more likely to expect fighting
and aggressive behaviour from their children, and so, with shortage of
space and adequate supervision difficult, many LSES mothers may
be correct in thinking that damage and injury may occur as a result of
givingtheir children tools. Nevertheless the stories mothers made up
during the exploratory phase of the study about a picture of a child
climbing a cliff revealed an extraordinary preoccupation with injury
among LSES mothers in a situation which HSES mothers viewed as
an opportunity to build self-confidence, independence and
adventurousness. However it is alsd clear from the fact that many
mothers said that such activities were "All right at the nursery" that
their inability to.,supervise these activities is indeed one important
consideration.

'2!24
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From these results it would seem that many parentsespecially,
but not only, LSES parentshave a none-too-positive view of the
value of play. It is an idle way of filling idle time. In the context of the
emphasis which both HSES and LSES parents place on formal
instruction, it would seem that many parents will lap up any
suggestion that play could be used to teach language, counting, or
reading. The ground in which to sow any more sulr.le notion seems to
be less fertile. Any notion that children, through play, might learn to
concentrate, follow their interests single-mindedly, initiate action and
monitor its effect, learn through that process to observe cause and
effects, evolve ways of thinking about relevant variables, learn to
effectively modify their goals as they see "what gives", dew lop
confidence in their own abilities, or learn to gain the cooperation of
others in order tcpursue theirown goals, seems to be foreign indeed. If
the EHVs try to relay such messagesand such sometimes are the
messages which. "modern" educationalists seek to conveythere
would seem to be good reasons for thinking that their message will not

`often be heard.

Education and School
When we.tum to the school-related items in Figure 3 perhaps the

most strikingobservation to be made is that mostpirents seem to have
a relatively relaxed attitude toward school success. Only 2796 of
LSES parents and 30% of HSES parents say that school success is
"very important ".

Those who attach less importance to it often qualify their replies:
"Of course I'd like him to do well, but if he doesn't it's not the end of

the world . ." (Fi)*
"If he tries hard, does his best, tin what matters to. me." (H)

-"Itwailniitice, but if it's not in him there's no point in making a
big thing of it." (L)
As is clear from these quotations, parents' answers to the question

alp-tut the importance of school success are intimately bound up with
their view on tin origins of intellectual ability. Their answers suggest
that the reasoning process.whiaMed at least some of them to answer in
the way they did was "there istifd point in getting worked up about
something which you can do nothing about". If this is the case, the
EHVs, by convincingparents that they can influence the development
of intellectual ability, may lead parents to feel that something which
was previously, at best, only Chope or-a pipe dream could lit fact
'High Socio-Economie Sialus Parent
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become a realistic expectation. In that case the parents might be more
prepared to say that it wab important to them. And, indeed, the Home
Visited group are much more likely to say that school success is
important to them. Having raised such expectations, and led the
parents they visit to believe that these are realistic expectations, are
the Home Visitors going to be able to deliver the goods? And, if not,
what are they going to do to help the parents to, adjust to the frustration
which they mayhave created? The case for Home Visiting programmes
building in provision to follow through with parents seems to be strong
indeed.

How is School Success to be Promoted?
How do parents think that intellectual development and school

success are to be promoted? Neither group thinks school success is to
be promoted by punishing children who do not do well there. 87% of
HSES parents and 49% of LSES parents said that it was "important
not to do this" (Table A4). Given that LSE,' parents are much less
likely than HSES parents to think it is important not to punish their
children for failure at school, it may be important for the EHVs to be
particularly careful to avoid giving the impression that they in any way
accept the view that children should be punished for failure. This may
seem like an unnecessary comment, but one of the EHVs was
observed smacking one of the children she visited for not sitting still
and paying attention.

The fact that the HSES group is no more likely than the LSES
group to think that it is important for their children to work and study
on their own when they are older, or for them to continue the work of
the school in the home, provides food for thought. Like the failure of
the HSES group,to attachmorc importance to school success than the
LSES group, these findings suggest that the relative success of their
children in the educational system may not be a result of pressure and
hard work. Rather it may be a product of more basic abilities, attitudes
and motivation which may be promoted by engaging the child in

_particular activities. Tomlinson and Tenhouten's ( 1976) data strongly
support this conjecture, and draw attention to the importance ..'inter-
personal behaviours which go far outside the cognitive realm. Such
behaviours include making oneself and one's work known to authorities
taking an interest in, and supporting, what the authority is doing,
.setting out to be different from others and therefore noticeable, and
expressive behaviours of one sort or another.

The fact that the Home Visitors not only appear to have led the
parents they visited to think that school success is more important
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than they did before, but also to think it is more important for the
children to work and read on their own a lot when they are older
(possibly in order to achieve that success) suggests that they may be
selling a comforting Protestant ethic in which hard work is expected to
be rewarded both in this world and in the next. More than that, as we
have seen, they may be encouraging parents to see simple and direct
links between parental behaviour and outcomes, rather than the much
more indirect relationships which may be perceived by the -HSES
group and which may be behind the HSES group's relative success.

Evidence that the HSES group do see the process as less direct,
more subtle, and more differentiated is also contained in Figure 3.
So'-.e of the most striking differences between the f-ISES and LSES
groups are on the items dealing with books in thihome, using books to
find information for oneself, and promoting concentration and the
ability to settle down. Only 14% of LSES parents said that this last
was "very important" compared to 48% of HSES parents.

"That's one of the most important ways of preparing them for school.
It doesn't matter if you teach them to read, write and& sums. They
can learn al! thatwhen they get there anyway. But if you teach them
to sitand listenand pay attentionyou've given them all the
abilities_ they need to learn." (H) (Teacher, mother of 3).
The value for sedentary intellectual activity isolated from action,

knowledge as something to be abiOrbed rather than created, and
knowledge as what goes on in schools rather than in life, could not be
more appareni

"Och, no! Not wee bairns like that. You can't tie them down at that
age. They're always wanting to be up and about, never wanting to
do the same thingfor twaminutesin a row. They just get bored if you
make them concentrate on one_thing." (L) (Father of2, aged 4 and 6).

It is clear that HSES and LSES parents have very different
expectations of their children at this age. The HSES parents expect
their children to be able to concentrate, act responsibly, and reason.
they regard them as possessing most he abilities and motivations
possessed by adults. LSES parents, in contrast, are !cis inclined to

_ believe this: they are more inclined to think that their children lack
these abilities and motivations and must be protected from injury and
the effects of ignorance and coerced into whatever behaviours are
essential to the smooth iunning ofthe family and society. The indirect
process of promoting successwhether that success is to be defined
to terms of school or_anything else.=_bit fostering concentrationohe
willingness to observe and think for oneself, the tendency to study

:
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casual sequences and and the infonnation one needs in books and,
perhaps above all, the ability to lead others to recognise the value of
one's contribution, cannot, therefore, be used. It is a totally different
way of thinking, and it is noticeable that the EHVs have not been
particularly successful in influencing discipline expectations toward
the assumption that the child is capable of reasoning and acting
responsibly, leading the parents to focus on promoting the develop-
ment of concentration, or bringing their children to see books as a
potential source of help in coping with their problems.

Some of the parents who do not think about child development in
this more complex way are not merely indifferent to it. They are
actively opposed to it. For example, asked how important it was for
their child to use books to find information for himself one LSES
mother commenced:

"I wouldn't want that. You never know what he might come across,
poking about in books. I'd rather he asked his father or his teacher."
(L)
The fear of the consequences of original sin (curiosity) could not be

more apparent Attention may also be drawn to this mother's
assumption about internalised controls. The child is not expected to
have the ability to know what is bad for him. As another informant
said, in the course of another study, when the author asked him about
the importance of censorship of books and periodicals:

"Oh, yesthat's very important. I couldn't even trust mysetfwith
that stuff." (L)
Other comments made during the interviews also reveal that, in the

absence of internalised controls, to which we will return later,
independence does make for unruly behaviour.

From such comments it follbwi "that, as the Home Visitors
emphasise, and as other authors such as Hess ansiShipman (1965),
Brandis and Bernstein (1974) and, in a completely different context,
Watts (1977) have emphasised, there is an extrejnely close connection
between the promotion of active intellectual enquiry and discipline
practices and expectations. As we have already observed, many
secondary schools seem to have adopted the LSES parents' views on
discipline, andlynn's (1977) work might be taken to indicate that
these are having the effects on intellectual development which the
material reviewed here would lead one to expect:

If the Educational Home Visitors wish to lead the parents they visit
(and therefore, perhaps, in the long run their fellow teachers) to adopt
Amore complex view ofdevelopment and to see their children as more

2 0 S
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competent, capable of reasoning, and developing internalised,
reasoned, moral codes, there are elements of their work, already
stressed more by some EHVs than others,which could be strengthened.
Demonstrating to parents that their children can concentrate, can
reason, and can act responsibly are among them. Unfortunately the
idea of demonstrating to parents that children can concentrate, reason
and act responsibly poses a number of problems. In the first place, the
EHVs often feel that they have to "cover ground" in their "lessons".
They are frequently found leading children on to new things just as
they become absorbed in one task. They are aware.of the dilemma, but
most have tended to resolve it either by arguing that they must

`introduce the parent to as many things as possible which might
interest the childor by arguing that it is necessary to introduce the
child to a wide range of concepts and cognitive skills which are all of
potential importance in cognitive development.

The concept of "concentration' is also inherently ambiguous.
Children will often become absorbed in taskslike playing with
waterand persist at them for long periods of time despite the fact
that they do not seem to be "learning" anything from them. Both the
parents and some of the EHVs seem to feel that it is Justifiable to
interrupt a child involved in such activities in order to move him on to
something else. What's more, schools also tend to favour the child
who wants to concentrate on books and teachers, rather than the child
who wants to concentrate on some idiosyncratic problem which is
known only to him. What we may be saying is, therefore, that
concentration is not a generalisable ability, but rather something
which forms part of what we mean when we say that someone is
interested in a narticular problem or topic. The EHVs' task may,
therefore, be to .nterest children in intellectual activityand it may
(or may not) be necessary for them to acknowledge that such interest
will-only come about at the expense of some other interest.

But, in conclusion to this section, we should emphasise that we
ourselves are not convinced that the HSES group's perceptions and
expectations are correct. It may well be that children are unable to
reason, concentrate and act responsibly. Even if HSES children are
able to do these things it does not necessarily follow that all children
are able to do so. It may well be that LSES parents' children need to
learn to concentrate on, think about, and practise different things
such as how to win a fight. It may well be that HSES parents are
wrong to think that these more subtle processes of child rearing
actually work. It may well be that what works, and is appropriate to,
one group of children is not appropriate to another group. We have
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repeatedly pointed out that differences in parents' expectations may
reflect real differences, not only in their children's behaviour, but also
in their own experience. Morton-Williams et al (1968) and Raven et
al (1975) found that early school leavers, and pupils who expected to
enter low status occupations, regardless of their background, were
much more anxious than others to have school activities in which they
could move about and did not have to sit still all day. The conclusion
to be drawn may therefore be that not all children should be expected
to sit still and concentrate on books! It is therefore, once again, of the
greatest importance to find out whether the Mil/project has been able
to influence such things as levels of concentration, interest in
intellectual activity, and the ability to reason.

We may tum now to a discussion of the more directly school-
related activities included in Figure 3. Despite our findings that
HSES parents attach niore importance to activities related to the
promotion of cognitive development in their children. such as reading
to the child, talking to him, and having books at home, no parents in
the LISES group said it is ery important to teach their child to read
before he goes to school, compared to 12% of parents in the LSES
areas. Indeed, 20% of HSES parents, compared to 6% of LSES
parents, say it is important NOT to do this. -

,

Altogether, responses to this question are very varied, both within
and between groups. Many parents, especially in the HSES areas,
attach "some importance" toteaching their children to read, qualifying
their answer by saying "I would do it if she asked, or seemed
interested, but not otherwise

Other par ..ts are worried that the child might get bored at school,
or confused by being taught in a different way.

"She was always asking me `what's that wordwhat does this
say ?' and soon, but I didn't like to take it any further in case her
teacher didn't like it when she got to school." (L)
Many parents report having been told y teachers definitely not to

attempt to teach reading.
On the other hand, it appears that a numberof LSESparents attach

great importance to teaching of reading, but, in some cases, lack the
knowledge neoussary to carry it out.

"I think it's very important, it gives them a start. But I got books,
Ladybird ones, and tried to get him to read them. After the first day
or two it would end in tantrums and screaming fits . . ." (L)
HSE S parents, on the other hand, attach less importance to the

actual teaching of reading and more importance to indirect "pre-
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reading" activities;-such as matching, copying shapes, reading and
telling stories, and increasing vocabulary.

Although the EHVs are clearly more inclined to share the HSES
parents' priorities, the pros.lem of what to do with those parents who
wish to teach their children to read,presumably because of its direct
relevance to school successremains, fcr the EHVs have not been able
to stop parents thinking it is important. In fact, discussion of this topic
at the EHVs' meeting revealed that they were plagued by exactly the
same dilemmas as the parentsand it is clear that this is a problem
which cannot be tackled without involving the local schools. It is
wOrthy ofnote that, since the Home Visitorswho are themselves
teachershave had so little success in gaining the schools' agreement
and co-operation on this issue, one can hardly expect the parents to do
so. Nevertheless, as it happens, it was the parents whc persuaded the
reception class teacher in one of the project schools to share her
professional know-how in this area with the parints.

Discipline Expectations
Figure 3 also documents differences between HSES and LSES

parents' expectations of their children and difference in their percep-
tions of their children's competence. The HSES parent is more likely
to think that her ch ild is open to reason, that he is capable of respecting
his parents because of the quality. oftheir behaviour rather than out of
fear, more willing to accept the absence of ;nstant compliance with
commandslerhaps because she feels that the child will have good
reasons for not complying with them, perhaps because she feels thate,:04
the child needs to develop a view of himself as someone who has a

_right to question commands, or perhaps because she feelsthat_what__
the child is already doing is important to him and thitli-elas a right to
continue with it, or that the development of important qualities will be
stunted if he is forced to stop what he is doing, and less likely to think
that punishment is essential in order to eliminate undesired behaviour
and induce compliance. And there is further evidence that the LSES
parents are less likely to think that their children are capable of
learning by example: they are less likely to think that it is important for
children to spend time In the company of people who handle___
responsiblity well and less likely to say that it is important for their
children to see their parents working hard and being resourceful.
:VOilftlxis.nlay be because they feel the:nselves to be less capable.
than HSES parents of providing that example, we will shortlysee that
this explanation is not sufficient to cover all the items which have been
studied.

21i
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The LSES parents' tendency to make use of a rather simplistic
concept of motivation, and their tendency to make little use of
personal example as an educational device:" is going to become a
recurrent theme in our report. It may well be important for the Home
Visitois to help mothers develop a more complex understanding of
development and the ways in which it is to be promoted. If this is to be
done, it may be important, as Weikart (1978) has suggested, to
provide the mother with new concepts to use to think about the
qualities she wants her children to develop and the ways in which they.
are to be developed. As our pilot data showed, our LSES informants
are a great deal less likely to read, and to read widely, than our H SES
parents. They may therefore be particularly likely to lack the concepts
and understandings they need. In the absence of as effort to supply
such concepts and understandings it is unlikely that the Home Visitors
will be able to lead the parents they work with to stimulate the
development of high level competencies which in part may be
responsible for the differential school success ofchildren from HSES
backgrounds and which may well also make a direct contribution to
the subsequent life success of children from such backgrounds. In the
absence of broadly based programmes of this sort it is possible that
they may lead the parents they work with to thin kth at purely cognitive
activity will lead to the goals they so much desirehealth and
happiness for theirchildren.

Nevertheless the magnitude of the task to be undertaken should not
be underestimated. Tne LSES parents may have a relatively simplistic
view' of development because they are incapable of more complex
reasoning. As Raven (1976) has shown, downwardly mobile children
are more likely than others from their backgrounds to stress the need
for firm rules and "disedline", and they are less likely to value
independence, originality, and thinking for oneself.'The necessary
ideas may be altogether too complex for LSES parents. Even if they
are not, it is certainly true that they have had much less practice at
thinking in such complex terms. And even if both of these problems
could be overcome (by, for example, making the necessary conceptual
framework more explicit and comprehensible) it is also Ate that
psychologists and educators have, apparently, not yet even caught up
with the common sense thinking of the HSES parents in their
understanding Of these issues. And finally there is no evidence that if
all these things could be changed that they would produce the desired ,

effect. But none of this should be taken to imply that we do not think
that an attempt should be made to work in this area. On the contrary,
the glimmerings of understanding we are now coming to would not
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have been gained without the attempttomount an interveition project
in this area.

____.ALa more down tg earth level, the LSES parents' emphasis on
control of their children makes 'One suspect(a) th-at If their children do
not need,them they may lose control over them, and (b) that they may
infect have considerable difficulty getting theirchikken to behave in a
reasonable manner. Both of these reflections suggest that the EHVs'
message may Poll on stony ground if they do not take account of the
strength of the mothers' need to ensure that their children are
dependent on, rather than independent of, them. The potential
strength of this need can be underlined by reflecting further on the fact
thin, as can be seen from Figure 3, 15% of LSES mothers said that it
was very important to them that their children needed them.

What else besides the need to retain control over their children
could lie behind this? It is not simply a matter of family closeness,
since more of th. HSES than LSES parents said that it was very
important for young children to spend a lot of time with their parents
(48% compared with 23%). - ,

Another possibility is that catering fors children may be much more
central to the LSES mothers' sense of worth. Whereas 90% of the
HSES mothers had had some education beyond age IS, only 22% of_..._
the LSES mothers had. Many more alternative avenues to making
contact with others and finding a high-status job will therefore be
available to the HSES mothers. Conversely, the role of mother may
be much more central to theISES parents' self-conceptand if their

. children did not need them that central pivot would disappear.
Thus; encouraging independence, in the absence of strategies - ____

"disigned ta-develap inteinalised controls and, in particular, alternative
sources.offeelings.ofmeaning.andworth.for_the.mothers_malthe-both_
diffictirentotentially damaging to parent and child alike. -

Discipline Expectations and Cognitive Growth - A

We have already remarked. upon the fact that the Educational
Home Visitors, previous researchers, and the present authors have
become aware that there seemed _to be some logical connection
between disciphae, expectations and strategies and cognitive growth.
The relationship is poorly understood. But it is at lei! plausible thin- ,

involvement in discussion and decision-taking, involving reasoning
and consideration of the long term consequences of one's actions,
should result in the developMent of the spontaneous tendency and the

'ability to reason and consider alternatives.
Nevertheless, it is important to note that the" authorilarian'i views
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documented in Figure 3 do not necessarily imply that the LSES
parents do not think that their children should be consulted and
expected to contribute to rational discussion and decision-taking.
They only indicate that when an order has been given it should- be
obeyed.--Both- parents and children may actually be expected.to..._
engage in a great deal of intellectual activity before that decision is
taken in order to ensure that it is a good decision.

This data does npt, however, Mad on its own. In the first place,
although it cannot be seen from the table, LSES parents abhorred the
notion that their children should learn to get people in authority to do
what they wanted them to do. If the argument advanced in the last
paragraph were correct they should be prepared for their children to do
this before a command were given. Furthermore, as we have seen,
LSES parents were also much less inclined than the HSES parents to
say that the child should be encouraged to think for himself, question
and seek reasons for things he is told and be treated as an individual
with a right to opinions and interest of his own. It is therefore unlikely
that LSES parents think that their children should be involved in
discussions prior to decisions being taken and commands being
given.

Once again, one starts to wonder what are the reasons for these
priorities. It may be that the parents themselves are unable to engage
in these complex reasoning processes or lack the complex interpersonal
skills which are necessary to exert influence in a "democratic"
structurejt may be that they do not value these patterns ofinteraction.
It may be that they do not see the connection between one thing and
another. It may be that their own experience is that their life style
demands neither cognitive activity nor independence and internalised
controls.

But, whatever the explanation, it is clear that any attetnp to
influence patterns of parent-child interaction with a view topromoting
cognitive development will have to come to terms with these
'roblems. More than that, if such activities are successful they may

affect patterns of relationship, and expectation, which have very little
obvious relationship to cognitive development,

More and more children, pupils, employees and citizens may come
to question, and seek reasons for, things they are told. As Ptiaget
(1932) and Kohlberg (1971) have observed, it m aynot be possible to
divorce cognitive development from moral development. We may.
therefore ask whether the EHVs are doing sufficient to alert the
parents they work with to the possibly far-reaching implications of
what they are doing. Have they led the other teachers in the schools
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they work in to anticipate changed discipline expectations from
parents and pupil

Relationship to Authority and the Explanation of the Results ofthe
Evaluation
There is one_final_conunent_ which it may be worth making on

Figure 3. The LSES parents' emphasis on their children learning to
respect authority and know who's boss reflects their own feelings
about authority. If the EHVs areas they inevitable must be
regarded as authorities, then the mothers may feel undera very strong

-obligation to appear to have absorbed and accepted the EHVs'
message. This effect would be expected to be greatest in relation to
those areas for which the message was most explicit. And that process
may go a long way toward accounting for results we have reported in
Part .III.
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CHAPTER 27

"WHY? MUMMY?"

We now return to our data on why parents thought certain activities
were important and what they thought the consequences would belt',
they, or their children, did, or did not do, certain things.

Why is it important to ask a child questions?
We have seen (Figure 3) that, although most parents feel it is

important, HSES parents are much more likely than LSES parents to
think it is very important to ask their child questions about pictures in
books and things he had seen.

The reasons for thinking it is important to do this also differ
markedly (Table AS). For the USES group the most common reason
is to encourage the child tounderstand, find out, and take an interestin
things. This categeey includes replies like:

"It encourages him to form his own opinions." (H)
"They become more aware rif what's happening, how things work

." (H)
"He discovers things and relationships for himself." (H)

For the LSES group the reason most commonly given is to teach
the cffiid-O recogniWthings;ie-to-te-ach-hinrwhatthey-are; what-their
names are, so that he will recognise them when they recur. Replies
included:

"It learns hhi what things are." (L)
"It helps him to remember the names of things." (L)

What the difference in emphasis between these two bench-mark
groups seems to react- is difference between_an _emphasis on
cognitive processesunderstanding, observing, reasoning and an
emphasis on cognitive knowledge. The data might be taken to support
Bereiter & Englemann's (1966) belief that LSES children rived to be
taught to label. Indeed it might be suggested that LSES parents
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already know that their children need such tuition (perhaps because
they are slower than others) and Bereiter & Englemann's willingness
to satisfy their felt need for it might account for the popularity of the
materiali'-they produced (DISTAR). This LSES emphasis on
knowing the names of things may also account for the fact that our
own EHVs devote a considerable amounfof time to such activities.
This would be in line with the author's earlier finding that teachers
have a tendency to do what the parents of their pupils want, despite
their-own judgment (Raven, 1977).

But while the parents' emphasis on these activities may be correct
so, also, it may not be. While their children's learning difficulties
might be responsible for their emphasis on such activities, so the
child's Iearnjng difficulties might be a product of his parents' not
having adopted the wider viewpoint implied by the sorts of activities
which were thought more important by the HSES group. Their
perspective, like that of Spearman (1927) and Macnamara (1972),
would suggest that onefirst encourages the. development of qualities
which many people would take to be synonymous with telligence"
and that learning to recognise things, name them, ' about them
in appropriate ways, will then take care of itself.

An Educational Home Visiting programme based on one of these
alternative viewpoints would obviously look very different from one
based on the other, and.the comparative evaluation of programmes

. based on them would provide useful data on their relative truth.
1SES parents are also more likely than HSES parents to think it is

important to ask a child questions to see (f he is learning, what he is
lean:ing and find out if he has been paying attention. Parents said
things like:

"To see what he's taking in." (L)
"To see if he's understanding what you're on about." (L)
"To make sure she's remembering." (L)

This emphasis on "testing" the child may reflect a feeling that the
child will not spontaneously take an interest in things and learn for
himself. He has to be forced to do so and checked up on. Such a
viewpoint is consistent with our finding that LSES parents gen eralty
have less confidence in their children's motivation and competence.
By not expecting subh interest and competence they may not find it
and reinforce it. Alternatively, their failure to expect it may be a
product of their children's lacking such competencies and interests.
As a result, the parents' emphasis on teaching their children to
recognise and name may reflect a greater anxiety that the child is not
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learning and developing as fast as he should. Once again, the EHVs
might usefully enquire what perceptions, expectatidns and processes
lie behind a set of attitudes which they appear to be reinforcing.

Why is itmportant to look at Books with a Child?
We have seen (Figure 3) that more HSES than LSES parents think

it is very important to read to their child and encourage tiirn to use
books. The reasons given by the two groups for thinldng it is import t
to spend time looking at books with the child are very differe t,
although bOth think it is educational (Table A6). Responses in is
category include:

"It learns them." (L)
"Develops his mind." (L)

The biggest differences between the two groups are that the HSES
group is more likely to say that it develops language, imagination, and
creativitythe last three being much more highly prized by the HSE S
group and, ar we have seen, potentially responsible for the differential
school and life success of thetohgdren. HSES parents are also much
more likely to say that it Is of value because it is interesting and
enjoyable.

It is clear that the EHVs have been extraordinarily successful in
leading the parents they visit to think that such activities are valuable
because they are interesting and enjoyable (Table A6). The fact that
they have been less successful in reducing the other HSES/LSES
differences suggest that they may, as Weikart (1978) has suggested,
need to supply the parents with the constructs needed to think about
these other qualities and, if possible, research data on the long term
consequences of children developing them. Such data would help
them to allay some of the parents' doubts about the consequences of
leading their children to develop intellectual qualities. The EHVs
may, of course, also like to consider whether the HSES parents are
right in believing that looking at books with children does in fact lead,
them to the goals they mention, or whether this is *here wishful

-thinking. Research data would again be useful.

Why is it Important to Talk to the Child a Lot?
Figure 3 showed us that HSE S parents are very much more likely

than LSES parents to say that it is very important to talk to the child a
lot.

There is also evidence that more HSE S than LSES parents think
that lack of conversation between parent and child will lead to poor
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language development, feelings of rejection, poor intellectual
d evelopment, poor progress at school, boredom, and unhappiness
(Table A8), HSES parents are also more likely to expect this to lead
parent and child to fail to get to know each other so well, toproblems in
later years, and to lack of full enjoymeneof their children's company.
Indeed more than twice the proportion of HSES parents than LSES
parents think that they and their children would not get to know each
other so well if they did not talk to them a lot. Conversation, then,
appearato be an important part of the parent/child relationship in all
but a few of HSES-homes. It must be remembered that there are a
large number of parents in. LSES areas who think this way also.
However, there are also a large number who do not Possibly some of
these are the parents we have identified as lacking in self-confidence,
those who cannot believe that anything they do, ordo not do, can have
as much influence on the child as 'tis friends and teachers. As one
LSES mother said:

"It wouldn't really matter. If I never spoke to him he'd pick it up
outside anyway, or at school. They'll always learn somehow."

She could well be right. Perhaps the LSES parents have much more
evidence that, if they do not talk to their children, the intelPtoice of
the brighter ones still develops; they are not distant, urhai A Ind
bored. Nevertheless, it is hard to reconcile such an hypothesis with .;.ie
fact that the LSES parents are much more worried .about their
children getting out of control and into trouble.

As far as the EHVs are concerned, the implications of the failure pf
the LSES parents to anticipate the all-pervading consequences which
HSES parents expect if they do not talk to their children could be
considerable. As High Status individuals themselves they cannot
expect the parents they visit to share their own assumptions.
Nevertheless, the accuracy of their assumptions, while mostly logical,
is open to question. But, while more data are needed, the data
available from this survey support the HSES mother' contentions.
Although the EHVs have led the LSESsnothers to radically alter their
view of the consequences of not talking to their children a lot, one
cannot-help wondering whethe r the LSES mothers anticipate that the
consemtences of, for example, their knowing their children better are
the same as those anticipated by the HSES parents. Given what we
have already seen, its magthan likely that LSES mothers may think
that the implications of ace "benefits" will be quite other than what
the EHVs suppose.
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2

Encouraging the Child to Question and Seek Reasons for Things he
is Told
As can be seen from Figure 3, HSES mothers are twice as likely as

their LSES counterparts to say that it is "very important" to
encourage the child to question and seek reasons for things he is told
(Item B24).

While most parents associate question-asking with the develop
ment of the tendency to work things out for oneself, developing one's
own-opinions, independence and responsibility, the HSES group is
more likely to do all of these things (Table A9). They are also mole
likely to associate question-asking with the development of language.

As we have seen, the HSES group is also more likely to think that
all of these qualities are "very important". Their tendency to
encourage children to ask questions, and seek reasons, would
therefore be expected to be very firmly linked to a supportive network

of-beliefs-and attitudet,-tird-thereforeititTiFilronger.
As far as the EHVs are concerned, however, the main import of

these data is that it is not true that LSES parents do not see the
connection between encouraging children to ask questions and seek
reasons for things and cognitive and character development. They see
the connection, but they don't particularly value the Qualities which
have mentioned. What's more, less than half of either group feels
that questioning, reasoning people will be more likely to get on at
school or in lifewhich perhaps indicates that the HSES parents
value these qualities for intrinsic rather than instrumental reasons.
Indeed 20% of both groups feel that people (parents, teachers, etc.)
would regard children who asked questions and sought reasons for
things they were told as difficult.

Treatment as an Individual who is Entitled to Pursue his Own
Interests and Ideas

We can see from Figure 3 that, while only one third of the LSES
group think it is "very important" to treat a child as an individual who
is entitled to pursue his own interests and ideas, just under two-thirds
of the HSES group do so (Item A25).

Once again, most parents anticipate that this will lead the child to
have opinions of his own, to work things out for himself, to be
independent and responsible (Table A9). Despite the fact that the
LSES parents do anticipate these things less than the HSES parents,
therefore, the difference in the amount of importance attached to this
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activity is not to be attributed to a failure to perceive the
consequences, but rather to differing evaluations of those conse-
quences. If, as they do, the EHVs wish to encourage the parents they
visit to treat their children with more respect, it is important for them
to recognise the centrality of the values issue and to be sure that they
can justify their value-judgmentsto the parents they visit and to
others. Alternatively, it may be important for them to try to help the
parents bring about a situation in which schools and society value and
cater for a wider variety of people with different value orientations.

Which Activities are Educational?
It is clear that the most educational activity of those we asked about

is thought to be looking at books with the child. Jigsaws come next for
the HSES group, but the LSES group put cutting out pictures and
shapes next (Tables A6 and AU ). The most ettioyable activity for the
HSES group is playing with sand and water with the child, while for
the LSES group it is rough and tumble (Table A10).

For the LSES group, looking at books and doing jigsaws are ro.rely
seen as enjoyable (only 8% and 11%, respectively, say so) and even
for the HSFS group these things are much less enjoyable than playing
with sant: ..nd water. Clearly, for both groups, activities which are
educational are not enjoyableand enjoyable activities are not
particularly educational! The EHVs therefore seem to face a classic
dilemma Do they encourage educational activities, or do they
encourage enjoyable activities?
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PARENTS AS TEACHERS

Teaching and LearningGeneral
The great majority of parents (92% of parents living in HSES

areas, and 69% of those living in LSES areas) said that their children
learned a lot from them (Table A25). Nevertheless about half the
parents felt that it was best for the child to learn for himself rather than
for them t, teach him (Figure 7, p 139). These results, taken together
with the fin Mhz that 60% of parents living in LSES areas said that
what a child learned from his parents was very important to his future
(Figure 3, Item B16 \, would seem to imply that there is little need for
EliVs to convince parents that they are their children's most
important educators. They do, however, highlight an extremely
important researrt Auestionfor only a third of the HSES parents
said it was best for them to teach, while two thirds said it was best for
the child to learn for himself rather than to be taught. Promoting
growth may there fore have more to do with creating an enviromitent in
which optimal development can to place rather than with teaching
(Figure 7),

The impression ,that_parehts expect to follow their children's
interests is reinforced by the data Presented in Table A34. This shows
that 0% of HSES parents and 36% of LSES parents thought it was
very important to study what the child wanted to know and then help
him to find out, while only 17% thought it was very_i_mportant to make
sure that the child learnt the things that they wanted him to learn..

The question for research is whether parents or teachers are the best
facilitators of growth. Or, more correctly, which strategies are best for
achieving different sorts of goals. Teaching may be a good method of
conveying knoivledge, but, as we have seen, psychologists are none
too clear about the connection between knowledge and cognitive
development, let alone about the ways in which the growth of the sorts
of competente we have been discussing in this report are to be
promoted. ;

Parents' answers to our questions about what and hov. they taught
their children shoald clearly be interpreted in the context of the
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findings we have reported here, namely that most parents did not think
it was a particularly good idea to set out to teach their children (which
is, apparently, not the same thing as saying that they did not recognise
that thei- children learnt a great deal from them).

What do Parents teach their Children?
Parents' answers to our open -ended question about the sorts of

things they taught their pre-school children (coded in Table A27) are
mainly of value in. showing that parents' answers to an open-ended
question lend support to the conclusion we have drawn from looking at
their answers to the closed questions we asked on the importance of
various possible goals in child rearing.

1. Social Skills/Behaviour. 65% of LSES parents, and 60% of
HSES parents said they taught social skills and behaviour.
Under this heading came table manners, politeness, how to share
things, doing what one is told, not answering back and how to
behave in different situations.

2. Intellectual Skills. After social skills, most responses of the LSES
parents fell into this category (36%). Although this percentage is
smaller than the 60% found in the HSES group, it still indicates
that many LSES parents do pay attention to the development of
intellectual skills in their children. Those mentionid were varied,
but included reading, writing, counting, teaching 'new' words,
teaching about animals, nature, 'the world', in fact anything that
the child or parent was interested in.

3. Moral Values: 28% of LSES parents and 10% of HSES parents
gave responses which fell into this category. The differenci in
emphasis supports the suggestion that HSES parents are less likely
to expect undesirable influences in their child's immediate environ-
ment than LSES parents who have daily evidence that these exist:

"I try to teach them right from wrong. But sometimes it's lit&
battering your head against a brick wall. You say 'It's wrong to
swear' and he'll say 'But Jimmy's daddy says that.' I try to teach
them to bring their rubbish home, but when there's beer cans,
newspapers and fag packets lying all over the ground, and you
can't tell me it was bairns that done thatwhat can you do?" (L)

4. Physical Skills and Independence. This category included such
things as tying shoelaces, going to the toilet alone, feeding oneself
and managing cutlery, tidying bedrooms, washing dishes, helping
with housework, dressing oneself, undressing oneself, using tools
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ind scissors, and things which included switching televisions on
and off anc using cameras. 26% of LSES parents, and 43% of
HSES parents gave responses which fell into it. This supports our
conclusion that LSES parents are less likely to value independence
in their children than HSES parents. This may be because LSE$
mothers find that it threatens their role of mother and provider, or it
may be that time pressures prevent them attending to the niceties of

f"
fostering "independence": it is quicker to do things for children.
However, the following quotation, which was not isolated,
supports the first of these interpretations:

"They're not babies for long. I like to make the rost of it. Before
long they're off out the door with, never a backward glance.
That's when I always start thinking about hiving another one."
(L, mother of 5).

How do Parents Teach?
After parents had told us what they taught their children, they were

asked how they did this.
The results, shown in Table A28, suggest that how parents teach

their children may be more important than what they teach them.
LSE S parents are divided fairly evenly among four methods: Giving

constant reminders (23%); Setting an example (22%); Punishing
failures (22%) (which usually means smacking); and Giving reasons
and explanations (20%).

The majority (67%) of HSES parents teach by setting an example,
followed by 36% who teach by giving reasons and explanations and
28% by providing a stimulating environment.

Besides noting the HSES stress on teaching by example it is worth
observing that the HSES parents have, by saying this, reinforced the
message they conveyed in answerto our earlier question on whetherit
is best to set out to teach, or whether it is better to structure situations
in which children can learn.

They are more likely to have confidence in their ability to influence
their children with little persuasion or coercion, more likely to make
use of positive reinforcement, and more likely than LSES parents to
value reasoning. It has already been mentioned that many LSES
parents appear to see reasoning and giying explanations as evidence
of weakness and inability to exercise authority. Their more punitive
attitude is expressed by the fact that 22% (compared with none of the
HSES group) said they taught the child by punishing failures.

As we shall see later kFigure 10), 23% of LSES parents said they
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smacked their children often compared with no. one in the HSES
group.

LSES parents are also mere likely to teach by giving constant
reminders (often plain 'nagging) than HSES parents and are more
likely to give threats and warnings.

The data in Table A28, as vvellas illustrating the differences in
attitudet to teaching and learning heid by many parents in the HSES
and LSES areas, suggest possible reasons for differences in school
performance between their children. If LSES children have been
nagged and smacked, warned and threatened, in the course of their
pre-school education, their attitude to learning is likely to be less
positive at the age of five than their HSES counterparts who have
been given reasons and explanationi, provided with a stimulating
environment, and have been praised and rewarded for good
behaviour. The methods used by HSES parents are in some ways
similar to those employed by infant teachers in reception classes
(though not necessarily further up the school), and these children are
therefore likely to make an easier transition from home to schoOl.
LSES children, however, many of whom nay be already poorly
motivated as far as formal learning is concerned, may take the
absence of threats, nagging and smacking as an invitation to do as they
please. As many teachersjtave been heard to complain, "Smacking is

. the only 'way to get through to some .children".
The Educational Home Visitors could make use of these data as a

basis for discussions with parents in order to suggest alternative
methods of teaching and disciplining children which could well have a
favourable effect on their future educational prospects. But perhaps
the main thing that it suggests is that the EHVs should consider how
adequately they are able to model for the mothers ways of teaching
_their children by example. In this-context-the fact ttatT.thelHVs have
actually further depressed the frequency with which LSES parents
mention teaching by example and increased their emphasis on formal
instruction may be viewed as not entirely satisfactoryparticularly if
"formal instruction" involves "drumming things into them". On the

' other hand, who is to say that the LSES parents are not rtht? Some
'highly respected psychologists agree with them.

Asking Questions
3796 of LSES parents and 60% of HSES parents thought it was

very important to encourage their children to ask questions (Fistulae'
_ Item A8). The HSES patents were more confident that they wo-uld be

able to answer them (Table A3I) and, although more than half of

it*
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them sometimes find them a nuisance, they were less likely than the
LSES parents to do so (Table- A32).

!though income cases it was the sheer number of questions- which ---
parents found a nuisance, in many cases comments showed that it was
the nature of the questions, or their unfortunate timing which made,
them a nuisance.-

"What do you do when she asts you how Tracy's mummy's baby
got in her tummy, right in the middle of the Post Office qtteue?"(L)

"They ask things like: 'Why has that old man got a big spot on his
face ?', or 'Is that lady a witch?' in loud voices. You-never know
where to lobk."

"When she asks where babies come from I don't know what to say.
My mother never toid me thatI found it out myself in the endso
I don't know what I should tell her. I don't believe ip that
gooseberry bush stuff so I just say tell you when you're older'. I
suppose I'll have to tell her something soonshe keeps on about
it" (L)
These sentiments were echoed many times by parents in the LSES

areas but rarely by HSES parents who seemed to be less embarrassed
by the questions, and also more at ease when answering in public
situations.

"They always choose the busiest shops, or the most crowded buses
to ask the most personal questions or make embarrassing
comments about people. I must admit it bothered me at first bur
now with three of them I've .become immune. I just answer as if
nobody else is there and ignore all the stares." (H)

Possibly this is because HSES parents have more confidence in
their ability to answer questions correctly. Many said they had read
books and articles on such subjects as telling their children where
babies came from and would therefore feel more confident about
telling the child about these things, knowing that other people shared
the same opinions as they did. HSES parents also seemed more likely
to have discussed this subject with friends and neighbours and on the
whole to have a more relaxed attitude to subjects which were often
"forbidden" topics of conversation for LSES parents.

Informants were also asked what they would be most likely to do if
they didn't know the answer to a question the child asked.

26% of LSES parents (and none of the HSES parents) said they
would make up an answer (Table A32). The,most likely explanation
of this differencn is that LSES parents are less likely toknow the
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answer, and the EHVs, by encouraging question-asking, may be
adding to the parents' embarrassment on this score. Another
explanation is that they felt that their autkority would be undermined
if they said that they did not know the answerand we have seen how
very important it is to many LSES parents to retain respect and
authority in-the-byaof their children: ,

However, the benefits of making up answers may be short-lived.
The children may be even more disrespectful of their parents wl+on
they come to realise that they have simply tried to fool them. The
message that is conveyed may be that it is acceptable to say (or do)
an thing which will get one out of a tight spot. It may frustrate the
development of an enquiring mind in the youngsterand thereby lead
to an inability to develop high levels of moral reasoning and
internalised Iontrols of behaviour. It may lead the child to rely on and
respect, his teachers more than his parentsand Fend (personal
communication) has shown that one of the qualities which insulates
HSES children from adverse comments at school is that they rely on
their parents' evaluation of them when it conflicts with that of their
teachers, whereas LSES children rely on their teachers' evaluations,
despite the fact that these are more often negative.

.8% of LSES parents and 2% of HSES parents would "put their
child off". 27%. of LSES parents and 57% of HSES parents would
look up the answer in a book with the child, a result which could be
interpreted to mean that the LSES parents had not come to use books
as a source of information, but which may also reflect the absence of
books or, as we have already seen, the desire to protect the child from
the works of the devil which books contain.

39% of LSES parents and40% of HSES parents would"tell him to
ask someone else (eg his father)." Although this was sometimes used
by busy mothers to let themselves "off the hook", often it was for
better reasons.

"If he,asksanythingatmagetricity, or how things work, I usually
'send him to his father. After 11 he's the expert." (H, Engineer's

wife). _

"His father's the one to go to with questions about football. rknow
nothing and I tell him that" (L)

From these data it would seem that there may be a case for saying
that it is important for EHVs to try, to help parents to appreciate the
possible consequences of making up answers to their children's
questions. If the children are "bamboozled" fa this way, if their
attempts to think and reason are thwarted, if children recognise their
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parents' disinterest in accurate knowledge and come to recognise the
contempt they have fortheir children's intelligence which is implicit in
giving any old answers, they are unlikely to develop respect for their
parents or respect for knowledge, let alone gain an appreciation of the
efficacy of cognitive activiy.

P-
Incidental Conversations _

We have already seen that the way in which HSES and LSES
parents and their children interact are very different. Table A37 shows
what parents said they talked about to their children whilst engaged in
some joint educational activity such as doing jigsaws with their
children or making things in the kitchen.

The most common type of dialogue between LSES mothers and
their children takes the form of warnings and instructions from the
mother to the child:

s

"Get lost!" (L)
"Telling him to hurry upand what was coming on T.V. next," (L)
"What do you think you're doing? You're giving mum more work."
(L) ---- ,

"To put legs and eyes on the people he was drawing To be
carefulto watch things in the kitchen: the stove, the knife .... ,
Showing him how to do things correctly." (L)
"Telling them to get out and stop trying to help. Asking them to tidy
up their room." (L)
"Mainly giving her a row for doingthings she's not allowed." (L)
"Not to get herself soaking Not to break the dishes." (L)
"What to do next. What to do and what not to do." (L)
"To make less noise." (L)

While HSES mothers also issued warnings and instructions, these
came in fourth place behind other sorts of conversation. By far the
most common for them was discussion, of the activities which were
being undertaken.

"Talking about weighing out flour, putting in water, mixing and
stirring Dusting, cleaning, scrubbing, polishing" (H)

The second most common topic for HSES parents and children
was the discussion of past and future events, followed by the mother
praising and encouraging the child.

Both groups of mothers were equally likely to question the child

V4
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about what he was doing but no HSES parent mentioned that the child
questioned her, while 9% of LSES parents did so. This could possibly
indicate that HSES mothers volunteer more information without
having to be asked. .

The mother teaching or explaining things to the child was not very
common

LSES mothers were more likely than HSES mothers to say they
did not talk at all because mother was too busy or working elsewhere
in the house: .

"Nothing. It's the only time I get any peace. 1 lethim do it himself"
(L) (Child drawing)

The HSES were much more open and responsive, and demanded
more independence, initiative and responsibility from the child:

"I asked her how she was going to begin; she told me, and then she
got on and did it." (H)

Bernstein (1971), Tough (1973), Hess and Shipman (1965), and
others have also drawn attention tO such differences in the quality of
the language in the homes of pupils who come from different
backgrounds.

At the very least, these two patterns of interaction would be
expecttd to lead the children to develop aiffeit nt expectations-of,iinter -
ac

and--
attitudeLtowardsrthe-usevf-1 gun LSES pattern of

lion seems likely to lead the child to expect that, if someone speaks
to him in the context of such activities, it will be to issue specific
directions, commands and warningsand he may well come to
depend on such close supervision if he is to undertake suchtasks. That
the child should be dependent on his mother in this way is, of course,
just what the mother intended. An alternative explanation of the
difference is, however, that the LSES parents' behaviouris dependent
on the fact that the children are, in general, less likely to be able to
carry out such tasks satlsfactorii; without constant supervision and
direction.

Before we obtained the data from the Home Visited sample, we
noted that encouraging parents to talk to their children might result
only in an increase in such specific, directive behaviourand this is
indeed just what we observed. There is therefore a clear case for
encouraging the EHVs to consider more carefully the type of language.
interaction they encourage.

The case for doing this becomes stronger the more one reflects on
the implications of the differences between the two groups. The
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biggest differences are in connection with the amount of discussion of
activity with the child and conversations about what is happening, has
happened, or will happen.,

Conversations about what is happening, in addition to conveying
knowledge, may give the child a great deal of insight into cognitive
processes in action. The parent may share with the child her
understanding of what is going on, her tendency to try to understand
cause and effect, her tendency to think about what is likely'to happen,
her plans and hey .initiatives designed to take' corrective action to
achieve her goals, her tendency to monitor what happens and
intervene appropriately if necessary, her rejection, or modification of
certain strategies if it becomes clear that they are going to encounter
obstacles, and her feelings about the activity itself and the goals she
hopes to achieve. in 'short, she may model for the child the
components of competence and the springs of motivation in action.
She imagines, she dredges in her mind for relevant past experiences
and she anticipates the future. Her feelings, the past andthe future, her
plans and her knowledge are finely balanced determinants of present
activity, and not separated frdm it. The whole process is most unlike
the formal separation of academic activity from action which is se
clearly apparent in schools and in the thinking of many LSES parents.
And all this is done in the context of encouraging thee child to join in in
his own way. How best should the EHVs model for parents this entire,
integrated and finely balanced pattern of activity?

One should, however, be wary of generalising too faronthebasis of
our data. Our questions asked LSES parents what they talked about in
the course of activities which they did not, in all honesty, believe to be
of the greatest importance (although, they are the activities which the
EHVs try to encourage them to undertake with their children). As we
have seen, they were more likely to think it was important for them to
ensure that their children were dependenton themandto learn to stick
up for themselves. As we have commented, their behaviour seems
ideally suited to the achievement of the first of these taals. And we
have also 'seen that at least some LSES parents do go to some
considerable lengths toshow thei?children how to fightand it may
well be that, had we asked what they talked about whilst they were
doing that, we would have found that they discussed cause and effect,
the past and the future, the goals oflife and the sort of person who was ."
worthy of admiration. Likewise, had we asked them what they talked
about whilst engaged in rough and tumble we might well have found
that they talked about the pleasures of social contact, the importance
of closeness and dependence, the importance of affiliation and how it
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could be promoted. We might have found them recalling past
eiPeziences and anticipating the suture. In other words, as the author
has argued more fully elsewhere (Raven 1977) it may be absurd to
assess attitudes and behaviour except in relation to valued gbals.

How much time did parent and child spend on selected activities on
the previous day?
In order to assess the impact of the EHV programme on other

aspects of parents' behaviour as well as on their thoughts and feelings,
they were asked how much time they, or their children$ spent on
selected activities on the day prior to the interview. People do not
always do what they think it is importantto do, or what they would like
to do. Parents may attach importance to activities which they rarely
have the time, money or opportunity to carry out. Ant, fora variety of
reasons, they may also do things which they do notconsider to 6e very
important. These reasons may include pressure from theii children or
from other people,.

In accordance-swith normal survey practice; parents were asked
about theprevious day in orderto minimise memory and othereffeots.
The results are presented in Tables 4 and A39,

Table 4 shows the ten activities for each group, which were engaged
in by most parents and/or children.

Most activitiesplaying with small toys, answering the child's
questions, watching television, playing on his own, teaching names of
colours, objects etc, looking at books, helping mother with house-. .
work, and teaching child to read orcount (most parents said that it was
counting, notreading, which they actually taught)ippear in ill three
lists, indicating that there are no great differences in the frequency of
these activities between groups. Smaller differences do occur, how-
ever. More HSES parents answered their child's questions, looked at
books with him, taught the names of colours, objects etc and taught
him to count. (We can exclude reading for the present as the majority
of parents said they did not teach this on the previous day). More
HSES children played with small toys, played on their own, and
helped mother with her work.

what
all HSES parents spent time talking to theirchildren about

what they had done in the past and would do in the future (97%,
. compared to only 54% of LSES parents). 82% 'f HSES children

"'spent time drawinfand paintingin fact they spent as much time
doing fihis as watching television and "helping" mother with the
housewOrkwhereas 62% of LSES eflildren drew or painted on that
particular day:
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TAB1.,E 4 7

ITEMS MOST OFTEN ENGAGED IN ON THE DAY PRIOR
< TO THE INTERVIEW . .

Table sjrows % who spent some time at this activity

.1

E.H.V. Group %
_

L.S.E.S. Group %
,-

H.S.E.S. Group

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Answering his
questions

Child playing
on his own

Child playing
with small toys
Child playing
outside with
his friends

Going to nursery
or playgroup

Parcnt/child
engaging in
rough-and-
tumble

Looking at books
with him
Child helping
with housework

Child watching
television

Talking with
child about
things doni in
past, will do
in Mute

100

95

90

76

76

76

72

67

66

62

d

Child playing
with small toys
Answering his
questions

Child watching
television

Child playing
on his own

Parent/child
engaging in
rough-and-
tumble

Teachinghim
'names of
colours/objects

.
Looking at books
with him
Talking about
what he has seen
on television
Child helping
with housework
Teaching him to
read or count

94

92

88

83

79
.

"
75

'

70

69

66

64

I

Answering his
questions

Child playing
with small toys
Locking at
books with him

Talking with
child about
things done in
past, will do
in Amite
Child playing
on his own

Teaching him
names or
colours/objects

Child witching
television

Child drawing
or painting.

Child helping
with housework

Teaching him to
read or count

I

100

98

97

97

95

87

.

82

82

82

80

r.

4:4
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Discussion
Talking about things that have been done in the past or will be doge

in the future is engaged in more often by HSES parents than LSES
parents, and HSES children are likely to spend more time drawing
and painting, and do it m:.-e often than LSES children in the home.
Other differences, though not so large, occur between groups In items
of the type said by educationalists to promote cognitive developthent
in children. HSES children are more likely to spend time playing with
bricks and Lego with a parent, being encouraged to notice how things
work, being taught tip meanings of words, such as "on", "under",
"over", and "behind", playing with jigsaws, sand and water, and
cutting out pictures and shapes. They are also more likely to look at
books with their parents, and for longer, than LSES children.

This consistent and cumulative press toward intellectual activity
and on-parent and child working together in the HSES group is
strikingand very much in line with the "importance" ratings we
looked at earlier. Also noticeable is the infrequency with which our
HSES parents engaged in a number of activities which some
educationalists believe to be of central importance from the point of
view of fostering cognitive development, and this, too, is in line with
our observation that they tend to adopt a relatively indirect means of
promoting development. However, the fact that they did not take
place yesterday does not mean either that theynever took place, or
even that they took place too infrequently to stimt late the desired
growth. What it does mean is that adult educators should beware of
going overboard in their desire to Increase the frequency of such
activities. The data also suggest that it is important for more people ,to
discuss the role which such activities may play in promoting the
growth and development of children.

LSES children are more likely than HSES children to engage in
rough-and-tumble with their parents, and watch television. They are
also more likel} to play outside with their friends, be taken shopping
(although less time is actually spent on this, possibly due to proximity
of shops in LSES areas), and be taken to visit friends or relatives. This
supports our conclusion that family and friends tend to be very
important to the LSES parents as does the development of the ability
to stick up for oneself, which, as we have seen, LSES parents see as a
consequence of playing outside and a benefit of rough-and-tumble
play.

The main conclusion to be drawn from these data is, therefore, that
apart from the EHV group, there are no set ions discrepancies
between parents' behaviour tendencies and their values and
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perceptions. This suggests that our reflections on the possible
consequences of differences in emphasis in child rearing deserve to be
taken seriously. And, in the context of these data, it would seem more
urgent to ask why there is a discrepancy between professed ideals and
behaviour in the case of the EHV group, what the implications of that
explanation may be for Home Visiting, and what can be done either to
reduce the discrepancy or to handle the problems to which it may give
rise.
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CHAPTER 29

PAREOTS'ATTITUDES TOWARD
FORMAL EDUCATION

The objective of the Lothian Educational Home Visiting Scheme
was to "encourage parents to play a more active role in promoting the
educational development of theirchildren". One interpretation ofthat
phrase, frequently repeated by the project's co-ordinator (Leslie
Thomson) was, that parents should be more involved in their
children's schooling. This was explicitly interpreted to mean diet the
EHVs should encourage parents to bring pressure to bear on schools
to gain more control over what went on. How do parents perceive their
role vis -a -vis the school system? How important do they think it js for
their children to do well at school? What do they think the conse-
quences would be if they did not do well at school? How do those
parents.who think it is important for their children to do well et qchool
expect to help them to do so?

Importance doing :rellcTtSchool
Figure 3, Iteni B 0, showed that only about one (ruiner of parents

thought it was very important for their children to do dell at school
compared with much higher proportions who thought other things
were very important. In this context, the fact that about three-quarters
of the parents do not think it is very important for their children to do
well at school is significant It suggests that some children may not get
a great deal of encouragement at home, and it may indicate that those
who control our school system should consider how best to cater fore
sizeable minority of pupils who cannot be expected to ishare the
dominant ethos. Such pupils may not only find themselves in conflict
with the schools' values, they may force teachers to establish
classroom procedures which disrupt the growth of other children.

Table A44 shows dug, although only about a third of parents think
it is very important for their child to do "well" at school (perhaps
because of the competitive overtones in the word "well"), 70% of
HSES mothers and just over 53% of LSES mothers think it is very
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important for primary school children to learn the things they are
taught, even if they don't pass the examinations. The content of
primary education is, therefore, generally thought to be more
important than the content of secondary education (Raven et a!,
1975 a,1975b), but even then, half the LSES parents do not think it is
very important.

We may turn now to the reasons which people give for thinking it is
important for their child to do well at school. This question was finally
approached by askingparents what they thought would happen if their
child did not do well at school. The results are presented in Table
A45.

The most frequently anticipated consequence of failure to do well at
school is failure to get a good job. About a third of the parents think that
failure at school will lead to problem behaviour. That there is a
connection between school failure and problenl behaviour is, of
course, well supported in the literature, although it is not clearwhich is
cause and which is effNt___duvouldseem-to-folkIvrfrom our data. that
manybut still afninorityof parents are motivated to do what they
can to ensure that their child does well at school in order to ayokIthis--
fate. Although a number_of parents in both groups antiape that"his
-intelligence iould fail to develop fully", and that "he'd get bored", a
slight majority of EISES partnts expect these things to happen. They
are also more likely to expect the child to feel rejected. Less than a
quarter of the parents feel that the child will not learn to fend for
himself or that his language will fail to develop (cf Bullock, 1975).

It would seem from these data as a whole that, for both groups of
parents, success at school is thought to be a pre-requisite to getting a
good job. It has less to do with the growth of competence: fora small
majority of the HSES group, and a minority ofthe LSES group, itlias
something to do with premoting the development of intelligence, but
neither group usually sees it as promoting the development of
language or the ability to fend for oneself. As far as these data go
which

_-
is not very farschooling is about getting job,. and only very

secondarily about growth. The data support the view- -though they
obviously do not prove itthat what many people are buying when
they vote for schooling is a ticket to a job, not a programme of personal
development. If true, the implications are serious for, at the every
least, they indicate that many parents can be expect to place little
value on schooling if it becomes clear to them th eir children are
not going to be able to use the school system in order to get jobs. The
same applies to the pupils themselvt s. Similarly, if schooling is about
getting jobs, many pupils and their Arents can be expected to resist
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growth activities if these either detract from their chances of getting
the certificates needed to get jobs or seem to offer some children a
greater advantage than others in the scramble for jobs. Gettingjobs is4
the name of the gaiiii,'-and anything else is, at best, icing on the cake,
and, at worst, a positive handicap in the race.

As Bernstein (1975) has pointed out, the interaction between
attitudes to the instrumental functions of schooling and beliefs about
the growth.enhancing functions of educational institutions produce a
number of very different pattern's of attitudes, perceptions and
expectations. These are of great significance from the point of view of,
understanding the operation of the Lothian Region Educational
Home Visiting Scheme.

Parents (or pupils) may accept or reject the .instrumental-(or
occupational placement) goals of education and, independently, the
goals of education which lic in the area of fostering motivational
dispositions, attitudes, perceptions and expectations. The resen
author refers to the latte_ta.s.compeienciarBernsrein r--ififsto them as

-"exisrdltils of schools " a term which, like the label "affective
goals", both belittles them and detaches them from the development
of cognitive capacities and the growth of competence (which involves
both cognitive and affective activities).

Be that as it may, parents may accept or reject either or both the
instrumental and competence-promoting goals of schools. And
schools and teachers vary from one to another in the emphasis they
place on achieving-these two sets of goals.

But not only is there variation between parents, pupils andteachers
in their emphasis on these goals, there is also variation in their
understanding of the means to be used to achieve them (although, as
we have seen, this variation in understanding appears to be less than
might have been suspected).

Then there is a third set of variablesthe parents', pupils' and
teachers' acceptance of the particular means which a specific school
or practitionet proposes to use to reach the goals. Thus, one may think
it is important for children to develop initiative, understand that it is
proposed to foster it by Outward Bound programmes, but still not
believe that this is the best way to foiter it.

Bernstein uses this framework to distinguish five types of pupil
involvementor uninvolvementin school activities. Our concern is
with parents.

Those parents who do not think that the instrumental functions of
schooling are particularly important, but who value the growth of
competencieslike intelligence, initiative and self-confidencecell
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B in the accompanying diagram, (which represents a sub-set of
Bernstein's categories)would be expected to respond very positively
to Home Visiting programmes, and school curricula, which stress the
growth of general competence rather than the abilities required to gain
instrumental benefits of schooling (examination certificates) with the

ATTITUDES TO
THE GROWTH OF
COMPETENCE

te..

64..

A

ATTITUDES TO THE INSTRUMENTAL
FUNCTIONS OF SCHOOLS

Important Unimportant

Al: Schooling not
about-growdrof

competence

A2: Schooling about
competence

.

----
a

C D

minimum effort. Those parents who value schooling primarily
because of the role it plays in developing the qualities required to get a
goodjob, but who also value the growth of competence (a sub-group of
parents Calling into cell A, and which we may label cell Al ), can be
expected to be highly ambivalent and even to appear two-faced. They
would be expected to welcome the Home Visiting Programmes but to
oscillate in their focus. Those parents who value the instrumental
benefits of schooling, believe that educational institUtionw do indeed
promote the growth of competence) and value the growth of
competence (a second sub-group of parents falling into cell A, which
we may this time label cell A2), would be expected to be most
receptive to those Home Visitors who adopt a "facilitative" rather
than a "teacherish" style. And those parents who neither value the
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instrumental benefits of schooling nor the growth of competence (cell
D) would be least likely to respond to any type of Home Visiting
programme. The majority of parents involved in the,present Dome
Visiting Scheme would appear to fall into cells Al and D.

The minority of parentt for whom schooling is both about growth
and-about getting jobs (Table A45) (cell A2) are likely to press for
rather different forms of curriculum to those found in most schools,
They (and their children) are-likely-to-be-outraged klthiisewlvi) seek

lo"beat the system" for theirown advantage by satisfying assessment
criteria without developing the competencies to which those assess-
ments are deemed to testify. In pressing schools to broaden their
curricula to perform educational, as distinct_fromsocialand

trumentalractivitiecst parentsh are likely to find themselves at
odds with many other parents. This disagreement may be so great that
if they are to be encouraged to experiment with new educational
practices, they may need to be provided with opportunities to do so -
unimpeded by those who have a more narrowly utilitarian or i,
instrumental view of the educational system.

Parents' Evaluation of their covnEducation
Whether parents encourage their children to work hard at school is

obviously liable to be influenced by their feelings about their own
education.

Whereas 58% of HSES parents say that theirown education was of
value to them in helping them to get a good job, only 18% of LSES
parents do so, and a similarly small number say that it helped them to
do that job well. Very few parents from either group feel that their
education was of value to them in living their day to day lives more
effectivelywhether that meant running a home, enjoying their
leisure, personal development, or contributing to society (Table
A47),

In the eyes o6 most of our respondents, therefore, education is
mainly about getting a good job. For the LSES group, their own
ichication is thought neither to have been very good at getting them
good jobs nor beneficial from the point of view of helping them to do
their jobs well. Small wonder that such parents don't always seem to
encourage their children to slave over their school work,

If the Educational Home Visitors are to find ways of encouraging
parents to continue to encourage their children in, circumstances in
which it seems that more education is not going to lead to a goodjob, it
would seem that theirfirst task may wcll be to enlist the support of
parents to ensure that the educational programmes offered by schools
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do in fact help children to develop the general competencies which
most parents think it is so important for their children to developand
which would be of value to them in the home, in their leisure activities,
and in the wider community.

TheParente-Role in Formal Education
Parents were asked what pari they thought a parent should play in,

primary school child's education. Since, when answering this
question, parents often su geste d_making_ contact with-the -school;

--they werOso as e whether they thought the teachers they would
deal with would be responsive and welcoming. In addition they were
asked an open and a closed question abaft how they would help their
children to do better at school.

Our data show tharalmost all parents think that a parent of a
primary school child ought to see that he does his homework (Table
A47). 95% of HSES parents, and 71% of LSE S parents say that a
parent should complain about anything with which they are not
satisfied. Similar proportions say that a parent should find out
exactly what happens in the school and insist that the child does his
best. A majority of both groups (about three-quarters of the HSES
and just over halfof the LSES) also think it is important to talk about
school as much as possible and to make sure that the teacherstretches
the child to the full. Rather fewer think that a parent should visit the
school regulaily. Just under half of the LSES group say it is important
to leave education to the school and that a parent should teach a child
things before he learns them at school. It is not clear how these two
statements are to be reconciled, but it may be that what they are
saying is that parents should give children a head-start in the early
stages by teaching children things befoiv they learn them at school
but, once the child is at school, leave education to the school. This
ambiguity may be important to the EHVs for the notion that LSES
parents thinkas Morton-Williams (1966) also foundthat'.
education should be left to the school, may strike them as dysfunc- °'
tional while their own activities are sometimes capable of being
construed by parents as supporting the view that the way to help
children is "to give them a head-start by teaching them things Wore
they learn them at school", and then all will be well without much
further attention from them.

As will be clear, many of the activities which parents think that a
parent of a primary school child should do involve making contact
with the school. How effective and welcome do they think that such
actions would be?
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We have already seen (Table 2, p 150) that only-8% of LSES
parelits and 13% of HSES parents are very satisfied with the extent to

.which teachers take their views seriously. Table A48 shows that
about a third of the parents are confident that / when their child
started school, they went to see his teacher about something with
which they were not satisfied, she would respond. Since it is well
established thidIg.pareIWirelesslikely-to-gotoseetheirterc rifel
(Mort0TWilhams, 1966) it is clear that the anticipated response is
not what deters parents from going to see teachers, but rathertheir
feeling of inadequacy and the contempt in which they believe their
views are held.

Again, about half the parents feel they would be made welcome tf
they asked to spend time in the school (Table A49). However, only
between 5% and 10% of parents are very confident that, if they tried
to persuade-their child's teacher to change her general approaCh, she

, would respond (Table A48). A further third are "fairly confident ".
. The LSES parents are actually more confident than the RISES, and

the EHV group are the most confident,Of all. Most parents feel that it
is "not their place" to interfere with the teacher in this way and say
they would only do so if they thought it was really-necessary. The
results of this question are based on hypothetical situations; the
majority of mothers said they had never even considered doing such a
thing: "She'd think I'd a right cheek if I j ust walked in and told her how
to run her class? ( L) .. .

When they were asked an open-ended question about how, if at all,
they expected tohelp their own child to do well at school when he was
older, only 8% of our parents said that they did not expect to help in
any way (Table A50). 60% of those in HSES areas, and 51% in

---LSES areas, said' th at they intended to help with homework and any
other school-work in which the child was involved within the home.
Next in popularity with, both groups was showing. interest and
'providing general encouragement. Parents said they would listen to
the child, answer his quettions, talk about school, and try to become
involved in what he **s doing. .

A small number in I. ,th groups said they would keep in touch with
the school and the child's teacher, although the number was higher in
the HSES group-. The latter were more inclined to mean that they hated/
established or intended to establish a relationship with their child's
teacher which involved regular informal meetings and discussion of
the child's progress, whereas the LSES parents attended, or expected
to attend, the annual parents' meetings faithfully. Few of the LSES
parents with older children had successfully established a comfor-
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table relationship with their children's leathers. Many said that they
cane away.disappointed from meetings as they had not really found
out what they wanted to know and had difficulty communicating with
the teacher. Although this was by no means always the case, this was
mentioned sufficiently often to merit attention. Clearl

HV-s-to-explore-ways-ori vo vmg parents in education,
particularly ir. I.SES areas (although the problem was by no means
confined to them). One other comment may also be made. It is clear
from the interviews that few parents want to "take over and run the
place" in the way that many teachers anticipate (Ravenet al, 1975).

Helping with Homework
We have seen that the most commonly suggested way of helping the

child to do better at school was to help him with his homework. Table
A52 shows that the HSES group were more likely than the LSES
group to feel that they were well equipped to help their children with
their homework. Previous research (Raven, 1975) shows that LSES
children were much more likely than HSES children to say that they
would like facilities for, and help with, their homework at school.
Perhaps the EHVs might consider trying to bring such support into
being.

Discussion
While there are again indications that the HSES group is more

facilitative of development and less pressurising (they are more likely
to speak about providing reference books for their children and a quiet
place in which to study and less likely to support crude pressurising
techniques like telling their children that others will leave them
behind), it is clear that the main method which was more likely to be
used tiy the HSES group is that of making contact with the school and
teachers. If the EHVs are able to lead the parents they visit to feel less
guilty about, and more comfortable with, this type of dontactthey may
well have a significant impact on the subsequent development of the
parents' children. And, as TablesA47 shows, that is exactly the effect
they do have (although, as anticipated, they also lead the parents to be
still more likely; to endorse the "Headstart" philosophy).

But one wonders if they might not also adopt other strategies.
Although they do not mention it, it is probable that the HSES parents
make 'Ise of the fee- paying school system to move their children into
classrooms in which high standards of aca2emic performance are the
rule. As Coleman (1961) has shown*, such climates markedly
See also Rutter (19791
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influence the way in which able children will exert themselves, and
Nash (1973) has demonstrated a frame of reference effect by whic

moveAemselves_ up-or-down to put them-allies-Wilt where
they belong relative to other pupils. The interesting thing is that they
put themselves in the sameposition in "able" and" less able" classes.

Other possible means of influencing academic achievement
motivation have been outlined In Raven (1977). They include the
possibility of exposing children to real or imaginary role models who
value academic achievement and in which such activity brings
rewards the children desire. They also include the possibility of
encouraging children to enjoy the delights which caircome from such
activity. Once more the EHVs may care to review such possibilities
more systematically and consider whether to share such insights with
-parents.

PARENTS' FELT NEED TO UNDERSTAND EDUCATIONAL METHODS
AND HOW TO PROMOTE THE EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF
THEIR CHILDREN

If parents are to help their children as they would like it is clear that
they need to understand the methods which are used by teachers.
Tables A53 and A54 show that these is a widespread feeling among
parents that they do not understand them and would like to know
more. The EHVs have dearly a major role in this area.

\Parents' Felt Need for Advice
Table A55 indicates the felt need for advice on various aspects of

c id rearing and day to day living. It is striking that nearly everyone
wa advice on how to find out more about schools and how to help
their Nhildren, and that more than half the LSES parents.want advice
on a/ttopics. It is also striking that so many parents, particularly
HSES Parents, want advice on how to influence schools.

1 How toYind out more about what schools are doing
83% of LSES parents and 75% of HSES parents say they would

welcome aayice on this. Competence-focussed activities designed
to help parents develop the abilities required tofind out about what
schools are doing might be more useful than thosewhich actually
told them what they were doing, as this would lead them on to find
out about other things that they wanted to know. Although the
EHVs have had a marked impact on this, the fact that more than
half still feel in need of advice on this point means that still more
needs to be done.

2 4 3
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27-1(owloTa n) your child to do well at school

As Ta'ble A55 sitives, there is a strong felt need for this sort of
advice. This is also supported by pilot data, and also by answers to
the question: In what ways, if at all, do you expect to help your
child to do well at school when he's older? Many parents,.
especially in LSES areas, were only aware of a limited number of

. ways of helping their children, while others were under the
impression that: "There's nothing much I can do. I don't under-
stand the ways of teaching nowadays" (L). While the EHVs have
again had a dramatic effect in leading parents to feel more
confident about this, there is still no room for complacency.

3. How to help your child to grow up to be the sort of person you'd
like him to'be
The need for this sort of advice is felt far more strongly by LSES

parents than by HSES parents who, as we have seen, have more
confidence in their ability to influence.their own destinies and those
of their children. . , --

4. How to develop the abilities you need to handle your problems
more gfectively.
The fact that 52% of LSES parents and only 33% of HSES

parents felt a need for advice oii this once more suggests that LSES
parents have more problems and difficulties, or lack the ability to
tackle them, or both. It is obvious from both this item and the last
that LSES parents have less confidence in theitability to cope with
their difficulties and gain control of their lives and their destinies. It
is very interesting to note that, whereas the data we presented
earlier suggested that the major problems which the LSES group
have to confront have to do with their relationships with
authorities, thesd data demonstrate that they have major problems
with their own families. Whiie it has already been suggested that

. these problems may be attributable to the environment in which
they live, it may also be that they are a product of personal
incompetence. Given that their problems are clearly both personal
and environmental one possible avenue which the EHVs might
pursue would be to help the_parents they visit to glow in general
confidence and competence (not areas of knowledge) and that this
might be done either through pre-school work or through"
community work. Whatever was done in one' area would be
expected to have implications for the other.

2 14
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5. How to htfluence_whatohools do-------
This is the only area in which HSES parents feel more need of

advice than LSES parents. The result is supported by similar
findings in the pilot study;

From talking to LSES parents in all stages of The study it is
obvious that many of them think it inconceivableihat they should .

have any influence" in their child's school. This is not so true of
HSES parents, many of whom did have some influence and wanted
more, and many of whom had little influence but wanted some.
Some typical comments from LSES parents were: 0

"I'd just make a fool of myself, standing up in these meetings." .

(L) . . .
.4 , . .4

"If them that are trained for it can't do it properly, what chance
have we got?" (L) - ,

The EtIVs could provide opportunities for parents to develop
public-speaking skills, and the skills ,required to get authorities toI do what one wants. They could try to increase the self- confidence
of the parents involved and bring them to feel that hey. had
something useful to. say and a right to be listened to. T could
help them to see that a three-year teacher training cours does not
really set teachers apart from ordinary mortals.

6. How to amuse your child and keep him out of mischief
Although the least urgent of the six items. 40% of LSES parents.

and 45% of HSES parents say they would welcome advice on how
to do this. All mothers know that ideas soon become stale and that
children become bored easily. As we have seen, the EHV
programme has been welcomed by many mothers for no other
reason than because it introduced them to new ways in which to
amuse their children and keep them out of mischief.

THE PARENTS' ROLE IN EDUCATIONALDECISIO N MAKING

Table A56 shows that, on the whole, LSES parents are more .
satisfied that the right people decide what goepa in schools than are
HSES parcnts. It will be recalled that HSES parents were more likely
to want to learn how to influence schools. This supports our tentative
conclusion that schools' actions are more closely in line with LSES
than HSES values.

2.15"
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Who ShoUld Have More Say?
The majority of the parents we interviewed in HSES areas would

'like parents to have more say in education (Table A57). However,
there are those who disagree with parents haying any say, possibly
fearing that those more articulate ancloutspo en than themselves will
take over:

"Parents would make it worse. They'd be fighting between
. themselves. One would say one thing and the next would, say

something quite different." (L)

"Parents aren't qualified." (L)

A nunibeinfp- arents think that class teachers should have more say
in deciding what goes on in schools.

Giving parents more power in education would therefore mean
displhasinga minority of patents a.aeit a very small one. However, as
we have seen, while- the majority of parents approve of this in
principle, the data we presented earlier on the variance in parents'
pricritips make one suspect that those parents who felt that it would be
impossible to get corttensus may well be right.

Discussion .
These data in general support the other evidence which suggests that
parents, pakticularly in HSES areas, want more say in their children's
education titan they have at present. The EHVs may care to consider
whether they agree with the parents' views and, If-so, how.they might
help them to translate their feelings into practice. When considelini
this question it maybe particularly important for them to reflect on
how the fears of thosewho4saia that giving parents more say would
give an advantage to the more articulate and the more powerful are to
be handled. Indeed, it would seem that theirprimary task is to find a
way of reconciling this felt need for more influence over what is going
on in schools with the fact, documented in Chapter 16, that different

'parents want their children to develop very different, indeed
incompatible, qualities and the widely shared belief that teachers
should not treat differentchildren in different ways (Chapter 22). One
of their central tasks may, therefore, be to influence parents' civic
attitudes and expectations, parents' knowledge of the variancejn the
qualities other parents want their children to develop, parents' respect
for the legitimacy of such alternative viewpoints, parents' under-
standing of the varieties of competence possessed by children and
needed by society, parents' understanding of the ways in which these
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competencies are to be fostered, and parents' understanding of
educational practices and procedures which would make it possible to
fasterdifferent qualities in different children in accord with the variety
of parents' wishes and the abilities, aspirations and interests of their
children.

2 4
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CHAPTER 30

A TAILPIECE TO PART IV

In this chapter we will briefly discuss one further topic on which the
data reported in Part IV has led us to reflect.

Inventiveness, ;nquisitiveness, Adventurouiness, and Need
Achievement
While, as we have seen, the HSES mothers were much more likely

than LSES mothers to teach even such things at respect and
responsibility by example and by providing children with an
opportunity to evolve and practice the desired behaviour, we were
struck by the apparent failure of even theHSES group to seek to teach
whafmay la some of the most important qualities for the future of our
civilisationinventiveness, inquisitiveness, and adventurousnessin
these ways,

(1) Inyentiveness
No parenteven from the HSES groupsaid that children could

be encouraged by example to be inventivewhether that example
took the shape of a parent, a friend, or a character in a story. This is
surprising since McClelland (1961) and MacKinnon (1962) have
shown that one of the most important factors in the backgrounds of
inventive and creative people is exposure to just such role models.
Nor did any parent mention the possibility that ehildren might be
exposed to peopleor read storiesin which inventive, creative,
activity paid off and brought satisfaction, enabled people to react!
their objectives or to contribute to society, or gain extrinsic rewards
such as the esteem of others orfinanctal benefits. The fact that none of
even the HSES parents mentioned such possibilitiesalthough they
did mention them in relation to other qualitiesmay well be in part
responsible for the plight in which Britain currently finds itself.

Nor did any parent mention the possibility of fostering the
components of inventivenessimagination, persistence, sensitivity,
preparation and incubationor the need to link inventiveness to
follow-through activity to ensure that its benefits were reaped:

2 is
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Also posPibly significant is the infrequency with which even HSES
parents mentioned supporting children's normal play. In play, many
children are extremely inventive at finding ways of doing things and
using things for new purposes. Creating opportunities for such play
and, in particular, creating situations in which children can practise
being inventive in the course of reaching goals which they particularly
care about-=may be another way in which inventiveness could be
elicited and reinforced. Play may be the ideal situation in which
children can bC opti itily motivated to engage in such activities in

theyto goals they Care about As a large number of researchers
(summarised in Roge , 1962) have shown, a high level of extrinsic
pressure stifles inventiveness. Many teachers at secondary school
level would give the world to be able to create such an optimally
motivated, individualised, competency-oriented educational
programme to foster this very quality. It would be a pity if parents
were not encouraged to capitalise up.-01 it.

12) Inquisitiveness
Inquisitiveness seems to be thought of as purely questioning and

getting into things; it does not geem to be thought of as a basis on which
to build the development of a scientific understanding. It is not seen as
a basis on which to build a systematic enquiring mind. Nor is it linked
to the growth of intelligence.

It is cle ar that the LSE S parents will be fairly receStive to the idea of
fostering verbal inquisitiveness, but the message that inquisitiveness
involves more than verbal activity and that it is to be fostered by
structuring an environment which is conducive to or at least non-
stunting of, growth would seem to be less welcome. Most parents do
not seem to be sufficiently concerned about the development of this
aspect or their children's competence to re-arrange their houses and
life-style in such a way as to allow children to exercise this type of
ability. If we are satisfied that non-book oriented inquisitiveness is
indeed an important quality for children to develop, and if we are
satisfied that it is to be promoted, as White (1973, i976) and some of
the Intents we have interviewed would suggest, by creating an
environment in which it can be practiced, the data suggest that there is
an important information gap. ,

(3) Adventurousness
Adventurousness, it seems, is yet another quality which is not

highly prized in L Ur soceity (only 15% of HSES parents and 7% of
LSES parents thought that this was very important). Even if it is

t
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valued, it is to be fostered by the not-very-sophisticated procedure of
throwing the child in at the deep end and allowing the child to
adventure (79% of HSES parents who thought this quality was
important and 25% of the LSES p,arents who thought this gave this
answer). Its development is to be facilitated rather than stimulated.
There is little evidence of parents possessing a cognitively complex
understanding of the qualities which are required to adventure
successfully. These might include the recognition that "planning" as
conventionally conceived is altogether too constricted a concept. By
definition an adventure involves not knowing where one is going or
how one is going to get there. The successful adventurer relies on his
ability to sense what is going to. lead somewhere, his ability to
continuously adapt his behaviour depending on whether his route
seems to be moving him forward in a productiVe manner, and his
ability to retreat and try another route at an appropriate time. He has
to be able to recognise, and re -dine "success" as appropriate and to
take steps to ensure that his actions are successful in one respect or
another. He has to acquire the ability to be an astute student of his
environment and confidence in what his feelings tell him.
-,,One of the problems which our society faces may be that altogether

too few people have an adequate intuitive grasp of what is involved in
adventuring, with the result that we surround the potential scientific or
business adventurer with a set of constraints which are altogether too
restricting.. As a society, we may be behaving like LSES mothers.
Because we have not created opportunities for our fellow citizens to
show how competent they are, we may not trust theih. Because we
have failed to give them an opportunity to develop internalised
controls over their behaviour, they may not be very good at knowing
when things are going wrong and knowing when to set corrective
action in m otion.' As a result we, like LSES mothers, may keep
checking up on them and telling them that we know better than they
do what they should be doing, and what is going to yield significant
benefitsso that they never develop the sensitivity needed to decide
for themselves what they should be doing.

The Other Components of Competence
The ability to adventure into the unknown is, of course, only part of

a wider set ofc,omponents of competence. If it is true, as the author has
argued elsewhere (Raven, 1977), that these components of
competence like the sensitivity to minor cues which forth the basis
of new insights and the ability to adventurecan only be fostered in
relation to the goals people care about, then it becomes important for

25 j
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educatorswhether parents or teachersto be able to recognise and
encourage the special interests of children.

If children are not encouraged to pursue their special interests it is
unlik$1y that they will be able to practise doing such things as
concenti-ting, persisting, inventing, finding or inventing the specific
information they need, gaining the co-operation of others to achieve
their goals, observing and thinking for themselves, studying cause and
effect, examining relationships and educing correlates, or learning
'Without instruction. If they do not practise these competencies in
relation to goals they care about they are unlikely to develop them.
Yet only 5% of HSES mothers and I% of LSES mothets saiit was
very important for their children to develop interest and tastes which
were different from those of other people, and only 1596 and 3%
respectively said that it was very Important to them to have a school
system which could meet their own personal wishes if these differed
from those of other people. It may be that another question on the
impoitance of discovering and finding children's particular.interests
would have produced more enthusiasm, but the data we do have do
not lead us to suspect that the support for doing so would be very
strong.

If, then, the EHVs are to be effective they may need to help parents
to accept that it might be desirable to help children to develop special
interests and o study, think about, and reinforce their children's
interests, and to help them to think about, and reinforce, these
competencies in relation to those interests. In doing this they would, of
course, be encouraging parents to think of educational programmes as
competency-oriented and individualised, and, in this respect, be
seeking to induct parents into a way of thinking which, as we have
seen, is actually opposed by many of them and is not, in fact,
understood by many of their children's teachers.

ro.

General Conclusion on Competence
If what we have said is correct, the EHVs may have a most

important role to play in leading parents to adopt child rearing
practiccs which would foster qualities conducive to economic and
social developmentand not just in LSES children!
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CHAPTER.31

SOME REMAINING QUESTIONS:
FURTHER ACTION AND RESEARCH

There is little need lbr a general summary of our findings other than,
perhaps, once again to glraw attention to the extent to which our
statistical data support the conclusions we drew from our
"illuminative" studyexcept in the crucial area of improving Pinny,
relationships. Given the central role which We. assigned to such
improvement when we discussed the probable effects of the project,
the failure of our statistical study to confirm these effects calls into
question many of the benefits which we expected to follow from the.
programme. The reasons for the discrepancy can only be discovered
through further careful research.

Despite our research, a large number of questions remain. The first
of these is the obvious question of how far the results we have reported
would be replicated if larger 'lumbers of parents who had had Home
Visits had been interviewed.' But, despite the importance of this
question, our own first priority would notbe'to increase the number of
Home Visited mothers imso interviewedfor, because the
results hang together and support each other so well, we would be
fairly confident that they wouldreplicate. Rather, our priority would
be to modify the questionnaires so that-we could explore some of the
questions listed below as well as replicatingand extendingthe
study we have 'already undertaken.

These additional questions include: what effect does the
programme have on family relationships? To what extent does it set in
train cyclical processes of interaction between parent and child which
confer long term benefits on the children? How do motheis perceive
the Home Visitors and the visiting itself? To whit extent are schools
influenced? To what extent will the p rOgramine influence the
communities in which the schools are sited? What are the differential
effects of the, different styles of visitingon parents, on children, on
schools and on communities? What follow-through activities would
help to ensure that parents take up the activities which they now
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believe to be important and lead the effects of the programme to
become "snore permanent? What are the long term effects of the
visiting which has already been completed on the children's social and
educational development, on the parents' patterns of family relation-
ship, on the EHVs, on the schools, and on the communities?

If we are to begin to answer these questions it would seem to be
essential for further evaluation activity in relation to this project to:

I. Assess the impact of the existing programme on the children.
Does a programme which has such a clear impact on the parents
have the expected effects on the children? As in the present
study, it would seem to be the essence of wisdom to assess these
effects in a comprehensive mstmerto look at the programine's
effee4 on the development of such qualities as initiative and the

'ability to work with others as well as its effects on IQ, school
attendance, and school performance. It seems to us that this
could be done by working with teachers from the t chools the
children will be attending in order to develop ways of assessing
these wider qualities.

2. Assess parents' reactions to the visiting and to the Home
Visitors themselves. We were not able to do this in our own

. statistical study because we did not have time.to modify our
interview schedules in an appropriate way after we had
completed our interviews with the background sample. Study of
the patterns of relationship which the parents build up with the
EHVs, the effects that the programme has on the network of
support available to the mothers, and 'the effects* of the
programme on the mothers' feelings of depression, isclation and
loneliness should be, accosnpanied by a more detailed study of
the effects of the programme on family relationships.

3. EncoUrage the Home Visitors to diverge more sharply in their
approach and 'then compare the relative effects of the different
styles of visiting. The styles of visiting which it Would be
desirable to compare are:
(i) A style based on the hypothesis that what young children

primarily need is cognitive knowledge, cognitive skills and
language. (This knowledge, and these skills, are to be
taught in a formal manner).

(ii) A style based on the hypothesis that cognitive develop-
ment is to be facilitated by creating a situation in which a
child is encouraged to be optimally motivated to pursue
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his owriinterests, in pursuit of which he will spon-
taneously engage in cognitive processes. (These cognitive
processes can then be fed and the relevant knowledge
provided. If mothers are to be encouraged to ihcilitate .

cognitive growth in this way it may be necessary to do * .

more than show thedhow to do it. It may be necessary to
give them the necessary concepts to think about the nature
of growth, and the way In which it is to ! fostered. To do
this, it may be necessary to involv ,hem in ongoing
activities in mothers groups" or in nursery schools).

Mi) A style based on the hypothesis that there is a great deal
more to growth than cognitive development. (Other
important qualities include initiative, the ability to
adventure into,the unknown, self-confidence, leadership,
sensitivity to the unverbalised feelings, of others, and the
ability to persuade authorities to do what one wants. The
development of all these qualities is to be "facilitated"
rather than "taught". If mothers are to facilitate growth in
these many directions, it may be necessary for them to be
able to get together to make explicit the ways in which
their children grow psychologically, and the ways in
which those types of growth are to be ihcilitated. Again,
therefore, it may be necessary to supplement the Home
Visits by parents' groups, possibly involving participation
in nursery school activities where the parents could
observe other parents at work, and practis e new styles for
themselves in a situation which they would find less
threatening, and more supportive, than activities with
their own children !it the isolation of their homes).

(iv) A style based on the Plowden Social Surveys (11968) and
rift work of..T: W.B. Douglas (1968). ( Both of these studies
laictparticular stress on the parents' supporting the wort
of the school throughout the child's educational career.
Some of the Some Visitors have already paid consider
enable attention to trying to find ways of leading their
schools to encourage parental support of this sort, and this
aspect of the work might well be strengthened. Alterna-
tively the Home Visiting itself might incorporate a follow-
through component designed to,encourage parents to find
ways of supporting the later educational development of
their children).

.
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(v) A version based on the hypothesis that bringing the
mother to understand and tackle her problems more
effectively --p ferably in the child's presenceshould
lead her to cr ate either abetter environment for the child,
or to her eing able to portray cognitive and other
psycho! cal processes in action for the child to copy, or
both.

.

(There are two sub-versions of this theme:
(a) A version based on the hypothesis that the Mothers'
. problems lie primarily within the family and arise

from such things as depression, poor family relation-
ships, and ability deficits. This version would-assume
that the primary problem was to help the parent to
cope with these problemseither at home or in a
groupand that, once these problems have, been ,
dealt with, she would automatically tend to engage in
the complex mothering activities vis-à-vis her
children that the Home Visitors so much wish to
promote.

(b) A version based on the hypothesis that, by helping the
mother to gain control over her own life, she would
come to recognise the importance of cognitive
activity, and grow in confidence and competence. She
would then portray cognitive and other processes in
action for her children. Group activities might be
envisaged to help her to think about relevant
behaviours on her own part and unders d how herii
own growth and development is to be pro oted. Once
she understands the nature of her own p ychological
competence and its growth and development better,
she might find herself in a very strong position to
facilitate the growth of her children in relevant ways.
One way in which Educational Home Visitors might
set about promoting this sort of growth and develop-
ment on the part of mothers might be to create groups
of parents in which two or more of them could work;
together to solve these problems without the aid of an
expert, who might well have a tendency to make them
feel more incompetent.)

4. Assess the stability of the changes in attitudes and expectations
over time, and with different types of follow-through activity. Such
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followthrough activity might include continued Home Visiting
albeit on a less frequent basisas the child progresses through
school, the institution of parents' groups and other activities
(possibly including Mother-Home-Visiting exercises or
Community Development activities), or changes within the schools
which would focus either on alternative approaches to the children
or alternative approaches toward promoting parental involvement
or both.

5. Assess the way in which both the activities of the EliV$ and the
effects of the Home Visiting would change if a group of H SES
parents were included in the Home Visiting scheme.

All that has been said -so far is directly related to further evaluation
activity in relation-to the Lothian Region Educational Home Visiting
scheme. But, in Part IV of our iport, we raised a large number of
questions which could, and should, be explored in their own right,
whether as part of an evaluation of an Educhtional Home Visiting
scheme or not. Such questions include the absolutely fundamental
question (which gets to the heart of the theoretical basis of the EHV
programmebut to which we do not appear to have anything more
than a glimmering of an answer) of "what are the effects of alternative
styles of caretaker/child interaction?" What are the effects of the
different styles of interaction which are, so obviously more common
among mothers from certain soc oMmfauftitc- status-groups-than-
others? What leads the mothers to behave differently? What are the
effects of what we have called a "teacherish" style of interaction, and
how do these differ from more facilitative "mothering" style& of
interaction? Any such study should, of course, cover the types of
possible activity which we have dealt with hereand more besides.
Lest that be thought to be an impossible task, we may conclude by
remarking that all the evaluation work reported here and in McCail's
companion reports (including all the interviewing, analysis and
typing) was undertakes in a project which involved, at the outside,
seven man-years of work -- dedicated work, involving a great deal of
"overtime" admittedly, but, glien the significance of the problem
from the point of view of the future of our society and health and
happiness of its population, the investment that is needed is a small
enough investment by any standards.
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